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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

ROBERT D. V AN V ALIN, JR. 

Challenges at the syntax-semantics-pragmatics interface: A RaIe and Rej 
erence Grammar perspective addresses important issues in syntactic theo
ry from the point of view of a paraUel architecture theory which looks at 

granunar as reflecting the cornplex interaction of structure, rneaning, and 
firnction. Role and Reference Grarnrnar [RRG] is a rnonostratal, non

derivational theory which posits a linking algorithm which rnaps between 
a syntactic representation and a semantic representation, and discourse

pragrnatics plays a role in the rnapping. 1 This is sununarized in Figure 1. 

SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION 

t 
Linking 
Algorithm 

� 

" 

�. 
� 

i 
� 
t:. 

SEMANTIC REpRESENf A TION � 

Figure 1: The organization ofRole and Reference Grammar 

The syntactic representation is concrete, in the sense that it represents the 
words and rnorphernes in their actual sequence and does not allow phono

logically mill elements, in particular no traceshlllpronounced copies of 
words or phrases, null light verbs, null pronominals, null adpositions, etc. 

The semantic representation employs an Aktionsart-based system of lex:i-

1 For detailed introductions to RRG, see Van Valin and LaPolla (1997), Van Valin 
(2005), Pavey (2010), Mairal Uson, et al. (2012), Bentley, et al. (2022). For over
views of the theory, see Van Valin (2010, 2014, 2022a), Wu (2007), Gonzalez 
Vergara (2006). 
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cal decomposition. The linking algorithm is bidirectional, mapping from 
sernantics to syntax and from syntax to sernantics. This reflects the [act 
that in language production speakers go [rom rneaning to fonn to utter
ance, whereas in comprehension listeners go from utterance to fonn to 
rneaning.2 Discourse-pragmatics interacts with the linking algorithm in a 
variety of ways, and the interaction varies across languages, leading to 
significant differences in grammatical systems. 

RRG has always been strongly cross-linguistically oriente d, and this is 
a reflection of the ' founding question' that got work on it started back in 
the late 1970's: what would linguistic theory look like if it were based on 
languages with diverse structures, specifically Tagalog (Austronesian, 
Philippines), Dyirbal (pama-Nyungen, Australia) and Lakhota (Siouan, 
North America), instead of English? This cross-linguistic orientation can 
be seen in the range of languages discussed in the papers in this volume, 
including Bamunka (Grassfields Bantu), Biblical Hebrew, Japanese, Per
sian, Pitjantjatjara (pama-Nyungen, Australia), Russian, Tagalog, and 
Taiwan Sign Language. There is a cornparably wide range of theoretical 
issues addressed, including verb classification and decornposition, light 
verb constructions, the instrurnent-subject construction, comparative con
structions, case marking, adposition assignrnent, inversion constructions, 
clause linkage, and reference tracking. The contributions can be organized 
into four groups: (1) lexical representation and argument structure, (2) 
argument marking, (3) syntactic structure, and (4) information structure. 

The first group addresses issues related to lexical representation and 
interesting cases of argument structure. In 'Activities, accomplishrnents 
and causation' Rainer Osswald explores the evolution of the RRG system 
of lexical decomposition in relation to the different proposaIs put forth in 
Dowty (1979), which is the basis of the original RRG system proposed in 
Foley and Van Valin (1984). The other two papers in the section deal with 
argument structure phenomena which deserve more attention in RRG. Jens 
Fleischhauer investigates light verb constructions in Persian, a language 
with a rich inventory of them, in ' Simplex and complex predicates in Per
sian - An RRG analysis' . Comparative constructions have not been ana
lyzed from an RRG perspective, and Chien-hung Lin and Jung-hsing 
Chang present an RRG account of comparative constructions in Taiwan 
Sign Language in 'Linking syntax and semantics in comparatives of Tai-

2 See Van Valin (2006, 2022b) for discussion of RRG as a comp:ment of a mooel 
of sentence processing. 
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wan Sign Language'. The emphasis is on their argument structure and the 
linking from semantics to syntax. 

The second group of papers concerns the case and adpositional coding 
of direct and oblique arguments, focussing on dative and instrumental cas
es, the corresponding adpositions, and the syntactic expression of instru
ment arguments. Hideki Kishimoto investigates the contrast between da
tive case and postpositional marking of the third argument of ditransitive 
verbs in 'Dative case and three-place predicates in Japanese'. RRG makes 
an important distinction between predicative and non-predicative adposi
tions, i.e. adpositions that are assigned by rule (non-predicative) vs. those 
that contribute semantically to the clause and are part of the semantic rep
resentation (predicative); see Van Valin (2005 :21 -23, 49). The next Iwo 
papers show that morphological cases, which are nonnally non
predicative, can also be predicative as weIl. The Western Desert language 
in central Australia has a dative-like case called the purposive, and it is the 
topic of Conor Pyle's contribution 'Purposive case and semantic argu
ments in Australian Western Desert dialects ' .  Wataru Nakamura examines 
RRG's claim that dative is the default case for non-macrorole direct core 
arguments in light of Jakobson's analysis of the instrumental as being the 
least marked case in Russian and reaches sorne interesting conclusions in 
his paper 'A Neo-Jakobsonian Account of Default Cases: Instrumental vs. 
Dative' . He also looks at the use of the English prepositions with and by in 
comparison with the Russian instrumental case. The next contribution, 
Koen Van Hooste' s  'A Cross-Linguistic Survey of the Instrument-Subject 
Alternation', deals with variation in the morphosyntactic expression of 
instrument arguments, specifically with the possibility of expressing it as 
the subject, e.g. The knife cut the bread vs. She cut the bread with the knife 
in contrast to *The spoon ate the soup vs. She ate the soup with the spoon, 
across a range of languages. The final paper of this section, 'Two-Theme 
Constructions and Preposition Assignrnent in Spanish' by Sergio Ibafïez 
Cerda, presents a contrastive analysis of the preposition assignrnent rules 
proposed far English in RRG with those posited far Spanish three-place 
predicates taking two theme arguments. 

The third group of papers concems aspects of syntactic structure. In her 
paper 'An Analysis ofNon-Iconic Ward Order in the Bamunka Reference 
Phrase', Ciara Anderson examines the structure of what are traditionally 
called 'noun phrases' in Bamunka, a Grassfields Bantu language spoken in 
Cameroon, in light of certain word order universals, giving an RRG ac
count. The second paper concerns an important concept in the RRG theory 
of complex sentences, cosubordination. This notion has been subject to 
criticism, and there have been suggestions that it is not a valid construct. 
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Robert n Van Valin, Jr. defends the concept, showing that the arguments 
against it lack validity in his paper 'Cosubordination'. 

The final group investigates the syntax-pragrnatics interface, cornrnon
ly referred to as information structure. Anja Latrouite and Robert n Van 
Valin, Jr. give an account of the rich inventory of inversion constructions 
in Tagalog in RRG tenns in their contribution 'An RRG Account of As
pects of the Infonnation Structure-Syntax Interface in Tagalog' .  Il reveals 
sorne unexpected interactions between syntactic positions and infonnation 
structure. The final article in the volume concems reference tracking in 
Biblical Hebrew: 'Why Eve Shouldn't Eat the Snake : An Intelligent An
swer from Corpus-driven Infonnation Structure and Reference Tracking in 
Biblical Hebrew' by Nicolai Winther-Nielsen. The author employs the 
dise ourse representations used in RRG as a crucial cornponent of his anal
ysis of the interpretation of potentially arnbiguous utterances in context. 
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PART 1. 

LEXICAL REPRESENTATION AND 
ARGUMENT STRUCTURE 
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ACTNITIES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
AND CAUSATION 

RAINER OSSWALD 
HEINRICH-HEINE-UNIVERSrrAT DÜSSELDORF 

Abstract 

The Aktionsart system is a crucial component of the syntax-semantics inter
face of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG). The purpose of this paper is 
two-fold: (i) to review the development of RRG's Aktionsart system since its 
adaption fromDowty (1979/1991) by Foley & Van Valin ( 1984) and to relate 
the various revisions introduced over the years to issues already mentioned in 

Dowty ( 1979/1991); (ii) to point out sorne issues in the latest formulation of 
the Aktionsart system in Van Valin (2018) and to sketch how to overcome them 
by a more expressive decomposition system. 

Keywords 

Aktionsart, semantic decomposition, event semantics, telicity, causation 

1. Introduction 

The Aktionsart system and its representation by means of logical structures 
is one of the comerstones of the syntax-semantics interface of Role and Ref
erence Grammar (RRG). The logical structures are a core component of the 
semantic representation of a sentence, and the positions of the arguments in 
these structures play a crucial role for the realization of the arguments in the 
syntax as determined by the linking system. The system of Aktionsart classes, 
as weIl as the system of logical structures in general, has evolved consider
ably over the years since the publication of Foley & Van Valin (1984), 
which was largely based on Dowty's (1979/1991) adaptation of ideas from 
Generative Semantics. 

The present paper has a two-fold objective: FiTst, we will take a look at the 
issues of Dowty's proposaI, many of which have been pointed out by Dowty 
himself, and show how they have been addressed by the various modifications 
of the decomposition system of RRG. This inc1udes, among other things, the 
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4 Activities, Accomplishments and Causation 

Table 1 :  The early Aktionsart system of RRG 

Aktionsart c1ass 

State 

Activity 

Logical structure 

P(x) or P(x, y) 

DO(x, [P(x)]) or DO(x, [P(x,y)]) 
P(x) or P(x, y) 

Achievement BECOME P(x) or BECOME P(x, y) 

(agentive) 
(non-agentive) 

Accomplishment q, CAUSE ,p, with q, typically an activity structure and 
'IjJ typically an achievement structure 

independence of causation from telicity as a consequence of introducing ac
tive accomplishments, and the more recent decomposition of (simple) aCCOffi
plishments into a process and a result component. The second objective of the 
paper is to address issues of the CUITent decomposition system and to suggest 
possible ways of how to overcome them. In particular, it will prove useful to 
clarify the denotational meaning of the logical structures, that is, to spell out 
the reference to states and events more explicitly. To this end, a decomposi
tional system will be proposed which builds crucially on attributes and which 
is c10sely related to frame-based representations. 

2. The early Aktionsart system and Dowty's heritage 

2.1. The early Aktionsart system 

The original version of the RRG Aktionsart system proposed in Foley & Van 
Valin (1984) uses the four classes state, activity, achievement, and accom
plishment, much in line with Dowty's adaptation of Vendler's (1957) classifi
cation.1 Table 1 reviews the original system as summarized in Van Valin 
(1990: 224, 1993: 36). Il is characteristic of the early system that accom
plishments are consistently analyzed as causative, Le., as having the logical 
structure q, CAUSE ,p, in accordance with Dowty's aspect calculus (cf. Dowty 
1979/1991: 91/124f). Achievements, on the other hand, are assumed to have 
the general form BECOME q,. 

Note that the distinction between agentive andnon-agentive activity shown 
in Table 1 is not strictly part of the ca!culus introduced in Chapter 2 of Dowty's 

1 The following brief review of the development of RRG's Aktionsart system draws 
considerably on Van Valin (2018). 
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book but is adapted from a revised classification sketched in a later chapter of 
that book (cf. Dowty 1979/1991: 184). The operator DO is in fact discussed 
rather controversially by Dowty with respect to its intended use for expressing 
agentivity, controllability and/or intentionality (cf. Section 2.2 below), and, 
for similar reasons, the use of DO has been strongly restricted in later versions 
of the RRG system (cf. Section 2.3). The early system represents uninten
tional/uncontrolled activities like falling by one-place predicates such as fall', 
and it also introduces a generalized activity predicate do' which is unmarked 
for agency (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 53). 

A remark on notation: The boldface+prime markup for primitive pred
icates like falF was introduced in Foley & Van Valin (1984) and has been 
henceforth in use in the RRG literature. The notation was taken from Dowty 
(1979/1991), who uses boldface for words and employs the prime 1 to indicate 
the translation from natural language into a logical language. So, for Dowty, 
fall is an English word while falF is a predicate. Since the boldface type does 
not serve any markup purposes in the standard presentation of RRG, we can 
simply dec1are fall to be the predicate that (roughly) represents the meaning 
of the English verb Jal!. For reasons of notational parsimony we will there
fore write predicates in boldface without an additional prime in the rest of this 
paper. 

2.2. A short (de)tour through Dowty 1979 

Il is worthwhile to recall the general motivation behind Dowty's 1979/1991 
book. His primary goal was to combine theories of word meaning with Mon
tague's forrnalized compositional framework of the syntax-semantics inter
face. The chosen approach to word meaning was inspired by the decomposi
tion analyses (in terms of DO, CAUSE, BECOME, etc.) proposed in the Gen
erative Semantics literature, which he regarded as "the most highly structured 
version of decomposition analysis" available (Dowty 1979/1991: vi). The re
spective analyses go back to his dissertation, which was completed in 1972 
when Generative Semantics was still flourishing. It was thus already in this 
thesis where he developed the formaI Aktionsart classifications and the repre
sentations that served as the basis of the semantic structures of the early RRG 
system shown in Table 1 .  

\\!hile having included the decomposition analyses of his dissertation in 
the 1979 book, Dowty did not hold back with pointing out the many issues 
he meanwhile saw in this approach, and with sketching alternative solutions. 
He also proposed a second approach, interval semantics, for modeling the se-
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mantics of aspect (which was fust published in Dowty 1977). Nevertheless, 
as Dowty (1979/1991 :  xix) emphasizes in the new preface to the second print
ing, the decompositional approach and the interval semantics aCcOllllt are not 
incompatible but can be fruitfu11y combined with each other, at least in prin
cipIe, since they contribute to complementary domains: The decomposition 
approach is concerned with developing linguistically and cognitively ffiotivated 
formalized representations for expressing aspectual and Aktionsart distinc
tions. Interval semantics, on the other hand, is concerned with the interpreta
tion of such structures in the temporal domain, Le., with respect to intervals, 
subintervals, lower and upper bounds of intervals, etc. That is, interval seman
tics is not to be seen as an alternative to decompositional semantics but as an 
attempt to spell out how the decompositional primitives are to be interpreted 
with respect to the time course or "dynamic contour" of the denoted events. 

Arnong the operators DO, CAUSE and BECOME, only BECOME with 
its underlying change-of -state interpretation turns out as being useful in this 
respect. Roughly speaking, BECOME q, is true at an interval J if q, is not true 
at (an interval containing) the initial bound of J and q, is true at (an interval 
containing) the final bound of J. Il is far less obvious how to evaluate CAUSE 
within an interval semantics (see the discussion in Dowty 1979/1991: 191, 
footnote 17). And the notion of intentionality that is supposed to go along with 
DO is evenmore remote in this respect. In fact, Dowty (1979/1991: 121) casts 
serious doubts on the viability of taking DO as an indicator of intentionality 
and/or contro11ability and, moreover, finds it "doubtful that DO can rea11y dis
tinguish a11 activities from statives, after a11" (Dowty 1979/1991: 1 19). Hence, 
while a decompositional analysis on the one hand and an interpretation of Ak
tionsart and aspect in the temporal dimension on the other hand are compatible 
with, and most probably even dependent on each other, it is questionable that 
the triad DO, CAUSE, BECOME is appropriate for this purpose. Moreover, 
the interval-based semantics calls for further refinements as well, as will be 
discussed in what follows. 

In the new preface, Dowty (1979/1991: xxii) notes that the formaI inter
pretation of BECOME in his interval semantics has the defect that "when an 
event of change takes place over an interval of time, the change in sorne sense 
does not "take place« until the end of the interval." For example, the incre
mental change which goes along with an event as expressed by paint the house 
red is not captured by his treatment of BECOME. Dowty points to the work 
of Krifka and others who model the incremental character of such events in 
terms of an object-to-event homomorphism, and he more generally espouses 
the idea of developing his interval-based accOllllt into an event -based account 
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since the latter "is conceptually simpler, easier to formalize, and has substan
tive advantages" (Dowty 1979/1991: xxii). 

2.3. Minor revisions of RRG's original Aktionsart system 

The original adaptation of Dowty's system remained basica11y nnchanged in 
Van Valin (1990, 1993) except for the fo11owing three minor qualifications: 
(i) The operator DO was restricted to the indication of agency as part of the 
lexical meaning of a verb as it is the case for murder in contrast to kil!; see 
Van Valin & Wilkins (1996: 307ff) for arguments for restricting DO to 
lexicalized verbal agency. As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are also quahns 
about the correct interpretation of DO in Dowty (1979/1991). In particular, 
he notes that DO behaves like an implicative verb in the sense of Karttllllen 
(1971) in that it does not affect the tmth conditions of the embedded 
expression. Dowty (1979/1991: 1 18) concludes that the "contribution to 
meaning that DO makes is entirely in its conventional implicature." RRG's 
abandonment of DO as a general indicator of agency had the consequence 
that the argument of the generalized activity predicate do (cf. Section 2.1) 
may now be an agent or a pure effector, depending on the context. 

(ii) The need for a distinction between punctual and durative achieve
ments is briefly acknowledged (Van Valin 1993: 154, footnote 19). Not a11 
achievements are punctual as attested by verbs such as cool and dry, which 
can be used in the progressive and even with durational adverbials. Dowty 
(1979/1991: 88ff) speaks of degree achievements in such cases but evades a 
thorough fonnal representation of them in his decomposition system. Like
wise, BECOME was kept in Van Valin (1993) both for punctual and durative 
achievements. 

(iii) The argument order in predicates of type be-LOC is reversed. 
While in Foley & Van Valin (1984), in line with Dowty (1979/1991: 21Off), 
be-at(x, y) means that x is (located) at y, the converse interpretation conven
tion was established in Van Valin (1990): x is the location where y is located. 
This modification was obviously motivated by the desire of having a para11el 
representation of locative and possession predicates, which allows one to char
acterize the fust argument of these predicates as "locative", or, to put it differ
ently, to have unifonn argument positions available for the default macro-role 
assignment princip les. From this perspective, the switch of arguments in the 
be-LOC predicates is mainly theory-driven. On the other hand, alienable pos
session is in many languages expressed by a locative construction (Foley & Van 
Valin 1984: 48; see also Stassen 2009: 48ff). 
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8 Activities, Accomplishments and Causation 

Table 2: Simple Aktionsart classes (textbook version) 

Aktionsart c1ass 

State 

Activity 

Semelfactive 

Achievement 

Accomplishment 

Logical structure 

P(x) or P(x, y) 

do(x, [P(x)]) or do(x, [P(x,y)]) 

SEML q, 
INGR q, with q, a state or activity structure 

BECOME q, 

3. The textbook version and recent developments 

What we calI the "textbook version" of the Aktionsart classes and their logical 
structures is the version presented in Van Valin (2005, 2010). The textbook 
version coincides basically with the representation system introduced in Van 
Valin & LaPolla (1997), except for the semelfactive operator SEML, which 
has been added later, and a number of minor modifications to be mentioned 
below. The Aktionsart classes of the textbook version are summarized in Ta
bles 2 and 3. 

3.1. Simple Aktionsarl classes 

The Aktionsart classes listed in Table 2 are called simple since the correspond
ing logical structures are either primitive predicates representing states, or 
primitive predicates enc10sed by do(x, [ ... ]) representing activities, or ex
pressions that result from applying one of the unary operators SEML, INGR 
or BECOME to a state or activity structure. (Due to lack of space, we put aside 
a discussion of the SEML operator.) The operator INGR (indicating ingres
sion) has been introduced to make explicit the distinction between pllllctuai 
and non-punctual change-of-state verbs (cf. Section 2.3). INGR is used for 
punctual verbs such as shatter and explode while BECOME is reserved for 
non-punctual, incremental verbs such as melt and dry. The members of the 
latter c1ass are now referred to as accomplishments, in Hne with the original 
terminology of Vendler (1957), and in contrast to Dowty's restriction of this 
term to causative structures (cf. Section 2.1). 

The representation of activities follows basically Van Valin & Wilkins 
(1996), who show that agency is best understood as being derived from a num
ber of interacting morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors, and that 
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Table 3: Complex Aktionsart classes (textbook version) 

Aktionsart c1ass Logical structure 

Active accomplisbment do(x, [P(x, y)]) & INGR Q(y) or 
do(x, [P(x)]) & INGR Q(y,x) 

Causative q, CAUSE ,p, with q" ,p logical structures of 
any type 

9 

it is hence inadequate to anchor agency solely to a primitive operator DO in 
the semantic representation of the verb. The operator DO is therefore re
stricted to the representation of lexicalized agency (cf. Section 2.3) while the 
predicate do is assumed to be llllderspecified withrespect to agency. However, 
instead of using do as a simple one-place predicate for activities, on a par with 
more specific activity predicates such as walk, Van Valin & Wilkins (1996) 
keep the decomposition structure of activities introduced by Ross (1972) and 
employed by Dowty (1979/1991), with DO now replaced by do. That is, an 
activityverb such as walk is represented by do (x, [walk(x)]) and not just sim
ply by walk(x). This leads to the general semantic structure do (x, [P(x)]) (or 
do(x, [P(x, y)]) shown in Table 2, with the special case of do(x, 0) for un
specified activities. This way of representing activities apparently cornes in 
handy for determining the fust arguruent of an activity predicate (i.e., the ef
fector) by the linking system since it can be directly read off from the logical 
structure. The semantic contribution of do, however, seems to be void, except 
for the case of do(x, 0). We will return to this issue in Section 4.1 below. 

3.2. Active vs. causative accomplishments 

The most prominent change in the Aktionsart system of Van Valin & LaPona 
(1997) is the introduction of active accomplishments as a separate c1ass. The 
vast majority of this c1ass consists of accomplishment uses of activity verbs. 
The exarnples in (1) provide a paradigmatic set of such uses in English. 

(1) a. Adaru ate an apple. 
b. Mary drew a circle. 
c. Kim walked to the store. 

(consmu ption) 
(creation) 
(motion to goal) 

According to the original decomposition system of Table 1, an of these accom
plishment constructions are to be analyzed as causative (cf., e.g., Van Valin 
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10 Activities, Accomplishments and Causation 

1990: 224, Van Va1in 1993: 38). For examp1e, the sentences (la) and (lc) 
wou1d be assigned the logical structures (2a) and (2b), respectively. 

(2) a. [eat(Adam, apple)] CAUSE [BECOME consumed(apple)] 

b. [waIk(Kirn)] CAUSE [BECOME be-at(store, Kim)] 

Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: lOOf) point out that a causative analysis of 
the accomplishments in (1) is untenable for at least two reasons: (i) Il is diffi
cult if not impossible to come up with a valid causative paraphrase for these 
constructions. (ii) Languages with causative morphology do not mark aCCOffi
plishment constructions of this type as causative. As a consequence, Van Valin 
& LaPolla (1997: 1 1 1) propose the revised representations in (3), in which the 
CAUSE operator is replaced by the connective '&', which has the meaning 'and 
then'. 

(3) a. do(x, [eat(x, y)]) & BECOME consumed(y) 

b. do(x, [waIk(x)]) & BECOME be-at(y,x) 

Accomplishment uses of activity verbs are thus conceived as denoting event 
sequences consisting of an activity immediately followed by an accomplish
ment. This analysis, however, has the lllldesirable implication that the aCCOffi
plishment, which is a non-punctual change of state, does not start before the 
activity has ended. Therefore, the representations in (3) underwent a further 
revision in Van Valin (2005), where 'BECOME' is replaced by the punctual 
change of state operator 'INGR' in order to capture the fact that tbe result
ing state sets in immediately with the activity's end. This has lead to the two 
logical structures for active accomplishments shown in Table 3. 

As noted in Van Valin (2005: 33/66), there are also a few lexicalized ac
tive accomplishments in English. The verb devour is one such example, which 
den otes an active accomplishment of consumption. Another candidate is the 
verb repair (cf. Rotbstein 2012: 72). Il is probably no accident that both, de
vour and repair originate from prefixed Anglo-French and eventually Latin 
verbs. 

An important consequence of distinguishing active from causative accom
plishments is that accomplishments are not bound to causation anymore, as 
they were in the original Aktionsart system. In the revised system, causation 
is basically ortbogonal to the Vendlerian classification. In Table 3, this is re
fiected by fact that CAUSE can combine logical structures of any type. 
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3.3. Decomposing simple accomplishments 

Van Valin (2005: 44) proposes a further decomposition of the BECOME op
erator in accomplishment structures. This step is motivated inter aUa by data 
from Mpamtwe Arremte (Central Australia) which mark the difference be
tween atelic and telic interpretations of deadjectival verbs overtly in the mor
phosyntax. Corresponding deadjectival verbs in English are cool, darken, and 
dry, which allow an atelic and a telic interpretation (cool for an hour vs. cool 
in an hour) without overt marking. Having this distinction appropriately rep
resented in the semantics is of course not only relevant for languages which 
encode it overtly, such as Mpamtwe Arremte, but is equa11y important for lan
guages like English. The class of verbs in question has been dubbed "degree 
achievements" in Dowty (1979/1991: 88) and has since then drawn consider
able interest (e.g. Hay et al. 1999, Keams 2007, Kennedy & Levin 2008) 

(Simple) accomplishments (of states) consist by definition of a non
punctual, extended component and the final establishment of the resulting 
state. The solution proposed in Van Valin (2005: 44) is to make this event 
structure explicit by decomposing BECOME into a progression and an ingres
sion component, that is, into the process (PROC) that leads to the result state 
and the final setting in of that state; in symbols, BECOME � PROC & INGR. 
For example, the semantic representation BECOME cool (x) of the (telic read
ing of the intransitive) English verb cool would be decomposed as in (4), with 
cool representing the meaning of the adjective cool. 

(4) BECOME cool (x) � PROC cool (x) & INGR cool (x) 

The representation in (4) calls for a further elaboration in at least two respects. 
The fust question is how exactly the expression PROC cool(x), and more gen
era11y PROC P(x) is to be interpreted. As to this question, there is already a 
tentative proposaI in Dowty (1979/1991: 90) whose basic idea is that a degree 
predicate P such as cool is inherently vague and can be true at each time t dur
ing the process as expressed by the atelic cool for an hour if only P be resolved 
appropriately at each t. The assumption is that at each time, the undergoer has 
changed from ,Pto P, with varying resolutions of the vague predicate P. As a 
consequence, BECOME P(x) can be assumed to be true at a11 times within the 
interval denoted by an hour. From this perspective, it seems more adequate to 
apply the operator PROC not to cool (x) but to BECOMEcool(x), understood 
properly. We will return to this point below in Section 3.4 when we discuss 
more recent proposaIs for the representation of active accomplishments, and 
later in Section 4.2. 
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A second problematic issue of the proposed decomposition in (4) is the 
connective '&', which stands for 'and then' and thus expresses temporal succes
sion. Taken literally, the logical structure in (4) says that the pnnctual change 
of turning cool (expressed by INGR cool) occurs after the process of cool
ing (expressed by PROC cool) has ended. This is clearly not an appropriate 
description since the object in question is cool at the very moment the cool
ing process cornes to an end. In Section 4.2, we will propose an alternative 
representation that avoids this "and-then anomaly". 

3.4. Decomposing active accomplishments 

As explained in Section 3.2, the textbook version of active accomplishment 
structures (cf. Table 3) does not make use of the BECOME operator anymore 
since the earlier proposaI of Van Valin & LaPolla (1997), which had the form 
do( ... ) & BECOME ... , was replaced by do( ... ) & INGR .... The rea
son is that it would be wrong to represent the non-punctual change of state 
as starting only after the activity has ended. However, as observed by Van 
Valin (2018), replacing '& BECOME' by '& INGR' in the representation of 
active accomplishments fails to take into account the incremental change of 
state (incremental consumption or creation, incremental motion to goal) that 
co-occurs with the activity. Van Valin (2018) therefore suggests reintroduc
ing BECOME, but this time, the non-punctual, incremental component of the 
accomplishment is conftated with the activity. In the logical structure, this is 
realized by decomposing BECOME into PROC & INGR, as sketched in the 
previous section, and by conjoining the PROC component with the activity: 

(5) [do( ... );\ PROC ... 1 & INGR ... 

In this representation, the incremental change component of the accomplish
ment component is now temporally aligned with the activity component. 

A not-so-obvious issue of the PROC & INGR decomposition is the choice 
of the predicates involved. As discussed in Section 3.3 in the context of degree 
achievements, a fust question concems the type of predicates the operator 
PROC applies to. Does PROC take a stative or a dynarnic predicate? The 
first option would allowthe straightforward decomposition of BECOME Pinto 
PROC P & INGR P, with P a stative predicate. The predicate to which PROC 
is applied is identical to the one under BECOME and INGR in this case, but 
at the price of putting the burden of expressing the incremental change onto 
the operator PROC. The second option is to regard PROC as an operator that 
takes an incremental change description and turns it into the description of a 
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process that consists of ongoing incremental changes of this type. 
In Van Valin (2018), the following tentative decompositions are proposed 

for the accomplishment components of the active accomplishment examples 
in (1): 

(6) a. [do(x, [eat(x, y)]) fi PROC consume(y)] & INGR consumed(y) 

b. [do(x, [draw(x, y)]) fi PROC create(y)] & INGR exist(y) 

c. [do(x, [walk(x)]) fi PROC cover.path.distance(x, (z»] 
& INGR be-at(y, x) 

In these decompositions, the operator PROC is apparently app1ied to dynarnic 
predicates and not to stative ones. We have consume instead of consumed in 
(6a), create instead of exist in (6b), and cover.path.distance instead of be-at 
in (6c). Il is not fully transparent in each of these exarnp1es howthe predicates 
under PROC and INGR are re1ated to each other. In fact, it is not so clear 
what the predicates consume and create are supposed to mean in (6a) and 
(6b), respectively, since their only argument is the undergoer y, i.e., the entity 
being consumed or drawn. It seems that the predicates being.consumed and 
being.created would come c10ser to the intended meaning. The case of (6c) 
is slightly more intricate. As indicated by the predicate cover.path.distance, 
the incremental change concems the position of the mover x on a path leading 
to the goal y? That is, if be-at is to be part of the predicate under PROC then 
the location variable needs to be bound to varying locations that are getting 
successively closer to the goal (on the path taken). 

Suppose the predicate under PROC should express the type of the ongo
ing incremental change. Then a systematic decomposition of BECOME into 
a PROC and an INGR component would require that the dynarnic predicate 
under PROC is systematically related to the stative predicate under INGR. 
Moreover, the operator PROC should have basically the same effect in ac
tive accomplishment decompositions as it has in simple accomplishment struc
tures. We will retum to these issues in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 

3.5. Interim summary 

If we look back at the development of the RRG Aktionsart system since its 
original adaption of Dowty (1979/1991), an interesting observation can be 
made. Recall that Dowty (1979/1991) was not satisfied with the decomposi-

2 Note that the variable z in (6c) is intended to refer to the distance covered, not to the 
path traversed. 
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tion by DO, CAUSE, and BECOME as a basis of aspectual distinctions. He 
noted that the DO of agency is neither relevant for aspectual issues nor did he 
see how to give it a precise interpretation. The evaluation of CAUSE in the 
temporal dimension is also problematic. Only the change-of-state operator 
BECOME turned out to be useful for aspectual classification but was noted to 
lack the ability to express incremental changes. 

In a sense, the successive modifications of the RRG system have addressed 
aIl of these issues in one way or another. To do largely away with DO was 
already proposed in Van Valin (1990, 1993). Moreover, the introduction of 
active accomplishrnents has released CAUSE from being responsible for defin
ing accomplishments. In fact, causativity is now seen as a largely independent 
parameter when it cornes to Vendlerian classes (cf. Van Valin 2005: 39). As 
to the deficiencies of BECOME with respect to capturing ongoing Încremen
tal changes, the suggested decomposition into PROC & INGR as weU as the 
corresponding proposaI for active accomplishrnents in Van Valin (2018) aim 
at coping with this problem as weIl. 

In spite of these improvements, there are still a number of issues in the cur
rent representation system, as aIready mentioned in passing. We will address 
sorne of them in Section 4 and sketch possible mcxlifications of the present sys
tem. The following section takes up again the important distinction between 
active and causative accomplishments. 

3.6. Sorne intricacies of distinguishing active and causative 

accornplishrnents 

Despite the two tests mentioned in Section 3.2, (i) existence of a causative 
paraphrase and (ii) morphological marking of causation in languages that pro
vide such means, it is not always easy to distinguishing causative from active 
accomplishments. For instance, verbs of transportation like calTy in motion to 
goal constructions such as (7) are potential candidates for active accomplish
ments even if the relevant logical structure, which has three arguments, is not 
covered by the two templates in Table 3. 

(7) Joha carried the chair into the room. 

As to criterion (ii), languages with causative morphology seem not to mark 
correlates of sentences like (7) as causative. In Georgian, for example, the 
concept of carrying someone or something somewhere is expressed by verbs 
of having (which varywith respect to the animacy of the object) plus a preverb 
of direction (Aronson 1990: 34lf). Using verbs of having, taking or holding 
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combined with directed motion expressions is a widespread pattern for en
coding transportation scenarios across languages (\V1i1chli, 2009). Causative 
morphology does not play a role here, in generaL Possible exceptions are 
cases where the directed motion verb is transitive, in which case the verb is 
often analyzed as causative. In Japanese, for instance, the 'carry' verbs hakobu 
('carry, convey'), motsu ('have, hold, carry') and katsugu ('carry on shoulders') 
can combine with transitive verbs of directed motion such as ireru ('cause to 
go inftake in') and dasu ('cause to go outftake out') in lexical verb-verb com
pOllllds.3 The use of such lexical compounds for expressing transport to goal 
scenarios is illustrated in (8a) for the compound verb hakobiireru ('carry (aud 
take) in(side)') 4 

(8) a. Kagu 0 shinkyo ni hakobi-ire-ta. 
fumiture ACC new home DIR carry-take.in-PAST 
'They carried the fumiture into their new home.' 

Japanese 

b. do(x, [carry(x, y)]) Il [[do(x, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-in(z, y)]] 

Since the most obvious logical structure for ireru is [do(x, 0)] CAUSE 
[BECOME be-in(z, y)] , aud since the carrying aud the taking inside encoded 
by the compound hakobiireru occur simultaneously, the logical structure of the 
compound cau be assurned to have the form (8b). In view of this structure, 
hakobiireru is probably best seen as a causative accomplishment verb (ireru, 
'take in') with a lexically incorporated mauner component (hakobu, 'carry'). 

The example in (8) does of course not provide evidence for a causative 
accomplishment aualysis (9a) of the English construction in (7), nor does it 
prec1ude au active accomplishment aualysis (9b) of that construction. 

(9) a. [do(x, [carry(x, y)])] CAUSE [BECOME be-in(z, y)] 

b. do(x, [carry(x, y)]) & INGR be-in(z, y) 
The Japanese 'carry' verbs listed above can also combine with a number of 
intransitive directed motion verbs, in which case the moving entity is identified 
with the actor of the carrying (Matsurnoto 1996: 206ff). Note thatthe resulting 
logical structure under an active accomplislnnent analysis differs from the one 
in (9b) in that not y but x is the theme of the location predicate. 

We can conc1ude that while there is no morphosyntactic evidence for a 

3 The intransitive counterparts of ireru and dasu are irn ('go into/enter') and deru ('come 
ouUexit'), respectively. 

4 The example and its translation are taken from the Compound Verb Le:xicon hosted by 
the National Institute of Japanese Language and Linguistics at vvlexicon.ninjal.ac.jp. 
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causative accomplishment analysis of transport -to-goal constructions like (7), 
languages may differ with respect to which meaning components are realized 
overtly in the morphosyntax. Il is part of the meaning of 'carry' verbs, and 
hence inherent in the predicate carry, that an actor x continuously and directly 
exerts force on an entity y with the effect that y is kept above the ground and 
(more or less) close to x. These conditions entail, or at least implicate, that if x 
is changing its location then y is moving along withx (putting aside the question 
of whether carry already entails the translocation of x). Il thus basically makes 
no difference, with respect to what can be inferred about the final location of 
y, whether the (motion-to-)goal phrase adjoined to a 'carry' verb takesx or y as 
its argument. Making these meaning aspects of carry explicit, however, would 
require more expressive representations than the CUITent logical structures of 
RRG (cf. Section 4 below and, e.g., Krifka 2004, Beavers 201 1 :  38) 

The causative paraphrase criterion (i) gives mixed results when applied to 
a sentence like (7). On the one hand, Jahn caused the chair ta hecame ta he in 
room seems an acceptable paraphrase in sense of Van Valin (2005: 38). But 
it does not support the causative accomplishment analysis in (9b), which says 
that Jolm's carrying the chair caused it to become to be in the room. It is not 
just Johu's carrying the chair, ifs Johu's carrying the chair into the room that 
caused the chair to become to be there. The 'caused' is to be understood here 
as indicating a causal explanatian rather than as referring to a causal relation 
between events (cf. Davidson 1967: 703, Vendler 1962). In fact, the chair's 
becoming to be in the room is an entailment of Jolm's carrying it there. 

Caused motion to goal constructions introduce further intricacies, and it is 
instructive to see how different authors vary in their judgement with respect 
to the active/causative accomplishment distinction. Consider the following 
exarnple taken from Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2001). 

(10) We pulled the crate out of the watef. 

According to Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2001 :  783), verbs like pull "describe 
the exertion of a force on a physical object, but do not lexically entail that the 
force displaces the object. However, when the force does cause a displace
ment, as in [(10)], then it must be exerted until the result location is attained. 
Thus, the exertion of force and the displacement occur in tandem." Moreover, 
they note that (10) "is not so well paraphrased by 'Our pulling the crate caused 
it to become out of the water'." This line of reasoning, which is similar to the 
one employed in the above analysis of can-y, suggests an active accomplish
ment analysis for (10). Goldberg & Jackendoff (2004: 558), on the other hand, 
disagree with Rappaport Hovav & Levin about the status of the causative para-
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phrase. For them, "is is unc1ear why [(10)] is considered non-causal" since "it 
is naturally paraphrased by 'we caused the crate to move out of the water by 
pulling,' [ . . .  ] ." This causative paraphrase, however, is subject to the same ob
jections as the one discussed for can-y. \\!hile the plrrase 'by pulling' correctly 
mentions one of causal factors involved, namely the exertion of force, it does 
not sufficiently describe the cause for the crate to become to be out of the 
watef. The appropriate description would be 'by pulling at the crate until it 
was out of the water', which is a causal explanation or, rather, an elaboration. 

The domain of caused motion descriptions contains further tricky aspects 
relevant to the distinction between active and causative accomplishments. For 
instance, verbs like push in motion to goal constructions are ambiguous with 
respect to whether they mean a continuous exertion of force on the moving 
object or a punctual push which causes the motion. The tirst case suggests an 
active accomplishment analysis along the lines of the pull example discussed 
above, the second case clearly calls for a causative accomplishment structure. 
A more thorough analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of the present paper, 
however. 

Let us finally have another look at verbs of consumption in accomplishment 
constructions such as (la). Considerthe followingparaphrase for (la): Adam's 
eating an apple caused the apple ta became cansumed. This is surely not the 
most natural and elegant way to express the scenario in question, but on what 
grounds can it be qualified as inadequate or wrong? The crucial question is 
whether the relation between the eating activity and the becoming consumed 
of the affected object or stuff can be characterized as one between cause and 
effect. Refiecting on the use of the verb eat will most probably lead us to the 
conclusion that it is inherent in what we conceive as eating scenarios that the 
object eaten (at) gets (successively) consumed. By using the verb eat, we do 
not spell out any of the (possibly causal) chains of events involved (such as 
separating pieces of food from sorne bigger chunk by means of the teeth, a 
knife, a fork, a spoon, etc., putting it into the mouth, and swallowing it, maybe 
after chewing it). Il is thus part of every eating event that the food eaten 
gets consumed; put differently, that food is becoming consumed when being 
eaten is a simple entaihnent, and this entaihnent holds already for the activity 
interpretation of eat. The accomplishment interpretation of the construction 
in (la) then cornes about through the implicature that the apple is consumed 
campletely. 
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1 8  Activities, Accomplishments and Causation 

4. Possible modifications of the Aktionsart representations 

4.1. Activities revisited 

In the CUITent version of RRG, activities are represented as primitive 
predicates enclosed by do(x, [ . . .  D (cf. Section 3.1). Examples are 
do(x, [waIk(x)]) and do(x, [carry(x, y)]). The purpose of this do envelope 
is not fully clear. however. If the embedded predicate denotes an activity then 
adding do appears to be redundant from a semantic point of view. We could 
treat do(x, [ . . .  1 )  simply as a fairly clumsy diacritic which marks off activity 
predicates and which in addition highlights the actor argument. As mentioned 
in Section 3.1. having this information readily available in this way might be 
useful for the formulation of the linking principles. But there are other ways 
of representing and accessing the relevant information. Instead of referring to 
the fust argument of do (x, [ . . .  D. the linking algorithm can simply refer to the 
tirst argument of the activity predicate itself. Moreover, in order to single out 
activity predicates, we may, for instance, assume that such predicates entai! a 
general activity predicate do. That is, the lexicon contains conditionals like 
walk(x) -+ do(x). In the following sections. we will therefore write walk(x) 
instead of do(x, [walk(x)]). 

There is a limited number of activity verbs for which the do envelope is not 
redlllldant since the embedded predicate is stative. The only cases mentioned 
in Van Valin (2005) are verbs of directed perception such as listen and look at, 
watch which are analyzed as activity versions of stative perception predicates 
and are represented as do(x, [hear(x, y)]) and do (x, [see(x, y)]). respectively. 
These exarnples are already discussed in Dowty (1979/1991: 1 13f) as one of 
the few cases for which there is a difference between the activity structure and 
the embedded (stative) predicate. Another of Dowty"s exarnples is the differ
ence between stative and agentive readings of certain adjectives and nouns in 
predicative constructions. Consider, for instance, the contrast between John 
is polite/a hero and John is being polite/a hero. It seems reasonable to argue 
that the 'is being' construction and likewise the verbs of directed perception 
encode agentivity and are thus candidates for the use of DO. If this is true 
then do is redundant here as weIl. 

4.2. Accomplishments revisited 

The decomposition of BECOME into PROC & INGR introduced in Sec
tions 3.3 and 3.4 1eaves open the following questions: (i) Which kinds of pred-
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icates does PROC apply to? (ii) How is the predicate under PROC related to 
the one under BECOME (and INGR) in the decomposition? (iii) How can 
we resolve the "and-then anomaly" that cornes with '& '? Let us begin with 
the last question. Since the final or result state sets in at the very moment the 
process enels, it seems appropriate to replace '& INGR P(x)' by something 
like 'and fina11y P(x)' or, more forma11y, 'II FINAL P(x)', where 'A' is ordi
nary conjunction. The term FINAL P(x) is to be taken as true of an event just 
in case P(x) holds at the end of the event. The underlying idea is that every 
bounded event has an attribute FIN(AL) whose value is the final stage of the 
respective event.s An event e satisties FIN P(x) if the FIN value s of e satisfies 
P(x), i.e., if s is a stage of x's being p 6  Note that FIN P(x) does not exclude 
per se the possibility that P(x) already holels at earlier stages of the event. One 
way to cope with this point is to derive ,P(x) for a11 non-final stages from 
an appropriately defined representation of the process component.7 In fact, 
the version proposed below would allow such an inference. Another option is 
to represent the accomplishment interpretation of degree achievement verbs 
simply as INIT ,P(x) Il FIN P(x), which is basica11y Dowty's explication of 
BECOME P(x), where INIT(IAL) is an attribute whose value is the initial stage 
of a bOllllded event. The representation of the process component would be 
regarded as irrelevant in this case, for one could argue that the expression the 
soup cooled in ten minutes is true if the soup was not cool at a contextually 
given moment and it was cool ten minutes later. 

As to question (i), the decomposition of BECOME in the active accom
plishment representations (6) of Section 3.4, as we11 as Dowty's sketch of the 
representation of degree achievements mentioned in Section 3.3, has lead us 
to the conclusion that the operator PROC applies to dynarnic predicates, i.e., 
to predicates which denote an incremental change. When applied to such a 
predicate, PROC returns an expression which denotes processes consisting of 
ongoing incremental changes of the type denoted by that predicate. Question 
(ii) asks howthe dynarnic predicate under PROC is defined in terms of the sta
tive predicate that underlies degree achievements such as cool. The dynamic 
predicate needs to express the incremental change towards becoming cool in 

5 Stages are here conceived as instantaneous parts or "snap-shots"; cf. Sider (2001). 

6 Here and in the following, expressions such as F cP are to be read as predicates of 
the form .\xCly(F(X, y) A q,(y» , where F is denotes a functional relation and q, is a 
one-place predicate. (Altematively, we could write .\xCly(F(X) � y A q,(y» or more 
succinctly Àx cP(F(X)) if we put aside the complication that F is not a total but only a 
partial function, in general.) 

, See also Pustejovsky (1991, 2000). 
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this case. According to Dowty's tentative proposaI mentioned in Section 3.3, 
the vague predicate cool is resolved differently at each time during the cool
ing process in such a waythat BECOME cool (x) holds throughout the process. 
This idea has been taken up by Abusch (1986), who assumes that predicates 
such as cool depend on a contextual parameter and that the Aktionsart inter
pretation of the corresponding degree achievement verb varies according to 
whether this parameter is determined by the context of utterance or is exis
tentially bound. This 1eads to BECOME (cool (c"tt) ) (x) in the fust case and to 
a predicate of the forrn .\dc(BECOME (cool(c» (x) (e» in the second case s 

Following Dowty and Abusch, the latter predicate can be taken as equivalent to 
.\dc( (INIT , ( cool( c» (x) ;\ FIN (cool(c» (x» (e» . Since the parameter c can 
be chosen appropriately for every event, the predicate is true of every subevent 
of an event in whichx is cooling continuously.9 By comparison, if the param
eter is fixed by the context of utterance then the change-of -state predicate 
corresponds to an accomplishment reading of the degree achievement verb. 

Analyzing the process interpretation of (deadjectival) degree achievement 
verbs in tenus of a variable, context-dependent resolution of the underlying 
gradable adjective is not very convincing, however. The final stage of the in
cremental change is obviously better described comparatively with respect the 
initial stage of the change; the change is one from less cool to more cool rather 
than from not cool to cool with cool resolved appropriately.lO Put simply, the 
incremental change is an increase of the coolness of the lllldergoer. Speci
fying the increase presupposes a scale, Le. an ordered set of degrees. Since 
an increase of coolness amounts to a decrease of temperature, and since cool 
is commonly analyzed as a dimensional adjective with negative polarity, with 
temperature as the dimension of measurement, the scale associated with cool 
consists of degrees of temperature with an inverted ordering (i.e., higher de
grees of temperature are lower with respect to the scale ordering) (cf. e.g. 
Bierwisch 1989, Kennedy & McNally 2005). Suppose temp-stg(x, d) de
notes stages of x's having temperature d. Then changes of state in which x is 
becoming cooler can be characterized by the predicate in (11). 

8 The presentation follows basically Kennedy & Levin's (2008: 158) brief exposition of 
Abusch's approach in an event semantics framework. 

9 Note that it wou1d be wrong to conclude that if the predicate under discussion is 
true of an event e then it is true of all subevents of e, for an interrnediate rise of the 
temperature is not excluded. 

IOKennedy & Levin (2008: 171)  come to a simi1ar conclusion (but take a different route 
in their forrnalization). 
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y.� lemp-slg 

°l"'T prOl 
lemp-slg 

1EMP 0 1EMP 

0 · .. ·························· .. 0 
>temp 

Figure 1: Attribute-va1ue matrix (a) aud (minimal) frame mode1 (b) for (12) 

( 1 1) Àddo�d, ((INIT temp-stg(x, do) Il FIN temp-stg(x, d,» (e) 
Il do >temp d,) 

The representation in (12) be10w is essentially equiva1ent ta the one in (11) but 
employs more systematically the idea of a representation based on attributes. 
Ta this end, temp-stg is considered as a stage predicate ta which the argu
ments x aud d are bound by the functiona1 relations TH(EME) and PAT(IENT), 
respectively.ll 

(12) INIT (temp-stg Il PAT � x) Il FIN (temp-stg Il PAT � x) 
Il INIT TEMP >temp FIN TEMP 

A semantic decomposition based on attributes (Le. functional relations) nat
urally leads ta frame-based representations 12 Figure lb) depicts the frame 
structure defined by the attribute-value description in (12). The shaded node 
at the top represents the referential node of the frame; the attribute-value ma
trix on the left of the figure is a notational variaut of the expression in (12). 

We started off with the question of how the dynamic predicate under 
PROC is related ta the stative predicate that underlies cool. Given that the 
representations in (11) aud (12) are caudidates for the predicate under PROC, 
what is their relation to the respective stative predicate? A primitive stative 
predicate such as cool is obviously not helpful in this respect. \Vhat is needed 

1 1  In addition to the notation introduced in Footnote 6, the following conventions are 
used here: F"" Y stands for .\xF(X, y), F G is short for .\x.\y3z(F(X, z) Il G(z, y» , and 
Fr G expands into .\xCly3z(F(X, y) Il G(x, z) Il r(y, z» , where F and G are functional 
relations and r is an arbitrary binary relation. 

12 Cf. Osswald & Van Valin (2014) for a general outline of decompositional frame 
semantics and Kalhneyer & Osswald (2013) for an introduction to the formal frame
work. 
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is a lexical semantic representation of dimensional adjectives, as proposed in 
Bierwisch (1989), Kennedy & McNal!y (2005), and others, which takes into 
aCcOllllt the dimension of measurement as weIl as the scale structure of pos
sible degrees and their ordering. With these semantic ingredients available, 
the simple positive use of cool in expressions such as the soup is cool can be 
roughly characterized by the stage predicate in (13), where stndrooln= is a 
(contextual!y specified) standard of comparison associated with the coolness 
scale.13 

(13) temp-stg Il PAT "=x Il stndcooln= >temp TEMP 

A full-fledged frame-semantic representation of cool would provide attributes 
for accessing the underlying stage type as weIl as the coolness scale and its 
components, inc1uding the degree ordering and the standard of comparison. 
These components are then employed in different ways at the interface to mor
phology and syntax for deriving the representations in (12) and (13), among 
others. While spelling tbis out in detail is beyond the scope of the present 
paper, it should be c1ear from the foregoing discussion that a decomposition 
of BECOME P(x) requires a proper decomposition of P(x), irrespective of 
the chosen semantic forrnalism. 

We conclude this section with a brief sketch of how to cope witb the op
erator PROC in a semantic framework that is primarily based on attributes. 
Recal! that if <p is a change-of-state predicate such as (12) then e satisfies 
PROC <p if e consists of ongoing changes of type <p. A straightforward solu
tion is to characterize e by an attribute PROG(RESSION-TYPE) whose value is 
the type of change that goes on in the course of e.14 In the example discussed 
above, the respective type T would be an abstract representation of the frame 
in Figure 1 .  An additional axiom would ensure that if e satisfies PROG � T 
then any segment of e is an instance of r.15 

4.3. The structure of active accomplishments 

The different versions of active accomplishment structures discussed in Sec
tion 3 al! suffer the "and-then anomaly". This is also true of the latest proposaI 

13 As to the last conjunct in (13), expressions of the form cr G are to be interpreted as 

Àx::Jy(G(x, y) A r(c, y)), where c is a variable or constant, G is a functional relation 
and r is an arbitrary binary relation. 

14 Galton (2012) seems to advocate a similar view of the nature of processes and ac
tivities. 

15 Cf. Balogh & Osswald (2020) for a more elaborate explanation of this approach. 
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(cf. Section 3.4), which confiates the process component of the accomplish
ment with the activity component. The logical structures in (6) express that 
the activity (or process) ends and then a pllllctuai change of state occurs. For 
example, (6b) means that the drawing activity and the simultaneously ongoing 
creation come to an end and then the resulting object cornes into existence. 
Likewise, in the motion-to-goal case (6c), the given analysis says that the mo
tion activity stops and then a punctual change of state from not being at the goal 
to being at the goal occurs. This is obviously not what's happening. Rather, 
the drawn figure exists at the very moment the drawing activity stops. Like
wise, the moyer is at the goal at the very moment the motion stops; reaching 
the goal co-occurs with coming to a final haIt - it is not something which hap
pens afterwards.16 It thus seems advisable to avoid the temporal connective 
'&' when combining process or activity expressions with accomplishment or 
achievement expressions in active accomplishment structures. 

Instead of starting with <P & BECOME ,p as proposed in Van Valin & 
LaPolla (1997), we may sirnply start with <P Il BECOME ,p. This repre
sentation does not have the above-mentioned temporal succession problem 
of Van Valin & LaPolla's original proposaI, which lead to <p & INGR ,p 
in Van Valin (2005) and eventually to the reintroduction of BECOME as 
PROC & INGR in Van Valin (2018). Applied to the motion-to-goal case (lc), 
we get waIk(x) Il BECOME be-at(y,x), which describes walking activities 
of x that are simultaneously describable as events of x's coming to be at y. 
For a decomposition of BECOME, we can follow the strategy of Section 4.2 
and use the predicate FIN be-at(y, x) to describe events that have final stages 
at which be-at(y,x) holds. The revised version of (6c) then looks as follows, 
where the expression under PROC remains to be explicated. 

(14) waIk(x) Il PROC . . .  Il FIN be-at(y,x) 

Recall that BECOME be-at(y,x) is intended to capture the meaning of 
the English preposition ta in motion-to-goal constructions like walk ta the 
store (lc). It is commonly taken as part of the meaning of ta in such a 
context that the lllldergoer x moves continuously towards the goal lllltil the 
target area is reached. In other words, x traverses a path that leads to the 
goal (keeping aside the possibility of te1eportation). The incremental change 
component should capture something like 'move (forward) along a path that 
leads to y'. Thus a possible candidate of the predicate under PROC could 

16 In fact, the motion does not even have to stop at the goal but can continue. But it 
definitely does not stop before reaching the goaL 
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be move.along.path.to(x, y) . Since the incremental steps of a given mo
tion event are an bound to one and the same path, it seems more appropri
ate to explicitly introduce the path as a constant p on a par with x and y, as 
in move.along.to(x,p, y), or, more sirnply, move.along(x,p), with the addi
tional constraint that the path p ends at y. The incremental change expressed 
by move.aIong(x,p) is that x (continuously) changes its location on p in the 
direction of p. In particular, this requires that the palb p is directed, Ibat is, 
its points are linearly ordered. An event (segment) e of type move.aIong(x,p) 
then satisfies INIT be-at(u,x) Il FIN be-at(v,x), where u and v are points 
on the path p and u precedes v with respect to the direction of p, in symbols, 
u <p v. That is, x is located at u at the initial stage of e, and at v at the final 
stage of e. We arrive at the following representation, which shows the same 
pattern as (12). 

(15) INIT (be-a! Il THEME "= x) Il FIN (be-a! Il THEME "= x) 
Il INIT LOC <p FIN LOC 

In contrast to cases like (12), the scalar structure that underlies (15) is 
not lexicalized but compositionally derived. This is a general property of the 
active accomplishment constructions in (1) since the activity verb does not 
per se provide a scale. The scalar structures are either path scales, as in the 
motion-to-goal constructions above, or "extent" or "volume" scales in the cre
ation/consumption constructions, in which case the scale is deftned in terms 
of the incremental theme object (Rappaport Hovav 2008, Kennedy 2012). In 
an of these cases, the scalar structure is dependent on the event denoted by 
the activity component of the construction. 

4.4. Causative structures 

We conclude this section by showing how causative structures fit into the pic
ture developed so far. Dowty (1979/1991) treats causal expressions such as 
(16a) as statements (Iike ail olber formulas of his aspect calculus). If we inter
pret (16a) as a statement which expresses the causal relatedness of two events 
then a logical explication of (16a) could look like (16b), where the variables e, 
and e2 refer to events and cP( e,) and ,p (e2) are sentences and thus fully tensed 
clauses. 

(16) a. cP CAUSE ,p 

b. �el�e2(cause(el, e2) Il cPh) Il ,ph» 
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From an RRGpoint ofview, it seems morereasonable toread (16a) as an event 
description, which is typically associated with a nuc1ear syntactic structure (at 
least in the case of direct causation) and thus not yet specified with respect 
to time and space. This means that the causal expression den otes camplex 
events of type causatian, which have two event components, namely the cause 
component and the effect component. A formalization of this analysis is given 
in (17a), where CAUS(E) and EFF(E)eT are the two attributes of causation 
events whose values are the cause and the effect component, respectively. 

(17) a . .\del�e2 (causation(e) Il CAUS(e,el) Il EFFeT(e,e2) 
Il cP(e,) Il ,p(e2» 

b. causation Il CAUS cP Il EFFeT ,p 

Note that in (17), CAUS is nat meant to denote the relation between cause 
and effect but rather the functional relation between complex events of type 
causation and their cause components. By applying the notational conventions 
introduced in the previous sections, we can replace the expression in (17a) by 
the compact version in (17b). The latter expression can be shortened further 
to CAUS cP Il EFFeT ,p if we assume that having the attributes CAUS and 
EFFeT implies being of type causation, in symbols: CAUS T Il EFFeT T � 
causation, where T is the universal predicate, which is true of everything.17 

It is also possible to state general constraints on the temporal relation between 
cause and effect. Let <0 be the relation that holds between two events (or 
states) if the tirst starts earlier than the second. Then we have causation =1-
CAUS <0 EFFeT. 

In (18), the revised representation is applied to a causative resultative con
struction. The corresponding standard RRG representation is shown in (18c) 
for comparison. The complex causation scenario described in ( l8a) has as its 
CAUS component a kick activity of Kim at the door, and as its EFFeT compo
nent a change-of -state of the door becoming sbut. 

(18) a. Kim kicked the door shut. 

b. CAUS (kick Il EFFeTR �x Il PAT � y) 
Il EFFeT FIN (shut Il PAT � y) 

c. [do (x, kick (x, y» ] CAUSE [BECOME shut(y)] 

As mentioned before, an attribute-based analysis of event preclicates suggests 
a "Neo-Davidsonian" representation of the relation between an event and its 

n cP � ,p is short for VX(cP(x) --+ ,p(x» , where <p and ,p are one-place predicates. 
Note that F T is equivalent to Àx::JyF(X, y) by definition of T. 
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b) 
causation 

CAUS 
EFFeT 

[ki k j E;CTh x PAT y 

l:�;��::n 
Figure 2: Attribute-value matrix (a) aud frame model (b) for (18b) 

participauts in terms of (fuuctional) thematic relations. Hence, (18b) uses 
kick Il EFFCfR �x Il PAT � Y instead of kick (x, y), with the thematic re
lations EFF(E)Cf(O)R aud PAT(IENT). Figure 2a) shows a (slightly enriched) 
presentation of (18b) as au a!tribute-value matrix; Figure 2b) depicts the cor
responding frame mode!. 

Since the logical structures of RRG play a crucial role in the linking sys
tem, a few words might be in order about how the proposed representations 
can be integrated into that system. Recall that it is the position of the argu
ments in the logical structures that detennines the macrorole assignment and 
thereby, together with other factors, the realization of the arguments in the 
morphosyntax. With respect to primitive predicates, the representations pro
posed above differ insofar as they rely on thematic relations instead of the 
linear ordering of the arguments. However, these two notions are basically 
equivalent (cf. Vau Valin 2005: 55). The depth of embedding of au argument 
in the representations, on the other haud, which is equally irnportaut for the 
macrorole assignment, is preserved in the attribute-based representations. 

5. Conclusion 

In the fust part of the paper, we have seen that mauy of the revisions of the 
RRG Aktionsart system go back to deficiencies of Dowty's original Generative 
Semantics-inspired decomposition system, most of which have been pointed 
out by Dowty himself, in one way or another. These deficiencies comprise, 
among others, problems of coming up with a proper denotational interpreta
tion of the operators, as in the case of DO, and issues related to developing a 
sufficiently fine-grained representation of the temporal course of an event. 

The CUITent version of the Aktionsart system has resolved a good part of 
these deficiencies but is still not without flaws. We have discussed the "and-
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then anomaly" and the problems of characterizing the process components of 
simple and active accomplislnnents. One of our insights was that the decom
position of accomplislnnents into a process and a result component caUs for 
a decompositional analysis of the nnderlying predicate. We sketched a sys
tem of frame-based representations which allows such a decomposition, has a 
clear denotational interpretation, and preserves the structural properties of the 
logical structures. Among the many issues to be spelled out in more detai! is 
the frame-based description of the compositional scale constitution for active 
accomplislnnents mentioned at the close of Section 4.3. Another such issue is 
the proper integration of causal factors in the transitive motion cases discussed 
in Section 3.6. 

It remains to point out that the attribute-based approach sketched in Sec
tion 4 is of course not the only way of tuming the Aktionsart system and its re
cent extensions into a formaI representation language. Fonnalization as such, 
however, is indispensable if a precise semantic interpretation is intended to 
be achieved. Dowty (1979/1991) was meticulous in specifying the forma! 
makeup (i.e., the syntax) and the model-theoretic interpretation of his repre
sentation language (dubbed by him the 'translation language', following Mon
tague). \\Then the decompositional elements of Dowty's system were taken 
over by Foley & Van Valin (1984), formaI rigor did not play a similar promi
nent role, nor did it in the subsequent modifications and extensions of the RRG 
Aktionsart system. The main concem of Foley & Van Valin and later work on 
RRG was rather to show how semantic structures can contribute to explaining, 
among others, how verbal arguments and interclausal semantic relations are 
grammatically encoded across languages. 
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SIMPLEX AND COMPLEX 

PREDICATES IN PERSIAN 

AN RRG ANAL YSIS 

JENS FLEISCHHAUER 
HEINRICH HEINE UNIVERSITY DÜSSELDORF 

Abstract 

Persian orny has a limited nurnber of simplex verbal predicates. Instead, 
Persian rnakes frequent use of cornplex predicates, rnostly light verb con
structions consisting of a sernantically light verb and a second predication
al elernent. Light verb constructions bear superficial resernblance to cases 
of pseudo-incorporation. Although various authors do not distinguish dif
ferent types of cornplex predicates, 1 argue that light verb constructions 
should be strictly distinguished from cases of pseudo-incorporation. The 
two constructions are syntactically alike but exernplify different patterns of 
sernantic composition. With respect to these two constructions, 1 daim that 
they have the same syntax, but different sernantics. 

Keywords 

light verb constructions, pseudo-incorporation, Persian, RRG 

1. Introduction 1 

Persian - as weIl as various other lranian languages - only possesses a 
small number of lexically full verbs. Instead, Persian makes use of com-

1 List of abbreviations: ACC = accusative, CP =cornplex predicate, DEM = 
dernonstrative, EZ = Ezâfe, ICE = idiornatically cornbining expression, INDEF = 
indefiniteness, INF = infinitive, LV = light verb, L VC = light verb construction, 
NVE = non-verbal elernent, PI = pseudo-incorporation, PL = plural, PRS = present 
tense, PST = past tense, PP = past participle, RP = referential phrase, RRG = Role 
and Reference Gramrnar 
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plex predicates consisting of a light verbal head and a non-verbal element 
(NVE). Such complex predicates are called ' light verb constructions' 
(L VCs); two example L VCs are shown in (1). A basic characteristic of 
L VCs is that the verb is semantically light, whereas the predicational con
tent is mainly contributed by the NVE. 

(1) a. sir dâdan 
milk give.INF 
'to breastfeed' 

b. gui xordan 
deceit eat.INF 
'to be deceived' 

The different components of an L VC do not form a morphological word. 
In (2), the NVE gus 'ear' is separated from the light verb CL V) by the 
future tense auxiliary xâhad. Persian L VCs show a degree of syntactic 
flexibility, which speaks against an analysis in tenns of compounding or 
morphological incorporation. 

(2) Be man gus xâhad kard 
to me ear will dO.PRS 
'S/he will listen to me.' (Mohammad & Karimi 1992: 197) 

Besides L VCs, Persian frequently licenses bare uses of undergoer argu
ments. Goos! 'mea!' - in (3) - is a nominal stem, rid of any functional 
morphology (e.g. number marking or case marking). The example in (3) 
superficially looks like the L VC in (1 b). In both cases, the verb xordan is 
combined with a bare noun. 

(3) goos! xordan 
meat eat.INF 
'to meat-ea!' (i.e. 'meat-eating') 

Sorne authors (e.g. Ghomeshi & Massam 1994, Vahedi-Langrudi 1996, 
Mahmoodi-Bakhtiari 201 8 :  295) argue that the examples in (1) and (3) 
exemplify the same kind of complex predicate. athers (e.g. Mohammad & 
Karimi 1992, Lazard 1992, Megerdoomian 2012, Modarresi 2014) argue 
that the examples in (1) and (3) have different properties and therefore 
instantiate different kinds of complex predicates. Whereas (1) represents 
light verb constructions, the example in (3) is subsumed under the notion 
of 'pseudo-incorporation' (the notion goes back to Massam 2001). 
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The CUITent paper adopts the position that the examples in (1) and (3) 
represent different types of complex predicates. Within the paper, 1 present 
evidence in support of this view. First, 1 will show that the Iwo types of 
complex predicates differ remarkably with regard to their nominal ele
ment. Pseudo-incorporation is restricted to bare nouns, whereas L VC
formation is not Second, 1 argue that the two types of complex predicates 
differ with respect to their semantic composition. At the same time, the 
two types of complex predicates show clear similarities. The most im
portant one is that the nominal element is an argument of the respective 
verb. 

The whole discussion of differences and similarities between the two 
types of complex predicates has consequences for the syntactic analysis of 
L VCs. Within RRG, L VCs are usually analyzed in terms of nuclear 
cosubordination (e.g. Saeedi 2009, 2016, 2017). Such an analysis, as 1 will 
show, has to be rejected as it leads to wrong predictions. Instead, 1 analyze 
L VCs syntactically like regular argument-predicate constructions as in (4). 
Thus, l propose that there is no essential syntactic difference between 
regular argument-predicate constructions (4), pseudo-incorporation (3) and 
light verb constructions. 

(4) in goost-râ 
DEM meat-Acc2 
'eat the/this mea!' 

xordan 
eat.PRS 

The structure of the paper is as follows: ln Section 2, 1 start by briefly 
introducing the notion of a light verb construction. The treatment of L VCs 
within RRG is the topic of Section 3. 1 review the basics of Saeedi's 
(2009, 2016, 2017) analysis and show which predictions can be derived 
from it. Section 4 investigates the grammatical properties of the non
verbal element of Persian L VCs. The syntactic flexibility of L VCs is ad
dressed in Section 5. In this section, l discuss Karimi-Doostan's analysis 
of Persian separable (i.e. syntactic flexible) L VCs and argue that he makes 
wrong predictions with respect to which NVEs can be separated from their 
L V ln Section 6, 1 argue for a relationship between syntactic flexibility 
and semantic compositionality. Finally, l propose a revised syntactic anal
ysis ofPersian LVCs in Section 7. 

2 There exists no consensus on whether the case marker -râ is a bOlllld morpheme 
or not; Yousef (2018) describes it as being an enc1itic partic1e, whereas Ghomeshi 
(1997) presents evidence for -râ being a phrasai affix. Throughout the paper, 1 
adopt Ghomeshi's analysis. 
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2. Light verb constructions 

The notion 'light verb' goes back to Jespersen's (1942) discussion of the 
grammar of Modern English. Jespersen introduced this notion for verbs 
like give or have occurring in constructions like give a kiss or have a swim. 
According to him, the verb only serves a grammatical function and is used 
for realizing tense and agreement morphology. Subsequent discussions 
have shown that light verbs are not semanticaUy empty but only semanti
caUy reduced (e.g. Bult & Geuder 2001, Bult 2010, Bult & Lahiri 2013). 
The main predicational content is provided by the non-verbal element (e.g. 
a Idss or a swim); nevertheless, the light verb makes a (often subtle) se
mantic contribution to the L vc. This can be shown by contrasting the two 
Persian L VCs in (5). In both L VCs, the NVE sedâ 'sound' is used, the two 
only differ with respect to the light verb. The choice of light verb results in 
a subtle difference in meaning. Sedâ kardan (6a) can be used for situation 
in which a sound is produced intentionaUy, whereas sedâ dâdan (6b) can
not If the LV would be semanticaUy empty, a contrast like in (6) would be 
unexpected. 

(5) a. sedâ dâdan b. sedâ kardan 
sound give.INF sound dO.INF 
'to produce a sound' 'to produce a sound' 

(6) a. Baéée amdan sedâ kard 
child intentionally sound dO.PST 
'The child produced a sound intentionally. ' (Fleischhauer & 
N eisani 2020: 71) 

b. #Baéée amdan sedâ dâd 
child intentionally sound give.psT 

'The child produced a sound intentionally. ' (Fleischhauer & 
N eisani 2020: 7) 

According to Mohammad & Karimi (1992: 195), contemporary Persian 
possesses a limited number of lexicaUy full verbs (around 1 1 5). Others, 
e.g. Samvelian (2018 :  256), mention higher numbers (around 250) but 
state that only around half of them are still in use. Light verb constructions 
compensate for the lack of full verbs and fill a lexical gap. The verbs used 
as light verbs show a dual nature as they are also used as heavy verbs, 
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which is illustrated by the examples in (7) 3 ln (7a), dâdan 'give' denotes 
an event of giving: the book is transferred from the referent of mard 'man' 
to the referent of zan 'woman' . In contrast, (7b) does not denote an event 
of giving; rather the L VC denotes an event of producing a sound. In this 
particular case, the prcxluced sound is not directed towards someone, thus 
the situation cannot be interpreted as involving a transfer of a sound from 
a sender to a recipient. Most importantly, in case of a heavy verb, the verb 
determines the denoted situation. In case of an L VC, on the other hand, the 
denoted situation is dependent on the NVE. The NVE provides the sem an
tic core of the L VC, whereas the light verb is ils grammatical head. 

(7) a. Ân mord be ân zan yek ketâb dâd 
DEM man to DEM woman INDEF book give.psT 
'The man gave a book to the woman.' 

b. Motor sedâ dâd 
engme sound give.psT 
'The engine produced a sound.' 

The non-verbal element is not restricted in its lexical category but can be a 
noun (7b), an adjective/participle (8a) or a prepositional phrase (8b). 4 For 
a more extensive overview on the combinatorial possibilities, the reader is 
referred to Dabir-Moghaddam (1997) and Karimi (1997) respectively. In 
the remainder, 1 focus on the first type of L VCs, leaving L VCs with non
nominal NVEs aside. 

(8) a. de/xor kiirdan b. be donya amadan 
annoyed dO.INF to world come.INF 
'to annoy' 'to be born' 
(Dabir -Moghaddam 1997: 31) 

In the next section, l introduce previous syntactic analyses of L VCs pro
posed in the framework of Role and Reference Grammar. 

3 1 use the notions 'light verb' and 'heavy verb' for different uses of lexically Ml 
verbs. A 'heavy verb' is a use of a Ml verb, in which it retains its full lexical 
meaning and provides the main predicational content. A 'light verb' is, according
ly, the use of a lexically Ml verb, in which it does not provide the main predica
tional content. 
4 ln Indo-Aryan languages such as HindilUrdu and Bengali, the non-light element 
can a1so be a verb (e.g. Bult 1995, 2010, Bult & Lahiri 2013). 
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3. LVCs within RRG 

Within Role and Reference Grammar (RRG), complex constructions -
complex sentences, complex referential phrases (RPs; Van Valin 2008) 
but also complex predicates - are analyzed in terms of juncture and nexus 
types. The three nexus relations are coordination, subordination and 
cosubordination, whereas the juncture types correspond to the three basic 
layers: nuclear juncture, core juncture and clausal juncture. Coordination 
consists in joining Iwo units of equal status and size (Van Valin 2005: 
1 83). Subordination refers to the embedding of one unit into another (Van 
Valin 2005: 1 83), whereas cosubordination is somehow in between; as 
Van Valin (2005: 1 87) puts il: "units of equal size are joined together in a 
coordination-like relation, but share sorne grammatical category". Sharing 
of a grammatical category - also referred to as 'operator sharing' - is 
mandatory in cosubordination but not in coordination. In the case of coor
dination and cosubordination, the linkage is necessarily symmetrical, 
meaning that the joined units are of equal size. Asymmetrical linkage is 
only possible in case of subordination. An example of asymmetrical link
age is the sentence Thot she arrived lote shocked everyone (Van Valin 
2005: 199); the clause she arrived lote is subordinated to the core shocked 
everyone and functions as a core argument. 

There is no uniform trealment of L VCs within RRG. Romero-Méndez 
(2007) analyzes Spanish L VCs as a core juncture. Saeedi (2009, 2016, 
2017) - for Persian -, Nolan (2014) - for Modem Irish - and Staudinger 
(2018) - for Spanish and French - propose an analysis in terms of nuclear 
juncture. More specifically, the authors propose an analysis in tenns of 
nuclear cosubordination. Under such an analysis, two nuclei are corn bined 
to form a single complex nucleus. Applying such an analysis to the Persian 
L VC sedâ dâdan 'to produce a sound' gives the syntactic 1ree in Figure 1 .  
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ln the following chapters, 1 will present evidence against Saeedi's analy
sis. 1 will show that Saeedi's notion of compound is too broad and does 
not do justice to the language data. In addition, 1 will show that the gram
matical evidence argues against an analysis in tenns of nuclear cosubordi
nation but requires treating the NVE as a core argument of its light verb. 

4. Grammatical properties orthe NVE 

ln this section, 1 want to address two questions. First, is the NVE really a 
nucleusRP or can it host more structure? The question can be paraphrased 
as 'Are NVEs always bare nouns or can they host functional morpholo
gy?' This question is investigated in Section 4 . 1 .  The second question, 
investigated in Section 4.2, is whether the NVE fills an argument position 
of the light verb or not 

4.1 Bare and non-bare nouns 

Persian nouns are frequently used bare. This holds for NVE's (9a) as well 
as for core arguments of heavy verbs. In (9b), qazii 'food' is the undergoer 
argument of xordan ' eal', which is used as a heavy rather than a light verb. 
This is an instance of pseudo-incorporation. 

(9) a. Motor sedâ dâd 
engme sound give.psT 
'The engine produced a sound.' 

b. Baéée-ha qaza xord-and 
child-PL food eat.PsT-3PL 
'The children were food-eating' (lit 'The children ate food. '). 

Pseudo-incorporated nouns (pI-nouns) show sirnilar properties cross
linguistically (for an overview see Borik & Gehrke 2015), among which 
are: (i) PI-nouns are number neutral, (ii) PI-nouns are dise ourse opaque 
and (iii) PI-nouns obligatorily show narrow scope with respect to scope 
bearing elements (e.g. modals or negation). For reasons of space, 1 only 
illustrate the second property but refer the reader to Megerdoomian (2012) 
as well as Modaressi (2014, 2015) and Krifka & Modaressi (2016) for a 
more detailed discussion of pseudo-incorporation in Persian. The example 
in (lOa) demonstrates that the PI-noun sib 'apple' does not introduce a 
dise ourse referent Similarly, (lOb) shows that ketâb 'book' does not serve 
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as an antecedent for (zero) anaphora. 5 Furthennore, the pseudo-incorporated 
nouns are num ber neutral, as the English translation indicates. 

(10) a. Mân sib xârid-âm. #Xeili xosmazeh ast. 
ISG apple buy.PST-1sG very tasty be.psT.3SG 
'1 bought an apple/apples. Il was very tasty.' (Modaressi 2014: 25) 

b.Ali ketâb xârid va #oon-o xoond 
Ali book buy.PST.3SG and DEM-ACC read.psT.3SG 
'Ali bought a book/books and read il.' (Modaressi 2014: 26) 

The properties attributed to PI-nouns are also found with the nominal 
NVEs. The NVE sedâ ' sound' does not introduce a discourse referent 
(1 1). 

( 11)  a. Âbgarmkon sedâ dâd #Ân (sedâ) boland bud 
boiler soundgive.psT DEM sound loud be.psT.3SG 
'The boiler made a sound. Il was loud.' 

b. Âbgarmkon sedâ dâd, #sedâ mesle raadobarq. 
boiler soundgive.psT sound like thunderstorm 
'The boiler produced a sound like a thunderstorm. '  
(Fleischhauer & Neisani 2020: 57) 

Il seems as if the nominal NVE behaves like a pseudo-incorporated noun, 
which might lead to the conclusion that pseudo-incorporation is not differ
ent from L VC-formation (such a position is - as already mentioned in the 
introduction - defended by various authors). However, the two differ in 
two important respects. First, there is a crucial difference with respect to 
the verb. Dâdan 'give' in (9a) is used a light verb, whereas xordan 'eal' in 
(b) is not Sedâ dâdan does not mean 'to give someone a sound', thus the 
verb is semantically reduced. Xordan, on the other hand, sim ply means 'to 
eal' in (9b); the denoted situation is only determined by the verb but not 
by the noun qaza 'food' . Thus, qaza is pseudo-incorporated into a heavy 
verb rather than a light verb. 

A second difference obtains with respect to the nominal element The 
pseudo-incorporated noun is necessarily bare; nominal morphology blocks 
pseudo-incorporation. A referential noun is interpreted as a regular macro
role core argument of the verb. The case marked noun qâza-râ 'the food' 

5 Modaressi (2014, 2015) shows that PI-nouns are not discourse opaque but 'dis
course translucent' (a tenn going back to Farkas and de Swart 2003); under certain 
conditions, they introduce a discourse referent, which can be picked up anaphori
cally. 
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in (12) is discourse transparent and can be picked up anaphorically. Non
referential undergoertr arguments of heavy verbs are semantically incorpo
rated, whereas referential ones are not. 

(12) Mân Disâb qâza-râ xord-âm vâ kâmi 
I SG last-night food-ACC eat.PsT- I sG and sorne 
âz an-ra hâm be gorbe dad-âm. 
of it-ACC also to cat give.psT-IsG 
'Last night 1 ate the food and gave sorne of it to the cat too. '  
(Megerdoomian 2012: 1 86) 

Saeedi (2009: 76) proposes that nominal NVEs - very much like pseudo
incorporated nouns - can neither take one of the markers of indefiniteness 
(yek or -il nor the plural marker -hâ. Contrary to her claim, functional 
morphology is licensed at the nominal NVE. As (13) shows, the NVE sedâ 
'sound' can be marked for number (plural) as well as indefiniteness. 
Saeedi (2009: 76) also claims that NVEs are non-referential but sedâ, in 
(13), is used referentially as demonstrated by the fact that it can be picked 
up anaphorically. 

(13) Âbgannkon sedâ-hâ-i dâd Xeili bo/and bud-and 
boiler sound-PL-INDEF give.psT very loud iS.PST-3PL 
'The boiler produced sorne [specifie 1 sounds. They were loud. ' 
(Fleischhauer & Neisani 2020: 57) 

We can identify three predicational construction types, each of which have 
specifie morphosyntactic as weIl as semantic properties. Pseudo
incorporation constructions (pI-constructions) consist of a non-referential 
undergoer argument and a heavy verb; the undergoer argument is semanti
cally incorporated into the verb. A morphosyntactic requirement is that the 
undergoer argument is realized as a nucleusRP, i.e. bare noun. Regular 
predicate-argument constructions consist of a referential undergoer argu
ment and a heavy verb. The undergoer argument is a full RF and cannot be 
used bare. This is the stereotypie al predicate-argument relation as it is 
found in standard compositional patterns. L VCs, finally, consist of a NVE 
and a light verb. The NVE can be referential and is realized as a full RF. 
The properties of the three predicational construction types are summa
rized in Table 1 .  
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Table 1 :  Summary of semantic and morphosyntactic properties 
of the predicational construction types 

Predicational 
construction 

type 
Noun Verb 

pseudo- semantics: non-referential undergoer heavy verb 
incorporation argument 
construction morphosyntax: nucleusRP (bare noun) 

regular predi- semantics: referential undergoer argu- heavy verb 
cate-argument ment 
construction morphosyntax: RF 

light verb semantics: no restriction with respect to light verb 
construction referentiality 

morphosyntax: RF or bare noun 

41 

With respect to the syntactic analysis of Persian L VCs, it follows that they 
cannot be analyzed in tenns of nuclear cosubordination. Cosubordination 
is a symmetrical linkage relation; the joined units are of equal size. How
ever, as the discussion revealed, this does not turn out to be the case for 
Persian L VCs. The NVE is not a nucleusRP but (can be) a full-!1edged RF. 

4.2 Are NVEs arguments of their LVs? 

The second question is whether the NVE is an argument of its respective 
light verb or not? If the answer is no, we would gain a crucial difference 
between L VCs on the one hand and the other predicational types. Evi
dence for the argument status of the nominal NVE would be if it is syntac
tically treated like regular arguments. To answer the above mentioned 
question, l compare NVEs with the undergoer arguments of transitive 
predicates. Two properties are crucial for our discussion: Ci) case marking 
and (ii) behavior under passivization. 

Persian shows definiteness-based differential object marking (e.g. Bos
song 1985, Lazard 1992, Ghomeshi 1997) and restricts the case marker -râ 
to those undergoer arguments having definite reference.6 By comparing 

6 Aissen 2003 shows that definiteness is not the orny feature deterrnine case mark
ing in Persian. A recent overview in different analyses of -râ is fOlllld in Samvelian 
(2018). 
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(14a) and (b), one sees that the presence of -râ correlates with definite 
reference of the undergoer argument. 

(14) a. Ân 
DEM 
dâd 
give.psT 

mard be 
man to 

ân zan yek 
DEM woman INDEF 

ketâb 
book 

b. 
'The man gave a book to the woman.' 
Ân mard ketâb-râ be 
DEM 
dâd 

man book-ACC to 
ân 
DEM 

zan 
woman 

give.psT 
'The man gave the book to the w om an. ' 

Megerdoomian (2012 :  193ff) argues that NVEs normally cannot take the 
accusative case marker -râ. Exceptions are, according to her, modified 
NVEs. Karimi-Doostan (2011)  as well as Samvelian & Faghiri (2016) 
show that case marking on NVEs is not dependent on modification. The 
noun lalme 'damage' in (15) takes the accusative case marker, although it 
occurs without further modifiers. The NVE is preceded by the demonstra
tive determiner fn, which obligatorily requires accusative case marking on 
the undergoer argument of transitive predicates. 

(15) Tegarg-e diruz in lalme-râ be bâq-e 
hail-Ez yesterday DEM damage-Acc to garden-Ez 
man zad 
l SG hit.PsT 
'The yesterday's hail caused this damage to my garden.' 
(Karimi-Doostan 201 1 :  7 1 ;  slightly adapted) 

Examples like the one in (15) speak in favar of the view that lalme is the 
undergoer argument of the light verb. A second piece of evidence support
ing such a view is provided by passivization Ca similar argument is pro
posed by Romera-Méndez 2007: 15  far Spanish NVEs). Persian expresses 
passive by a combination of the past participle of a full verb and the auxil
iary sodan 'become'. In Persian, passivization is restricted to verbs having 
two macrorole core arguments, of which the lower one is realized as the 
single macrarale care argument of the passivized verb (cf Mace 2003: 
128). The examples in (16) show that the L VC mesâl zadan 'to give an 
example' (lit 'example hi!') can be passivized. The crucial fact is that the 
NVE mesâl ' example' is the subject of the passive sentence. 
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(16) a. Maâlem e âlmâni ye mân mesâl 
teacher EZ Gennan EZ IPL example 
e xub-i zad 
EZ good-INDEF hit.PsT 
'Our Gennan teacher gave a good example.' 

b. Mesâl e xub-i zade sad 
example EZ good-INDEF hit.Pp become.psT.3SG 
'A good example was given.' 

43 

Samvelian (2018 :  262) also states that NVEs can become the subject under 
passivization and concludes "the nominal element of the CP [complex 
predicate] has exactly the same syntactic status as a bare direct object" 
Support for this view is gained by the fact that even NVEs, which resist 
case marking by -râ, can be realized as the single macrorole argument of a 
passive. An illustrative example - taken from Samvelian (2018 :  262) - is 
shown in (17). The L VC is ahammiyat dâdan 'give importance to', con
sisting of the NVE ahammiyat 'importance' and the LV dâdan 'give' .  
Adding the case marker -râ to ahammiyat would turn (17a) into an un
grammatical sentence. 

(17) a. Matbu'ât be in 
press to DEM 
dâd-and 
give.psT-3PL 

mas/ale xeili 
Issue very 

ahammiyat 
importance 

'The press gave much importance to this issue. '  
b .  be  in mas/ale xeili ahammiyat dâde 

to DEM Issue very importance give.pp 
sad 
become.psT.3sG 
'Much importance was given to this issue. '  

Samvelian's analysis is in line with Vahedi-Langrudi's (1996) and Mül
ler's (2010 :  633) view that NVEs "are subcategorized arguments of the 
respective light verbs". 1 adopt this view assuming that the NVE is a core 
argument of its light verb. This does not entail that the NVE is always a 
macrorole core argument. Certain L VCs realize a different argument than 
the NVE as the undergoer argument 7 Example (18) shows the L VC sekast 

7 Samvelian & Faghiri (2016: 215) argue for a relationship between case marking 
of the NVE and the agentivity of the L VC. They propose that NVEs of agentive 
L VCs can take - llllder certain conditions - -râ, whereas NVEs of non-agentive 
L VCs never do. 
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dâdan 'to defea!' (lit 'defeat give'); it is not the NVE sekas! but the RF 
dosman 'enemy' which receives accusative case marking. Thus, dâdan 
'gives' takes three arguments: ânhâ 'they' is the actor argument, dOSman 
' enemy' is the undergoer argument and sekast is a non-macorole argu
ment. Sekast is realized differently from regular non-macrorole core argu
ments of ditransitive predicates, which usually take a preposition like be 
'to' (cf (19)). One possible analysis could be that NVEs are always real
ized as direct core arguments, i.e. they are either unrnarked or take accusa
tive case marking. 

(18) Ân-hâ dosman-râ sekas! dâd-and 
DEM-PL enemy-Acc defeat give.psT-3PL 
'They defeated the enemy.' 

(19) Ân mard be ân zan yek ke!âb dâd 
DEM man to DEM woman INDEF book give.psT 
'The man gave a book to the woman.' 

For the current paper, 1 adopt the view that NVEs are direct core argu
ments of their LVs. To substantiate this position, further work analyzing a 
larger sam pIe of Persian L VCs is planned. Under a view such as the one 
adopted in the CUITent paper, Persian allows the realization of three direct 
core arguments: one actor and two non-actor arguments. Arnong the non
actor arguments, the NVE is usually placed in preverbal position, the other 
argument - irrespective whether it is the undergoer argument or not -
precedes the NVE. 

ln the next section, 1 discuss the syntactic flexibility of Persian L VCs, 
showing that the NVE can be separated from the LV and - at the same 
time - can linearly precede the other arguments. 

5. Syntactic flexibility of Persian LVCs 

The last section has shown that NVEs license functional morphology. 
Certain markers, e.g. the plural marker -hâ as well as the indefiniteness 
marker -i, are suffixed to the noun and therefore intervene between the 
nominal stern and the light verb. Beside functional elements - irrespective 
whether bound (-hâ or -il or not (the future tense auxiliary xâhad (2)) -
lexical material can also intervene between the two components of an 
L vc. An example is shown in (20); the attributive modifier vez vez 'dron
ing' is placed between the NVE sedâ and the light verb dâdan. Attributive 
modifiers are realized postnominally and require a linking element, which 
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is called 'ezâfe' 8 Thus, beside functional morphology, the nominal NVE 
also licenses restrictive modifiers.9 

(20) Motor sedâ ye vez vez dâd 
engme sound EZ droning give.psT 
'The engine made a droning sound.' 

Attributive modification of the NVE is one of the properties Karimi
Doostan (2011)  uses for discrimination between separable and non
separable Persian L VCs. Karimi-Doostan (20 1 1 :  7 lf) classifies light verb 
constructions as separable if they show the properties in (21). From his 
discussion, it is not obvious whether an L VC needs to show aIl of these 
properties to be classified as 'separable' or whether a subset of these prop
erties is sufficient. 

(21) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

The NVE can be modified by an adjective, 
the NVE can function as a direct object, 
the NVE can be relativized, 
the NVE can be focused on by Wh-interrogatives, 
the NVE can be scram bled. 

The first two properties have already been discussed above and in the last 
section. The tliird property is illustrated in (22). The particle ke introduces 
a relative clause, which modifies the NVE latme 'damage' .  

(22) Latme-; ke tegarg be bâq-hâ zad 
damage-INDEF that hail to garden-PL hit.PsT 
jobrân nâpazir ast. 
irretrievable IS 

'The damage caused by the hail to the gardens is irretrievable. '  
(Karimi-Doostan 201 1 :  7 1 ;  slightly adapted) 

8 See Ortrnann (2002: 66) and Fleiscbbauer & Neisani (2020: 61f) for a discussion 
of the semantics of the ezâfo-morpheme. 
9 Megerdoornian (2012) argues that attributive modifiers within L VCs function 
adverbially, i.e. having the whole L VC rather than just the NVE in its scope. This 
is - as the author argues - different in case ofpseudo-incorporated nouns, indicat
ing that the NVE is not an internal argument of the light verb, whereas the pseudo
incorporated nOllll is an internal argument of the incorporating verb. As argued 
above vez vez 'droning' funCtiOIlS as an attributive rather than adverbial modifier, 
contradicting Megerdoomian's daim; see Section 6 as well as Fleischhauer & 
Neisani (2020) for further evidence supporting this view. 
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Property (iv) - the NVE can be focused on by Wh-interrogatives - is i11us
trated by the example in (23). 

(23) Ali ée latme-i be 
Ali what damage-INDEF to 

somâ 
2SG 

zad? 
hit.PST 

'What loss did Ali cause to you?' 
(Karimi-Doostan 201 1 :  7 1 ;  slightly adapted) 

The last property - scram bling of the NVE - is shown in (24). The RF in 
latme-râ 'this damage' is in sentence initial position and therefore pre
cedes a11 other arguments. 

(24) In latme-râ degarg-e diruz be 
DEM damage-Acc hail-Ez yesterday to 
bâq-e mân zad 
garden-Ez 1 SG hit.PsT 
'Yesterday's hail caused this damage to my garden.' 
(Karimi-Doostan 201 1 :  72; slightly adapted) 

The data show that L VCs form a rather loose syntactic construction. This 
is not specifie to L VCs, since pseudo-incorporated nouns also show a 
certain degree of syntactic flexibility. As (25) reveals, the bare noun ketâb 
'book' can be scrambled and realized in sentence initial position. Such a 
construction results in a contrastive reading, as the English translation 
suggests. Morphologica11y, ketâb is singular but - as also revealed by the 
translation - it receives (in this particular context) a plural interpretation. 
Thus, ketâb is nurnber neutral, which gives evidence for the view that it is 
pseudo-incorporated. 

(25) KETÂB Parviz barâ Kimea xarid 
book Parviz for Kimea buy.psT 
'Parviz bought BOOKS for Kimea (as opposed to journals)' .  
(Karimi 201 8  165; slightly changed) 

Karimi-Doostan proposes a correlation between the separability of the two 
components of an L VC and the nominal type of NVE. He argues that the 
properties in (21) are restricted to NVEs which belong to the class of even
tive nouns. Other types of nominal NVEs - verbal nouns and non-eventive 
nouns - are, according to him, not separable from the LV. The three noun 
types can be distinguished on the basis of Iwo properties: (i) what kind of 
entity does the noun refer to (eventuality vs. object)?, and (ii) does the 
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noun show nominal features (e.g. is it compatible with the demonstrative 
detenniner)? 

The examples in (26) show that the nouns sedâ ' sound' (a) andjâde 
' street' (b) can be preceded by the demonstrative detenniner in, whereas 
anjâm 'perfonning' (c) cannot Thus, the first Iwo nouns show nominal 
features, whereas the latter does not. 

(26) a. in sedâ 
DEM sound 
'this sound' 

b. in jâde 
DEM street 
'this street' 

c. *in 
DEM 

anjâm 
perfonning 

Eventive nouns - in contrast to non-eventive ones - can be temporally 
located. This is shown for the two nouns sedâ and anjâm in (27). The noun 

jâde cannot be temporally located. 

(27) a. Sedâ ye tir andâzi dar âsemân 
sound EZ bullet shooting m sky 
e tehrân sobh e jom?e ettefâq 
EZ Teheran mommg EZ friday happen 
oftâd 
fall.psT 
'The sound of shooting in the sky of Teheran occurred on 
Friday moming.' (Fleischhauer & Neisani 2020: 73) 

b. Anjâm e tarh dar lui 
performing EZ sketch m length 
e vaqt e esterâhat surat gereft. 
EZ time EZÂFE rest form get.psT 
'The perfonnance of the sketch took place during the break 
(of the game).' (Fleischhauer & Neisani 2020: 52) 

The outcome of the two test criteria is surnmarized in Table 2-2. Sedâ 
qualifies as being an eventive noun; anjâm shows the characteristics of a 
verbal noun andjâde is a non-eventive noun. Therefore, sedâ should be 
separable from its LV. This is in fact borne out, as the example in (20) 
shows. 
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Table 2: Classification of nouns (based on Karimi-Doostan 201 1) 

Noun type refers to . . .  nominal features? Example 
Eventive nouns Eventuality yes (26a)/(27a) 

Verbal nouns Eventuality no (26b )/(27b) 

Non-eventive nouns Object yes (26c) 

Karimi-Doostan's analysis predicts that the non-eventive noun jâde - if 
used as an NVE - should not be separable from ils LV In fac� jâde can be 
separated from the LV ke!1idan 'pull' by an attributive modifier (28). Giv
en the interpretation of the modified L VC, there is no doubt that the adjec
tive sangi 'stony' modifies jâde and does not function as an adverbial 
modifier of the whole L VC 

(28) jâde ye sangi ke!1idan 
street EZ stony pull.inf 
'to build a stony road' 

In addition, (29) shows thatjâde can be modified by an adjunct PP, which 
is placed between the NVE and the LV Furthermore, the NVE licenses 
functional morphology. 

(29) In âqâyan jade-hâ-i be forudgâh 
DEM men road-PL-INDEF to airport 

ke!1id-and 
pulLpsT-3PL 

'These men built roads to the airport. ' 

Finally,jâde is realized as the undergoer argument of the LV ke!1idan since 
it can receive accusative case marking (30a) and becomes the single 
marcorole core argument under passivization (b). 

(30) a. In âqâyan 
DEM men 
keiiid-and 
pull.psT-3PL 

in 
DEM 

jade-râ be 
road-Acc to 

'These men built the road to the airport. ' 
b. Jâde-hâ-i be forudgâh ke!1ide 

road-PL-INDEF to airport pull.pp 
sod-and 
become.psT-3PL 
'(Sorne) roads to the airport were build. ' 

forudgâh 
airport 
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The syntactic flexibility of Persian L VCs is not - contrary to Karimi
Doostan' s proposaI - dependent on the nominal type of NVE. Instead, as 1 
will argue in the next section, separability is dependent on semantic com
positionality. 

6. Compositionality of Persian L VCs 

Various researchers assume that light verb constructions are semantically 
non-compositional (e.g. Goldberg 2002, Family 201 1 ,  Modaressi 2014, 
Moezzipour & Ghandhari 2017; see Müller 2010 for arguments against a 
construction grammar analysis of Persian L VCs). The aim of the CUITent 
section consists in presenting evidence in favor of a semantically composi
tional analysis of separable LVCs. To gain evidence for this view, 1 follow 
Nunberg et al.'s (1994) argument that ' idiomatically combining expres
sions' are a semantically compositional subtype of idioms. In fact, 1 will 
argue - in line with Samvelian & Faghiri (2016) - that separable L VCs are 
idiomatically combining expressions. 

Nunberg et al. (1994) propose a distinction between 'idiomatic 
phrases' (e.g. kick the bucket) on the one hand and 'idiomatically combin
ing expressions' (ICEs) on the other hand. ICEs - like English pull strings 
or spill the beans - count as phrasaI idioms but - as the authors argue - are 
semantically compositional. The individual components of an ICE have an 
identifiable meaning and combine in a non-arbitrary way. This claim is not 
intended to mean that a speaker is capable of deriving the meaning of e.g. 
spill the beans based on the literaI meaning of its components. Rather, the 
meaning of an ICE is composed on basis of a probable non-literaI interpre
tation of its components. Thus, after the meaning of the various compo
nents of an ICE is identified, the meaning of the whole is derived corn po
sitionally. 

In their discussion of ICEs, Nunberg et al. mention various L VCs 
without using that term . In the following discussion, 1 will demonstrate 
that L VCs show the same properties as ICEs and therefore qualify as be
ing idiomatically combining expressions. A similar proposaI is found in 
Samvelian & Faghiri (2016), although the authors integrate it into a Con
struction-based approach. 

To support the compositional view on ICEs, Nunberg et al. present 
several pieces of evidence, of which l restrict the discussion to the follow
mg: 

(i) ICEs come in families, 
(ii) ICEs license internaI modification. 
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Regarding ICE families, Nunberg et al. (1994: 504) write that we "find 
families of idioms, where for instance, the same verb can occur in different 
environrnents to fonn distinct, but semantically related, idioms." For illus
tration, fhey cite examples like hit the hay/ hit the sack ar take a leak/ take 
a piss/ take a crap (p. 504). With respect to L VCs, one can define a family 
as a set ofL VCs headed by the same light verb and exemplifying the same 
interpretational pattern. Two families headed by fhe Persian light verb 
keSidân 'pull' are listed in (31 ) . 10 

(31) a. sigar keSidân 'smoke cigarettes' (lit 'cigarette pull'), hâsis 
keSidân ' smoke hash' (lit 'hash pull'), qâlyan keSidân ' smoke 
a hooka' (lit 'hookas pull'), pip keSidân 'smoke a pipe' (lit 
'pipe pull') 

b. jâde keSidân 'build a raad' (lit 'raad pull'), divâr keSidân 
'build a wall' (lit 'wall pull'), nârde keSidân 'put up a fence' 
(lit ' fence pull') 
(Family 201 1  13) 

The members of the first family in (31a) can be paraphrased as 'to smoke 
N', whereas the members of fhe second family (31b) are raughly para
phrased as 'to build N'. Systematic interpretation patterns arise depending 
on the type of noun (in (31) the interpretation depends on fhe difference 
between a noun denoting an ingredient used for smoking - a smokeable 
substance or an instrument of smoking - and a noun denoting a build ob
ject). The existence of such families would be surprising, as Nunberg et al. 
(1994: 504) state, if each expression had an idiosyncratic meaning. Instead 
we find compositional patterns far different subtypes of the construction 
'N + kesidânuGHT' ; the compositional meaning of the construction de
pends on the semantic type of the NVE. This is an instance of what Labner 
(2012) calls ' subcompositionality' . He states that "[A] syntactic construc
tion is subcompositional if there is no uniform rule of semantic composi
tion far il" (Labner 2012: 224). Rafher, each subcompositional pattern 
requires its own IUle of semantic composition. Thus, if one advocates the 
view that L VCs are semantically compositional, then the very existence of 
L VC-families speaks in favar of subcompositionality. 

10 See Romero-Méndez (2007: 22ff.) for a discussion of sorne Spanish LVC
families. Family (20 I l ,  2014) proposes an analysis of Persian L VC-farnilies, 
which she calls 'verbal islands', within a constructional granunar approach. Thus, 
in her view the existence of 'verbal islands' does not provide evidence for a com
positional analysis ofL VCs. 
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The second piece of evidence supporting a compositional view is that 
ICEs lieense internaI modification (a notion going back to Ernst 1981). In 
case of internaI modification, only a part of the expression, rather than the 
whole expression, is in the scope of fhe modifier. Nunberg et al. (1994: 
500) argue: "In order to modify part of the meaning of an idiom by modi
fying a part of the idiom, it is necessary that fhe part of the idiom have a 
meaning which is part of the meaning of the idiom". An illustrative exam
pIe, discussed by Nunberg et al. (1994: 500), is leave no legal stone un
tumed. As the authors state, this does not mean 'legally leave no stone 
untumed' but "that all legal methods are used" (Nunberg et al. 1994: 500). 

InternaI modification is also found in Persian L VCs. This is illustrated 
with respect to the light verb constructionsjâde keSidân 'build a road' (lit 
'road pull'), which belongs to fhe family listed in (3lb). The attributive 
modifiers in (32) specify a property of fhe build road; in (a) it is the priee 
of fhe raad, whereas in (b) fhe modifier specifies fhe raad's trajectory. 

(32) a. jâde ye gerâni keSidan 
road EZ expenslve pull.INF 
'to build an expensive road' 

b. jâde ye mârpié keSidan 
road EZ twisted pull.!NF 
'to build a twisted road' 

A furfher telling example is shown in (33a). The adjective masxare 'fun
ny' is realized as an attributive modifier of the NVE sedâ 'sound'. The 
resulting interpretation is that the sound, which is produeed by the dog, is 
furmy. As (33b) shows, masxare can also be used adverbially. In fhis case, 
it is not plaeed post-nominally and it does not require the linking element 
Crucially, the interpretation of (33b) is different from the one in (a). The 
sentence means 'it was furmy fhat the dog produeed a sound'. Il can be 
furmy that the dog produced a sound, without the praduced sound being 
funny (and vice versa). Thus, masxare really functions as an internaI mod
ifier in (33a) having only scope over the NVE, whereas it scopes over the 
whole L VC in (b). This is in clear opposition to Megerdoomian's (2012: 
196) claim that attributive modifiers of the nominal element within fhe 
NVE always function as adverbial modifiers of the whole L vc. 

(33) a. Sag sedâ ye masxare-i dâd 
dog sound EZ furmy-INDEF give.psT 
'The dog made a furmy sound.' 
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b. Sag masxare sedâ dâd 
dog fwmy sound give.psT 
'Fwmily, the dog made a sound.' 

Nunberg et al. discuss further properties of ICEs - related to the syntactic 
separation of its components - which l am not going to discuss here. The 
relevant conclusion for us is that separable L VCs behave like ICEs show
ing that they are semantically compositional. The position adopted in the 
current paper is that L VCs are always compositional, whereas non
compositional N-V constructions are idiomatic expressions. Thus, l pro
pose a distinction between compositional L VCs on the one hand and sirni
larly looking but non-compositional constructions on the other hand. 

7. A revised syntactic analysis of Persian separable LVCs 

ln Section 4, 1 concluded that the NVE of a separable L VC is realized as a 
direct core argument of its light verb. This makes separable L VCs syntac
tically similar to pseudo-incorporation constructions and regular predicate
argument constructions. Pseudo-incorporation is restricted to undergoer 
arguments, other bare nouns (e.g. actor arguments) do not show the prop
erties of pseudo-incorporated nouns. The only difference between the three 
predicational construction types is that the NVE is not necessarily a 
macrorole core argument. The exact conditions under which the NVE is 
realized as a macrorole core argument is not clearly understood yet. 

Since 1 am analyzing the NVE as a core argument of the LV, there 
does not seem to be any need for proposing a clause linkage analysis of 
Persian L VCs. Instead 1 propose a syntactic analysis as depicted in a 1ree 
like in Figure 3 for the sentence Sag sedâ dâd 'The dog produced a 
sound'. Structurally, the NVE is represented as a regular core argument, 
its status as specifying the main predicational content is not indicated in 
the syntactic structure. 
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CLAUSE 

1 
CORE 

/1\ 
RP RP Nue 

1 1 
CORE. 

1 
CORE, 

1 
NUC. NUC. 

1 1 
N N V 

1 1 1 
Sa, sed6 dâd. 

Fig. 3: Syntactic tree of the sentence Sag sedâdâd 'The dog produced a sound.' 

Within the current analysis, 1 assume the same syntactic structure for 
LVCs, pseudo-incorporation constructions and regular predicate-argument 
constructions. TIris is in opposition ta daims made by authors, like Me
gerdoomian (2012). She Wlites that ''the distinct interpretations in the hvo 
constructions [i.e., pseudo-incorporation constructions and LVCs] dearly 
point ta a difference in structure behveen predicates formed -..vith a light 
verb and those composed ofa thematic [i.e. heavy] verb" (Megerdoomian 
2012: 189). Her argumentation is based on the determination of event 
structure and argument structure. Megerdoomian adopts Folli et al.'s 
(2005) position that ''the light verb contributes eventive and aspectual 
properties ta the complex predicate, the NV[E] detennines aktionsart (or 
iIlller aspect) and substantive information, while bath components contrib
ute ta the argument structure" (Megerdoomian 2012: 190). Heavy verbs, 
on the other hand, indude "all of the mentioned properties of event, as
pect, and argument structure, as well as the core meaning" (Megerdoomian 
2012: 190). She daims that the NVE carmot be an argument of the LV 
since it contributes ta aktionsart, argument structure as well as lexical 
content. Leaving the issue of argument structure aside, 1 want ta comment 
on the composition of event structure and lexical content. Starting -..vith 
event structure, 1 demonstrate that LVCs are not special in having a com
positionally derived event structure. 

Starting -..vith Verkuyl (1972), it has become -..videly known that event 
structure is not detennined by the predicate alone but that the predicate's 
arguments and even adjuncts contribute ta event structure as well. A 
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prominent case of compositionally derived event structure are incremental 
theme verbs (a notion going back to Dowty 1991) like eat and drink. Such 
verbs show variable telicity depending on the referential properties of its 
undergoer argument. The bare noun pizza in (34a) gives rise to an atelic 
reading, whereas the use of the RF the pizza results in a telic one (b). In its 
atelic use, eat is an activity predicate, whereas it functions as an active 
accomplishment in its telic use (Van Valin 2005: 47). 11 Filip (201 1 )  argues 
that these verbs are unspecified for telicity, which highlights the fact that a 
certain aktionsart property - i.e., telicity - is only determined after the 
composition of the verb with its undergoer argument Thus, the fact that 
event structure is compositionally derived does not demarcate L VCs from 
regular heavy uses of lexically full verbs. 

(34) a. Carl ote pizza (jor ten minutes). 
b. Carl ote the pizza (in ten minutes). 

How do the interpretational differences between these three predicational 
construction types arise? Although the three predicational construction 
types have the same syntax, their semantic composition proceeds differ
ently 12 

l just want to briefly discuss the differences in the semantic composi
tion of the three predicational construction types. Thus, the following 
discussion is rather schematic and illustrates the basic line of argumenta
tion without going into the details of semantic composition (but see 
Fleischhauer & Neisani 2020 for a more detailed discussion of the sem an
tic composition of Persian L VCs). The starting point for this discussion is 
the example in (35), which is an instance of regular predicate-argument 
construction. The verb xordan 'eat' has two direct core arguments. Sib 

1 1  Van Valin (2005: 47) proposes a lexical rue, which derives the active accom
plislunent use of creationlconsurnption verbs from an activity form. The contrast 
between atelic (activity) and telic (active accomplishment) uses of such verbs is in 
fact not orny dependent on referential properties of the referent of the lllldergoer 
argument; for a discussion of further relevant properties see Van Valin & Latrouite 
(2014), Czardybon & Fleischhauer (2014), Fleiscbbauer & Czardybon (2016) as 
weIl as Fleischhauer & Gabrovska (2019). 
12 Saeedi treats pseudo-incorporation very much like the formation of LVCs and 
argues even that sorne L VCs "seem to form through the incorporation process" 
(Saeedi 2017: 404). This view is in direct opposition to the one advocated in the 
current paper, as 1 argue that the essential difference between pseudo-incorporation 
and the formation ofL VCs consists in their respective mood of composition. In my 
view, L VCs do not result from semantically incorporating a nominal element 
within lbe light verb. 
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'apple' is the undergoer argument and combines with the verb via func
tional application. The resulting interpretation is that the referent of the 
actor argument denoted by pesar 'boy' eats the individual denoted by sib. 

(35) Pesar sib-râ xord 
boy apple-Acc ea!.PST 
'The boy ate the apple.' 

An instance of pseudo-incorporation is shown in (36). The examples in 
(35) and (36) use the same heavy verb xordan; sib (in (35)) as well as qaza 
(in (36)) fulfill the selectional restrictions the verb imposes on its theme 
argument, i.e., denoting something edible. Qaza is used non-referentially 
and modifies the verb. The PI-construction qaza xordan is interpreted as 
denoting a specifie type of activity, which is executed by the actor argu
ment's referent ('food-eating' rather than a different type of activity). 

(36) Baéée-ha qaza xord-and 
child-PL food ea!.PsT-3PL 
'The children were food-eating' . (lit 'The children ate food. ') 

Chung & Ladusaw (2004) argue that in the case of pseudo-incorporation, 
semantic composition does not proceed via functional application. They 
introduce a further compositional mood called 'restrict'. 'Restrict' results 
in composing a predicate with a property-denoting expression and restricts 
the original function denoted by the predicate to a subdomain. Thus, qaza 
restricts the function EAT denoted by xorcian to FOOD-EAT. 13 The use of 
'restrict' is triggered by having a property-denoting expression realized as 
the argument of a heavy verb. 

With respect to L VCs, Romero-Méndez (2007) made an RRG-specific 
proposaI how this particular type of complex predicate is build up sem an
tically. RRG proposes a system of logical structures, which are intended to 
capture grammatically relevant aspects of meaning. Among the grammati
cally relevant meaning components are aktionsart and causativity (see Van 
Valin 2005). Logical structures consists of a sma11 set of operators (BE
COME, INGR, CAUSE) and predicates (e.g. rain', hi!', see', ta11'), which ei
ther function as argument or modifier of one of the operators. 14 With re-

13 See Chung & Ladusaw (2004) for the formal details of the 'restrict' operation. 
14 CAUSE is an operator, which takes logical structures rather than predicates as its 
argurn ents. 
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spect to Spanish L VCs, Romero-Méndez (2007) proposes the following 
L VF-fonnation rules: 

(37) Fonnation ofL VCs (based in Romero-Méndez 2007: 36): 
(i) The verb should provide the lexical template or part of it, 

and 
(ii) the qualia structure of the nominal replaces part of the lexi

cal template provided by the verb. 

The light verb contributes a partial logical structure such as do' (x, [pred' 
( )]J. Part of the structure - the pred' ( ) component - is unspecified in the 
L V and is specified by the NVE. Thus, the logical structure of the L VC is 
derived by combining the L VC's componenls (Romero-Méndez proposes 
an analysis in tenns of co-composition; e.g. Pustejovsky 2012). Within 
this proposaI, the primary function of the light verb consisls in introducing 
the aktionsart operators. 

The basic idea of Romero-Méndez's proposaI is in hne with 
Fleischhauer & Neisani's (2020) compositional analysis of Persian LVCs. 
Fleischhauer & Neisani analyze light verbs as 'defective' verbs, which 
only come with a rudimentary lexical semantics. Light verbs - following 
Bult & Geuder (2001) - do not denote eventualities of their own but need 
combining with a NVE to fonn a full-!1edged predicational structure. In 
line with the syntactic analysis proposed in this paper, the NVE is syntac
tically realized as a direct core argument; semantically it saturates a predi
cate variable (rather than an individual variable). This allows the NVE to 
contribute to the predicational content and not just introducing an individ
ual over which the verb is predicating. Semantically, the NVE combines 
with the L V via regular functional application. Thus, pseudo-incorporation 
differs from the fonnation of L VC in tenns of their underlying modes of 
composition. Pseudo-incorporation is achieved via the 'restrict' -operation, 
whereas the meaning of L VC are composed by functional application. 

8. Conclusion 

At this stage, l want to summarize the central claims put forward in this 
paper with respect to Persian predicational construction types (regular 
argument-predicate constructions, PI-constructions and L VCs). First, the 
three predicational construction types have the same syntax. In particular, l 
reject the view that the NVE is a nominal nucleus cosubordinated to a 
verbal nucleus and treat the NVE as a direct core argument of ils light 
verb. Thus, the syntactic relation between the NVE and the LV is the same 
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than the syntactic relation between the non-actor direct core arguments of 
heavy verbs (irrespective of whether it is pseudo-incorporated or not). 
Second, the predicational construction types differ in their semantics. The 
semantic differences are due to different modes of composition (saturation 
or functional application in case of regular predicate-argument construc
tions and LVCs, and restrict in case of pseudo-incorporation) and different 
uses of the lexical full verbs (heavy vs. light uses). Thus, modelling the 
differences between regular predicate-argument constructions on the one 
hand and the Iwo types of complex predicates on the other, an elaborate 
representational fonnat for a richer semantic de-/composition is required. 
A promising step towards that direction is presented in Osswald & 
Kallmeyer's (2018) work, which combines RRG with frame semantics. 

Various questions are still open for future work. Arnong those ques
tions are : Under which conditions is the NVE realized as a macrorole 
argument? Answering the first question requires a corpus-based analysis to 
determine the grammatical properties of a huge num ber of Persian L VCs. 
This task is directly related to the second question: How is the argument 
structure (compositionally) derived? There exists an extensive literature on 
that issue (e.g. Bult 2010, Müller 2010), which should be taken into ac
count in the development of an RRG perspective on it. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses comparatives in Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) within 
the framework of Role and Reference Grammar, with the goal of finding 
out how TSL signeTs exploit the signing space to express comparatives. In 
TSL, no particular rnorpherne Ce.g., locative rnorpherne or particle) is re
cruited to identify the roles that the RP arguments play in the comparatives 
(i.e., comparee and standard). Instead, TSL signeTs exploit the signing 
space to set the relation of arguments. This paper focuses on the three is
sues: Ca) how the syntactic structures ofTSL comparatives are represented 
in RRG, (b) how the structure of the signing space used to represent the 
TSL comparatives is incorporated into RRG, and Cc) how the roles ofRP 
arguments are deterrnined in the logical structure ofRRG. 

Keywords 

Comparatives, referential loci, Taiwan Sign Language, signing space 

1. Introduction 

This paper discusses comparative constructions in Taiwan Sign Language 
(TSL) within the framework of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) (Van 
Valin & LaPolla 1997; Van Valin 2005), with the goal of finding out how 
TSL signers exploit the signing space to express comparatives. The con
cept of comparison can be defined as a mental act by which two objects 
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are assigned a position on a predicative scale (Stassen 2005: 490). The 
linguistic codification for cornparison is narned 'comparative constructions' 
or sirnply ' comparatives'. Comparative constructions in spoken languages 
have attracted much attention in typological studies (Beek et al. 2009; 
Bobaljik 2012; Dixon 2008; Stassen 1985; Ultan 1972) and in studies 
concemed with the interplay between syntax and sernantics (Kennedy 
1997; Klein 1982; Lin 2009; Liu 201 1 ;  Tsao 1989; Xiang 2006). However, 
comparative constructions in signed languages have not yet been explored, 
leaving a gap in CUITent frarneworks of comparatives. The study pursues 
the question of how the concept of comparison is encoded through the 
visual-gestural channel, and how the syntactic structures of T SL compara
tives are represented in RRG. 

In previous research on sign languages, it has been shown that signed 
languages and spoken languages share many linguistic properties and that 
both possess cornplex grammatical structures for encoding relationships 
between form and meaning (Chang et al. 2005; Chen 2012; Fischer 1975; 
Klima & Bellugi 1979; Liddell 1980; Meir & Sandler 2008; Sandler & 
Lillo-Martin 2006; Su 201 1 ;  Tai 2008; Tai & Su 2006). The major differ
ence between signed languages and spoken languages resides in how their 
messages are produced and perceived, namely, the auditory-vocal channel 
of spoken languages and the visual-gestural channel of signed languages. 
The unique nature of the visual-gestural channel has allowed for the de
velopment of certain features distinctive to sign languages. 

TSL is characterized by conveying information through the visu
al-gestural channel. TSL signers exploit the signing space, the 
three-dimensional space in front ofthem, to construct messages (Lin 201 1 ,  
2014). Plenty of linguistic phenomena make reference to the signing space 
(Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Friedman 1975; Liddell 2003; Meir & Sandler 
2008; Padden 1990). This study aims to cast light on the interplay between 
TSL comparatives and the signing space within the framework of RRG, 
with the goal of finding out how TSL signers exploit the signing space to 
express comparatives. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro
duces the background of comparatives. Section 3 explores the syntactic 
representation of TSL comparatives. Section 4 investigates the correlation 
between the semantic and syntactic representations of TSL comparatives, 
while Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. Background on comparative constructions 

Typological studies on spoken language have shown that a typical com
parative construction usually consists of five essential elements: Ca) a 
comparee, (b) a standard, (c) a marker of the standard, (d) a parameter of 
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comparison, and (e) a degree marker (Dixon 2008; Dixon 2012; Heine 
1997; Stassen 1985), as elucidated in (1). 

(1) Elements of a typical comparative construction in spoken languages 
a. Comparee: the item which is being cornpared. 
b. Standard: the item which provides a reference point for the com

paree to be cornpared against. 
c. Marker of standard: the marker which indicates the grammatical 

relation of the standard. 
d. Pararneter of cornparison: the predicate which indicates the attrib

ute being cornpared. 
e. Degree marker: the marker which designates the degree of the 

cornpared attribute. 

With respect to grammatical relations, it has been generalized that the 
RF argument serving as the comparee is usually realized as the subject, 
while the RF argument serving as the standard may be realized as the ob
ject or an oblique argument (Dixon 2008; Lin 2014). This is demonstrated 
in the English comparative shown in example (2). 

(2) a. Horley is smarter thon Floyd 
b. Htey �orte\ 

Comparee Pararneter Degree rnarker 

thon 

.. 
Marker of standard 

Floyd 

.. 
Standard 

The comparative in (2) contains Iwo RF arguments. ! The RF argument 
occurring in the subject position (i.e., Horley) is identified as the comparee. 
The rnorpherne than is a specifie particle in English comparatives that 
functions as the marker of the standard. The RF argument introduced by 
the comparative partiele thon (i.e., Floyd) is recognized as the standard. 
The predicative adjective smart serves as the pararneter of the cornparison, 
denoting the attribute compared. The adjective is inflected by the mor
pherne -er which serves as a degree rnarker to convey the comparative 
degree of the altribute. 

Drawing on extensive data from a variety of spoken languages, rnany 
linguists delve into the issue conceming the types of comparative con
struction, with an intention to tease apart similarities and differences 
across spoken languages (Beck et al. 2009; Dixon 2008; Stassen 1985; 
Ultan 1972). According to the grammatical means recruited to identify the 

1 Abbreviations: NMR 'non-macrorole argument', NOM 'nominative', PRED 
'predicate', RP 'reference phrase', SC 'spatial coreference'. 
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roles that the RF arguments play in a comparative construction (i.e., com
paree and standard), five types of comparative constructions are proposed: 
(a) locational comparatives, (b) verbal comparatives, (c) partiele compara
tives, (d) bi-elausal comparatives, and (e) topic-comment comparatives 
(Dixon 2008; Heine 1997; Stassen 1985; Ultan 1972). 

In brief, a typical comparative contains two compared RF arguments, 
in which one plays the raIe of the comparee and the other fills the raIe of 
the standard. In spoken languages, a diverse range of grammatical strate
gies are employed to identify the raIes that the RF arguments play in a 
comparative. These strategies can be generally elassified into two types: (a) 
grammatical morphemes, and (b) syntactic structures (Lin 2014). Gram
matical morphemes include the use of locative morphemes, particular 
verbs and comparative particles, while syntactic structures include 
bi-clausal constructions and topic-comment constructions. 

In TSL, no particular morpheme (e.g., locative morpheme or partiele) 
is recruited to identify the roles that the RF arguments play in the compar
atives in TSL. For instance, sentence (3a) compares IRON and PLASTIC 
in terms oftheir hardness. These two items being compared are encooed as 
RF arguments. Sentence (3a) shows that there is no grammatical mor
pheme recruited to determine the raIes that the RF arguments play within 
this comparative. However, it is worth noting that each lexical sign in sen
tence (3a) is manipulated to be associated with a certain locus in the sign
ing space. The omission of such manipulation will lead to a different in
terpretation, such as exemplified in (3b). Further, in sentence (3c), the RF 
argument IRON occurs before the RF argument PLASTIC Interestingly, 
such exchange of the syntactic positions does not affect the interpretation 
ofthis comparative. 

(3) a. PLASTIC.L IRON;.R 
plastic-NOM iron-NoM 
'Iran is harder than plastic. '  

b .  PLASTIC.N IRON;.N 
plastic-NOM iron-NoM 
'Iran and plastic are hard.' 

c. IRON;.R PLASTIC.L 
iron-NoM plastic-NoM 
'Iran is harder than plastic. '  

HARD.R. 2 

hard-PRED-SC 

HARD.N . 
hard-PRED 

HARD.R . 
hard-PRED-SC 

2 The capitalized notations of R and L indicate the loci of the referents. R stands 
for the right side of the space in front of the signer, and L stands for the left side. 
The notation N stands for the neutral space which refers to the area in center of the 
Slgrung space. 
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Most of the studies in the previous lite rature on signed languages [oeus 
on issues of how comparative discourses are expressed and how signers 
rnake use of the signing space to construct a coherent discourse (Winston 
1991;  Winston 1993; Winston 1995). Specifically, it has been suggested 
that making use of two sides of the signing space, particularly the right 
sicle and the left sicle, is a convenient visual dernonstration for expressing 
cornparisons or contrasts in discourse (Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Johnston 
& Schembri 2007; Lin 201 1 ;  Meir & Sandler 2008; Winston 1993; 1995). 
However, less attention has been paid to the syntactic and the sernantic 
levels, and not rnuch research addresses how comparatives are constructed 
in signed languages. The study of comparative constructions in signed 
languages will help shed more light on the universality of human lan
guages and the characteristics allributed to the effects of the visu
al-gestural channeL The following section introduces the syntactic repre
sentation of TSL comparatives. 

3. TSL comparative constructions 

Conceptually, a typical comparative construction contains two compared 
items, one functioning as the item being compared and the other as the 
reference point for the comparison. In terms of the function they possess in 
a comparative construction, the fonner item has the role of comparee, 
while the laller item has the role of standard. The Iwo compared items are 
usually encoded as RF arguments in a comparative construction. To de
termine the roles that the RF arguments play within a comparative, spoken 
languages employ various grammatical strategies. As suggested by Stassen 
(1985, 2005), most of the strategies are concerned with ways of marking 
the RF argument that serves as the role of standard. 

Drawing on TSL data collected, Lin (2014) proposed that TSL signers 
employ two fundamental comparative constructions: Ca) comparative con
structions with one verb and (b) comparative constructions with two verbs. 
All other TSL comparatives are derived from these two types. The syntac
tic structures and grammatical properties of the two types of constructions 
are introduced in Section 3 .1  and Section 3.2. 

3.1 Comparative constructions with one verb 

In TSL, when an adjectival verb is used predicatively to fonn a sentence, 
there is no copular verb occurring at the position between the adjectival 
verb and the subjec!. As in (4), the RF argument MATH occurs before the 
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adjectival verb EASY. Bath signs are articulated in neutral space, as illus
trated in (4a) and (4b). 

(4) AfATH;_N 
math-NoM 

EASY-}j. 
easy-PRED 

When an adjectival verb is used predicatively to forrn comparatives, 
the syntactic struchire becomes more complex because there is more than 
one RF argument involved in comparative. The sentence (5) is a compara
tive construction with one verb in which two items, namely, math and 
English, are compared in terrns of the degree of difficulty. The two COITI
pared items are presented as RF arguments. The RF arglllllents are signed 
first and the adjectival verb is expressed later. Unlike the declarative sen
tence given in (4), the RF arglllllents are articulated at the right sicle and 
the left sicle of the space in front of the signer respectively, as shawn in (Sa) 
and (Sb). The attribute being compared is denoted by the adjectival verb 
EASY, which is articulated at the right side rather than in neutral space, as 
shown in (Sc). 

(S) ENGLISIL-L AfATH;-R 
Fnglish-NOM math-NoM 
'Math is easier than .!::!!ll!!� 

. . 

�I -
a. ENGLISHi-L 

-• 

� �. 
b. :MATHj.R 

EASY.R. 
easy-PRED-SC 

c. EASY.R 
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Sentence (5) shows that there is no grammatical morpheme recruited to 
deterrnine the roles that the RF arguments play within this comparative. 
Further, it is worth noting that each lexical sign in sentence (5) is manipu
lated to be associated with a certain locus in the space in front of the signer. 
The omission of such manipulation will lead to a different interpretation, 
as illustrated in (6). 

(6) ENGllSII;.N AfATH;-N K4SY.:N 
English-NOM math-NoM easy-PRED 
'Bath Math and English are easy.' 

Sentence (6) is composed of the same lexical signs and obeys the same 
word order as sentence (5). However, unlike sentence (5), ail the lexical 
signs in sentence (6) are articulated in neutral space. As a result, the sen
tence is interpreted as a declarative sentence rather than a comparative one. 
The contrast between sentences (5) and (6) shows that the spatial assoi
cation is crucial in forrning TSL comparatives. In TSL comparatives, the 
syntactic positions of RF arglllllents do not directly correlate with the de
terrnination of the roles of the RF arguments. Rather, Lin (2014) proposed 
that there are two crucial factors in deterrnining the roles of RF arguments 
and the interpretation of comparatives: (a) the spatial locations of RF ar
guments and (b) the spatial location of adjectival verb, as illustrated in (7) 
to (8). 

YOUNGER SlSI'ER;_L PRETTY_JI. 

The sentence in (7) compares the eider sister with the yOlUlger sister 
in terrns of their appearance. Bath compared items are presented as RF 
arglllllents. The RF argument ELDER. SISTER is signed by the right hand, 
while the RF argument YOUNGER SISTER. is signed by the left hand, as 
shown in (7a) and (7b). While expressing the adjectival verb PREnY, the 
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signer's body Jeans toward the right sicle, as shawn in (7e). In terrns of 
spatial locatiOl1, the RF argument ELDER SISlER and the adjectival verb 
PREITY are placed at the right sicle of the space, while the RF arglllllent 
YOUNGER SISlER is at the left sicle. The sentence is interpreted as 'The 
eider sister is prettier than the younger sister. ' If the syntactic positions of 
these lexical signs remain the same, the exchange of the spatial locations 
of the RF arglllllents will affect the interpretation of the given comparative, 
as exemplified in (8). 

(8) ELDER SlSTERj_L YOUNGER SISI'ER;_R 
elder.sister-NOM yOlmger.sister-NOM 

PRETTY_JI. 
pretty-FRED-SC 

,........::!1!;.)::� �i"��!!;!.!!!2!!, th, dd" '�-=----. 

a. ELDER SISlERj_L 

Sentence (8) is composed of the same lexical signs and abeys the same 
ward order as sentence (7). The only difference between these two sen
tences lies in the spatial locations of RF arglllllents. In (8), the RF 
arglllllent ELDER SISTER is placed at the left side of the signing space 
and the RF argument YOUNGER SISTER. at the right side, as shown in 
(8a) and (8b). As a result, the sentence is inteIpreted as 'The yOl.lllger sister 
is prettier than the eider sister. ' 

In TSL comparatives, the syntactic positions of RF arguments do not 
directly correlate with the deterrnination of the raies of the RF arguments 
in a comparative (i.e., comparee or standard); rather, the spatial location of 
adjectival verb plays a vital raie in deterrnining the raies of the RF argu
ments, as illustrated in (9) and (10). 

(9) MR. WANGi·L MR. CHENj.R 
Mr.Wang-NoM :Mr. Chen-NoM 
'Mr. Wang is fatter than :Mr. Chen. ' 

FAT·L 
fat-FRED-SC 
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a. :MR. WANGi·L b. MR CHENj.R c. FAT·L 

(10).MR. WANGi_L lvfR. CHEN;-R FAT_R 
Mr. Wang-NoM Mr. Chen-NOM fat-FRED-SC 

a. :MR. WANGi·L b. MR CHENj.R c. FAT·R 

71 

The comparatives in (9) and (10) are composed of the same lexical 
signs and ohey the same word order, but they denote antithetical meanings 
from each other. For instance, the RF arglllllent MR. WANG is interpreted 
as the comparee in (9), whereas it is the standard in (10). There is no 
grammatical morpheme (e.g. , locative mOiphemes or particles) being used 
to deterrnine the relations of the RF arguments. The only difference be
tween these two sentences resides in the spatial locations of adjectival verb 
FAT. The adjectival verb FAT in sentence (9) is articulated on the left side 
to be associated with the RF argument :MR. WANG, while the lexical sign 
FAT in (10) is articulated on the right side to be associated with the RF 
argument:MR. CHEN, as shown in (9c) and (lOc), respectively. In brief, in 
comparative constructions with one verb, the RF argument associated with 
adjectival verbs is identified as the comparee, while the other arglllllent is 
the standard. 

Within an Fnglish comparative, the adjectival verb must be marked by 
the comparative morphemes such as -er or more to convey comparative 
degree of the adjective. These comparative morphemes are also terrned 
'degree markers' (Ultan 1972; Heine 1997) or 'index of comparison' 
(Dixon 2008). It has been pointed out that sorne spoken languages employ 
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degree markers obligatorily (i.e., Fnglish), athers optionally (i.e., Mopan 
and Turkish), and still others do nat make use ofthem at ail (i.e., Œünese, 
Japanese, Swahili) (Heine 1997). According ta our observation of TSL 
comparatives, TSL does nat have comparative morphemes specifie for the 
adjectival verbs in comparatives. Instead, reinforcing adverbs (e.g., VERY 
and EXCESSIVEL Y) are recruited optionally ta intensifY the degree of ad
jectival verbs. It is also found that sometimes the detenninatiOl1 of the raies 
ofRP arguments may hinge 011 scalar adverbs rather than adjectival verbs, 
as illustrated in (11) and (12). 

(11) YOUNGER SlSTERi_L ELDER SlSTERj_R PRETTY -li VERY-R 
younger.sister-NOM elder.sister-NoM pretty-FRED very-ADV-SC 

c. PREITY-N d. VERYR 

(12) YOUNGER SlSI'ERi_L ELDER SISI'ERj_R PRET'TY.-N VERY_L 
younger.sister-NOM elder.sister-NoM pretty-FRED very-ADV-SC 
'The yOlmger sister is prettier than the eider sister. ' 

Sentence (11) and sentence (12) are composed of the same lexical 
signs and are constructed in the same word order. Bath sentences recruit 
the reinforcing adverb VERY to intensrry the degree of adjectival verb 
PREITY. The only difference between these two sentences lies in the 
spatial locations of the reinforcing adverb VERY; they are interpreted dif
ferently. In sentence (11), the adjectival verb PREITY is articulated in 
neutral space, without being associated with the right or the left, as in 
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( l l c). The relations of the RF argwnents remain indeterminate. This rein
forcing adverb VERY is articulated at the right side to be associated with 
the RF argwnent ELDER SIS TER indicating that this argument serves as 
the comparee in the comparative, as shown in (1 I d). Conversely, if the 
adverb VERY is articulated at the left side, the RF argument ELDER 
SISTER will be identified as the raIe of standard, as exemplified in (12). 
That is to say, the reinforcing adverbs (i.e., VERY) have the function of 
setting the relations of the RF arguments in a comparative. 

The above exarnples dernonstrate that TSL comparatives rnanipulate 
either adjectival verbs or reinforcing adverbs to rnake association with the 
spatial locus of the comparee RF to distinguish between the comparative 
roles of RF arguments. Based on the above discussion, the syntactic struc
ture of the comparatives with one verb can be generalized as (13) (Lin 
2014). 

(13) Constructional schema for comparative constructions with one verb 
RFi_X+ RFj_V+V_JVW- (Reinforcing adverb_x) 

� -
The referentiaitocus of the comparee 

In (13), the two compared RF arguments are expressed first and the 
adjectival verb is signed later. The RF arguments are assigned to the right 
and the left of the signing space respectively (i.e., X and Y). Thus, there 
are Iwo referential loci established in the signing space. The adjectival 
verb (i.e., V) and the reinforcing adverb are modified to be associated with 
one of the referential loci. The RF argument associated with these two 
signs is identified as the comparee. The following section will discuss 
comparative constructions with two verbs. 

3.2 Comparative constructions with two verbs 

The second type of comparative construction contains two adjectival verbs. 
One of the adjectival verbs is related to the RF argument that is the 
comparee, while the other adjectival verb is associated with the RF 
argument that functions as the standard. These two adjectival verbs are 
fonned by rneans of reduplicating the adjectival verb at issue; however, 
they have to be modified into different forms to convey different degrees 
of intensity, as illustrated in (14). 
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(14) A11SS WANGi_R A11SS CHEN;-L 
Miss Wang-NoM Miss Chen-NoM 
LONG TONGUED[!arj_L LONG TONGUED[ten"'j_JI. 3 
long. toogued-FRED-SC 1 0I1g. toogued -FRED-SC 

Oten.' 

c. LONG TONGUEDUax]_L d. LONG TONGUED[t",,,,,]_R 

Sentence (14) compares Miss Wang and Miss Œten with respect ta 
their talkativeness. These two compared items are presented as RF 
arglllllents in the comparative. The RF arglllllent 11ISS WANG is 
articulated at the right sicle of the signing space, while the RF arglllllent 
MISS CHEN is at the left sicle, as shawn in (14a) and (14b). In this 
comparative construction, the adjectival verb LONG TONGUED is 
reduplicated, and then is expressed in different faIms ta convey different 
degrees of intensity. While expressing the adjectival verb undergoing lax 
modulation, the signer's body is oriented toward the left side of the 
slgnmg space, namely, the referential locus of the RF argument MISS 
CHEN, as shown in (14c). While expressing the adjectival verb 

3 Following Klima and Bellugi (1979), [tense] refers to tense modulation which is 
characterized by an elongated movement, tensed hand muscles, and a long final 
hold, simultaneously accOOlpanied by certain non-manual features, such as fur
rowed brows and squinted eyes, to emphasize the degree of adjectival verbs. [lax] 
refers to the lax moœlatioo which is characterized by the hand muscles being lax 
and the movement of the given sign being shortened, to express awroximate de
gree ofaqjectival verbs. 
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undergoing tense modulation, the signers body is ariented toward the right 
side, namely, the referential locus of the RF argument MISS WANG, as 
shown in (14d). 

Note that it is obligatory to present the reduplicated adjectival verbs in 
the farms that convey different degrees of intensity to show a contrast be
tween the cornpared items; othenvise the comparative will becorne un
grammatical, as shown in (15a). Further, the spatial association of each 
constituent in (14) is crucial grammatical strategy. The omission of such 
manipulation will lead to the ungrarnrnaticality of the comparative, as 
exemplified in (15b). 

(15) a. *MISS WANG,_N 
Miss Wang-NoM 
LONG TONGUED-L 

MISS CHEN;_N 
Miss Chen-NoM 
LONG TONGUED-R. 

long.tongued-PRED-SC long.tongued-PRED-SC 
b. *MISS WANG,_N MISS CHEN;_N 
Miss Wang-NoM Miss Chen-NoM 
LONG TONGUED[I�J_NLONG TONGUED[""""J_N 
long.tongued-PRED long.tongued-PRED 

Sentence (15a) and sentence (15b) are composed of the same lexical 
signs as those in sentence (14). In sentence (15a), the reduplicated adjec
tival verbs do not undergo aspectual modulations; thus, the comparative 
becomes ungrammatical. In sentence (15b), a11 the lexical signs are 
articulated in neutral space; as a result, the sentence bec ornes 
ungrarnrnatical. With respect to word order, this comparative construction 
possesses flexible ward order, as i11ustrated in (16). 

(16) a. MR. LIN, L 
Mr. Lin-NOM 

MR. CHEN, R 
Mr. Chen-NOM 

'Mr. Lin is falter than Mr. Chen.' 
b. MR. CHEN, R MR. Lin, L 

Mr. Chen-NoM Mr. Lin-NOM 
'Mr. Lin is falter than Mr. Chen.' 

c.  MR. LIN'-B MR. CHEN;-l 
Mr. Lin-NOM Mr. Chen-NOM 
'Mr. Chen is falter than Mr. Lin.' 

FAT[tenseJ-L 
fat-PRED-SC 

FAT[tenseJ-L 
fat-PRED-SC 

FAT[tenseJ-L 
fat-PRED-SC 

FAT[I�J_R 
fat-PRED-SC 

FAT[I�J_R . 
fat-PRED-SC 

FAT[I�J-R . 
fat-PRED-SC 

In (16b), a11 the lexical signs are placed at the same spatial locations as 
those in (16a). The only difference between sentences (16a) and (16b) lies 
in the syntactic positions of RF arguments. Unlike (16a), in (16b), the RF 
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argument MR CHEN occurs before the RF argument MR. LIN, but the 
comparative still retains the sarne interpretation. However, if the spatial 
locations of the RF arguments are exchanged, the comparative will be 
interpreted in a different way, as shown in (16c). In (16c), all the lexical 
signs are arranged in the same word order as that of sentence (16a). The 
major difference between sentences (16a) and (16c) resides in the spatial 
locations of RF arguments. In (16c), the RF argument MR. LIN is placed 
at the right side, whereas the RF argument MR. CHEN is at the left side. 
As a result, the sentence is interpreted differently, namely, 'Mr. Chen is 
falter than Mr. Lin.' 

The above examples show that the adjectival verb denoting the altribute 
compared is reduplicated, and they undergo different aspectual modulations 
to convey varying degrees of intensity. As pointed out by Klima and 
Bellugi (1979), not all adjectival verbs can undergo aspectual modulations,. 
In TSL, sorne adjectival verbs are incompatible with aspectual modula
tions due to their articulatory limitations (e.g., the adjectival verbs 
SMART, PRETTY, RICH, and POOR in TSL). If a comparative construc
tion contains the adjectival verb that is incompatible with aspectual modu
lations, Iwo types of scalar adverbs, namely, reinforcing adverbs (i.e., 
VERY and EXCESSIVEL Y) and attenuating adverbs (i.e., A LITTLE, 
COMMON, MEDIOCRE, and ORDINARY), will be recruited to show 
different degrees of intensity, as exemplified in (17). 

(17) CAT,.R 
cat-NoM 
SMART.L 

DOq.L SMART.R 
dog-NOM smart-PRED-SC 

MEDIOCRE.L 
smart-PRED-SC rnediocre-ADV-SC 
'Cats are srnarter than dogs. '  

VERY.R 
very-ADV-SC 

Sentence (17) compares two animaIs, namely, cats and dogs, in terms 
of their intelligence. The cornpared items are presented as RF arguments. 
The RF argument CAT is assigned to the right side of the signing space, 
while the RF argument DOG is assigned to the left side. The attribute 
being compared is denoted by the adjectival verb SMART. This adjectival 
verb is expressed twice: the first time on the right side, and the second 
time on the left side. In this sentence, Iwo types of scalar adverbs are 
recruited: reinforcing adverbs and attenuating adverbs. In terrns of 
syntactic distribution, the reinforcing adverb VERY occurs in the syntactic 
position immediately following the first adjectival verb, and the 
attenuating adverb MEDIOCRE occurs in the position immediately 
following the second adjectival verb. In terms of spatial location, the 
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adverb VERY is articulated at the right side, while the adverb 
MEDIOCRE is at the left side. 

Based on the comparative sentences discussed above, the syntactic 
structure of comparative constructions with two verbs can be generalized 
as (18) (Lin 2014). 

(18) Constructional schema for comparative constructions with two verbs 
RPi_X+ RPj_0- [ V([tcnscl/ (Reinforcing adverb) ]intensivc-X+ 

[ V([l�D/ (Attenuating adverb)],pp,"ûm,'" y  � 
Referential l�cus of the standard Referential locus of the comparee 

With respect to comparative constructions with two verbs, the RF ar
guments are assigned on the right and the left sides of the signing space 
respectively (i.e., X and Y). After expressing the Iwo compared RP argu
ments, there are two referential loci established in the signing space. The 
constituents of the predicate denoting intensive degree are rnodified to be 
associated with one of the referential loci, whereas those of the predicate 
denoting approxirnate degree are rnodified to be associated with the other 
referential locus. The RF argument associated with the fonner predicate 
(i.e., RFD is identified as the comparee, whereas the RF argument associ
ated with the latter predicate (i.e., RPD is identified as the standard. 

3.3 Comparatives derived from the two fundamental con
structions 

The above discussions have pointed out that in TSL there are two basic 
comparative constructions, namely, comparatives with one verb and com
paratives with two verbs, and that they have a close relationship with the 
signing space. These two constructions are the fundamental constructions 
from which a11 TSL comparatives are derived. Il is found that certain lexi
cal signs, such as SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE, are frequently 
employed in TSL comparatives. These lexical signs behave like verbs and 
denote the meaning of 'to exceed' or 'to surpass'. Thus, these verbs are 
ca11ed 'exceed' verbs (Lin 2014). See the comparative containing the lexi
cal sign DEFEAT exemplified in (19). 
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(19) MR. CHEKL 
l\1r. Chen-NOM 

MR. UN;-R HANDSOMKN 
l\1r. Lin-NOM handsome-PRED 

'l\1r. Lin is more handsome than l\1r. Chen. ' 

c. HANDSOl\1E_N 

(20) MR. CHEKL 
l\1r. Chen-NoM 

MR. UN;-R HANDSOMKN 
l\1r. Lin-NOM handsome-PRED 

'l\1r. Chen is more handsome than l\1r. Lin.' 

DEFE4T; ... . 
defeat-PRED 

DEFE4Td; . 
defeat-PRED 

Sentence ( 19) compares l\1r. Lin with l\1r. Chen in terrns of their looks. 
The RF argument MR. CHEN is assigued to the left side of the siguing 
space, while the RF argument MR. LIN is assigued to the right side. The 
attribute being compared is denoted by the adjectival verb HANDSOl\1E. 
Note that this adjectival verb is articulated in neutral space rather than 
being associated with a specific referential locus, as shown in ( 19c). Thus, 
the relations of the RF arguments rernain indeterminate. In such situations, 
reinforcing adverbs are supposed to be recruited to set the relations; how
ever, no adverb appears in sentence (19). Instead, the sign DEFEAT is 
employed, and it is placed at the sentence-final position. This sign contains 
a path movement which moves from the locus associated with the RF ar
gument MR. LIN to that of the RF argument MR. CHEN, as shown in 
( 19d). Through the path movernent, the roles that the RF arguments play 
in this comparative can be identified. If the path movement of the sign 
DEFEAT is moved in the opposite direction, the comparative will be in
terpreted differently, as shown in (20). 
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Verbs such as SURPASS, DEFEAT, and OUTRANGE in TSL are 
subsurned as agreement verbs because these verbs contain a path rnove
ment which allows them to indicate the grammatical relations of the RF 
arguments in a sentence (i.e., subject and object). When these verbs are 
employed in comparatives, they maintain their ability to indicate the rela
tions of RF arguments rernains. In summary, the syntactic structures of 
two types of comparative constructions with 'exceed' verbs are general
ized in (21) and (22) (Lin 2014). 

(21) Comparative constructions with one verb employing 'exceed' verbs 
RPi_X+ RPj_Y+ V_x+ (reinforcing adverb.x) + 'Exceed' Vi-7j 

(22) Comparative constructions with two verbs employing 'exceed' verbs 
RPi_X+ RPj_yt [V([tcnscl/(reinforcing adverb)]intensivc_X+ 
[V([1ax])/(attenuating adverb)]approximatc_yt 'Exceed' Vi-7j 

In the se two constructions, the 'exceed' verb (i.e., ' exceed' V) can oc
cur in syntactic position either following or preceding the verbal predi
cate(s). The 'exceed' verb contains a path movement The RF argument 
associated with the initial point of the path movement is identified as the 
comparee (e.g., RFi), while the RF argument associated with the endpoint 
is identified as the standard (e.g., RFD. 

4. The linking of arguments in comparatives to syntax 

The comparatives in TSL belong to state verbs. The two basic logical 
structures of comparatives in TSL are proposed as in (23) and (24). In (23), 
MORE IRAN refers to cornparison and predicate' contains two RF ar
guments. The arguments with subscripts such as x, y, and z indicate 
whether the arguments are co-indexed. In (24), exceed verbs are employed 
in comparatives, they can indicate the relations ofRP arguments. 

(23) [(pred,' (x)) MORE THAN (pred,' (y))] 

(24) [(pred,' (x)) 1\ (pred,' (y))] 1\ exceed3' (x, y) 

Based on RRG, the three steps for linking semantics to syntax are : (a) 
to constitute the logical structure and then replace the variables in it with 
referring expressions; (b) to determine which argument is actor and which 
is undergoer, based on the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, and (c) to link the 
arguments into syntax. From the observation of the surface fOnTIs, the 
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constructional schemata for TSL comparatives are given in (25) and (26). 

(25) Comparative constructions with one verb 
PSA_x + OBJj_V+ VI_JVW- (V2-X->Y) 

(26) Comparative constructions with two verbs 
PSAi_X + OBJj_V+ VI_X+ V2_v+(V3-X->Y) 

As for comparative constructions with one verb, VI stands for the ad
jectival verbs denoting the attribute being compared. V2 refers to 'exceed' 
verbs that move from the locus of comparee RF to that of standard RF. 
Note that due to flexible word order of TSL, PSA position is not limited to 
the sentential initial position. As for comparative constructions with two 
verbs, VI stands for the adjectival verbs with intensive modulation and V1 
stands for the adjectival verbs with approxirnate modulation. V3 refers to 
'exceed' verbs that clarify the grammatical relations of RF arguments. 
Further, the linking principles, as proposed in (27), account for how the 
RF arguments in TSL comparatives are linked to syntactic representation. 
Notably, in addition to identifying the macroroles of RF arguments play in 
a comparative, the arguments have to be assigned to the right side or the 
left side, respectively, to establish referential loci to which subsequent 
constituents rnay refer, as illustrated in Principle C. 

(27) The linking Principles for TSL Comparatives: 
Principle A: The Undergoer of VI, namely Undergoerl, is linked to 

the PSA position. 
Principle B :  The role, narnely non-rnacrorole direct core argument 

(NMR), is linked to the position immediately preceding or fol
lowing The Undergoef!. 

Principle C: Undergoerl is to be associated with a designated refer
ential locus X, the right side or the left side of the signing space. 
N1v1R is to be associated with the locus that is contralateral to 
locus X 

TSL comparatives given in (28) to (30) demonstrate how the sem an
tic representation is linked to the syntactic representation. 
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(28) PLASI'IC;_L IRON;-R IL4RD_R.4 
'Iron is harder than plastic.' 

SENTENCE 
1 

CLAUSE 
1 

CORE 

� 
RP RP NUC 

1 
PïD 

PLAs,.TIC;.L 3rONj.� .• a;.�1 

rDee'œ===m=m=,=lli""e-' T.-.. .  -
refé1"ential loci of the [Undergoerl].R 

Detennining the role 
of the RF arguments 

t 
Undergoel"j 

t 
[hard' (iron) MORE THAN 

[NMR2h 

t 
NMR, 

t 
(hard' (plastic)) 

Figure 1: Semantics-to-syntax linking in (28) 

81 

The comparative with one verb is exemplified in (28). Following the 
linking principle A and principle B, the first arglllllent of V 1 (i.e., IRON) is 
selected as Undergoerl, and the first argument of V2 (i.e., PLASTIC) is 
selected as NMR2. Following the linking principle C, Undergoerl is as
signed to the right side of the signing space and is linked to PSA position. 
As for NMR2, it is assigned to the left side of the signing space and is 
linked to the position immediately next to PSA position. Further, the ad
jectival verb HARD is manipulated to be associated with the referential 
locus of Undergoerl, as the dotted arrow illustrated in (28). Example (29) 
demonstrates how the linking algorithm accOlmts for the comparatives 
with two verbs. 

4 The macroroles subscripted with 1 oc 2 indicate whether the given macrocole is 
denotedbyVl orV2. 
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(29) AIR. LlN;_L AIR. CHEN;-R FAT[teYri.}L FAT[!arj_R 
':Mf. Lin is fatter than :Mr. Chen.' 

T 

SENTENCE 
1 

CLAUSE 

� 
CORE CORE 

RP N C 
1 

PRED 
1 

MR. C�_R FAT[t��t 

.. ? 
[UnOefgoenl_L 

untergoef! 

N C 
1 

PRED 
1 

FAT"�1 1> 

NMR, 
+ + 

[(fat'(Mc. LIN)) MORE mAN (fat'(M;, o,on))] 

Figure 2: Semantics-to-syntax linking in (29) 

The comparative with two verbs is exemplified in (29). RF! agrees 
with FAT[lm3e] and RF] with FATUaxJ, which suggests that RF! is a core 
arglllllent of FAT [lm"'] and RF] a core argument of FAT Uax], which in mm 
suggests that each predicate heads its own core. Thus, the syntactic repre
sentatiOl1 of this sentence involves two cores in a clause, namely a core 
joocture. Following the linking principle A and principle B, the first ar
glllllent of Vl(i.e., MR. LIN) is selected as Undergoen, and the first argu
ment of V2 (i.e., :MR. CHEN) is selected as NMR2. Following the linking 
principle C, Undergoel"j is assigned to the right side of the signing space 
and is linked to PSA position. NMR2 is assigned to the contralateral side to 
the locus of Undergoerl and is linked to the position immediately next to 
PSA position. Further, the two adjectival verbs, FAT, are expressed. The 
verb FAT with tense modulation is manipulated to be associated with the 
locus ofUndergoerl, and the one with lax modulation is manipulated to be 
associated with the locus of NMR2, as the dotted arrow shown in (29). 
Example (30) demonstrates how linking algorithm accOlmts for the com
paratives with two verbs employing 'exceed' verbs. 
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(30) AIR. CHEN;_L AIR. llN;-R HANDSOAIKN DEFEATj-n. 
'Mr. Lin is more handsome than Mr. Chen. ' 

RP 

SENTENCE 
1 CLAUSE 
1 

CORE 

RP Nue 

NU�C 

P�ED P�ED 

MR. CHl�N;.t.MR. L�SOMEN D���,. 

.............. ' .... , 
o 0 [Actor3h [Undergoer3h 

+ + + + 
Undergoer! Undergoer2 Actor3 Undergoer3 

t t t t 
[(handsomt'(Mr. Un» A.(handsomt' (Mr. C1ten» 1 A. (dtCtaï(Mr. Un, Mr. C1ten» 

Figure 3: Semantics-to-syntax linking in (30) 

The comparative with one verb employing the 'exceed' verb DEFEAT 
is exemplified in (30). Following the linking principle A and Principle B, 
the frrst arglllllent of V! (i.e., MR. LIN) is selected as Undergoer!, the frrst 
argument of V2 (i.e., :MR. CHEN) is selected as Undergoer2. As for the 
verb DEFEAT, namely V3, the first argument of V3 (i.e., MR. LIN) is se
lected as Actor3, the second argument ofV3 (i.e., MR CHEN) is selected 
as Undergoer3- As suggested by privileged syntactic arglllllent selection 
hierarchy, when the two arguments refer to the same entity, only the RF 
argument with the macrorole in a higher prominence hierarchy is syntacti
cally expressed. Thus, Actor3 is assigned to the right side of the signing 
space and is linked to PSA position. The rightmost argument in the logical 
structure, namely, Undergoer3, is expressed and is linked to the position 
immediately next to PSA position; additionally, it is assigned to the locus 
that is opposite to the locus of Actor3-Then, the adjectival verb RAND
SO:ME is expressed in the neutral space. Further, the 'exceed' verb DE
FEAT accompanies a path movement which moves from the locus of Ac
tor3 to that of Undergoer3, indicating that :Mr. Lin defeats :Mr. Chen with 
respect to their appearance. 
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The above examples show that the use of signing space for spatial ref
erence is recognized as an essential spatial device for TSL comparatives. 
After the sernantic rnacrorole of each argument is detennined, these argu
ments must be associated with the right side or the left side of the signing 
space for the following verbal predicates to rnake spatial association with 
them. 

5. Conclu ding remarks 

This study has demonstrated that like many spoken languages, TSL pos
sesses particular constructions to express the concept of cornparison, and 
these constructions are cornposed of the essential elernents, including a 
comparee, a standard, a pararneter of cornparison, and a degree rnarker. 
This paper showed that TSL signers employ two fundamental comparative 
constructions: Ca) comparative constructions with one verb and (b) com
parative constructions with two verbs. AlI other TSL comparatives are 
derived from these Iwo types. 

TSL does not contain grammatical rnorphernes that consistently serve 
as markers of the standard. Instead, TSL signers exploit signing space for 
that function. Ascribing to visual-gestural channel of TSL, the structure of 
signing space plays a significant role in TSL comparative constructions. 
Thus, adopting the signing space as a parameter in the framework of RRG 
allows us to provide a comprehensive account of TSL comparatives. 
While expressing comparatives, TSL signers div ide the signing space into 
two parts: the right side and the left side. Il is required to assign the RF 
arguments of a comparative to these two sides respectively, thus estab
lishing Iwo referential loci in the signing space. The function of these ref
erential loci is to facilitate subsequent constituents referring to their in
tended arguments in a comparative. The findings of this study reveal in
teresting facts about comparative constructions in TSL, and provide in
sightful typological implications. 
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DATIVE CASE AND THREE-PLACE 

PREDICATES IN JAPANESE1 

HIDEKI KISHIMOTO 
KOBE UNIVERSITY 

Abstract 

The present paper argues that the distribution of ni rnarking assigned to the 
indirect internal arguments of Japanese three-place verbs can he optirnally 
characterized on the basis of their inherent lexical rneanings. In Japanese, 
dative case ni is assigned to an indirect internal argument by the default 
case assigrnnent fiÙe, so that the indirect internaI arguments of 
change-of-possession verbs are rnarked with dative case regardless of 
whether they count as 'source' or 'goal'. With change-of-Iocation verbs, on 
the other hand, indirect internal arguments cOllllting as 'locative-goal' are 
obliquely rnarked. It is argued that the indirect internal arguments of 
three-place predicates are rnarked with kara 'from' ifthey are identified as 
'locative-source'. It is shown that the dative-rnarked source arguments of 
change-of-possession verbs are constrained by the animacy constraint, but 
that when they are assigned kara marking, they are exempt from the ani
macy constraint. 

Keywords 

Dative case, three-place predicate, change of location, change of posses
sion, ablative 

1. Introduction 

Cross-linguistically, it is fairly common to mark goal arguments with da-

1 This is a revised version of the paper presented at Role and Reference Grammar 
2015 (held on JuIy 3 1-Augusl 2, 2015 al the Heimich Heine University Düsseldorf, 
Gerrnany), which is a significantly shortened version of the ms. entitled ''The Ja
nus-faced nature of dative marking in Japanese". 1 am grateflli to Robert Van Valin 
Jr., Sebastian Labner, Kiyoko Toratani, Wataru Nakamura, Toshio Ohori, and 
Mitsuaki Shimojo for their various conunents, suggestions and encouragements. 
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tive case, but at the sarne time, it is sornetirnes observed that the sarne da
tive case rnarking can appear on either the source or goal argument of 
three-place predicates. The same morphological behaviar is observed in 
three-place predicate constructions in Japanese; a three-place predicate of 
change of possession like agent 'give' allows its goal argument to be 
rnarked with dative case ni, and morau 'get' allows its source argument to 
receive dative ni rnarking, even though these arguments are taken to be the 
participants of events representing different orientations of transfer. 2 The 
ambivalent behavior of ni rnarking appearing on indirect internaI arguments 
is not always observed, however, since the pairs of predicates denoting a 
change of location, such as okuru 'send' and uketoru 'receive', display dif
ferent distributions with regard to the marking of their indirect internaI argu
ments, i.e. the verb okuru pennits ni marking far its goal argumen� but the 
source argument of uketorn cannot be marked with ni. This fact raises the 
question of why three-place predicates do not behave in a unitary manner 
with regard to the case marking of their indirect internaI arguments. 

The present paper provides an RRG account far how the dative ni 
marking is assigned in Japanese. 1 suggest that the prima facie puzzling 
behavior of dative ni marking receives a principled account if dative case 
is defined as the default case, as proposed by Van Valin (1991). Il is first 
argued that in Japanese, dative case marking is allocated to the non-macrorole 
core argument of a change-of-possession verb (counting as a possessor), 
and that the assignrnent of dative case is made without reference to the 
negative operator NOT, which defines a thematic difference between 
'source' and 'goal'. Then, 1 show that the dual behaviar of ni marking is 
not observed for change-of-Iocation verbs because their indirect internaI 
arguments need to be obliquely marked. 1 argue that the indirect internaI 
argument of a change-of-Iocation verb receives locative ni marking when 
identified as 'goal', whereas it is marked with ablative kara 'from' when 
identified as 'source' .  l also suggest that change-of-possession verbs in
voke a change in the LS when their source argument is marked with abla
tive kara ' from' .  

The discussion in this paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, l will 
review sorne notable properties of three-place predicates in Japanese. It is 
shown that they are divided into two classes accarding to whether they 
denote a change of possession or a change of location. Section 3 provides 
an RRG account for how case marking is assigned to the indirect internaI 

2 The tenns 'direct internaI argument' and 'indirect internaI argument' are used in in
formal, pre-theoretical œscriptions for the pU1]Xlse of identifying the types of arguments 
selected by three-place predicates (Williams 1981; Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995). 
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arguments of change-of-possession and change-of-Iocation verbs. Section 
4 shows how ablative kara marking is assigned to the source arguments of 
three-place predicates. Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2. Three-place predicates in Japanese 

As often diseussed (see e.g. Blake 1994; Blansit 1988; Maling 2001 ;  
Haspelmath 2003; Malehukov et al. 2010; Van Valin 201 8), dative argu
ments can represent recipient, experiencer, or beneficiary, aIl of which faIl 
under the general eover term of 'goal'. Even though marking a goal argu
ment with dative case is a common cross-linguistic option, it is sometimes 
observed that the same dative case marking can be assigned to the source 
and goal arguments of three-place predieates (see e.g. Janda 1993; Van 
Velle & Van Langendonek 1996). 

The same type of morphologie al behavior is found in Japanese. In 
point of fact, in descriptive studies of Japanese grammar, it is often men
tioned (e.g. Martin 1975; Shimizu 1977; Sugimoto 1988; Matsumoto 
2000) that certain three-place verbs, whieh include the pairs of verbs sueh 
as ataeru 'give' Imorau 'get, receive', ageru 'give' Imorau 'get, receive', 
sazukem 'furnish' Isazukaru 'receive', osieru 'teach' losowaru 'be taught' , 
osieru 'teach' Inaram 'learn', etc., aIlow their source or goal arguments to 
bear dative ni marking, as exemplified in (1). 

(1) a. Eri-ga tomodati-ni manga-o atae-ta. 
Eri-NoM friend-DAT comic-Acc give-psT 
'Eri gave her friend the comics.' 

b. Tomodati-ga Eri{-ni/-kara} manga-o 
friend-NoM Eri{ -DAT/-ABL} eomie-Acc 
'Rer friends got the comics from Eri.' 

morat-ta. 
get-psT 

In ( la), the verb ataem 'give' expresses transfer of possession from the 
subject to the ni-marked indirect internaI argument, and the ni-marked 
argument tomodati 'friend' is eonstrued as a goal. In (lb), the verb morau 
'get' describes reverse transfer of possession, and the ni-marked indirect 
internaI argument counts as a source. The two indirect internaI arguments 
in (1) reeeive the identieal dative ni marking even though they are identi
fied as the participants of events representing different orientations of 
transfer. Note that with a predicate like morau 'get', the source argument 
ean altematively be marked with ablative kara 'from' .  

The dual behavior of ni marking is not always observed, however, be
cause the source arguments of sorne three-place predicates cannot receive 
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ni rnarking, as seen in the pair of the verbs okuru 'send' and uketorn 're
ceive' in (2). 

(2) a. Eri-ga sensei-ni tegami-o okut-ta. 
Eri-NoM teacher-Loc letter-Acc send-psT 
'Eri sent the letter to the teacher' 

b. Sensei-ga Eri{*-ni/-kara} tega.mi-o uketot-ta. 
teacher-NoM Eri{-DAT/-ABL} letter-ACC receive-psT 
'The teacher received the letter from Eri. '  

The change-of-location verb okuru 'send' pennits ni marking for its goal 
argument, whereas the source argument of the change-of-Iocation verb 
uketoru 'receive' cannot be marked with ni (and can only be marked with 
ablative kara). 

The three-place predicate constructions in (la) and (2a) have identical 
surface case frames, but they represent different rneanings. The verb atae
ru 'give' in (la) describes abstract transfer of ownership, so the act of 
'giving the comics to the friend' can be successful even if no spatial 
change takes place. By contrast, the verb okuru 'send' in (2a) describes a 
physical change of location with no change of possession implied. The 
action described by okuru, unlike ataeru, involves spatial rnovernent of an 
entity. The two classes of three-place predicates, i.e. change-of-possession 
and change-of-Iocation verbs, convey distinct rneanings, and thus can be 
distinguished in sernantic terrns. 

The status of ni marking on the goal arguments differs between (la) 
and (2a), as seen from the fact that direct passivization is possible with the 
ni-marked goal argument of ataeru 'give' but not the goal argument of 
okuru 'send' . 

(3) a. Tomodati-ga kinoo (Eri-ni) manga-o atae-rare-ta. 
friend-NoM yesterday (Eri-by) comic-Acc give-PAss-PST 
'The friend was given the comics (by Eri) yesterday.' 

b. #Sensei-ga kinoo (Eri-ni) tegami-o okur-are-ta. 
teacher-NoM yesterday (Eri-by) letter-Acc send-PAss-PST 
'The teacher was adversely affected by (Eri's) sending the letter 
yesterday. ' 

The passive sentence in (3a) fonned on ataeru 'give' can have a neutral 
direct passive interpretation, but the passive clause in (3b) with okuru 
'send' cannot. 

The ni-marked argument of a change-of-location verb like okuru 'send' 
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patterns with locative adjuncts. The passive clauses in (4b) and (4c), 
fonned from the clause in (4a) with the verb hikidasu 'withdraw' taking a 
locative-source pp as well as a theme RF (accusative object), illustrate the 
point 

(4) a. Dareka-ga kono ginkoo-kara okane-o hikidai-ta. 
someone-NOM this bank-ABL money-Acc withdraw-psT 
'Someone withdrew money from this bank.' 

b. Okane-ga kono ginkoo-kara hikidas-are-ta. 
money-NoM this bank-ABL withdraw-PAss-PST 
'Money was withdrawn from this bank.' 

c. #Kono ginkoo-ga okane-o hikidas-are-ta. 
this bank-NoM money-Acc withdraw-PAss-PsT 

'The bank was adversely affected by withdrawing money from il.' 

(4b) is a direct passive clause where the RF okane 'money' in (4a) has 
been rendered as the passive subject, and has a neutral direct passive in
terpretation. By contrast, (4c) is construed as an adversity (or indirect) 
passive, where the subject is interpreted as emotionally affected-most 
typically 'adversely', and lacks the neutral interpretation that should be 
available for ordinary direct passive clauses. 

The passive clause in (3b), just like (4c), is construed as an adversity 
(or indirect) passive, where the subject counls as an 'affectee' . As often 
discussed in the Japanese literature (e.g. Kageyama 2006; Takezawa & 
Whitman 1998), the 'affectee' argument of an adversity passive is con
ceived of as being added to the clause with no promotion of an argument. 
Furthennore, it is often claimed (see Kishimoto 2001 ;  Sadakane & Koi
zumi 1995; Miyagawa 1989; among others) that the ni marking assigned 
to nominals could be construed as a case marker or a postposition. Pro
vided that RFs, but not PPs, can be promoted by direct passivization, it is 
reasonable to postulate that the indirect internaI argument of ataeru 'give' 
is realized as an RF, where ni is construed as a dative case marker, while 
okuru ' send' selects an indirect internaI argument realized as a PP, where 
ni represents a postposition. The lack of neutral passive interpretation in 
(3b) suggesls that the direct internaI argument of okuru 'send' cannot be 
promoted to a subject by direct passivization. 

The data suggest that the three-place predicate construction headed by 
a change-of-possession verb like ataeru 'give' is construed as a double 
object construction (equivalent to John gave Mary a book), and the one 
headed by a change-of-location verb like okuru ' send' is a postpositional 
construction (comparable to the prepositional ta-dative construction John 
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gave a book ta Mary). This fact suggests that the distribution of dative 
rnarking is rather lirnited in Japanese: Dative case rnarking appears on the 
indirect internaI arguments of three-place predicates denoting a change of 
possession, but not a change of location. It is worth noting that this con
forrns to a cross-linguistic tendency for the indirect internaI arguments of 
change-of-possession verbs to receive dative case, while change-of-Ioca
tion verbs more often take indirect arguments rnarked with adpositions 
(see Van Velle & Van Langendonck 1996). 

3. RRG account for case marking in three-place verbs 

ln this section, 1 suggest that the case-marking patterns of three-place 
predicates can be accounted for on the basis of Logical Structures (LSs) 
proposed by Van Valin (1993) (see also Van Valin & LaPolla 1997; Van 
Valin 2005). Specifically, 1 suggest that the case marking of indirect in
ternaI arguments can be detennined by way of lexical representations 
which include a predicate specifying a source alongside a predicate speci
fying a goal, and that the prima facie dual behavior of dative marking fol
lows naturally from the assumption that dative case is the default case as
signed to a non-macrorole core argument, as proposed by Van Valin 
(1991) and Van Valin & LaPolla (2007). 

3.1. Change-oC-possession verbs 

To begin, change-of-possession verbs (as well as change-of-location 
verbs) are divided into two sub-classes depending on the directionality of 
described transfer-one in which the subject serves as a source (i.e. the 
' source-subiec!' verb) and the other in which the subiect counts as a goal 
(i.e. the 'goal-subiec!' verb). This difference in the orientation of transfer 
is easily grasped, given the proposaI on the LS representation of 
three-place predicates advanced by Van Valin (2007). 

To be concrete, Van Valin (2007) suggests that three-place predicates 
(verbs of change of possession) can be analyzed as having a causative 
representation like (5), which essentially means that the ownership of y is 
changed from x ta z. 

(5) [DO (w, [do' (w, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & 
BECOME have' (2, y)] 

The LS in (5) is a representation for a verb denoting a change of posses-
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sion, where the predicate have' (x, y) specifies a possessive relation, and 
the connective & is used to refer to the states of affairs that take place 
successively (Van Valin & La Polla 1997: 109). BECOME is an operator 
associated with a predicate fonnula (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 38). The 
DO operator indicates that the verb describes an agentive action, and do' 
(w, 0) is a generalized activity predicate, where the second argument is 
left unspecified as '0' (see Dowty 1979; Foley & Van Valin 1984: 38-39; 
Van Valin 1993: 34-37; Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 103-104) 3 Since 
change-of-possession verbs like ageru 'give' denote transfer of possession 
frorn a prior possessor to a recipient (i.e. the suc cee ding possessor), the LS 
must include two instances of have'-BECOME NOT have' (x, y), which 
specifies an event pertinent to a prior possessor, and BEC01.1E have' (z, 
y), which describes an event pertinent to a recipient. 

Change-of-possession verbs are often analyzed as denoting only the 
change of state pertinent to the recipient with a representation like [x cause 
[y to have z]] (see Pinker 1989; Goldberg 1995; Rarley 2003; etc.). In this 
representation, the argument X, which is realized as a syntactic subject, 
counts as a causer (and if the operator DO is included, it is an agent). To 
be precise, however, this representation does not describe the exact rnean
ing of a three-place verb like ataeru 'give' .  Since the causer/agent subiect 
of ataeru also counts as a prior possessor, there is a sense in which the LS 
should include a specification for a prior possessor as weIl as for a recipi
ent, i.e. the LS should consist of predicates specifying two subevents of a 
change of possession. 4 

The LS in (5) serves as the basis for detennining the distinction be
tween goal-subiect and source-subiect verbs. In (5), the variable w for the 
causer is represented in ltalics, since it is equated with either x or z when 
specifying the directionality of transfer The different orientations of 
transfer can be fixed by identifying w as either x or z. When w is identified 
as x, the rneaning of the source-subject verb ataeru 'give' is expressed. 

(6) a. Eri-ga tomodati-ni manga-o atae-ta. 
Eri-NOM friend-DAT cornic-ACC give-psT 
'Eri gave her friend the comics.' 

b. [DO (x [do' (x, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & 
BECOME have' (z, y)] 

3 If a verb sirnply has a causer (or an effector) as its subject, the causing event in 
the LS in (5) is represented by [do' (w, 0)] in lieu of [DO (w, [do' (w, 0)])], as in 
[do' (w, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & BECOME have' (z, y)]. 
4 The x in have' (x, y) is constrained by the anirnacy constraint, so it can orny be 
inanirnate in a 'part-whole' relation (Pinker 1989; Kishirnoto 2005; see section 3). 
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The LS in (6b) (posited for (6a)) means that x (�Eri) causes the ownership 
of y (�the comics) to change from x to z (�her friend), where y is the 
theme and z is the goaL The source argument x in BECOME NOT have' 
(x, y), which courrts as the previous owner of the book, is associated with 
the DO operator, and thus identified as the willful doer of the action-the 
agent-as well (see Ross 1972; Dowty 1979). 

On the other hand, if w is identified as z, the LS in (5) means that z 
causes the ownership of y to change from x to z, i.e. the LS narnes the act 
of getting, which is described by a goal-subject verb like morau 'get' in 
(7a). 

(7) a. Tomodati-ga Eri-ni manga-o morat-ta. 
friend-NoM Eri-DAT cornie-Ace get-psT 
'Rer friends got the comics from Eri.' 

b. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & 
BECOMEhave' (z, y)] 

In (7b), the recipient argument z in BECOME have' (z, y), which courris 
as the new owner of the book, is associated with the DO operator, and thus 
is identified as the willful doer of the action. The LS in (7b) differs mini
mally from the one in (6b), in that in the former LS, the causer argument is 
identified as a goal (the recipient) rather than a source (the prior posses
sor). 

With these LS representations for three-place predicates in mind, let us 
proceed to illustrate how morphological markings are assigned to their 
arguments. First, a three-place verb like ageru 'give' takes three partici
pants: agent(source), goal(recipient), and theme. RRG postulates two gen
eralized sernantic roles (i.e. rnacroroles) called 'Actor' and 'Undergoer' . 
These Iwo macroroles represent 'prototypical agent' and 'prototypical pa
tient', respectively (cf. Dowty 1991) 5 The Actor/Undergoer status is de
termined in accordance with the hierarchy in (8) (Van Valin & LaPolla 
1997 127). 

5 For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that the RRG tenns 'Actor' and 'Under
goer' broadly correspond to 'extemal argument' and 'internaI argument', which are 
the terrns conunoJÙy used in the generative literature. 
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(8) Actor Undergoer 
31 

( 
Arg. of l ot  arg. of l ot  arg. of 2nd arg. of arg. ofstate 
DO do' (x . .  pred' (x, y) pred' (x, y) pred' (x) 

[ Agent Effector Location Theme Patient 1 
Possessor 

The thematic labels added at the bottom of the hierarchy indicate sorne 
representative semantic relations detennined by the position of arguments 
in LSs. Thematic relations may cliffer depending on the nature of pred', so 
the label ' location', for instance, includes various 'locative-related' no
tions such as source, goal, recipient, possessor, and the hke (see Pinker 
1989; Van Valin 2005). 

Two of the three arguments of a three-place predicate bear macroroles 
(Actor or Undergoer). Since Japanese is a nominative-accusative language, 
the macrorole arguments are assigned either nominative or accusative case 
in accordance with (9a-b). 

(9) a. The highest ranking macrorole argument is assigned nominative 
case. 

b. The other macrorole argument is assigned accusative case. 
c. Non-macrorole core arguments are assigned dative case as their 

default case. 

Note that (9c) is the dative case assignment rule, which states that dative 
case is the default case assigned to non-macrorole core arguments (see 
Van Valin 1991 ;  Van Valin & LaPolla 1997; for Japanese, see Imai 1998). 

The macrorole ranking is 'Actor > Undergoer', which means that the 
Actor counts as the higher of the two macroroles, and therefore the 
agent/prior-possessor of the source-subject verb ataeru 'give' is identified 
as Actar, and the theme as Undergoer Then, according to (9a-b), the 
'agent/prior-possessor' argument is assigned nominative case, and the 
theme argument, accusative case. The remaining 'recipient' argument is a 
non-macrorole core argument, and thus receives dative case marking by 
the dative case assignment rule in (9c). 

Essentially the same account apphes to the case marking on the argu
ments of a goal-subject verb like morau 'get' . With morau, the recipient is 
realized as subject This is because the recipient falls under the scope of 
the DO operator, and counts as the agent instigating an action (as weIl as 
the recipient of the entity transferred). The agentlrecipient and theme ar
guments, which count as macrorole arguments, are construed as Actor and 
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Undergoer, respectively, in accordance with the Actor-Undergoer hierar
chy. Further, by way of (9a-b), the fonner is assigned nominative case, and 
the latter, accusative case. The rernaining source argument, which is a 
non-rnacrorole core argument, is assigned dative case in confonnity with 
the dative case assignmentrule in (9c). 

Note that the range of thematic relations that the dative-marked argu
ments of three-place predicates can bear is restricted, in the sense that the 
dative arguments are anchored to a particular argument position in LSs, i.e. 
the first argument position of (NOT) have' (x, y), and are construed as 
either source or goal arguments. Nevertheless, the labels ' source' and 
'goal' are distinct in thernatic tenns, and thus, no one-to-one correspond
ence can be posited between dative case rnarking and the thernatic rela
tions it can represent. In this respect, dative arguments are distinguished 
from oblique expressions with fixed thematic relations. This facet of dative 
case marking follows naturally from its characterization as the default case 
assigned to a non-macrorole core argument. 

3.2. Change-oC-location verbs 

Let us now turn to the discussion of change-of-Iocation verbs. In RRG, a 
locative relation is expressed by the predicate be-LOC' (x, y)-most typi
cally, be-at' (x, y)-where x and y represent 'location' and 'theme', re
spectively. 6 Three-place predicates expressing a change of location need 
to encode two different locative relations-namely, the locative-source, 
which corresponds to the locative argument x in BECOME NOT be-at' (x, 
y), and the locative-goal, which corresponds to the locative argument x in 
BECOME be-at' (x, y) (or BECOME be-toward' (x, y)) (see Gruber 
1965) 7 Thus, it can be postulated that change-of-location verbs have the 
LS in (10). 

(10) [DO (w, [do' (w, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) & 
BECOME be-at'fbe-toward' (z, y)] 

6 In RRG, 'locative' is specified as the first argument x ofbe-Loc' Cx, y). 7 For change-of-Iocation verbs, the causer does not have to be identified with a 
location. Thus, this type of verb can take two indirect internal arguments repre
senting a source and a goal, as in Ci) . 

Ci) John-wa zitaku-kara daigaku-ni tegami-o okut-ta. 
lOM-TOP home-ABL university-Loc letter-Acc send-psT 
'lOM sent a letter from bis home to the university.' 
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For change-of-Iocation verbs, which carry the core meaning of 'y moves 
from x to z', the directionality of movement can be detennined in essen
tially the same way as verbs of change of possession, i.e. the direction of 
transfer can be fixed by identifying w as either x or z in the LS in (10). 

If WOOX, then the LS in (10) signifies the act of sending. Thus, a 
source-subject predicate like okuru ' send' in ( l I a) can be regarded as 
possessing the LS in (l Ib). 

(I I )  a. Eri-ga sensei-ni 
Eri-NoM teacher-Loc 

tegami-o okut-ta. 
letter-ACC send-psT 

'Eri sent a letter to the teacher.' 
b. [DO (x, [do' (x, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) & 

BECOME be-toward' (z, y)] 

The LS in (I I b) specifies the meaning of 'x (�Eri) causes y (�the letter) to 
move from x toward z (=the teacher)' .  8 Since the argument x occurs as the 
first argument lying under the operator DO, it serves as an agent. The ar
gument x is also the first argument of BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y), so it 
counts as a locative-source as weIl. 

If w�z, then the LS in (10) signifies the act of receiving. The 
goal-subject verb uketoru 'receive' in (l2a) has the lexical representation 
in (l2b). 

(12) a. Sensei-ga Eri-kara hon-o uketot-ta. 
teacher-NoM Eri-ABL book-ACC receive-psT 
'The teacher received a book from Eri.' 

b. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) & 
BECOME be-at' (z, y)] 

The LS in (l2b) conveys the meaning of 'z  (�the teacher) causes y (�the 
book) to go from x (�Eri) to z' .  With uketoru 'receive', a completed 
change of location is described, which suggests that the LS for uketoru 
should include be-at' (z, y), where the first argument z specifies a loca
tive-goal, as in (l2b). 

ln ( l I a), the goal argument sensei 'the teacher' does not count as a 
recipient, since no ownership is conferred to the teacher through the act of 
receiving. Rather, the argument serves as a locative-goal, which needs to 
be obliquely marked. 1 suggest that the locative-goal argument is assigned 

8 The verb okuru 'send' does not entail that the theme tegami 'letter' reaches the 
endpoint sense i 'teacher. 
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the postposition ni in accordance with the postposition assigrnnent rule 
given in (13). 

(13) The postposition ni is assigned to the non-rnacrorole core argument 
x in the LS segrnent. . .  BECOME be-ai' /toward' (x, y). 

In (13), the goal specified by BECOME be-ai' (x, y) or BECOME 
be-toward' (x, y) is realized as an argument with the postposition ni (i.e. 
BECOME be-atïtmvard' (x, y) --> x-ni) when it serves as a non-rnacromle 
core argument. (Note that the locative marker ni can specify a direction, as 
in ela-ni mukau [station-for head] 'head for the station' as well as the 
endpoint, as in ela-ni tuku [station-at arrive] 'arrive at the station'.) Need
less to say, the default dative case assignment rule does not apply to a 
non-rnacrorole core argument which receives a postposition. 

In regard to the question of how case rnarking is assigned to the argu
ments of change-of-Iocation verbs, observe that the source-subject verb 
okuru ' send' in ( l I a) has three core arguments, and that the LS in (l Ib) 
(posited for ( l I a)) includes two instances of be-LOC '-one which occurs 
with NOT and the other which does not. Since the argument x is an agent, 
it is realized as the higher rnacmrale argument (Actor) and the therne 
serves as the lower rnacrarale argument (Undergoer) in accordance with (8). 
The fonner is assigned nominative case, and the latter accusative case by the 
rules in (9a-b). The locative argument of okuru 'send' appears as the first 
argument of BECOME be-toward' (x, y), and is not a rnacrarale argument 
Thus, the locative argument occurs with the postposition ni, since the rule in 
(13) applies to it (i.e. BECOME be-atïtoward' (x, y) --> x-ni). 

The goal-subject verb uketoru 'receive' in (l2a) takes three arguments 
of agent/goal, source, and therne. Among thern, the agent/goal and the 
therne are construed as Actor and Undergoer, respectively, according to 
the Actor-Undergoer hierarchy in (8). The agent/goal argument is assigned 
nominative case, and the theme argument is assigned accusative case by 
the rules in (9a-b). The indirect internaI argument of the goal-subject verb 
uketoru 'receive' in (l2a) is a locative-source, which needs to be obliquely 
marked. l suggest that the locative-source argument is assigned the post
position kara via the postposition assignment rule in (14). 

(14) The postposition kara is assigned to the non-rnacrarale core argu
ment x in the LS segment . . . . BECOME NOT be-ai' (x, y). 

The non-macrorole source argument of the goal-subject verb uketorn is a 
locative-source, so it is assigned oblique kara marking in accordance with 
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(14) (i.e. BECOME NOT be-ai' (x, y) --> x-kara). 
The postposition-assignment rules in (13) and (14) are sensitive ta the 

negative operator NOT in the LS. If be-ai' (x, y) does not accompany NOT, 
a non-macrorole locative argument is given the postposition ni. If NOT oc
curs with be-at' (x, y), the postposition kara 'from' is allocated ta a 
non-macrorole locative argument. Consequently, with change-of-Iocation 
verbs, different postpositions are assigned to their indirect internaI argu
ments depending on the directionality of movement expressed by the verbs. 

4. The dual behavior of source arguments 

As discussed previously, the source argument of a change-of-possession 
verb can be marked with kara 'from' alongside the dative ni. The postpo
sition kara designates a starting point (which could be either a location or 
a point of time), but does not specify a goal, indicating that kara does not 
function in the same manner as the dative case ni. The question now arises 
as to why kara 'from' can be replaced with the dative case ni on the indi
rect internaI argument of the goal-subject type of change-of-possession 
verb. In this section, 1 suggest that a kara-marked argument appears in the 
three-place verb construction when the verb includes a lexical specifica
tion for a locative-source in the LS. 

4.1. The animacy constraint 

It is instructive to begin by noting a semantic constraint imposed on pos
sessors. As often discussed (see Jackendoff 1983, 1990; Pinker 1989; Van 
Valin & LaPolla 1997; among others), the spatial notion of ' location' 
(represented by be-LOC' (x, y)) is distinct from, but closely related ta, the 
notion of 'possession' (expressed by have' (x, y)). Therefore, these two 
semantic relations display a number of distinct properties even though they 
often show certain parallelisms. Ta take a few examples, while a spatial 
relation can often invoke an incremental transition from a source to a goal, 
transfer of possession lacks internaI structure, and hence cannot be incre
mental. Spatial relations corne in many different varieties, but possessive 
relations do not Thus, different locative relations are expressed by differ
ent prepositions/postpositions, but the prepositions/postpositions that can 
express possessive relations are highly restricted. 

Furthennore, possessors and locatives show a difference in susceptibil
ity ta the animacy constraint (see Pinker 1989). Note that the argument 
filling the variable x of have' (x, y)-but not be-Loc' (x, y)-must quali-
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fy as a possessOf, and hence must be anirnate. Thus, it is not possible for 
ataeru 'give' to have an inanimate noun as its ni-rnarked argument, while 
okuru 'send' allows for an inanimate ni-rnarked argument. 

(15) a. Hahaoya-wa {kodomo-ni/*Tokyo-ni} okane-o atae-ta. 
mother-ToP {child-DATfTokyo-DAT} money-Acc give-psT 
'Mother gave {the child/*Tokyo} money.' 

b. Hahaoya-wa {kodomo-nilTokyo-ni} nimotu-o okut-ta. 
mother-ToP {child-LodTokyo-Loc} package-Acc send-psT 
'Mother sent the package to {the child/Tokyo} . '  

Only an anirnate noun qualifies as the indirect internaI goal argument of 
ageru 'give'. Accordingly, in (15a), the animate kodomo 'child' is aUowed 
as the goal argument, but not Tokyo, which is only interpreted as a location. 
In (15b), by contrast, kodomo, as weU as Tokyo, can occur as the goal ar
gument of the verb okuru. In (15b), kodomo 'child' happens to refer to a 
human, but is thematicaUy construed as a location-the goal for the letter 
to reach via spatial rnovernent (with no transfer of possession denoted). 
Since the anirnate noun kodomo can be identified as a locative-goal, the 
locative-goal argument of okuru 'send' can be either inanimate Ce.g. To
kyo) or animate (e.g. kodomo). 

As l will discuss in the next section, a similar difference in susceptibil
ity to the animacy constraint ernerges on the indirect internaI argument of 
change-of-possession verbs according to whether it is rnarked with dative 
case or ablative kara. 

4.2. The statns of kara-marked arguments 

As noted earlier, the source argument of change-of-possession verbs rnay 
receive either dative ni rnarking or ablative kara rnarking. Interestingly, 
with goal-subject predicates, the difference in the source marking gives 
rise to a difference in susceptibility to the anirnacy constraint. In the first 
place, when the source argument of morau receives dative ni rnarking, it 
cannot refer to an inanirnate entity, but the anirnacy constraint is voided if 
kara marking substitutes for ni marking, as shown in (16). 

(16) a. Eri-wa {otoosan-nil*otoosan-no tyokinbako-ni} okane-o 
Eri-ToP {father-DAT/father-GEN piggybank-DAT} money-Acc 
morat-ta. 
get-psT 
'Eri got money from {her fatherlher father's piggybank}.' 
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b. Eri-wa (otoosan-kara/otoosan-no tyokinbako-kara) okane-o 
Eri -TOP {father -ABLifather -GEN piggybank -from } m oney -ACC 

morat-ta. 
get-psT 
'Eri got money from {her fatheriher father's piggybank}.' 

The absence of an anirnacy effect on the kara-marked indirect internaI 
argument in (l6b) suggests that the kara-marked source argument does not 
count as a possessor. In view of this fact, l propose that the source argu
ment of a goal-subject verb is marked with kara 'from' if the possessive 
predicate have' (x, y) is changed ta the locative predicate be-at' (x, y) via 
the lexical rule in (17) (for discussion on lexical rules changing LSs, see 
Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 178-1 84). 

(17) BECOME NOT have' (x, y) ---> BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) 

For a goal-subiect verb like morau 'gel', the LS in (l 8b) can be derived 
from the LS in (l 8a) by effecting a change on the underlined predicate 
sequence. 

(18) a. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & BECOME 
have' (z, y)]] 

b. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0) Dl CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, yl & BECOME 
have' (z, y)]] 

Once ( l8b) is derived, the indirect internaI argument, which is the non
macrorole ' source' argument, can be assigned ablative kara, following the 
kara-assigmnent rule in (14) (i.e. BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) -.0, 

x-kara). If the assigmnent of the postposition kara 'from' ta the indirect 
internaI argument of a goal-subiect verb like morau 'gel' is based on the 
LS in ( l 8b), the kara-marked argument is construed as a locative-source 
rather than a prior possessor. This analysis can provide a ready account for 
the facts regarding the animacy constraint. The dative-marked source ar
gument in (l6a) is subiect ta the animacy constraint because it is the first 
argument of have' (x, y), but the kara-marked source argument in (l6b) is 
not constrained by the animacy constraint because it is a first argument of 
be-at' (x, y). 

The proposed analysis gains further support from the variable behavior 
verb toru 'take' ,  which can take three arguments. Because of the verb's 
elasticity in meaning, a close look at its behavior provides us with addi
tional support for the analysis taking change-of-possession verbs to invoke 
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a change in their LS when they take kara-marked rather than da
tive-rnarked indirect internaI arguments. 

To be concrete, observe that the possibility of dative marking on the 
indirect internal argument of a verb like tom 'take' varies depending on 
whether or not transfer of possession is conceptualized. 

(19) a. Ano hito-wa {sensei-ni/sensei-kara} kakunin-o 
that man-TOP {teacher-DAT/teacher-ABL} confirmation-Acc 
tot-ta. 
take-PST 
'The man got confirmation from the teacher.' 

b. Ana hito-wa {*sensei-ni/sensei-kara} okane-o tot-ta. 
that man-TOP {teacher-DAT/teacher-ABL} money-Acc take-PST 
'The man got money from the teacher' 

The source-subject verb toru 'take' carries different rneanings depending 
on the choice of its object. When the object is kakunin 'confinnation', 
transfer of authorization (which can be conceived of as a kind of transfer 
of possession) is expressed, so its source argument can be rnarked with 
dative case. It is also possible for the source argument to be rnarked with 
kara, since it can be a locative. When the object is okane 'money', the act 
of stealing is described. In this case, the owner does not give an authorization 
for a change of ownership, i.e. no transfer of ownership is denoted. Accord
ingly, the source argument, which is a non-macrorole core argument, cannot 
count as a (previous) possessor. In this case, since the source argument can 
only be a locative-source, it can only be marked with ablative kara. 

In this connection, observe that if the source argument of the verb toru 
'take' describing a change of possession is marked with dative case, it can 
only be animate, but that if the source argument is marked with kara, it 
can be either anirnate or inanimate, as shown in (20). 

(20) a. Ano hito-wa {sono sensei-ni/*sono syorui-ni} 
that man-TOP {that teacher-DATlthat document-DAT} 
kakunin-o tot-ta 
confirmation-Acc take-PST 
'That man got a confirmation from {that teacher/that document} . '  

b .  Ano hito-wa {sono sensei-kara/sono syorui-kara} 
that man-TOP {that teacher-ABLithat document-from} 
kakunin-o tot-ta. 
confirmation-Acc take-PST 
'That man got a confirmation from {that teacher/that document} . '  
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The data illustrate that with the verb toru expressing the meaning of the 
transfer of knowledge, its source argument is subject to the animacy con
straint when marked with dative case, but not when marked with kara. The 
facts fall out naturally, given that the verb toru 'take' taking three argu
ments can have the Iwo distinct LSs in (21). 

(21) a. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & BECOME 
have' (z, y)] 

b. [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) & BECOME 
have' (z, y)] 

The difference in the marking of the source argument is determined by the 
specification of the source in the LS. In (20a), the source argument, i.e. the 
non-macrorole core argument of the verb tant, counts as the first argument 
of have' (x, y) in the LS in (2Ia). Thus, this argument receives dative 
marking by the default dative case assignment rule in (9c), and the dative 
argument must refer to an animate entity by virtue of the animacy con
straint On the other hand, (20b) is acceptable regardless of whether the 
indirect internaI argument is animate or inanimate. This fact follows 
straightforwardly if the verb has the LS in (2Ib) (derived from (2Ia) via 
the lexical rule in (17)). In the LS in (2Ib), the source is construed as a 
locative argument thematically, as it appears as the first argument of NOT 
he-aï (x, y). The kara-marked direct internaI argument in (20b) can be 
animate, since an animate entity, as weIl as an inanimate entity, can be 
construed as a locative, as discussed in section 4 . 1 .  

Moreover, when the verb taru takes akane 'money' as  its object, the 
source argument, which must be marked with ablative kara, can be ani
mate or inanimate, as shown in (22). 

(22) Ano hito-wa {sono sensei-kara/saihu-kara} okane-o tot-ta. 
that man-TOP {that teacher-ABLipurse-ABL} money-Acc take-PST 
'That man got money from {that teacherlthe purse} . '  

The sentence describes an act of stealing. In this case, the kara-marked 
argument is unambiguously construed as a locative argument, since no 
transfer of ownership is conceived by the act of steaJing. (22) also illus
trates that the argument to which kara marking is assigned is not identified 
as a possessor. 

To give one more concrete example, observe that the verb (hanasi 0) 
kiku 'hear (a story)' can express the meaning of transfer of knowledge. 
This verb can take an inanimate noun as its source argument when it is 
marked with ablative kara. But when the source argument is marked with 
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dative ni, it cannot be inanimate. 

(23) a. Watasi-wa {kare-kara/kare-no 
I-TOP {he-ABLlhe-GEN 
hanasi-o kii-ta. 
story-ACC hear-psT 

kuti-kara} zikani sono 
mouth-ABL} directly that 

'1 heard that story directly from {himlhis mouth}. '  
b. Watasi-wa {kare-ni/*kare-no kuti-ni} zikani sono 

I-TOP {he-DATlhe-GEN mouth-DAT} directly that 
hanasi-o kii-ta. 
story-ACC hear-psT 
'1 heard that story directly from {him/*his mouth}. '  

The [act shows, again, that since dative case is assigned to a possessor 
argument, the dative-rnarked source argument cannot be inanirnate. By 
contrast, the kara-rnarked indirect internaI argument is a locative-source, 
so that it can take either an anirnate or an inanimate noun. The [act that 
source arguments show distinct behaviors depending on their rnarking 
follows naturally, given that a non-rnacrorole core argument counting as 
the first argument of have' (x, y) is assigned default dative case ni (by the 
rule in (9c)), while ablative kara is assigned to the source argument 
counting as the argument x in the LS segment: BECOME NOT be-at' (x, 
y) (by the rule in (14)). 

ln a nutshell, with goal-subiect verbs expressing transfer of possession, 
the difference in the source rnarking gives rise to a difference in suscepti
bility to the anirnacy constraint. When the source argument receives dative 
ni rnarking, it cannot refer to an inanirnate entity. The anirnacy effect is not 
irnposed on the kara-rnarked source argument because it does not count as 
a possessOf. This shows that the indirect internaI source argument of a 
three-place goal-subiect verb is marked with dative case when the verb has 
the LS [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] CAUSE [BECOME NOT have' (x, y) & 
BECOME have' (z, y)). Kara marking is assigned to the indirect internaI 
source argument if it represents a location rather than a possessOf, i.e. if 
the three-place goal-subiect verb has the LS: [DO (z, [do' (z, 0)])] 
CAUSE [BECOME NOT be-at' (x, y) & BECOME have' (z, y)). 

5. Conclusion 

ln this article, it has been shown that the distribution of ni marking as
signed to the indirect internaI arguments of Japanese three-place predicates 
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can be optimally characterized on the basis of the verb's inherent lexical 
rneaning. Dative case is assigned to a non-rnacrorole core argument by the 
rule for default dative case assignrnent. Since this case assignrnent is irn
plernented on change-of-possession verbs, the dative case appears on their 
possessor argument regardless of whether it counts as a source or a goal, 
i.e. dative case ni is assigned to the non-rnacrorole core argument x ap
pearing in the predicate have' (x, y) regardless of whether it occurs with 
the negative operator NOT, which contributes to differentiating between 
the two thernatic labels of ' source' and 'goal'. This analysis can provide a 
ready account for why both source and goal arguments of 
change-of-possession verbs can be assigned the dative case ni even though 
they represent opposite directionality of transfer 

Il has also been proposed that the postposition ni is assigned to the 
non-macrorole locative argument x in BECOME be-at' (x, y). Thus, the 
indirect internaI goal argument of a change-of-Iocation verb like okurn 
'send' is rnarked with the postposition ni. This postposition cannot be used 
for rnarking the non-rnacrorole source argument of a change-of-Iocation 
verb like uketorn 'receive' . The source argument is instead assigned the 
postposition kara 'from' via the kara assignment rule which applies to the 
non-macrorole locative argument specified by BECOME NOT be-at' (x, 
y). With three-place change-of-location verbs, dative case is not assigned 
to their indirect internaI arguments because locative arguments are 
obliquely marked. 

The present analysis rnaking use of decornposed lexical representations 
of verbs allow us to capture sorne prima facie puzzling case-rnarking 
properties of the indirect internaI arguments of three-place predicates. In 
particular, the proposed RRG analysis can readily capture the 
case-marking patterns of three-place predicates that are found in many 
languages-the fact that change-of-possession verbs allow both goal (i.e. 
the recipient) and source (i.e. the prior possessor) arguments to be assigned 
dative case rnarking when they are realized as indirect internaI arguments. 
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PURPOSIVE CASE AND SEMANTIC ARGUMENTS 

IN AUSTRALIAN WESTERN DESERT DIALECTS 

CONOR PYLE 
TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN 

Abstract 

This chapter examines the use of the case marker -leu in Pitjantjatjara and 
Yankunytjatjara, two dialects of the Western Desert group of Australia, us
ing the Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) framework. This case ending 
is prototypically used in purpose and non-body part possession (both alien
able and inalienable). Case polyserny is not llllexpected however (Goddard 
1991a) and -leu has other fimCtiOIlS including stimulus in ernotion verbs, 
goal and beneficiary. We find it is used frequently with apparently syntac
tically intransitive but sernantically transitive verbs. A cornrnon feature is 
that there are unaffected participants in the scene. We extend the analysis 
to include sub-clauses based on nominalised verbs, where -leu indicates dif
ferent subject purposive. 

Keywords 

Western Desert, purpose, dative, ernotion verbs, case syncretisrn 

1. Introduction 

Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara (P/Y) are closely related dialects of 
Australia's Western Desert language group, which covers a large area of 
Central Australia. They are part of the Pama-Nyungan family containing 
most languages outside the Top End of Australia, and they are classified as 
suffixing languages (Dixon 201 1 :  469). The two dialects are similar 
enough to share dictionaries and grammars (Goddard 1993, 1996). They 
are dependent-rnarking; there is no rnarking on the verb for person, gender 
or nurnber. Verbs are generally classed as syntactically transitive or intran
sitive (with a handful of ambitransitives) and they are divided into four 
conjugations with only a few minor irregular fOnTIS (Goddard 1993: 10-
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Western Desert Dialects 

I I) .  Case marking is on the reference phrase (RF) rather than individual 
elements. 

The choice of RRG in this discussion is motivated by its universality; 
its emphasis on communication; and by the fact that it can be used to ana
lyse the semantic structure of predicates (see Nolan 2012: 2ff; Van Valin 
200 1 :  205) and thus the nature of arguments and non-arguments. In this 
chapter we are concerned with the nature of the -ku case ending, described 
within this framework Van Valin & LaPona (1997: 25) draw two univer
saI semantic distinctions in language: predicating versus non-predicating 
elements; and phrases that are arguments of the predicate versus those that 
are not. These are shown in the syntactic categories of nucleus, core and 
periphery in the layered structure of the clause (LSC) (Nolan 2012: 5) 
shown in Figure 1 .  

Arguments themselves may be of three types: direct core arguments 
(DCAs), oblique core arguments (do not contribute ta the semantic 
representation) and argument-adjuncts (contribute to the semantic 
representation) (VV p.c.). The latter two are distinguished by non-DCA 
case marking. Placing constituents marked -ku within the LSC fonns a 
central element of the CUIrent investigation. 

CORE PERIPHERY 

Nucleus 
Predicate Arguments Non-arguments 

Figme 1 :  Layered Structure of the Clause (LSC) 

Arguments of predicates fill semantic roles such as agent, patient, experi
encer, theme, benefactive and others (Kim & Sens 2008: 43-45). These 
roles may be generalised into two "macroroles", the actor and undergoer, 
respectively prototypical "doers" and those that are "affected" by the ac
tion (Van Valin & LaPona 1997: 140). Semantics in RRG is linked ta syn
tax for the speaker's perspective and syntax to semantics for the address
ee's processing (Pavey 2010: 298), summed up in Figure 2. 
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In semantic analysis RRG lexically de composes propositions into the logi
cal structure (LS) of predicates and arguments. In order to look at this it is 
use fuI to group predicates into classes based on their characteristics. This 
has a bearing on the argument structure and nature of the participants, 
which is central to this chapter. These classes are based on Aktionsarten 
and are valid cross-linguistica11y; they are summarised in Table 1 .  Tests 
can be done to categorise any particular predicate. 

Table 1 :  Characteristics of predicates 

Static Change of Dynamic Telic Punctual 
state 

State + - - - -
Activity - - + - -
Achievement - + - + + 
Semelfactive - - ± - + 
Accomplishment - + - + -
Active Accom- - + + + -
plishment 

In the LS the predicate is placed in bold with a prime (Van Valin 2(07) 
and the arguments in brackets afterwards. These fOnTIS are a semantic met
alanguage and do not represent words in any particular language (Chang 
2007). Aspect, iteration and duration can a11 be marked on predicates by 
operators; however, these can also be indicated by the lexical semantics of 
the predicate itself (Pavey 2010: 93-94). The actor-undergoer hierarchy 
assigns macroroles depending on the nature of the predicate and the posi
tion of the argument in the LS. Importantly, RRG distinguishes S
transitivity (the number of syntactic DCAs), M-transitivity (the number of 
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macroroles) and semantic valence (the total number of arguments of the 
predicate in the nucleus). 

Grammatical relations have Iwo distinct properties (Van Valin & 
LaPo11a 1997: 250): 

• morphological coding such as case and verb agreement 
• behavioural properties defining the role ofNPl in grammatical 

constructions 

Grammatical relations in PlY are indicated by case marking but not verb 
agreement Sentences in PlY have a basic SOV arder (Bowe 1990: viii, 
Goddard 1983: 20-21), but there is sorne freedom of ward arder, enabled 
by the case marking. Care RPs in PlY genera11y precede the verb with 
other RPs after (Goddard & Harkins 2002: 214). Thus, adverbs such as 
locations tend ta be clause-final (D. Rose p.c.), giving AOVX ward arder. 

2. PlY case system 

Three basic roles are associated with syntactically intransitive and transi
tive verbs: S, the single argument of an intransitive verb; AT, the actor of a 
transitive verb; and UT, the undergoer of a transitive verb (Van Valin 2005: 
96-97). These are marked with cases of different kinds: far example, PlY 
has an ergative-absolutive nominal case system, grouping S and UT to
gether in absolutive case. By contrast it has a nominative-accusative pro
nominal system. Case assignrnent rules are based on macrorole status 
(King 2010): in ergative systems the lowest ranking macrorole argument 
receives absolutive case and the highest ranked one receives ergative (Van 
Valin 2005 108-1 10). 

Cases in Australian languages have been studied under theories apart 
from RRG. Dixon (201 1 :  293-294) groups Australian language case func
tions generally into core and peripheral. Core case markings are on the 
arguments of a predicate, such as ergative, nominative, accusative and 
absolutive. The peripheral cases may be local, describing the location ar 
movement of the action, or syntactic, adding further infonnation such as 
the indirect object or goal. Dixon claims that there are twelve case func
tians in Australian languages, but that no language has them a11 as there is 
overlap and sharing of structures. In discussing case syncretism, Blake 
(1987: 52), groups dative, purposive, benefactive and genitive as "indirect 
abject", a term usua11y associated with the dative. This fils in we11 with the 

1 More recently Reference Phrase (RP). 
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situation in PlY with the case marked by -ku: if we adopted Dixon's 
scheme, PlY noun cases could be presented as in Table 2. 

Il might appear that Dixon's functions correspond to the RRG elements: 
the syntactic core with arguments and the periphery with non-arguments. 
As noted though, RRG distinguishes the core with direct core arguments, 
oblique core arguments and argument-adjuncts from the periphery with 
adjuncts. Notably the indirect object (marked "dative") is in the RRG core 
rather than the syntactic periphery. In this chapter we seek to characterise 
the -ku case, which appears in several places in the table, in RRG tenns. 

The -ku fonn is used with nouns of a11 types as we11 as with demonstra
tives (Goddard 1996: 42-43), but not with most pronouns. As seen in Ta
ble 3, the equivalent fonn is -mpa for pronouns, the exception being the -
ku ending in ngayuku 'my, mine, for me'. 

Table 2: PlY nominal case endings according to Dixon's scheme 

Common Proper 
Core ABSolutive (S, UT) -0 (-pa) -nya 

ERGative (AT) -nf(ku (-qU, -tu) -lu 
Local pe- LOCative -ngka (-lJa, -ta) -la 
ripheral 

ALLative PURP + -tu LOC+ PURP+-tu 
ABLative -nf(uru LOC + -nf(uru 
TRANSverse -wanu LOC + -wanu 

Syntactic PURPosivel POS- -ku 
peripheral essive 

DATive LOCiPURP 
CAUSal -q·ara, LOC ABL 
INSTRumental LOCŒRG 
AVERSive LOC + -tawara 
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Table 3 :  PlY pronouns 

Sin�ular Subiect (S/AT) Object (UT) PurposivelPossessive 
pt Person nzayulu nzayunya nzayuku 
2nd Person nyuntu/nyuntulu nyuntunya nyuntumpa 
3rd Person paluru palunya palumpa 
Dual 
pt Person nfiali nfialinya nfialimpa 
2nd Person nyupali nyupalinya nyupalimpa 
3rd Person pula pulanya pulampa 
Plural 
pt Person nzanana nzanananya nzanampa 
2nd Person nvura nyuranya nyurampa 
3rd Person tjana tjananya tjanampa 

There are no allomorphs of -lat with place of articulation assimilation 
(Goddard 1993: 17) as occurs with ergative -ngku or locative -ngka. In the 
following sections we look at the uses and functions of -ku, and attempt to 
relate the various uses. 

3. Possession: -ku within a reference phrase 

In contrast to relatively flexible (though commonly SOY) order in clauses, 
there is a constraint on the ordering of elements within the RF in PlY. The 
unrnarked constituent order is Possessive-Noun-Detenniner-Adjective
Number (Bowe 1990: 148). In a RF such as (1), -ku marks a possessor. 
The internaI structure of a RF may be analysed similarly to a clause in 
RRG. Pavey (2010: 1 83-1 85) says possessive case marked RFs can be 
analysed as outside the core or as dependents, arguments of the head noun. 
PlY lacks the definite alternatives of English ('my book' l'a book of mine') 
and there is no evidence for a "Reference Phrase Initial Position" grouping 
possessives and demonstratives (which occur after the head noun), sug
gesting that in PlY the possessive-marked noun is a RF core argument. In 
(1), possessor watiku is an argument of possessum katji. The constituent 
projection is shown in Figure 3. 

(1) Wati-ku kagi 
Man-POSS spear 
'The man's spear' (Goddard 1996: 42-43) 
have' (wati, katji) 
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RF 
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N 

1 
Wati-ku katji 

Figure 3: Reference phrase and possession 

In (2), wati wa[a 'ta11 man' is marked -ku as an argument of the head noun 
minyma 'woman'; the RF itselfis marked ergative. 

(2) Wati wa[a-ku minyma ninti pujka-ngku nyuma palya-nu 
Man ta11-POSS woman clever big-ERG bread.ABS make-PST 
'The taU man's very clever wifeAcT made the traditional breadUND.' 
(Bowe 1990 40) 
do' ([have' (wati, minyma)], 

[make' ([have' (wati, minvma)], nyuma)]) [simplified] 

The -ku case is used to indicate the owner or rightful user of something, 
the custodian or caretaker of animates such as younger people or dogs and 
in reference to social relationships (Goddard 1996: 42-43). Note tliat witli 
the different ward arder in (5), ngayuku is outside the RF and is predica
tive. 

(3) Tjilpi-ku ngura 
Old.man-POSS place 
'The old man's place.' 
have' (tjilpi, ngura) 

(4) Kungka-ku kaga 
Woman-POSS son 
'The woman's son.' 
have' (kungka, kaUa) 

(5) Tjau ngayu-kul 
Resin I SG-POSS 
'It's my edible resin! '  
be' (tjau, [mine ']) 
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For inalienable possession like body parts (but not social relationships), -
ku is ungrarnrnatical: 

(6) *Wati-ku mara-ngka 
Man-POSS hand-LOC 
Intended meaning: 'on the man's hand' 

Instead the case of the 'owner' matches that of the body part, as in (1) and 
(8). 

(7) Wati-ngka mara-ngka 
Man-LOC hand-LOC 
'on the man's hand' (Goddard 1993: 17) 

(8) Wati-ngku mara-ngku papa pu-ngu 
Man-ERG hand-ERG dog.ABS hit-PST 
'The manACT hit the dogUND with his hand.' (Blake 1987: 95) 
do' (wati, [hit' (wati, papa) 

Il use' (wati, [have,as,part' (wati, mara)])]) 

4. Purpose and goal 

On rather than within the RF, -ku may indicate the semantic role of goal in 
a clause (Bowe 1990: 16). In (9)-(1 1) with M- and S-intransitive ananyi 
'go', the sole DCA is absolutive. -ku here marks argument-adjuncts, be
cause the case rnarking is predicative and contributes sernantically to the 
LS with 'purpose' .  Figure 4 shows the absolutive and purposive marked 
arguments in the constituent representation of (1 1). 

(9) Wati malu-ku a-nkupai 
Man.ABS kangaroo-PURP go-CHAR2 

'MenACT would go for kangaroo.' (Bowe 1990: 16) 
wan!' (wati, [INGR have' (wati, malu)]) 

li DO (wati, [[do' (wati, [go' (wati)]) 
CAUSE [INGR have' (wati, malu)]]) 

This can be abbreviated: 

2 -pai (glossed CHAR) is a conunon verb ending indicating an action typically or 

characteristically done. 
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[do' (wati, [go' (wati)])] PURP [INGR have' (wati, malu)] 

(10) Tji/ji /juta kapi uru-ku a-nu. 
Kid PL.ABS water hole-PURP go-PST 
'The kidsAcT went off for a swim (lit for a water hale). '  (God
dard 1996 42-43) 
[do' (tjitji, [go' (tjitji)])] PURP [INGR be-ai' (tjitji, kapi uru)] 

(I l )  Kungka ngura-ku a-nu. 
Woman.ABS camp-PURP go-PST 
'The womanACT went home (lit for camp).' 
[do' (kungka, [go' (kungka)])] PURP [INGR be-ai' (ngura, 
kungka)] 

SENTENCE 

1 
CLAUSE 

1 
CORE 

_--;:;::::>1 
RF ABS RFpURP NUe 

1 
PRED 

1 v 

kungka nguraku anu 

Figure 4: Purposive with rnovernent 

Goddard (1996: 42-43) notes -ku is also used with more intrinsically goal
directed verbs. Intransitive patani 'wail' is exemplified in (12) and (13). 
The persan or thing waited for takes the purposive ending, indicating it is 
non-DCA Again, -ku here marks an argument-adjunct 

(12) Mani-ku nganana pata-ni. 
Money-PURP lPL.NOM wait-PRS 
'WeACT're waiting for (our) money. '  (Goddard 1996: 42-43) 
[do' (lPL, [wait' (lPL)])] PURP [have' (lPL, mani)] 
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(13) Palu!J1 ngana-mpa pa,a-Ili. 

3SG.NOM IPL-PURP wait-PRS 
'He/sheAds waiting for US. ' (Goddard 1996: 128) 
[do' (3SG, [wait· (3SG)])] PURP [be.with· (3SG, IPL)] 

In (14), nothing is specified as being waited for; kuta panya 'the older 
brother' is absolutive, confinning it as the sole DCA of the S-intransitive 
verb. 

(14) Ku,a panya rawa putu pa,alli-ngi. 

Older.brother DEMABS long.time in.vain wait-PST.CONT 
'The older brotherACT waited in vain for a long tirne.' 

The verb ngurini may be translated as 'find' with a direct object and 
'search for' with a -ku marked object. Example (15) shows the searching 
has a purpose of finding, with nyaa being an argument-adjunct. 

(15) Nyaa-ku�n nguri-ni? 
what-PURP�2SG.NOM look-PRS 
'What are yOUACT looking for?' (Goddard 1996: 102) 
[do' (2SG, [search' (2SG, nyaa)])] PURP [have' (2SG, nyaa)] 

5. Emotion 

The suffix -ku is used with verbs of emotion (Bowe 1990: 16, Goddard 
199Ib), such as loving, hating, fearing and knowing (Myers 1978: 22). For 
example, mukuringanyi 'want, like' takes -ku on the thing wanted or liked 
(Goddard 1996: 80); the stimulus is not optiona!. This verb is M- and S
intransitive: the sole DCA kulunypa 'toddler' is absolutive in (16). By 
contrast with the purposive situation in the previous section, -ku here is not 
predicative so ngampu is marked oblique core (rather than argurnent
adjunct) as in Figure 5. The verb is semantically divalent, reflected in the 
semantic representation: logically, there needs to be a stimulus. There is 
one macrorole: as a state predicate this is the undergoer, kulunypa. 

(16) Kuluny-pa ngampu-ku mukuri-nganyi 
Toddler-ABS egg-PURP like-PRS 
'The toddlerUND likes eggs.' 
feer (kuluny, [desire.for· (ngampu)]) 
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kulunypa ngam uku mukuringanyi 

Figure 5: Mukuringanyi with stimulus in oblique case -ku 
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Example (17) shows the pronominal purposive fonn -mpa. Again, this is 
oblique core for the stimulus of emotion. 

(17) Kurunpa unngu�na nyuntu-mpa mukuri-nganyi. 
HeartABS deep�l SG.NOM 2SG-PURP love-PRS. 
'IUND love you in my hear!. ' (Goddard 1996: 54) 

This situation superficially resembles the antipassive (Blake 1987: 57-58), 
which is found in several Australian languages. In an antipassive construc
tion the AT becomes S and the UT has an oblique case as a complement, 
ceasing to be a macrorole. This produces a sentence with lower semantic 
transitivity (Pavey 2010: 160-161). However, there is no S-transitive alter
nation in PlY, and there is no varying semantic transitivity, so we do not 
tenn this an antipassive. 

Morphologically, mukuringanyi has the appearance of being an inchoa
tive verb: such M- and S-intransitive verbs are derived from state predi
cates (adjectives or nouns) in PlY by suffixing -ri (Bowe 1990: 26) '. In
choative verbs are nonnally accomplishments in RRG tenns; a process 
and achievement with change of state. This is consistent: the 'target' or 
object of an emotion or attitude is marked with -lat with inchoative verbs 

3 Muku(lya) 'love' is the root. Glass & Hackett (2003: 172) show how this emotion 
verb may have arisen in the closely related Western Desert dialect Ngaanya�arra. 
The reduplicated root muku-muku means 'gentle, kind'. The verb mukurringku 
derives from this, literally 'become kind', with the Ngaanyatjarra inchoative suffix 
-rri. This is then lexicalised as 'like, want'. 
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generally, such as in (18) pikaringu 'become angry' and (19) kuntaringu 
'become shy'. Examp1es (1 8)-(21) are again oblique core, marking internaI 
expenence. As accomplislnnents, these are episodic : an emotion arises in a 
situation. 

(18) Wati paluru kalja-ku pika-ri-ngu. 
Man 3SG.NOM son-PURP angry-INCH-PST 
'The manUND fe1t/got angry toward his son.' 
BECOME feel' (wati, [angry,towards' (katja)]) 

(19) Ngayu-lu kungka-ku kunta-ri-ngu. 
1 SG-NOM woman-PURP shy-INCH-PST 
'IUND got shy toward the woman.' (Goddard 1996: 42-43) 
BECOME feel' ( l SG, [shy,towards' (kungka)]) 

Stative adjectival predicates use -ku too. As non-verbs, there is no marking 
for aspect and tense and no sense of their being accomplishinents. In (20) 
and (21), an object is the target for an emotiona1 state. As an unexpressed 
argument in PlY is interpreted as 3,d person singu1ar by defau1t, and we 
include this in the assignrnent of macroroles. The only available argument 
for macrara1e assigmnent is 3SG; nganylju is marked -ku as NMR and 
non-DCA in (20). 

(20) Nganylju-ku ngulu 
Horse-PURP afraid 
'(He/sheUND is) afraid of horses. 

, 
(Goddard 1993: 1 8) 

feel' (3SG, [frightened,of' (nganytju)]) 

(21) Munu ya-nu�lta wati-ku ngulli 
And.SS go-PST�INTP man-PURP wary 
'And (sheAcT) 1eft, (sheUND was) wary of the man (Goddard 
1996 42-43) 

The relation between experiencer and stimulus is expressed differently 
cross-linguistically. In English '1 like' is an emotion from an experiencer 
towards a target PlY mukuringanyi ' like' might be trans1ated as 'be/fee1 
gentle to'. Greek turns it the other way around: there is an emotion hap
pening to an experiencer in dative case, for example in (22) with mou 
aresei 'is pleasing to me'. This pattern is common in European languages 
(Van Va1in 2018). 
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Conor Pyle 

mou ares-ei para poli 
me.DAT please-3SG.PRS very much 

'Right now 1 like Greece very much.' (Archakis 2014) 

6. Ability or familiarity 
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The -ku case indicates the object of ability or familiarity with predicates of 
cognition. (23) and (24) show the state predicates ninti ' able' and ngurpa 
'not knowing'. The object is oblique core; the predicate is S-intransitive 
stative with an undergoer. 

(23) Wangka-ku ninti 
Word-PURP able 
'(He/she)UND is able to talk' 

(24) Mutuka-ku ngurpa 
Car-PURP notknowing 
'(He/she)UND does not know about cars.'  (Goddard 1996: 42-43) 

ln (25), ngurpa is used on its own as a state predicate. The object of famil
iarity is presumed from previous dialogue. 

(25) Wiya, ngayu-lu ngurpa 
NEG l SG-NOM notknowing 
'No, IUND don't know (about it). '  (Goddard 1996: 103) 

7. Beneficiary 

The suffix -ku also marks the semantic raIe of beneficiary. In (26), ngayu
lu '1' is nominative with the active M- and S-transitive verb tjunu 'make'; 
yuu 'windbreak' is in absolutive case as the UT direct core argument. The 
beneficiary y·amu 'grandfather' is optional and marked -ku. This is an ar
gument-adjunct, -ku is predicative, contributing to the LS as PURP. 

(26) Ngayu-lu yuu y·u-nu, y·amu-ku 
1 SG-NOM windbreakABS make-PST grandfather-PURP 
'IACT made a windbreakUND for grandfatherNMR.'  (Goddard 1996: 
42-43) 
[do' ( l SG, [make' (l SG, yuu)])] 

PURP [BECOME have' (tjamu, yuu)] 
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8. Trivalent verbs 

In ather cases, -ku is nat used where it might be expected in PlY. Blake 
(1987: 44) has described -ku as the dative, with a "beneficiary". Hawever, 
where there is a transfer of an object in PlY, the sernantically trivalent verb 
(y)unganyi 'give' uses the strategy in (27). Bath abjects are in absalutive 
case (Bawe 1990: 24), the receiver caming first This is a S-ditransitive 
verb with three DCAs: the naun nearest the verb is undergaer. Sa -ku is 
not used in this prototypical dative rnarking construction. 4 The constituent 
representation is in Figure 6. 

(27) Minyma-ngku 1ji1ji mai u-ngu 
Waman-ERG child.ABS bread.ABS give-PST 
'The wornanACT gave the childNMR sorne breadUND.' 
[do' (minyma, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (tjitji, mai)] 

SENTENCE 1 
CLAUSE 1 

CORE 

;;;;;> 1 
RFERG RF ABS RF ABS NUe 

1 
PRED 

1 v 1 
minymangku tjitji mai ungu 

Figure 6: Sernantical1y trivalent structure, with three DCAs 

The PlY situation contrasts with another potential three-argurnent verb, 
wangkanyi 'ta tell/speak'. Bawe (1990: 25) shaws that there are twa struc
tures that can be used with il. Bath the addressee and the theme can be in 
the absalutive case, with the abligatary direct abject or theme being clas
est ta the verb as in (28): 

4 The neighoouring re1ated dialect Ngaanyatjarra has -ku on the recipient of verbs 
of giving (Glass & Hackett 1979: 123-124). This is further evidence that the therne 
rather than recipient is lllldergoer. 
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(28) Minyma-ngku Vïlji Ijukur-pa wangka-ngu 
Woman-ERG child.ABS story-ABS tell-PST 
'The womanACT told the child a storyUND. '  
[do' (minyma, [express,(a),to,(�)jn.language,(y) ' (minyma, 
tjitji)])] CAUSE [BECOME know' (tjitji, tjukmpa)], 

where a � v·ukurpa, � � VïVï 
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Alternatively, the addressee can get the locative case as in (29), making it a 
non-DCA, in a syntactically (but not semantically) valence reducing operation. 

(29) Minyma-ngku vïvï-ngka Ijukur-pa wangka-ngu 
Woman-ERG child-LOC story-ABS tell-PST 
'The womanACT told the child a storyUND. '  

9, Purposive different-subject clauses 

We can extend this "purposive" notion of -ku to certain dependent clauses. 
PlY has a dependent clause fonu, known as "pmposive different subject" 
in Bowe (1990: 74-75) or just "pmpose" in Eckert & Hudson (1988: 307-
309). Il is fonued by the nominalised verb (root with -nylja) and -ku. In 
(30), the person makes the artefact, for the purpose of someone else giving 
her money (Goddard 1993: 33). 

(30) Puuu palya-ui mani u-ngkunyv·a-ku 
ArtefactABS make-PRS money.ABS give-NMLZ-PURP 
'(SheAds) making an artefactUND, so (they) will give (her) money.' 
[do' (3SG, [make' (3SG, punu)])] 
PURP [[do' (3PL, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (3SG, mani)]] 

Bowe (1990: 71) suggests that these "dependent clauses" are subordinate 
to the main clause as they are embedded rather than adjoined; as evidence 
for this proposaI, we see in (31) that the fonu can be moved within the 
main clause. Wilkins (1988) states that pmposive clauses in Mpamtwe 
Arremte (pama-Nyungan, Northem Territory) are embedded rather than 
adjoined; and sub-clauses can be arguments of the core. From our analysis 
previously in this chapter with argument-adjunct -ku, such "sub-clauses" 
behave like non-direct core arguments, indicating the purpose of an action 
(here Trevor spoke with the pmpose of Mary going). This is consistent 
with -ku being a nominal non-DCA case fonn; in this case on a nominal
ised verb. In our RRG analysis, this is two coordinated cores within a 
clause, sharing an argument Mary. Marynya is the UT argument of S
transitive watjanu and the S argument of S-intransitive ankuntjaku. 
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(31) Trevor-lu Mary-nya a-nkunlja-ku walja-nu 
Trevor-ERG Mary-ABS go-NMLZ-PURP say-PST 
'TrevorAcT told MaryUND to go.' 
[do' (Trevor, [express,(a).to.(�)jn,language.(y) ' (Trevor, 
Mary)])] CAUSE [BECOME aware,of' (0, Mary)], 

where � � I SG 
PURP [do' (Mary, [move,away,from,reLpoint' 
(Mary)]) & INGR be-at' (0, Mary)] 

The fonn is "different subject" so the listener is interpreted as sorneone 
other than Trevor, and, in contex!, Mary. The linking of (31) is shown in 
Figure 7: the solid line represents obligatory control whereby for different 
subject constructions the undergoer of the first core verb is the actor of the 
second (Van Valin 2005: 249). 

RPABS 

Trevorlu Marynya 

SENTENCE 1 
CLAUSE 

----î 
CORE CORE 

1 1 
NUC NUC 1 1 

PRED PRED 

1 1 V V 1 1 
Ankunytj aku watjanu 

1 UNDE�GOER ACT�OR 
, 
... ... 

, 

... ... ... ... ... 
1 

... ... � 

ACfOR UNDtRGOER ACTOL 

� - _  ... �=- --
[do' (Trevor, [tell' (Trevor, Mary)Dl PURP [do' (Mary, [go' (Mary)Dl 

Figure 7: Purposive different-subject core coordination 
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We saw M- and S-intransitive verb pat.a!1i 'wail' in (12) and (13) having a 
purpose marked object for the thing waited for. In (32), both the pronomi
nal nyuntumpa and dependent nyakunytjaku are marked with purpose: the 
first an argument-adjunct, the second a coordinated core with shared ar
guments. 

(32) Palury kuwari pa,a-!1i nyuntu-mpa, 

3SG.NOM now wait-PRS 2SG-PURP, 
a-nkula nyaku-nytja-ku 

go-SER see-NMLZ-PURP 
'He's waiting for you now, for (you) to go see (bim).' (Goddard 
1996 128) 
[[[do' (3SG, [wait' (3SG)])] PURP [be,with' (3SG, 2SG)]] 
PURP [[do' (2SG, [go' (2SG)]] PURP [see' (2SG, 3SG)]]] 

10. Periphery 

Up to now we have seen -ku mark oblique arguments and argument
adjuncts, which are in the core. Can it also mark peripheral elements? Pe
ripheral elements take the LS as an argument, typically locating the scene 
in time or location and modifying the core (Van Valin 2005: 19). In PlY, 
locative -ngka is used for these rather than -ku (Goddard 1996). 

Peripheral elements may also mark an activity being done in place of 
someone (VV p.c.). The question lies in separating out peripheral elements 
from non-DCA recipient beneficiaries. Examples (33) and (34) show ac
tivities being carried out for someone. The example in (34) has the pro
noun form -mpa. As we saw in (26), something can be made (S-transitive 
verb) for someone (beneficiary, arguruent-adjunct). 

(33) Nyuutji ngayu-ku ura-la / 
News l SG-PURP gather-IMP 
'Find out the 'news' for me.' (Goddard 1996: 1 1 6) 

(34) Munu�na nyuntu-mpa inma kantu-ni. 
And.SS�l SG.NOM 2SG-PURP dance dance-PRS 
'l'm doing this dance for you.' (Goddard 1996: 141) 
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11. Discussion 

In this chapter, we have discussed the different situations where the suffix 
-ku is used as a case marker in Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytj atj ara. These 
situations include non-body part possession, target of emotion, ability, 
purposive goal and beneficiary. Possession is of a different nature to the 
others as it is phrase-internaI. 

What do the non-possessive uses have in common? We found two 
main patterns, with arguments being oblique core arguments or argurnent
adjuncts. Oblique -ku is a marker of emotion or knowledge. The LS is 
based on a state predicate, without do'. Verbs of emotion are low on Hop
per & Thomson's (1980) transitivity scale: the stimulus is unaffected and 
there is low volition from the experiencer. The verb may be atelic without 
a change of state; or as in ( 18) and (19), the verb is based on a static pre di
cate but is an accomplishrnent, developing over time. 

Argument-adjunct -ku is used to show purpose with prototypical action 
verbs such as ananyi 'corne, go, travel'o In this case the -ku marked nomi
nal shows the reason for travel or the location to which it is directed. The LS 
in such cases has DO in the long fonn, or PURP in the abbreviated fonn, 
with do'. The suffix can also mark a beneficiary with a S-transitive action 
verb such as tjunanyi 'make, put'. In other situations the verb is not an ac
tion one, but there is volition such as waiting: there is still a purpose in mind. 

What bearing does this have on the syntactic valence of the predicate? 
RRG distinguishes syntactic and semantic valence. While a semantic ar
gument may be syntactically expressed outside the core (such as an actor 
in the periphery with a passive, or in the pre-core slot), the reverse does 
not apply: arguments in the core are reflected in the LS. However syntactic 
transitivity is determined by the number of DCAs, not total number of core 
arguments. If the predicate is S-intransitive, this is confinned by absolu
tive case marking on the sole DCA, as in the case of ngurpa or ananyi. 
This is syntactic evidence for -ku being an oblique case marker or argu
ment-adjunct rather than DCA 

This commonality between stimulus and beneficiary has been re
marked upon by other authors. Blake (1987: 44) describes -ku on the 
stimulus as the "dative", which ties in to the sense of "beneficiary". Dixon 
& Aikhenvald (2000: 3) posit "extended intransitive" clauses with S and E 
(extension to core), typically used for seeing, hearing, liking and wanting. 
The E argument frequently receives dative case and belongs with the simi
lar "extended transitive" or ditransitive where the recipient or beneficiary 
is marked dative. "Extension to core" is in line with the RRG analysis: 
rather than putting this case in the syntactic periphery: the -ku marked ar-
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gurnents are in the core but not DCAs. "Extended intransitives" are 
oblique and "extended transitives" are argument-adjuncts in RRG tenns. 
In PlY there is however a distinction between recipient and beneficiary 
"datives"; recipients in PlY are absolutive marked DCAs. Beneficiaries for 
whom a transitive action was performed are marked with -ku, as argument
adjuncts. Douglas (1958: 94) describes -ku as rnarking the indirect object 
or the reason for the action in Western Desert: this is only partially true for 
the PlY dialects. 

Syntactic transitivity is the num ber of DCAs, macrorole transitivity the 
num ber of macroroles. So -ku marked nouns are not part of this determina
tion. However, the argument-adjunct use of -ku has certain sirnilarities to 
applicative constructions which bring in another argument to the core, 
increasing valence. Benefactives are a subset of applicative: in (26) a ben
eficiary is introduced and rnarked -ku. Applicatives rnay vary undergoer 
assigmnent (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 337-338) but here the original 
undergoer remains as DCA. The net result is that the semantic valence of 
the predicate is raised but not the M-or S-transitivity. 

We have extended the analysis to include the purposive different sub
ject dependent clause, which has a nominahsed verb in its core; this nomi
nalised verb takes -ku to indicate the (different subject) purpose of the 
action depicted in the main verb. We analyse the se as coordinated cores 
within one clause. This is in hne with the purpose marked RPs discussed 
earher in the chapter. 

We summarise our findings concerning -ku in Table 4: 

Table 4: Surnrnary of uses of-ku 

Type Found Notes 
Adnorninal Yes Alienable and kin possession. Unlike the 

other uses, it is RP-internaI 
Direct core dative No Recipient is absolutive and not marked 

with -ku 
Oblique core ar- Yes Target or static goal of internaI states, 
gurnent such as emotion or attitude 
Argurnent-adjunct Yes Goal of action, such as beneficiary (but 

not recipient) 
Core coordination Yes Purposive different subject constructions, 

rnay be argurnent-like 
Adjuncts Marginal Purposive, goal-directed constructions 

with -ku can usually be analysed as hav-
ing a beneficiary 
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Abbreviations 

ABL 'ablative', ABS 'absolutive', CHAR 'characteristic', CONT 'contin
uous', DCA 'direct core argument', DEM 'demonstrative', ERG 'ergative', 
IMP 'imperative', INCH ' inchoative', INTP ' interest partiele', LOC 'loca
tive', NEG 'negative', N1vfLZ 'nominaliser', N1v1R 'non-macrorole', 
NOM 'nominative', NP 'noun phrase', OBL 'oblique', PL 'plural', POSS 
'possessive, PRS 'present', PST 'past', PURP 'purposive', RF 'reference 
phrase', SER 'seriaI participle' ,  SG 'singular' .  
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A NEO-JAKOBSONIAN ACCOUNT 
OF DEFAULT OBLIQUE CASES : 

INSTRUMENTAL VS. DATIVE 

WATARU NAKAMURA 
TOHOKU UNIVERSITY 

Abstract 

The aim of this paper is twofold: to recast the RRG theory of case assign
ment (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997; Van Valin 2005) in terrns of Jakobson's 
(1936/1984) featural definitions of cases and to explore a few ernpirical 
and theoretical consequences of their integration. Adopting the OT formu
lation of case assigmnent rues in RRG (Nakarnura 1999), this paper rede
fines dative and instrumental case in such a way that dative-rnarked nouns 
(i.e. non-rnacrorole core arglllTIents) constitute a subset of those nouns that 
are qualified to receive instrumental case (i.e. all nouns other than rnacro
role arguments) and spells out how to derive the wide range of sernantic in
terpretations of instrumental case (e.g. instrument, irnplernent, locatrun, 
unit, dornain restriction, path, rnanner, duration) that have been analyzed in 
terms of polysemy networks (landa 1993; Narrog & Ilo 2007; Malchukov 
& Narrog 2009; Narrog 2009) frorn the interaction ofits abstract invariant 
rneaning with the clausal context. 

Keywords 

Case. dative. instrumental. Qualia Structure. Optimality Theory. Russian 

1. Introduction 

The issue of oblique case assignment has played a prorninent role in the 
RRG linking the ory since Van Valin (1991). who defined dative as the 
default case for non-rnacrorole core arguments. This rnacrorole-based def
inition of dative case captures a wide range of its uses crosslinguistically 
(e.g. Narasimhan 1998; Nakamura 2000. 2008). Foley & Van Valin (1984: 
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81-87) is the first RRG account of the English instrumental preposition 
with, but Foley & Van Valin and their successars (JoUy 1991, 1993; Van 
Valin & LaPoUa 1997: 377-382; Van Valin 2005: l OO-I lS) are not suc
cessful in deriving the whole range of contextual functions of with (ar ra
ther its prepositional phrases as a who le) (e.g. instrumen� co-actar, loca
tum, path, manner) from ils unified meaning. The fact that the instrumental 
case in Russian marks a wide range of clausal adjuncts suggests that it 
fllllctions as a default marker of sorne kind, but this, in turn, raises the 
question of how to describe its relation with dative case, which has been 
analyzed as the least marked oblique case marpheme in RRG (Van Valin 
1991;  cf Silverstein 198011993) 1 

Jakobson (193611984) stands in contrast to Van Valin & LaPoUa (1997) 
and Van Valin (2005), in that he defines instrumental as being the least 
marked oblique case within his case theory. Jakobson analyzes the Russian 
case system in tenns of three privative semantic features, [peripheral], 
[directional], and [quantified] (as shown in Table 1 below) and defines 
instrumental case as having [peripheral] alone, while defining dative case 
as having [directional] and [peripheral] : 

Table 1 :  Jakobson's (193611984) definitions of cases in Russian2 

Peripheral Directional Quantified 
Nominative 
Accusative + 

Genitive + 

Dative + + 

Instrum entaI + 

Locative + + 

1 The term oblique used in this paper needs clarification. The tenn has been treat
ed as ambiguous between all non-nominative cases and al1 cases other than syntac
tic cases such as nominative/abso1utive, accusative, and ergative. What is iIlllova
tive about Van Valin (1991) (and his later work) is that he includes dative under 
the heading of direct (as opposed to oblique) cases. The present paper stays neutral 
with respect to whether or not dative should be classified as a direct or oblique case 
and adopts the traditional term oblique as a cover term to refer to both dative and 
instrumental for lack of any better term. 
2 The second genitive C[ directional], [quantified]) and second locative C[peripheral], 
[directional], [quantified]) are ornitted in Table 1 .  Their treatrnent is beyond the 
scope of this paper, but 1 would refer the reader to Brown (2007) and Corbett 
(2008) for how to analyze the second locative case. 
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The featural definitions of dative and instrumental case, highlighted by 
shading in Table l ,  view dative as being more marked than instrumental, 
since dative involves Iwo of the three fea!ures ([peripheral] and [direction
al]), while instrumental involves only one ([peripheral]). 

These two accounts of oblique case assignment do not seem to be com
patible at first blush: Jakobson (1936/1984) defines instrumental as being 
less marked than dative, while Van Valin (1991, 2005) analyzes dative as 
the least marked oblique case (cf Silverstein 1980/1993). Van Valin 
(2005) views the instrumental preposition with as non-predicative and dis
tinguishes it from predicative prepositions (i.e. those prepositions that 
come with their own logical structure [LS] and contribute substantive se
mantic infonuation to the clause in which they occur), but Van Valin 
doesn't assign a default status to the preposition with. Against this back
drop, l will propose to integrate these two accounts into a coherent frame
work that defines instrumental and dative as default oblique cases with 
varying degrees of specificity and will derive the diverse uses of the in
strumental case in Russian from its underdetennined invariant meaning 
and contextual infonnation. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the ma
jor uses of instrumental case in Russian. Section 3 critically reviews the 
RRG account of the instrumental preposition with (Van Valin & LaPolla 
1997; Van Valin 2005). Section 4 proposes an underdetermined definition 
of instrumental case that accords well with Jakobson's (1936/1984) featur
al classification of the cases in Russian. Section 5 demonstrates how the 
highly abstract meaning of instrumental case is emiched through ils inter
action with the clausal context. Section 6 extends the present account to 
the two instrumental prepositions in English. Section 7 concludes the pa
per 

2. Instrumental case in Russian 

(1 a-n) and (2a-e) are the core Russian data analyzed in this paper (1 a-n) 
are non-predication uses of the instrumental case, while (2a-e) illustrate its 
uses for representing prirnary and secondary predication. The instrumen
tal-marked nouns and adjectives in (1a-n) and (2a-e) and their English 
glosses are highlighted in bold for clarification: 3 

3 Abbreviations: ACC 'accusative', AUH 'Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy', CONST 
'constitutive', DAT 'dative',  DCR 'dative case me', GEN 'genitive',  GL 'Genera
tive Lexicon', ICR 'instrumental case rue', INSTR 'instrumental', LOC 'locative', 
LS 'logical structure', MR 'macrorole', NOM 'nominative', OT 'Optimality Theory', 
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(1) Instrument 
a. Ivan rezal xleh noZom. 

Ivan.NoM eut bread.Acc knife.INSTR 
'Ivan eut bread with a knife.' (Janda 1993) 
Implement 

b. On el loi;koj ikru. 
he. NOM ate SpOOn.INSTR caviar.Acc 
'He ate caviar with a spoon.' (Demjjanow & Strigin 2003) 
Transportation 

c. On exal poezdom. 
he. NOM drove train.INSTR 
'He was going by train. '  (Dem jjanow & Strigin 2003) 

Unit 
d. On pil vina litrami. 

he.NoM drank wine.Acc literS.INSTR 
'He drank wine by the liter.' (Demjjanow & Strigin 2001) 
Quantity 

e. Fasisty uniétozali ljudej million ami. 
fascists.NoMdestroyed people.Acc millionS.INsTR 
'The fascists killed people by the millions.' (Janda 1993) 
Manner 

f. Monax do/zen svjazat' usta svoi molCaniem. 
monk.NoM must tie.up lips own.ACC silence.INSTR 
'A monk must seal his lips with silence.' (Janda 1993) 
Point in tirne 

g. Oni vstretilis' osen JU v Parize. 
they.NOM met auturnn.INSTR in Paris.Loc 
'They met in autumn, in Paris. '  (Wierzbicka 1980) 
Duration 

h. On (celymi) casami 
he.NoM (whole.INsTR) hourS.INSTR 
s radiopriemnikom. 
with radiO.INSTR 

vozilsja 
fiddled 

'For hours on end he would fiddle with the radio. '  (Wierzbicka 
1980) 

PURP 'purpose', QS 'qualia structure', REFL 'reflexive', SF 'short forrn', SG 
'singular' .  
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Path 
1. Oni sli pjaf kilometrov lesom. 

they.NoM went five.ACC kilometers.GEN foresUNsTR 
'They walked 5 kilometers through a forest ' (Sofiia Tumanova 
personal communication) 
Domain restriction 

J .  Losad' soseda luése moej 
horse.NoM neighbor.GEN better mine.GEN 

si/oj i krasotoj. 
and strength.INSTR and beauty.INsTR 
'The neighbor's horse is beller than mine bath in strength and in 
appearance.' (Janda 1993) 
Part-who1e relation 

k Petr kivnul golovoj. 
Peter.NOM nodded head.INSTR 
'Peter nodded his head.' (lit 'Peter nodded with the head') 
(Wierzbicka 1980) 
Passive actor 

1. Okno bylo razbito mal'Cikami. 
windOW.NOM was broken bOyS.INS1R 
'The window was broken by the boys. '  (Wierzbicka 1980) 
Antipassive undergoer 

m .  Ivan !Jvyrjal(-sja) kamnjami. 
Ivan.NoM was.throwing(-REFL) stoneS.INSTR 
'Ivan was throwing stones.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 
Locaturn 

n. Oni gruzili bariu drovami. 
they.NoM loaded barge.Acc firewood.INSTR 
'They loaded the barge with firewood.' (Kilby 1977) 

(2) Primary predication 
a. On byl saxterom(saxter). 

he.NoM was miner.INsTR(NOM) 
'He was a miner.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

b. On byl veselym(veselYJ). 
he.NoM was cheerfuLINsTR(NOM) 
'He was cheerfu1.' (Israeli 2007) 
SecondaIT predication 

c. My tancevali golymi. 
we.NOM danced nude.INS1R 
'We danced nude. '  (Bailyn 2012) 
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d. On rabotaet vracom. 
he.NoM works doctor.INSTR 
'He works as a doctor.' (Bailyn 2012) 

e. Anja poet solov'em. 
Anja.NoM smgs nightingale.INsTR 
'Anja sings like a nightingale. '  (Janda 1993) 

Six remarks are in order about (1) and (2). First, ( la) is distinguished 
from (lb), in that (la) contains a noun for the instrument that participates 
in a causal chain starting from the effector and ends at the patient, while 
(lb) does not Second, the instrumental-marked nouns in (la-b) and (l 1-n) 
are semantic arguments of verbs, while aIl the other instrumental-marked 
nouns in (1) are syntaclic adjuncts 4 Third, (l1-m) involve passivizalion 
and antipassivization, respectively. Both the actor and undergoer function
ing as a syntactic adjunct in CU-m) receive their semantic interpretation 
from the verb. Another important point to note regarding (lm) is that it 
exhibits an altemation between accusative and instrumental on the under
goer argument of the verb, as shown in (3a-b). This case altemation is al
lowed by sorne transitive verbs including verbs of throwing, as illustrated 
in (lm). (3c) shows that when Ivan wanted to affect Peter rather than the 
stones, the undergoer argument Ckamni ' stones') has to receive instrumen
tal case: 

(3) a. Ivan Svyrjal(-sja) kamnjami. 
Ivan.NoM was.throwing(-REFL) stoneS.INSTR 

b. Ivan Svyrjal kamni. 
Ivan.NoM was.throwing stones.ACC 
'Ivan was throwing stones.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

c. Ivan Svyrjal kamnjami/*kamni v Petra. 
Ivan.NoM was.throwing stoneS.INs1Rl ACC atPeter.Acc 
'Ivan was throwing stones at Peter. '  (Wierzbicka 1980) 

4 Koenig et al. (2003, 2007) show that instrument and sorne implement nOllllS in 
English are semantic arguments of verbs in terrns of semantic obligatoriness and 
semantic specificity, but they leave it unanswered whether these semantic argu
ments are core arguments or not. Rissman (2010) compares English cOllllterparts to 
(la-b) and (ln) and states that orny the locaturn noun behaves as a syntactic argu
ment (cf. Ono 1 992) (contrary to Van Valin (2012), who argues !hat al1 of the three 
instrurnental-marked nouns are core arguments). 1 assume that the same argument 
ho1ds for (l a,b,n). 
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The instrumental marking of the undergoer in (3a) reflects ils peripheral 
and subordinate role in the action. Specifically, (3a) describes a situation 
in which Ivan was not interested in the stones he was throwing: Ivan may 
have a target other than the stones. Another point to note with respect to 
(lm) is that transitive verbs as illustrated in (lm) are often accompanied 
by the reflexive suffix -sja. Ifwe may follow Wierzbicka (l980) in analyz
ing -sja as having an antipassive function, then it follows that these verbs 
optionally involve antipassivization (which makes the aspect of the sen
tence atelic and causes the undergoer to be realized as an adjunct). Fourth, 
1 follow Schwartz (l993) in assuming that the instrumental-marked noun 
and adjective in (2a-b), which occupy the second argument slot of the cop
ula verb (see the upper part of (5)), have become part of the nucleus as a 
consequence of argument incorporation in (4). This operation deprives the 
theme argument of its status as an LS argument and makes it part of the 
nucleus, which is not eligible for macrorole assignment (5) shows how the 
macrorole assignrnent proceeds in (2a): 5 
(4) 

(5) 

Argument incorporation (Schwartz 1993: 447): 
be' + attributelidentificand -> predicate (nucleus) 
LS [be' Cl\e, miner)] [be' Cl\e, 

1 1 1 
MR: 

Locative Theme ) Locative 

1 
Undergoer 

[miner'J)] 

1 
(Theme) 

The locative argument is associated with undergoer in (5), since it is the 
only LS argument available for macrorole assignrnent. Fifth, we may ex
tend the argument incorporation account of (2a-b) to (2c-e), in which the 
depictive noun or adjective serves as a predicate about the subject argu
ment Finally, 1 build on (4) and propose that (2c-e) involve a non
subordinate core juncture (Schultze-Berndt & Himmelman 2004), in 
which the depictive noun or adjective fOnTIS a core that shares its PSA 
with the one formed by the matrix verb. 6 

(6) is a summary of the above overview: 

5 Schwartz (1993) argues that the crucial piece of evidence for the operation of 
argument incorporation in Russian cornes from the fact that the genitive-of
negation applies orny to lllldergoer arguments that involve no violation of the AUH 
and that it doesn't apply to subjects of copular verbs despite their lllldergoer status. 
6 See Ullrich (2018) for an analogous proposal. 
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(6) Classification of the inslnnnental-marked nouns and adjectives in 
(1) and (2) 
a. Periphery (adjunct) Semantic argument (la), (lb), ( I l), (lm) 

Non-argument (lc-k) 
b. 
c. 

Core argurn ent 
Part of the nucleus 

Semantic argument (In) 
(2a-e) ((2c-e) involve a non-subordinate core 
juncture) 

No matter how the instrumental case/adposition may be defined, we will 
have to define it in such a way as to accommodate the semantic and syn
tac tic diversity of instrum ental-m arked nouns (summ arized in (6)). 

Before proposing new definitions of the dative and instrumental case in 
Russian in Section 4, let us take a brief look at Van Valin & LaPoUa 
(1997) and Van Valin (2005) as representative of the previous RRG ac
count of the instrumental case/adposition assignrnent. 

3. The previous RRG account 

RRG distinguishes three classes of adpositional phrases, depending on 
whether they mark core arguments or clausal adjuncts and whether they 
are predicative or non-predicative. (7) represents the three-way classifica
tion of adpositions (Van Valin & LaPoUa 1997; Van Valin 2005): 

(7) Three-way classification of adpositions in RRG 
a. Adjunct adpositions (predicative adpositions that mark clausal 

adjuncts): 
e.g. John was running in the park. 
LS be-in' (park, [do' (John, [run' (John)])]) 

b. Argument-marking adpositions (non-predicative adpositions that 
mark core arguments): 

e.g. John gave the magazine to Tom. 
LS [do' (John, 0)] CAUSE [INGR have' (Tom, magazine)] 

c. Argument-adjunct adpositions (predicative adpositions that mark 
core argurn ents): 

e.g. John ran to the store. 
LS do' (John, [run' (John)]) & INGR be-at' (store, John) 

The first class of adpositions function as the head and nucleus of the 
phrase in which they OCCUf. They add substantive semantic infonnation to 
the clause and introduce a mcxlifier of the clause. The second class of 
adpositions don't behave as the head of the adpositional phrase and don't 
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license the argument they mark. These adpositions introduce a core argu
ment of the predicate and serve as a free-morphemic case marker. Finally, 
the third class of adpositions are predicative (i.e. function as the head of 
the adpositional phrase), but introduce a core argument rather than a modi
fier. For example, ta in the example of (7c) has its own LS ("INGR be-at' 
(store, John)" ) and shares one of its arguments (John) with the LS of the 
verb. This argument sharing is the hallmark of argument-adjunct adposi
tions and distinguishes them from adjunct adpositions and argurnent
marking adpositions. 7  

Given the above classification, let us have a look at how RRG analyzes 
English counterparts to (la,n) and comitative uses of with as illustrated in 
(8a-b) 

(8) a. Pat loaded hay on the truck with Kim. (pat and Kim loaded hay on 
the truck) 
LS [do' (pat 1\ Kim, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (truck, hay)] 

b. Pat served wine with cheese to the gues!. (Pat served wine and 
cheese to the guest) 
LS:  [do' (pat, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (guest, wine 1\ cheesel] 

Van Valin (2005: 1 1 0) formulates the instrumental case rule [ICR] in (9) 
(cf Foley & Van Valin 1984: 87; Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 378-382):8 

(9) Instrumental case rule 
Assign instrumental case to non-1.1R b argument if, given two 
arguments, a and b, in a logical structure, with (i) both as possible 
candidates for a particular macrarole and (ii) a is equal or higher (to 
the left of b) on the AUH, b is not selected as that macrorole. 

The essential idea behind (9) is that those effector or theme arguments that 
fail to receive an actor or undergoer status according to the Actor
Undergoer Hierarchy [AUH] receive instrumental case: 

7 There is one more logically possible class of adpositions rnissing in the three
way classification in (7): non-predicative adpositions that function as a marker of 
clausal adjuncts. My proposal (see Sections 4 and 6 below) is that the instrumental 
prepositions in English (with, hy) belong to this class. 
e See Farrell (2009) for discussion of an exception to the 1eR in (9). 
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(10) Actar-Undergoer Hierarchy 
Actar Undergoer � 

E 
Arg. of Arg. of I st Arg. of 2ndArg. of Arg. of stale 
DO do' (x, . . .  ) pred' (x, y) pred' (x, y) pred' (x) 
Agent Effectar Locative Theme Patient 

Experiencer Stimulus 

( l 1)a. ( la) Instrument 
[do' (Ivan, [use' (Ivan, knife)])] CAUSE [[do' (knife, [cut' (knife, 

bread)])] CAUSE [BECOME cut' (bread)]] 
b. ( In) Locatum 

[do' (they, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME be-on' (barge, firewood)] 
[Undergoer�Locative ] 

The ICR applies to (la,n), whose LSs are given in ( l l a-b), respectively. 
( l I a), respectively, assigns an actar and undergoer status to Ivan and x/eb 
'bread.' The instrumental argument noi 'knife' cannot be an actar (despite 
the fact that both Ivan and noi 'knife' are an effectar), since it is subardi
nated to its user (Ivan). It receives non-macrorole status and receives in
strumental case accarding to the ICR Likewise, drava 'firewood' in ( In) 
fails to receive an undergoer status, despile the fact that it is the highest
ranking argument with respect to the undergoer end of the AUH and is 
more qualified for receiving the undergoer status than barzu 'barge.' This 
is the reason the ICR applies to the theme argument drava 'firewood' un
der the assumption that the ICR has priarity over the dative case rule 
[DCR] ("Non-macrarole care arguments receive dative case") when they 
are in conflict. 9 

The ICR also applies to the comitative uses of with in (8a-b) as follows. 
Pat and Kim in (8a) are equally qualified to receive an actar status, but 
only Pat receives il, while wine and cheese in (8b) are equally qualified to 
receive an undergoer status, but only wine receives it. This leaves Kim in 
(8a) and cheese in (8b) with no macrarale status and makes them conform 
to the ICR This is the reason both ofthem receive instrumental marking. 

Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 376-382) further try to extend the ICR to 
English counterparts to (If), but this move raises the question of how to 

9 Van Valin (2005: 1 1 0) states that instrumental is not a defalÙt case and has spe
cifie conditions on its application (as described in (9» . See Van Valin (2005: 109-
1 1 5) for discussion of how the ICR interacts with the DCR in Croatian, Dyirbal, 
and English. 
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classify the instrumental preposition with in terms of (7). Il is a non
predicative preposition, since it has no logical structure of its own. How
ever, it can accur not only with a core argument (as illustrated in (1n)), but 
also with a clausal adjunct (as illustrated in (1a-m)). The fact that with 
spans the syntactic distinction between core arguments and clausal ad
juncts suggests that it is a default case marker of sorne sor� but Van Valin 
& LaPolla (1997) and Van Valin (2005) deny it the default status and 
don't address the question of how to spell out the default property of with 
(or, more generally, instrumental cases/adpositions). 

1 will propose in the next section that both the instrumental and dative 
case in Russian are default oblique cases with varying degrees of specifici-
ty. 

4. ProposaI: An eisewhere definition of instrumental case 

This section shows how to incorporate Jakobson's (1936/1984) fea!ural 
definitions of nominative, accusative, dative, and instrumental case into 
RRG. (12) is a verbal paraphrase of his featural definition of instrumental 
case (Jakobson 1936/1984: 82-83, bold in the original): 

Table 1 :  Jakobson's (1936/1984) definitions of cases in Russian 

Peripheral Directional Quantified 
Nominative 
Accusative + 

Genitive + 

Dative + + 

Instrumental + 

Locative + + 

(12) . . .  , the 1 [ooinstrumental] itself denotes nothing more thim peripheral 
status; it occupies the same position among the peripheral cases that 
the N [=nominative] does among the Ml cases: that of the urnnarked 
category. Correspondingly the l, like the N, tends toward the role of 
pure "lexical forrn". Insofar as this tendency is realized, the peripher
ally marked 1 becomes an adverb . . . .  Everything other than peripheral 
status is given in individual uses of the 1 by the actual meaning of its 
referent and by the context, but not by the case forrn. 

The above definitions presuppose that each case has its general meaning 
(from which ils particular meanings are derived) and that the former is 
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defined independently of ils environment, while the latter are derived from 
the interaction of the fonner with the clausal and situational context. l will 
adopt the Jakobsonian distinction between the general and particular 
meanings of case and will propose a set of rankable and violable con
straints that defines each case with reference to its general meaning alone 
(see Nakamura (1999) for the first OT -RRG account of case systems). 

Three remarks about Jakobson's (193611984) definitions of cases are in 
order. First, we may take the feature [directional] as referring to non-actor 
core arguments, since it is defined as referring to those verbal arguments 
that the action of the verb is directed to. This characterization allows us to 
draw a paraUelism between Jakobson's featural definitions of dative and 
accusative case and the RRG distinction between non-macrorole and un
dergoer arguruenls. SpecificaUy, the combination of [directional] and [pe
ripheral] (which defines dative case) refers to non-macrorole core argu
ments, while [directional] alone (which defines accusative case) refers to 
undergoer arguments. Second, nominative is defined as the least marked 
case with no semantic content at aIl. This definition accords weIl with the 
fact that nominative nouns alone have the pure naming function and ex
plains why nominative case may mark actor or undergoer arguments, but it 
isn't enough to determine its syntagmatic distribution in the clause (Kilby 
1977). For example, it fails to explain why undergoer arguruents ofpassiv
ized transitive verbs receive nominative case, as illustrated in (11): 

(1) 1. Okna byla razbita mal'Cikami. 
window.NoM was broken bOyS.INS1R 
'The window was broken by the boys. '  (Wierzbicka 1980) 

Third, instruruental is unmarked with respect to both directionality and 
quantification and is thus defined as the default peripheral case. The fact 
that the featural definition of instrumental case refers to a proper superset 
of what the definition of dative case refers to suggests that instruruental 
case should be defined in such a way as to reflect the superset relationship 
between instrumental and dative. The above discussion leads us to define 
dative and instrumental case in tenns of violable constraints, as shown in 
(13a-b), under the assuruption that (l3b) always outranks (13a): 

(l3)The instruruental and dative case in Russian [Preliminary] 
a. AlI nouns other than macrorole arguments receive instrumental case. 
b. Non-macrorole direct core arguments receive dative case. 
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(l3a-b) and their ranking ensure that non-macrarale direct core arguments 
receive dative case and that aIl nouns other than macrorole arguments that 
(13b) fails ta apply ta are qualified ta receive instruruental case and ex
plain the complementary distribution of dative and instruruental. 

However, (13) suffers fram two prablems. First, (13b) makes an incor
rect prediction that the locatum noun in (ln) receives dative case, since it 
is a non-macrorole core argument. The most parsirnonious way to solve 
this problem is ta revise (13b) in such a way that it cannat apply ta non
macrorole core arguments that involve a violation of the AUH (as in 
(1a,n)). Second, (13a) cannat handle the instruruental marking of predica
tive adjectives as illustrated in (2b). These predicative uses require us ta 
revise (13a) in such a way that it may apply ta bath nouns and adjectives. 

The above consideration leads ta modification of (l3a-b) as shawn in 
(14a-b), under the crucial assuruption that (14b) always outranks (14a): 

(14)The instruruental and dative case in Russian (Revised) 
a. AlI case-bearing elements other than macrorole arguments receive 

instrumental case. 
b.Non-macrorole direct core arguments that do not involve a violation 

of the AUH receive dative case. 

Given that (14b) assigns dative case only ta a subset of non-macrarale 
direct core arguruents that involves no violation of the AUH, (14a) assigns 
instrumental case to the locaturn argument in (ln). 10 The above revision 
allows us to provide a unified account of the uses of the instrumental case 
in (1a-n). Furthermore, allowing predicate nouns and adjectives in pre di
cate constructions as illustrated in (2a-b) to receive case licenses the in
strumental marking of the predicate nouns and adjectives and allows us to 
maintain the Jakobsonian tenet that each case has its invariant meaning 
that is independent of the syntactic and discourse-pragmatic context. 11 

10 It is important to note that (14b) applies to direct core arguments alone. This 
needs emphasis, since sorne languages (e.g. Japanese) have two types of the dative 
form: postpositions and case markers (Sadakane & Koizurni 1995; Kishimoto, this 
volume). The former uses of ni (the dative form in Japanese) are predicative; they 
involve a layered structure with the postposition in the nucleus that takes a core 
argument as its complement. In contrast, the latter uses of ni are non-predicative; 
they serve as a case marker of core arguments and involve no layered structure. 
(1 4b) is designed to apply orny to the latter (non-predicative) uses. 
1 1  One point of contrast between the nominative-marked and instrurnental-marked 
predicates in (2a-b) is the one between permanence and temporariness (see Kagan 
(2020: 223-236) for a succinct smmnary ofwhat govems the case altemation), but 
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To summarize, 1 have shown that (14a) covers a11 the uses of instrumen
tal case in (1 a-n) and (2a-e) by restricting the application of (14b) to those 
non-macrorole direct core arguments that do not involve a violation of the 
AUH and ranking (14b) above (14a). 

5. Contextualizing Instrumental Case 

One may wonder how the wide variety of contextual meanings of instru
mental case are derived from the highly abstract de finition in (14a). Jakob
son (1936/1984) analyzes the invariant meaning of instrumental case as 
denoting peripheral status, but he leaves it open how its particular mean
ings are derived from the semantics of an instrumental-marked nOllll and 
its syntactic and/or discourse-pragmatic context. The problem of how to 
contextualize the invariant meaning of instrumental case merits serious 
consideration, since (14a) only indicates that aU nouns it marks are not 
macrorole arguments and provides no clue as to the role played by the 
instrumental-marked noun in the clause. 

An important clue to the contextualization problem cornes from Genera
tive Lexicon [GL] (Pustejovsky 1995; cf. Jackendoff 2002: 369-373), 
which proposes that a nOllll, verb, and adjective have an associated Qualia 
Structure [QS] with four different qualia, constitutive, forma!, !elic, and 
agentive. (15a-d) describe these four qualia raIes of nouns with a few illus
trations: 12 

(15) a. Constitutive quale: the relation between an object and its structur
al altributes: 
(i) its part structure or what larger structure it is a part of 
(ii) the material it is composed of (e.g. house->bricks, wood) 

b. FormaI quale: what distinguishes it within a larger domain (e.g. 
orientation, magnitude, shape, dimensionality, color, shape) 

c. Telic quale : infonnation about activities in which an object takes 
part: 
(i) its purpose (e.g. pencil->writing.with, book->reading, fork 

->eating.with) 
(ii) its proper function (e.g. heart ->pumping.blood) 

it is outside the scope of the present paper to provide a fi.ù1 accollllt of the altema
tion illustrated in (2a-b). 1 orny assume that (14a) does not app1y where the case
agreement option is avai1ab1e (cf. Corbett 1988: 41;  Krasovitsky et al. 2008). 
12 The notion of QS was incorporated into RRG by Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 
184-186). 
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d. Agentive quale: the origin of an object or what brings it about 
(e.g. house->building, book->writing, rice->growing) 

149 

The constitutive quale is mainly concemed with a part-whole structure of 
the object denoted by the noun and its material, the formaI quale presup
poses a taxonomie structure in which the object is located, the telic quale 
refers to an activity in which the object participates (in particular, its pur
pose and proper function), while the agentive quale informs about how the 
object cornes into being. 

Another GL notion that is directly relevant to the discussion to follow is 
co-composition. This operation apphes when there is an exphcit reference 
to the predicate or the predicate's semantic type within the argurnent's 
lexical entry including its QS. A typical example is an altemation between 
the change-ofstate and creation senses of creation verbs. (16a) describes a 
change of state of the fence (the fence became covered with paint), while 
(16b) describes a process of creation (the picture came into being as a re
suIt of painting) (Pustejovsky & Batiukova 2019: 329-330): 

(16)a. John painted a fence. 
b. John painted a portrait 

[change-of-state] 
[creation] 

The notion of co-composition allows us to derive the semantic contrast 
between (16a) and (16b) from which quale of their undergoer argument is 
invoked: (16a) refers to its formaI quale (i.e. a physical object), while 
(16b) refers to ils agentive quale (i.e. paint turns into a portrait). This 
means that the creation sense in (16b) doesn't exist on a priori basis, but 
emerges as a consequence of a bottom-up composition in which the un
dergoer argument affects the meaning of the clause beyond its role as an 
argument of the predicate. 

The GL notions of QS and co-composition make it possible to derive the 
variety of contextual meanings of the instrumental-marked nouns in (1) 
from (14a) with no appeal to polysemy. First, the crucial difference be
tween (1a) and (1b) is that the former involves a causal chain, while the 
latter does no!: 

(1) a. Ivan rezal xleb noZom. 
Ivan.NoM eut bread.Acc knife.INSTR 
'Ivan eut bread with a knife.' (Janda 1993) 

b. On el lozkoj ikru. 
he.NoM ate SpOOn.INSTR caviar.Acc 
'He ate caviar with a spoon.' (Demjjanow & Strigin 2003) 
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In ( la), noi 'knife' does something to the bread that causes the bread to be 
cut, while loika ' spoon' in (lb) plays no such active role in the event and 
is only used for sorne purpose (in this case, eating caviar). 13 This is the 
reason noi in ( la) (but not loika in (lb)) is available for actor selection. 
(17) shows the macrorole assigmnent in (la): 14 

(l7)LS [do' (1, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (knife, 0)] CAUSE [INGR cut' (bread)]] 

1 1 1 
MR: Actor Non-MR Undergoer 

The instrumental argument noz 'knife' is a non-rnacrorole argument that 
involves a violation of the AUH and receives instrumental case frorn (14a). 

The crucial question here is how the LS of (la) given in (17) is derived. 
First, the starting point for our consideration is the definition of instrumen
tal case in (l4a). Ils radically underdetennined meaning gives no clue as to 
which argument position (in the sernantic representation of the clause) noz 
is linked to. In order to avoid a violation of the Cornpleteness Constraint 
(see Van Valin (2005: 129-130) for its formulation), we are forced to in
terpret noi as a participant of an event involved by its QS (so that an addi
tional LS component may be derived which allows noi 'knife' to be 
linked) and to identify the relation between the event denoted by the verb 
and the one in ils QS. (l 8a) is part of the telic quale of noi 'knife' that is 
relevant here (cf Van Valin 2012), while (l 8b) is the LS of the verb: 

(l 8)a. QS of knife (y) 
TELle [do' (x, [use' (x, y)])] (CAUSE [do' (y, [ D]) 

b.LS of rezat' [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR cut' (z)] 

(1 8a) describes a situation in which one uses a knife in sorne way to do 
something and makes it optional whether or not the knife plays an active 
role in the causal chain. That is, if the knife is construed as exerting the 
force (coming from its human user) onto sorne object (as in (la)), its telic 
quale is "[do' (x, [use' (x, y)])] CAUSE [do' (y, [ . . .  ])D," while if the knife 
is construed as a tool that helps its user to do sornething, its telic quale is 
"do' (x, [use' (x, y)])." Since the knife plays an active role in (la), we may 
say that merging the LS in the telic quale of noi 'knife' in (l 8a) with the 
LS of the verb rezat"cut' in (l 8b) yields the LS of (la) in (17). 

13 See Van Hooste (2018: Ch.4, and this volume) for related discussion. 
14 "1" in (17) is an abbreviation for Ivan. 
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An analogous account holds for the instrumental-marked nouns in (lb) 
and (lc-e): 

(l) c. On exal poezdom. 
he.NOM drove train.INSTR 
'He was going by train.' (Dem jjanow & Strigin 2003) 

d. On pil vina litramÎ. 
he.NoM drank wine.Acc literS.INSTR 
'He drank wine by the liter.' (Demjjanow & Strigin 2001) 

e. Fasisty uniétozali ljudej million ami. 
fascisls.NOM destroyed people.Acc millionS.INSTR 
'The fascists killed people by the millions.' (Janda 1993) 

First, (lb) differs from ( la), in that ils implement argument loika 'spaon' 
(unlike noi 'knife' in ( la)) doesn't participate in the causal chain. The 
noun loika has a telic quale in (l9a), the shaded part of which specifies the 
default purpose ofusing a spoon (i.e. eating something) : 15 

(l9) a. QS of spoon (y) 
TELle [do' (x, [use' (x, y)])] PURP [do' (x, [eat' (x, z)])l 

b.LS of est' do' (x, [eat' (x, z)]) 
c .LS of (lb) [do' (he, [use' (he, spaon)])] 

PURP [do' (he, [eat' (he, caviar)])] 

The Completeness Constraint dictates that the implement noun is linked to 
an argument slot in the semantic representation of the clause and requires 
us to construe lozka ' spoon' as a participant of an event involved by its 
telic quale. Merging the LS of the verb est' in (l9b) with the LS in the telic 
quale of loika in (l9a) yields the LS of (lb) in (l9C) 16 What is notable 
about (lb) is that its meaning cornes mainly from the !elic quale of loika 

15 The use of the PURP cOImective in (19a) is motivated by the observation that 
instrumental constructions such as (lb) can be paraphrased by constructions such 
as He used a spoon to eal caviar (Lakoff 1 968). Van Va1in (2012) altemative1y 
paraphrases constructions (such as (1b» as He ale caviar, using a spoon and pro-
1Xlses that the telic quale of a spoon is something like "do' (x, [eat' (x, z) A use' 
(x, y)])." 1 will 1eave it for further research to decide which paraphrase is (more) 
appropriate. See also Koenig et al. (2007) and Rissman (20 1 1, 2013) for relevant 
discussion. 
16 It is important to note that (1 b) combines two events, one denoted by the verb 
and the other invo1ved by the telic qua1e of loika 'S1Xlon,' albeit not synunetrical1y. 
This means that the former is subordinated to the latter. 
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and that the verb est' and its arguments elaborates the event schema pro
vided by loika. 

Second, ( lc) contains the instrumental-marked noun (poezdom 'train') 
that indicates the means of transportation. This noun has a set of telic qua
lia, two ofwhich are given in (20a) : 

(20) a. QS of train (y) 
TELIC do' (x, [ride,on' (x, y)]), do' (y, [carry' (y, x)]) 

b.LS of exat': do' (x, [go,by,vehic1e' (x)]) 
c. LS of (lc): do' (he, [go,by,vehic1e' (he) Il ride,on' (he, train)]) 

The first telic quale states that people ride a train, while the second one 
states that a train carries people. The first one is relevant here. Merging the 
LS of the verb exat' 'go by vehicle, drive' in (20b) with the LS in the telic 
qualia of poezd in (20a) yields the LS of (lc) given in (20c). This merge 
makes the manner of motion more specifie (by identifying the means of 
transportation) and introduces an additional LS component ("do' (x, 
[ride,on' (x, y)])") that cornes from the telic quale of poezd 'train' and 
allows poezd to be linked. 

Third, both (Id) and (le) involve the use of a unit of measurement 
These instrurnental-marked nouns are termed measure instrumental and 
denote a measure unit by which to quantify sorne object, while engaging in 
sorne activity involving it (e.g. drinking wine, killing people). (2la) is the 
telic quale of measure units (including litr 'liter' and million 'million'), 
while (21 b) is the LS of the verb pit' 'drink.' Merging the LS of the verb 
pit' 'drink' in (2lb) with the LS in the telic quale of litr ' liter' in (2la) 
yields the LS of (Id) given in (2lc) 

(21) a. QS of liter (y) 
TELIC do' (x, [use' (x, y)]) PURP do' (x, [measure' (x, z)]) 

b.LS of pit' do' (x, [drink' (x, z)]) 
c .LS of (Id) do' (he, [drink' (he, wine)] Il [use' (he, liter) 

PURP measure' (he, wine)]) 

(2lc) combines two events, drinking wine (main event) and using the unit 
of liter to measure the amount ofwine (subordinate event). We may extend 
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the above account of (Id) to (le), which has another measure unit (millio
na 'million') that is used to count the number of lfudi 'people. ' 17 

The contrast between (ld-e) and (lb) is that the purpose ofusing the unit 
of liter/million is fixe d, while the purpose of using a spoon includes stir
ring during cooking and measuring the volume of liquid in addition to be
ing used when eating food. The observation that the spoon has more than 
one common function suggests that the shaded part of the telic quale in 
(17a) ("do' (x, [use' (x, y)])") is not lexical, but arises pragmatically. 

In contrast to (la-e), the instrumental-marked nouns in (lf-h) (mo/éonie 
'silence,' osen' 'auturnn,' and éasy 'hoUTs') have in common that their 
referents have no (default) value for their constitutive, telic, or agentive 
quale: 

(1) f. Monax do/zen svjazat' usta svoi molCaniem. 
monk.NoM must tie.up lips own.ACC silence.INSTR 
'A monk must seal his lips with silence.' (Janda 1993) 

g. Oni vstretilis' osen JU v Parize. 
they.NOM met auturnn.INSTR in Paris.Loc 
'They met in autumn, in Paris.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

h. On (celymi) casami vozilsja 
he.NoM (whole.INsTR) hourS.INSTR fiddled 
s radiopriemnikom. 
with radiO.INsTR 
'For hours on end he would fiddle with the radio. '  (Wierzbicka 
1980) 

In other words, they are not conventionally associated with any constituent 
material, purpose, function, or origin. This yields the consequence that we 
need to interpret the se nouns with no reference to any event involved by 
their QS. Since they are neither an argument of the predicate nor part of 
the predicate, we have to conclude (by a process of elimination) that these 
instrurnental-marked nouns function as modifiers: the instrurnental-marked 
noun in (If) modifies the manner of the action denoted by the verb svjazat' 
'tie up' and serves as a nuclear modifier, while the instrumental nouns in 
( lg-h) are temporal modifiers that narrow down the time at which the 
event denoted by the verb took place and function as a core modifier. 18 

17 (le) receives an iterative interpretation, which makes the sentence imperfective 
and licenses millionami 'by the millions' (which presupposes imperfectivity of the 
whole sentence) to appear in the sentence. 18 1 propose to classify maIlller adverbs as in (lf) as nuclear modifiers, since they 
neither take the whole core within their scope nor refer to any core argument (llll-
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Nex� let us consider (li), in which the instrumental-marked noun (lesom 
' fores!') is construed as referring to the trajectory of motion denoted by the 
verb. Russian has two strategies of encoding the trajectory of a motion 
event: a bare NP in the instrumental case (as in (li), repeated below as 
(22a)) and a prepositional phrase headed by po ' along' (as in (22b)): 19 

(22)a. Oni sli pjaf kilometrov lesom. 
they.NoM went five.Acc kilometerS.GEN foresUNsTR 
'They walked 5 kilometers through a forest' (�(l i)) 

b. Oni sli pjat' kilometrov po lesu. 
they.NoM went five.Acc kilometerS.GEN along forestDAT 
'They walked 5 kilometers through a forest' 

The motion verb in (22a-b) is idti 'go, walk,' which is the most generic 
motion verb in Russian, denotes a unidirectional motion, and occurs in 
almost half of al! clauses that contain an instrumental-marked path noun 
(Philippova 2017 362) .20 

The path preposition po in (22b) is an argument-adjunct preposition, 
since it is a preposition associated with its own LS, but (unlike an adjunct 
preposition) introduces an argument rather than a modifier. Il also differs 
from an argurnent-marking preposition, in that the meaning of its argu
ment is not derived from the verb, but it shares ils argument with the LS of 
the verb. In contrast, the path noun in (22a) is an adjunct, sim ply because 
it is not subcategorized by the verb.21 The underdetennined meaning of 
instrumental case on the path noun requires the path to be linked to an ar
gument position of an event involved by its QS. 

1 propose that the path interpretation of lesom ' fores!' in (22a) is derived 
from one of ils telic roles in (23a): les ' fores!' is a place that people travel 
in by whatever means and for whatever purpose:22 

like subject-oriented adverbs). Van Valin (personal conununication) suggests that 
the subtypes of adverbs (including maIlller adverbs) do not map neatly onto the 
layered structure of the clause and require their own distinctions. 
19 Another preposition cerez 'through' may be used instead of po 'along.' 
20 See Philippova (2017) for a multifactorial accollllt of the availability of bare 
instrumental constructions as illustrated by (22a) (�(li)). 
21 The contrast between (22a) and (22b) cornes down to whether or not there is a 
preposition that shares its argument with the verb and allows the prepositional 
phrase that contains the path nOllll to function as a core argument. 
22 The motion verb in (23a) is llllderspecified with respect to the manner of motion. 
(23b) is the LS of activity (or active accomplislunent) verbs of motion represented 
by idti (Van Valin 2018). This is a departure from Van Valin & LaPolla (1997) and 
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(23)a. QS offorest (y)23 
TELle [do' (x, [go' (x)]) & be-in' (y, x) 

b.LS of idti: [do' (x, [go' (x)]) A PROC cover,path,distance' (x, (z))] 

e. LS of (li):do' (they, [go' (they)]) A PROC cover,path,distance' 

(they, 5 km) & be-in' (forest, they) 

The Completeness Constraint requires that the path noun in (22a) is linked 
to an argument position in the semantic representation of the clause and 
requires us to interpret les ' forest' as a participant of an event involved by 
its telie quale. Merging the LS of the verb in (23b) with the LS in the telie 
quale of les in (23a) yields the LS of (li) given in (23e). 

Next, let us consider how the meaning of domain restriction is derived in 
(lj) 

(1 Ji .  Losad' soseda /uése moe) 
horse.NoM neighboLGEN better mine.GEN 
i siloj i krasotoj. 
and strength.INSTR and beauty.INSTR 
'The neighbor's horse is better than mine both in strength and in 
appearance.' (Janda 1993) 

The first point to note is that bath sila 'strength' and krasota 'beauty, ap
pearanee' are part of the formaI qualia of losad 'horse. '  The faet that these 
attributes eonstitute part of the attributes of a horse explains why the Iwo 
instrurnental-marked nouns relativize the evaluation of the neighbor's 
horse by the speaker and receive the interpretation of domain restriction. 
The faet that the two nouns are not subeategorized by /uése suggests that 
they function as a modifier of the predicate. 24 

We are now in a position to consider the instrurnental-marked noun in 
(lk) 

Van Valin (2005) with respect to how to represent the semantics of activity/active 
accomplishrnent verbs. See Van Valin (2018) for detailed discussion of how to 
capture the incremental changes of states denoted by these motion verbs. 
23 (23a) is different from the telic role of loika 'spoon' in (1 9a), in that the forest is 
not an artifaet and has no built-in purpose, but the fact !hat (19a) and (23a) de
scribe how the artifact and natural objects interact with people allows us to treat 
(23a) on a par with (19a) despite that (23a) doesn't show the inherent purpose of 
les 'forest.' 
24 Both si/a 'strength' and krasota 'beauty, appearance' are abstract nouns and 
don't serve as secondary predicates to losad' 'horse.' 
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(l)k. Petr kivnul g% voj. 
Peter.NoM nodded head.INsTR 
'Peter nodded his head.' (lit 'Peter nodded with the head') 
(Wierzbicka 1980) 

What is peculiar about (lk) and analogous examples in (24a-c) is that the 
body-parts are not construed as a target of manipulation. For example, (lk) 
doesn't mean that Peter moved his head in order to have it in a new posi
tion. (lk) denotes a semelfactive situation, in which a punctual event oc
curs without causing any change of state. 25 This observation is COITobo
rated by the fact that (lk) has no agentless reflexive passive counterpart, as 
shown by (24d), in contrast to a transitive construction with an accusative
marked body-part noun that has a reflexive passive counterpart, as shown 
by (25b) 

(24)a. Ivan poiai plei!ami. 
Ivan.NoM shrugged shoulderS.INsTR 
'Ivan shrugged his shoulders.' (lit 'Ivan shrugged with the 
shoulders') (Wierzbicka 1980) 

b.Masa tapnula nogoj. 
Mary.NoM stamped fooUNsTR 
'Mary stamped her foot' (lit 'Mary stamped with the foof) 
(Wierzbicka 1980) 

c. Ona byla bledna licom. 
she.NoM was pale.sF.NoM face.INs1R 
' She was pale in the face.' (Janda 1993) 

d. *Golova Petra kivnula-s'. 
head.NoM Peter.GEN nodded-REFL 
'Peter's head nodded.' (Sofiia Tumanova personal communication) 

(25)a. Bal'na) atkiyl glaza. 
sick.NOM opened eyes.Acc 
'The sick man opened his eyes.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

b. Glaza bal'naga atkryli-s'. 
eyes.NoM sick.GEN opened-REFL 
'The eyes of the sick man opened.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

25 Wierzbicka (1980: 25) notes that (24a) presents Ivan's action as a whole as an 
'institutionalized' sign that represents a disrnissive behavior. An analogous obser
vation can be made about nodding one's head and stamping one's foot, which incli
cate consent and anger, respectively. 
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The contrast between (24d) and (25b) indicates that (25a) describes a 
change of state in the sick man's eyes, while (lk) construes Ivan's head as 
part of his action rather than a target his action is directed against. That is, 
the body-part noun golovo 'head' doesn't saturate the verb's argument slot 
in ils LS, but restricts the verb's meaning by specifying the body-part di
rectly involved in the event. 26 

The following consideration gives a crucial clue to how the body-part 
noun in (lk) restricts the verb's meaning. Firs� the meaning of a part
whole relation is derived from the constitutive quale of golovo 'head,' 
which encodes infonnation about a larger structure (in this case, the hu
man body) the head is part of as well as its componenls. 27 (26b) is a partial 
description of the QS of golovo 'head' : 

(26)a. SEML do' (Peter, [nod' (peter)]) 
b.FORMAL head (x) 

CONST: have,as,part' (y:human_body, x) 
c. SEML do' (Peter, [nod' (peter)]) Il have,as,part' (Peter, head) 

Combining the LS in the constitutive quale of golovo in (26b) with the LS 
of the verb kivnul 'nod' in (26a) yields (26c), which represents the senten
tial meaning of (lk). What is peculiar about (lk) (and (24a-c)) is that it 
involves two verbs, the main verb kivnul and the null possessive verb that 
cornes from the constitutive quale of golovo 'head' and that each of them 
cornes with its own core. The two cores share one core argument (Petr) 
and fonn a non-subordinate core juncture.28 Thus, the body-part noun 
golovoj in (lk) doesn't belong to the matrix core and serves as a modifier 

26 Note that (lk) is semantically complete without the body-part noun. The same 
observation holds for (24b-c) ((24a) needs plecami for disambiguation, since the 
verb paiat' may occur with another body-part noun ruku 'hand' as illustrated in the 
following example: 

Ivan poial ruku PetrulPetra. 
Ivan.NoM shook hand.Acc Peter.DATI Peter.GEN" 
'Ivan shook Peter's hand.' (Sofiia Turnanova personal conununication) 

27 The Completeness Constraint requires that the body-part nOllll is linked to the 
semantic representation of the clause. This is the reason its constitutive quale is 
invoked when one is interpreting (lk) (body-part nouns have no default value for 
their telic or agentive quale). 
28 Schultze-Berndt & Himmehnann (2004) proJXlse that secondary-predicate con
structions embody a non-subordinate core juncture (see also Ullrich (2018) for an 
RRG account). (lk) has the same nexus-juncture type as secondary-predicate con
structions, but (lk) departs from them, in that no predicative relation holds be
tween the possessor and JXlssessurn noun. 
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of the main verb that specifies which body-part was directly involved in 
the event, but it is distinguished from clausal adverbs including the in
strumental-marked nouns in ( If-h), since it belongs to the other core 
formed by the null possessive verb. 

The next question to ask is how to account for the instrumental marking 
of the body-part noun in (lk). The point of departure is the observation 
that Russian is a prime example of be-languages (Is.cenko 1974) and pro
ductively combines the be-form (byt) with an oblique noun (u + genitive
marked noun) that represents a possessor. This observation suggests that 
possessive verbs in Russian receive only one macrorole despite having two 
LS arguments. The only macrorole that the possessive verbs receive is 
undergoer, since they have a two-place state predicate ("have.as.part· (x, 
y)" or "have' (x, y)") in their LS. The possessor argument is chosen as the 
undergoer when it is construed as more prominent than the possessurn : 

(27)LS: have.as.part· (Ivan, head)][MR1] 

1 1 
MR: Undergoer Non-MR 

(27) describes the marked undergoer assigmnent to the possessor argument 
(under the assumption that the macrorole assignment proceeds in each core 
independently). The body-part noun golova receives instrumental case 
according to (l4a), since the linking in (27) violates the AUH. 29 

Finally, (l l,m) involve voice altemation: 

(1) 1. Okno bylo razbito mal'Cikami. 
window.NoMwas broken bOyS.INSTR 
'The window was broken by the boys.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

m .  Ivan §vyrjal(-sja) kamnjami. 
Ivan.NoM was.throwing(-REFL) stoneS.INSTR 
'Ivan was throwing stones.' (Wierzbicka 1980) 

29 The possessum argument is the default choice for lllldergoer. The default macro
role assigmnent leads the possessor to become a non-macrorole and to receive 
oblique marking. This is illustrated by the following example, in which the posses
sor argument receives dative case or is accompanied by the locative preposition u 

'at, by' (the extemal possessor is highlighted in bold below): 
Mina otorvala mne/u menja nogu. 
mine.NoM tore.off lSG.DAT/at lSG.GEN leg.Acc 
'The mine blew offmyleg.' (Sofiia Tumanova personal conununication) 
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(Il) and (lm), respectively, illustrate an adjunct actar in passive construc
tions and an adjunct undergoer in antipassive constructions, both of which 
receive their semantic interpretation from the verb and receive instrumen
tal case from (l4a). 

To surnmarize, this section has shown that the instrumental-marked 
nouns in (la-n) receive their semantic interpretation from Ci) the predicate, 
(ii) their QS-based semantics (in particular, the telic and constitutive qua
le), and (iii) their interaction and receive instrumental case from (l4a). 

6. Extension: The case of English 

This section aims to conduct a preliminary investigation of how far (l4a) 
extends to English, with a particular focus on the partially overlapping and 
partially complementary distribution of with and by. Their differential dis
tribution requires us to go beyond (l4a), since (l4a) applies to both with 
and by and doesn't help to differentiate their distribution. 

The first point to note about with is that it syncretizes with the comita
tive prepositions Csee below in this section). 30 In this respect, English is in 
contrast to Russian, which has only one instrumental marker that is distinct 
from the comitative preposition Cs) that takes an instrumental-marked noun 
as its complemen� as illustrated by (28): 

(28) Slepec s sobakoj perdel ulicu. 
blind.man.NoM with dog.INSTR walked.across streetAcc 
'The blind man crossed the street with a dog.' (Janda 1993) 

Analyzing with as involving the comitative-instrumental syncretism allows 
us to distinguish their instrumental uses from their comitative uses and to 
de scribe the Iwo uses separately (in contrast to Van Valin & LaPolla 
(1997), Van Valin (2005), and Farrell (2009)). 

(29a-p) and (30a-b) illustrate the non-comitative uses of with and by and 
the comitative uses of with, respectively (the withJby-phrases in (29) and 
(30) are highlighted in bold) 31 

(29) Instrument 
a. John cut the bread with a knire. 

30 The cornitative-instrurnental syncretism is one of the most conunon types of 
case syncretism in Indo-European languages (Stolz et al. 2006). 
31 Those uses of with and by that occur within an NP (e.g. a house with a pool, a 
poem by Coleridge) are beyond the scope ofthis paper. See Van Valin & LaPolla 
(1997: 189-1 92) for relevant discussion. 
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Implem entlmeans 
b. 1 .  John ate pasta with a fork. 

2. John wrote his notes by hand in class. 
John assassinated the politician by stabbing him over ten times. 

Transportation 
c. l .We commuted with our rentai car to the [actory. 

2. The workers commuted by car to their workplace. 
Unit 

d. We sel! our wine by the glass, bottle, and/or case. 
Quantity 

e. We shot down British bombers by the hundreds. 
Passive actor 

f John was beaten by the students. 
Domain restriction 

g.I van was a teacher by profession. 
Path 

h. John drove by the river. [path construed as a line 1 
My friend slipped into the house by the garage door. [path con
strued as a point 1 
Manner 

L The students perfonned the task with so much difficulty. 
Part-whole relation 

J John caught me by the arm/hand/collar. 
Duration 

k John sings by night and runs the dealership by day. 
Cause 

1. The war didn't break out by accident. 
John died by falling from a scaffolding. 
Standard 

m.Most merchants in our country play by the credit card rules. 
Extent 

n. John missed the target by two inches. 
Locaturn 

o. John loaded the truck with hay. 
Tenninative 

p. John will finish the task by tomorrow. 
(30) Accompaniment 

a. John went to the library with Tom. (John and Tom went to the 
library.) 

b. John served wine with cheese to the guest (John served wine and 
cheese to the guest) 
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A look at (29a-p) and (30a-b) suggests that the semantic interpretations of 
the two instrumental prepositional phrases fall into three classes, depend
ing on whether they are represented by the with-phrase and/or by-phrase 
and that the with-phrase and by-phrase are in complementary distribution 
except where either ofthem is available as in (29b-c): 

(3l)a. Ihose represented by both the with-phrase and the by-phrase: 
(29b-c) 

b. Ihose represented by the with-phrase alone: (29a,i,0), (30a-b) 
c. Ihose represented by the by-phrase alone : (29d-h), (29j-n), (29p) 

Furthennore, there are three observations to make regarding the distribu
tion and productivity of by-phrases. First, by covers a wider range of se
mantic interpretations than with in the instrumental uses. Second, by
phrases as illustrated in (29b-c) allow no element to occur between by and 
its complement noun, while the corresponding with-phrases exhibit no 
such restriction. Ihis contrast suggests that by-phrases such as by hand and 
by car are fixed lexical units and that one may use a with-phrase as an al
ternative to the corresponding by-phrase when one needs to be more spe
cifie about the tool or transportation. Finally, the terminative uses of by 
(illustrated in (29p)) indicate the time that ends an action and are very 
close to those of the so-called terminative case in Estonian (Moseley 1994). 
Ihe terminative by-phrase is in contrast with the until-phrase, in that the 
by-phrase occurs with a telic predicate, while the until-phrase occurs with 
an atelic predicate. Ihe use of by in (29p) also falls under the scope of 
(14a), under the assumption that until is the terminative preposition that 
can occur only with an atelic predicate. 32 

Ihe fact that by covers a wider range of semantic types than with under
scores the default status of the instrumental preposition by, but the fact that 
sorne semantic interpretations of by are restricted to a small nurnber of 
nouns and fonn an adverbialized lexical unit with their complement noun 
(e.g. by train, by phone, by profession, by day, by night, by mistake) also 
suggests that by has been losing its ability to form instrumental preposi
tional phrases productively. 

Ihe above discussion suggests that in order to distinguish the distribu
tion of with from that of by, it is best to begin with the distribution of with 
and then to proceed to the distribution of by Il is important at this stage to 

32 Both with and by may be used to express the mearung of spatial proxirnity (see 
Farrell (2009) for an RRG accollllt of the spatial proxirnity and sorne other uses of 
with). 1 leave it to another occasion to explain the distribution of the spatial prox
irnity uses ofwith and by. 
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recall from Section 5 that all the Russian counterparts to the instrument, 
implementlmeans, transportation, unit, and quantity nouns in (29a-e) are 
an argument of an activity predicate in their LSs and that the Russian 
cOllllterpart to the manner noun in (29i) modifies its predicate. 33 Since the 
locatum noun in (290) is a core argument, we may formulate the instru
mental (as opposed to comitative) preposition assignrnent constraints in 
English, as shown in (32): 

(32) With assigmnent constraint 
a. An argument of an activity predicate in the LS of the clause (e.g. 

(29a-e)) 
b. Core-internaI elements (core arguments or nuclear modifiers) (e.g. 

(29i,0)) 
By assignrn ent constraint 
c. Neither (32a) nor (32b) 

(32a-c) apply only to those clausal elements that have a non-macrorole 
status or no macrorole status. (32a) fails to apply when the adverbialized 
by-phrase is available: the with-phrase is not available in (29b-c) when the 
corresponding by-phrase is available (e.g. by car vs. *with a car), while 
the with-phrase is not available in (29d-e), since unit and quantity nouns as 
in (29d-e) constitute a closed class comprising mostly measure and con
tainer nouns and fonn lexicalized units together with by and the (e.g. by 
the meter, by the kilo, by the dozen, by the box). These lexical
ized/adverbialized by-phrases preempt the use of the productive instru
mental preposition with in (29d-e). 

Finally, a word is in order about the comitative (accompaniment) uses of 
with in (30a-b), whose LSs are given in (33a-b), respectively: 

(33) a. do' (John Il Mary, [go' (John Il Mary)] & INGR be-at' (library, 
John Il Mary) 

b. [do' (John, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME have' (guest, wine Il cheese)] 

As noted at the beginning of this section, English has syncretized the in
strumental and comitative preposition and has chosen with as the syncre
tized fonn. This choice reflects the fact that with was historically derived 
from the Old English wijJ, which used to have the meaning of 'toward, 

33 Nuclear modifiers as illustrated in (29i) occur in the periphery of the nucleus 
and belong to the core, while core modifiers occur in the periphery of the core and 
belong to the clause. 
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against,' but took on the meaning of accompanirnent from the now
obsolete mid and developed sorne of the instrumental meanings (including 
the instrumen� implemen� and manner). 34 

To summarize this section, l have shown that with and by exhibit a com
plementary distribution except where both of them are available as in 
(29b-c) and that when both of them are available, by has only lexicalized 
uses (e.g. by car, by machine), while with can productively form an in
strumental prepositional phrase that takes a full NP as its complement 

7. Conclusion 

1 have proposed the novel, underdetermined definition of the instrumental 
case in Russian together with the definition of dative case slightly revised 
from the one proposed by Van Valin (1991, 2005) and Van Valin & LaPolla 
(1997) 

(14)a. All case-bearing elements other than macrorole arguments receive 
instrurn entaI case. 

b. Non-macrorole direct core arguments that do not involve a violation 
of the AUH receive dative case. 

1 have adapled Jakobson's (1936/1984) decompositional analysis of the 
Russian cases to RRG and have redefined the instrumental and dative case 
as default oblique cases with varying degrees of schematicity as in (14a-b). 
Next, l have explored how to contextualize the underdetermined meaning 
of the instrumental case in (14a) in terms of the semantics of verbs, the 
semantics of instrumental-marked nouns (including their QS), and the 
three-layered structure of the clause. Furthermore, 1 have shown that the 
above account of the Russian instrumental case extends to the two instru
mental prepositions in English, under the assumption that we may group 
the Iwo prepositions under the heading of the instrumental case/adposition. 

Finally, the results of the present paper have an important theoretical 
consequence: they obviate the need to postulate a large number of distinct 
meanings of instrumental case that form a polysemy network (Janda 1993; 
Narrog & Ho 2007; Malchukov & Narrog 2009; Narrog 2009).35 The most 

34 The now-obsolete mid is fOlllld in words such as midwife (Skeat 2005). 
35 Narrog & Ilo (2007) and Narrog (2009) use crosslinguistic data to build lbe 
structured network of distinct meanings/functions of instrumental case, but we rnay 
group thern together with Janda (1993), since all ofthern conunit thernselves to the 
idea that the instrumental case is polysernous. 
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serious problem with the above-quoted polysemy-based accounts is that 
they leave it unclear or unanswered how sernantic interpretations of an 
instrurnental-rnarked noun arise in context. 36 To the extent that the present 
account is successful in deriving the wide range of sernantic interpretations 
of instrumental case (as illustrated in (la-n) and (2a-e)) from the interac
tion of its invariant abstract rneaning (which cornes frorn the interaction of 
( l4a) and ( l4b)) with the clausal context, it lends support to the proposaI 
made in Sections 4 and 5 to integrate with RRG the Jakobsonian case the
ory, which holds that each case has its invariant rneaning independent of 
its syntactic and discourse-pragrnatic environrnent and that its particular 
rneanings (i.e. sernantic interpretations of the case in context) arise through 
the interaction of its invariant rneaning with the clausal and situational 
context. 
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A CRoss-LINGUISTIC SURVEY 

OF THE INSTRUMENT-SUBJECT ALTERNATION 

KOEN VAN HOOSTE 
HEINRICH HEINE UNIVERSITY DÜSSELDORF 

Abstract 

This paper airns to investigate to what extent the so-called INS1RUMENT

SUBJECT AL1ERNATION (or: lSA) occurs in a sarnple of 1 4  languages. ISA is 
a phenornenon where a phrase that would usually be realized with instru
mental rnarking appears as the subject, rnarked with the typical rneans as
sociated with this function. In this paper, 1 briefly discuss instruments in 
ROLE AND REFERENCE GRAMMAR (or: RRG) and, more specifically, ISA 
frorn a more theoretical point of view after which 1 move to the cross
linguistic survey. By using several salient examples, 1 will illustrate that 
there is an areal dimension to ISA, with English as an important catalyst. 
This paper is to be llllderstood as a preliminary inquiry, not a full-scale 
corpus study. 

Keywords 

Argument marking, RRG, Instrument-Subject Altemation, language varia
tion, typology 

1. Introduction 

In the literature on instruments, an altemation is sornetirnes described 
where the instrument-argument occurs as the subject of the sentence (e.g. 
Schlesinger 1989, Grimm 2005, 2013, Webb 2008, Van Rooste 2018). 
This altemation is known as the Instrument-Subject Altemation and cornes 
with three complexities with respect ta its acceptability: (1) predicate vari
ation, (2) instrument variation and (3) language variation. Examples of 
ISA and ofthese three complexities are given in (1). 
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(1) a. Alex eut down the tree with the chainsaw. 
b. The chainsaw eut down the tree. 
c. The chainsaw cut down the tree. 
d. ?The chainsaw knocked down the tree. 
e. The chainsaw cut down the tree. 

Unshifted 
ISA 
Predicate variation 
Predicate variation 
Instrnment variation 

f. *The axe cut down the tree. Instrnment variation 
g. A/ex veZ-de de boom met de kettingzaag 

Alex eut down-psT.3SG DEF tree with DEF chainsaw 
'Alex eut down the tree with the chainsaw.' (Dutch) Language 
variation 

h. *De kettingzaag veZ-de de boom. (Dutch) 
DEF chainsaw cut down-psT.3SG DEF tree 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' Language variation 

The exarnple in (la) shows a standard occurrence of an instrument in 
English: The instrument chainsaw appears in a phrase marked by the prep
osition with, as this is the typical instrument marking in English. In (1 b), 
the instrument appears in subject position. In ( le) and (Id), the instrument 
has been kept the same, but the predicate has been changed. These exam
pIes reveal that the acceptability of ISA depends on the predicate one 
wishes to apply it to. Using knock down in an ISA context is less accepta
ble than eut down. Varying the instrument but keeping the predicate the 
same reveals that the choice of referent also affects the acceptability of 
ISA: chainsaw is acceptable as the subject of an ISA-sentence, but axe is 
not Finally, there is a language-specifie component to ISA, as exemplified 
in (lg) and (lh). Dutch does not allow for this particular instance of ISA, 
contrary to English. That does not mean that Dutch prohibits ISA in gen
eral, as the example in (2) illustrates. 

(2) a. A/ex beschadig-de het wegdek met de boor. 
Alex damage-psT.3SG DEF raad surface with DEF drill 
'Alex damaged the road surface with the drill. '  (Dutch) 

b. De boor beschadig-de het wegdek. 
DEF drill damage-psT.3SG DEF road surface 
'The drill damaged the road surface . '  

In this paper, l will focus on cross-linguistic variation with respect to 
ISA: ln Section 2, 1 will provide a concise introduction to RRG's treatment 
of instruments and a schernatic overview of what ISA is. In Sections 3 and 
4, 1 will propose a solution to all three problems by relating the acceptabil
ity of ISA to the semantic properties of the referents that fill the argument 
slots in the LOGICAL STRUCTURES (or: LSJ. In particular, 1 will argue that 
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the arguments slots in every LS place restrictions on their fillers. These 
restrictions are tied to the semantic status of the referents that fill the slots. 
l will propose a principled way to capture the relevant semantic properties 
and relate these to the argument slots. In Section 5, l will present an over
view of the language sample and of the examples that are at the care of 
this paper In Section 6, the language material will be presented illustrating 
the acceptability of ISA in several languages, thereby explaring the issue 
of cross-linguistic variation. Finally, in Section 7, l will draw sorne con
clusions with respect to the typologie al prevalence of ISA The data in this 
paper were supplied and validated by native speakers of the respective 
languages. 

2. Instruments and ISA in Role and Reference Grammar 

ISA is an altemation where an argument that would typically appear as an 
instrumental phrase, occurs in subject position. In RRG-tenns, the instru
ment occurs as the actor. This is summarized schematically in (3). 

(3) RFA V RFu INS ---> INSA V RFu 

The summary in (3) is only a rough surface-approximation of ISA To 
understand the warkings of ISA, one must look at the level of the logical 
structures. In RRG, instruments are treated as a reading of the effector 
thematic relation (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997 1 1 8- 1 19, Van Valin & Wil
kins 1996: 309ff, Van Valin 2005: 58-59), which can be defined as the 
dynamic participant in an event. In decompositional terms, an effector is 
the first argument of a do' (x, y) sequence. There are several potential 
readings of this x-argument, such as agent, force, plain effector and argua
bly also causee. Far the present paper, only the instrument reading is of 
any relevance. The instrument reading sets itself apart from agent and 
force in that it does not occur as the first effector in a chain. That is to say, 
instruments only occur as intennediate effectors. This stands to reason: An 
instrument is conceptually manipulated by another entity to arrive at a 
certain result, which is reflected in the logical structures. The LS of (la) is 
given in (4). 

(4) [do' (Alex, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (chainsaw, 0)] CAUSE [BE COME cut 
down' (tree)]] 

In the LS in (4), the firs!, highest-ranking effectar isAZex and is read as 
an agent Chainsaw is a lower-ranking effectar and is manipulated by the 
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highest-ranking one. As a consequence, it is read as instrument. When an 
LS 'undergoes' ISA, a process that Van Valin & Wilkins (1996: 301, 3 1 8) 
call METONYMIC CLIPPING takes place. Essentially, the highest-ranking 
effectar is left unspecified. Due ta the fact that the initial effectar slot is 
unfilled, the actar macrorole is assigned ta the highest overt argument, 
chainsaw. In turn, the actor becomes PSA. The undergoer macrorole is 
assigned in the normal fashion. This is given in (5). 

(5) [do' (0, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (chainsaw, 0)] CAUSE [BECOME eut 
down' (tree)]] A + PSA 

U 

In the LS in (5), the highest effectar-slot is empty, but is still present If 
it were not present, then it would predict that the instrument itself occupies 
the highest-ranking effectar slot and thus, can take an instrument This is 
impossible, however, as (6) illustrates. 

(6) *The chainsaw cut down the tree with the chise!. 

In Van Hooste (2018), it is claimed that ISA is essentially a construc
tion, similar to, for instance, a passive construction. As with passives, ISA 
is a strategy to focus on another argument. Actors and undergoers are more 
topical (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 423) by their very nature, which is a 
driving concern in the selection of an undergoer if there are multiple viable 
candidates. Actar selection is absolute (Van Valin 2005: 126) and cannat 
be modulated far pragmatic purposes. By leaving the initial effectar un
specified, this restriction can be circurnvented: The instrument receives the 
actor macrorole, therefore becoming the default topic. This is the driver of 
ISA: The instrument used in the event is focused on, rather than focusing 
on the undergoer (as in the case of passives), ar on the initial effectar (as 
in the case ofunshifted active sentences). This construction is only open to 
LSs with causal chains. The conceptually related implement-LSs cannat 
undergo ISA as the 'tool' is embedded in a use'-predicate and appended ta 
the main LS. An example of this is given in (7a) with its matching LS in 
(7b). 
(7) a. Sam ate the soup with the spaon. 

b. do' (Sam, [eat' (Sam, soup) À use' (Sam, spoon)] & INGR con
sumed' (soup) 

c. *The spoon ate the soup. 
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In previous RRG-work, ISA was used as a diagnostic to distinguish in
struments from implements and thus, to justify the different types of LS 
associated with them. In Van Hooste (2018), it is argued that this is inade
quate for a simple reason: The acceptability of ( la-lb) versus the unac
ceptability of (lg- lh) would then suggest that there is causal embedding in 
English but not in Dutch. In other words, English would feature a different 
type ofLS than Dutch in this case. As the logical structures are intended to 
be (quasi-)universal structures, this would be highly problematic. Rather 
than using ISA as a diagnostic, a paraphrase aimed at making the LSs 
explicit is proposed. Ergo, when the paraphrase positively identifies an 
instrument, it does not mean that ISA is possible. Rather, the causal em
bedding that the paraphrase tests for is a necessary precondition for the 
construction. However, the possibility to apply ISA further depends on a 
language-specific constraint, connected to the semantic properties of the 
referents relative to the LS's requirements. This will be explored in Sec
tion 3. Even though implement-LSs are equally interesting, they transcend 
the goals of the present paper. As such, only instances of instruments are 
explored in this paper. 

3. Capturing the semantic properties of referents 

ln the previous section, 1 argued that argument slots in the logical struc
tures are open to different kinds of fillers and that a language-specific 
constraint govems which arguments can fill the argument slots. Simply 
postulating a list of nouns that can and a list of nouns that cannot occur in 
these slots would be very ad hoc. Rather, it is clearly preferable to arrive at 
an approach where the referents of nouns are ranked along a principled 
system. To do this, 1 proposed (Van Hooste 2018) a scale consisting of Iwo 
axes. The x-axis is a revised fonn of a more frequently used animacy hier
archy. 1 adopted the animacy hierarchy that was used in Van Valin & Wil
kins (l996: 3 14-315) and elaborated on it by providing more detailed 
accounts of several of its echelons. Il is given in (8). 

(8) Non-entity < abstract entity < concrete entity (immobile) < concrete 
entity < animate entity < (pseudo-)sentient entity < anthropomorphic 
entity < 3rd person < 2nd person < 1 st person 

The second hierarchy is a scale that essentially captures how inde
pendently a given referent can perform an activity. Van Hooste (201 8) 
introduced it as the autonomy hierarchy. Il is given in (9). 
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(9) Plain artifact < specifically tailored < Semi-autonomous < Autono
mous (proper) < Group < Organization < Hivelindividual human < Pa
ra-autonomous 

To differentiate between different levels of AUTONOMY, Van Hooste 
(2018) suggested a classification of referents based on two features: 
[±independent] and [±controllable]. The former feature refers to whether 
the entity is capable of potential independent action. Decision-making 
abilities are typical of this class. For example, an antivirus program has to 
be initiated by a wielder, but carries out the activity independently. In 
sorne cases, the program must make independent decisions on how to 
carry out the assignment it was given by the wielder Controllabilily refers 
to the fea!ure of being contrallable by a wielder An antivirus pragram is 
contrallable in that it has to be ultimately given commands by the wielder 
Referents like these rank as autonomous (proper) .  Semi-autonomous enti
ties like chainsaws rank as [+controllable] because they have to be manip
ulated by a wielder as weIL However, contrary to computer pragrams, they 
are also [-independent] because they cannot act - at any point during the 
event - without the direct intervention of a wielder. This is reflected in the 
fact that the control that is exerted over them is continuous throughout the 
event and they do not possess decision-making abilities. Stonns or other 
meteorological phenomena are not controllable and can - due to their 
inherent kinetic potential - act independently. Note that this classification 
only classifies more complex inanimates and excludes animaIs and hu
mans. Ils primary purpose is to pravide a more sharply delineated internaI 
classification of machines and AI-driven referents. An overview is given 
in Table 1 .  

Table 1 :  Feature matrix for the principle levels of autonomy 

f+controllablel f-controllablel 
[+independent] Autonom ous Para-autonomous 
[-independent] Sem i-autonom ous lrrelevant 

Consider by way of illustration of the larger actionality scale the dif
ference between (lOa) and ( lOb). 

(10) a. ???The angry mob carefully planned the assault 
b. The army brigade carefully planned the assault 

In (10), both angry mob and army brigade denote graups of hum ans, 
but the adverb care/ully is much less compatible with the former, as an 
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angry mob by its very definition lacks internaI cohesion and cannot - as a 
consequence - perfonn a planning act in a careful way. In Van Hooste 
(2018), both hierarchies were treated as axes, yielding a coordinate system. 
This allows for a characterization of semantic space in tenns of regions 
rather than fixed points. Typical instruments occupy a mid-range position 
on the composite scale (the ACTIONALITY SCALE) and typical agents (i.e. 
hum ans) occupy higher positions. There is an interesting section in be
tween these two clusters, which is occupied by non-hum an entities that can 
be conceptualized as instrument-effectors and as initial effectors in a caus
al chain. That is to say, they can be wielded by a manipulating entity and 
they can themselves manipulate an instrument Van Rooste (201 8) caUs 
this class pseudo-agents and typical members of this class are complex 
mechanisms and AI-driven inanimates. 

The language-specific constraint (the ACTIONALITY CONSTRAINT) gov
erning ISA can be captured in terms of the composite scale: The instru
ment has to be within the correct portion of semantic space before ISA can 
take place. Take the examples in (1): ISA is possible with the instrument 
referent chainsaw but not with axe. The fonner occupies a higher position 
on the composite scale than the latter. Chainsaws have an engine, they 
have moving parts and when held in the correct position to a certain sub
stance, the self-moving cutting surface will perform the cutting action. An 
axe, by contrast, does not have complex internaI mechanics. In tenns of 
the autonomy hierarchy, it ranks as specifically tailored, because it was 
designed to have a sharp cutting surface but it is the wielder whose force is 
directly translated to the tool. A stick would rank as a plain artefact. Il can 
be used in an instrument-like manner, but it was not designed for a specifie 
task Dutch does not allow for ISA in (1), because the argument slots in its 
LS have tighter requirement than its English counterparts. The past sec
tions provided a very brief overview of the tools proposed in Van Hooste 
(2018) and is an oversimplification in many respects. Rather than explor
ing the theoretical side of instruments and instrurnent-related alternations, 
the purpose of this paper is to ascertain the tightness of the ISA
requirement across languages: Which language has very loose require
ments? Which ones simply do not allow for ISA? Where do languages put 
the cut-off point? 

4. ISA as a construction 

In the literature, there have been several proposaIs to capture how ISA 
works. Interestingly, most of the se approaches do not tackle the issue of 
the motivation behind ISA (Schlesinger 1989 is a notable exception). In 
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Van Rooste (2018), it was argued that ISA is a construction that is applied 
in order to make the instrurnent-effector the topic. In other words, its 
communicative goal is to obscure the instigating effector, on the account 
of it being irrelevant or even unknown. Apart from the language-specifie 
constraint, ISA is govemed by a further condition. For instance, to exclude 
implausible or non-sensical instigators, Van Rooste (201 8) proposed the 
so-called NATURAL EVENT CONDITION (or: NEC), which captures the 
conceptual necessity for a direct causal link between an instigator and an 
instrument-effector. Without such as constrain� highly unlikely proposed 
instigators such as the one in (I l b) would be possible. 

( I l) a. The grenade destroyed the shed in 2015. 
b. *The Austro-Rungarian general destroyed the shed in 2015 with a 

grenade. 

The example in (l Ib) identifies Austro-Hungarian general as a very 
unlikely conceptual instigator for ( l I a). This is important, as this implies 
that grenade in ( l I a) is not an intermediate effector, but much rather the 
filler of the highest-ranking slot in the LS. The NEC explains why sentences 
like the one in (l Ib) and others like it are strange (or even unacceptable) 
and, at the same time, puts a l imit on context. The NEC is a universal con
straint, whereas the actionality constraint is language-specifie. 

In RRG, constructions are captured in tenns of constructional schemas. 
The advantage of such schemas is that they refer to general principles of 
the theory while capturing a high degree of specificity. A constructional 
schema for the English-ISA construction is given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Constructional schema for ISA (English) 

Construction: English Instrument as Actor-construction 
Syntax: template : default 

Morphology: 

Semantics: 

Pragmatics: 

PSA: Standard mIes for accusative systems 
PSA: no explicit morphology 
Verb agreement: Default 

(1) x-argument of initial do' is unspecified 
(2) Actor-macrorole is assigned to highest specified x
argument of do' 
(3) highest specified x-argument of do' must have mini
mum actional status as defined by the argument position 
(1) Instrument-effector is default topic 
(2) Natural Event Condition must be met 
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5. A cross-linguistic sam pIe & example contexts 

For the purposes of this paper, l used questionnaires and eondueted inter
views with native speakers of several languages. As this paper is intended 
as a preliminary exploratory study only, a handful of very clear examples 
was ehosen. 'Very clear' in this respect refers to examples with change of 
state verbs, sueh as destroy, cut down and the like. A11 verbs were tested 
with the aktionsart tests standardly used by RRG (Van Valin & LaPo11a 
1997: 9 lff, Van Valin 2005: 34ff.). A11 examples meet the NEC. 

In eaeh of the examples, the instrurnent-referent is raised with respect 
to its animaey-autonomy ranking. The goal of this change is to identify 
how high a referent must be before ISA beeomes possible. The basic LSs 
underlying the example sentences ean be surnmarized sehematieally as in 
(12). 

(12) [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y, 0)] CAUSE [INGRIBECOME pred' 
(z) ]] 

1 have seleeted a number of languages that are a11 spoken in Europe. 
Table 3 eontains an overview of the language explored for this paper, 
together with their genetie affiliation. 

Table 3 :  Overview oflanguages investigated 

Language Genetic affiliation 
Afrikaans West-Germanie 
Basque Isolate 
Bulgarian South-Slavie 
Duteh West-Germanie 
English West-Germanie 
French Gallo-Rom ance 
Gennan West-Germanie 
lcelandie North-Germanie 
Irish Celtie 
ltalian ltalo-Romance 
Norwegian North-Germanie 
Portuguese Ibero-Rom anee 
Romanian Eastern Rom anee 
Spanish Ibero-Rom anee 
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ln the next section, 1 will begin by looking into the languages belong
ing to the Germanic family. From there, 1 will explore the other languages 
included in Table 3. Even though this paper aims at a broader typological 
perspective, Gennanic will take a central place. 

6. Exploring the language material 

Taking an instrument whose referent ranks as specifically tailored reveals 
that neither Dutch, nor German, nor English allows for ISA That is to say, 
the referent is too low on the actionality scale. 

(13) a. John cut down the 1ree with the axe. 
b. *The axe cut down the tree. 
c. Jan veZ-de de boom met de bijL 

Jan eut down-psT.3sG DEF tree with DEF axe. 
' Jan cut down the tree with the axe.' (Dutch) 

d. *De bijZ veZ-de de boom. 
DEF axe cut down-psT.3SG DEF tree 

'The axe eut down the tree. ' 
e. Jan jal/-te den Baum mit der Axt. 

Jan eut down-psT.3sG DEF tree with DEF axe. 
' Jan cut down the tree with the axe.' (German) 

f *Die Axt jal/-te den Baum. 
DEF axe cut down-psT.3SG DEF tree 
'The axe eut down the tree. ' 

However, this does not rnean that specifically tailored instruments can 
never undergo ISA For example, knife can undergo ISA in the English 
sentence John cut the bread with the knife butnot in ils Dutch and German 
equivalents. This shows that (1) English is somewhat more permissive 
with respect to ISA and (2) ISA is a complex interplay of factors. If the 
instrurnent-referent is higher on the actionality scale, ISA becornes possi
ble in sorne languages: The referent in (1a-Ib) and (1g-lf) and in (14) 
ranks as semi-autonomous. Yet, despite this higher status, only English 
allows for ISA By contrast, German and Dutch do not 

(14) a. Janjal/-te den Baum mit der Kettensage. 
Jan eut down-psT.3sG DEF tree with DEF chainsaw. 
' Jan cut down the tree with the chainsaw.' (German) 

b. *Die Kettensage jal/-te den Baum. 
DEF chainsaw eut down-psT.3sG DEF tree 
'The axe eut down the tree. '  
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Taking other predicates reveals that German is less pennissive than 
Dutch (15a-15f & 15g-151). English, again, allows for ISA 

(15) a. Sara destroyed the barn with the cannon. 
b. The cannon destroyed the barn. 
c. Sara vemietig-de de schuur met het kanon. 

Sara destroy-PST.3sG DEF barn with DEF cannon 
' Sara destroyed the barn with the canon.' (Dutch) 

d. Het kanon vemietig-de de schuur. 
DEF cannon destroy- PST.3SG DEF barn 

'The cannon destroyed the barn.' 
e. Sara vemichte-te die Scheune mit der Kanone. 

Sara destroy- PST.3SG DEF barn with DEF cannon 
' Sara destroyed the barn with the canon.' (Gennan) 

f. *Die Kanone vemichte-te die Scheune. 
DEF cannon destroy- PST.3SG DEF barn 
'The cannon destroyed the barn.' 

g. John killed Bill with the arrow. 
h. The arrow killed Bill. 
L Jan dood-de Bill met de pijl. (Dutch) 

Jan kill- PST.3SG Bill with DEF arrow 
'Jan killed Bill with the arrow. '  

J De pi]l dood-de Bill. 
DEF arrow kill- PST.3SG Bill 
'The arrow killed BilL' 

k Jan tote-te Bill mit dem Pleil. (Gennan) 
Jan kill- PST.3SG Bill with DEF arrow 
'Jan killed Bill with the arrow. '  

L *1?Der Pleil tote-te Bill. 
DEF arrow kill- PST.3SG Bill 
'The arrow killed BilL' 

Judging by these (preliminary) examples, Dutch seems to be in be
tween Gennan and English as far as ISA's productivity is concerned. This 
provides further evidence for the often-cited observation that Dutch is in 
between English and Gennan and is, as it were, 'in the midclle' (e.g. We
ennan 2006). Extending the scope beyond West-Gennanic, Norwegian 
allows ISA more or less to the same degree as Dutch. Icelandic, on the 
other hand, does not allow for the alternation any more than Gennan (giv
en in (16a-16b)). This is illustrated in (16c). 
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(16) a. Jan fel-te tre-et med en motorsag 
Jan eut down- pST.3SG tree- DEF with DEF chainsaw 
'Jan cut down the tree with the chainsaw. '  (Norwegian) 

b. Motorsag-en fel-te Ire-et. 
chainsaw- DEF eut down- PST.3SG tree-DEF 
'The chainsaw eut down the tree.' 

c. *Keôjusog-in fell-d-i tré-ô. (Icelandic) 
chainsaw- DEF.NOM.SG fe11- PST-3SG tree-DEF.ACC.SG 
'The chainsaw eut down the tree. ' 

Thus far, an initial scale of acceptability for ISA can be drawn up. This 
is given in (17). 

(17) English > Dutch/Norwegian > lcelandic/Gennan 

As the hierarchy in (17) suggests, there does not seem to be a direct 
phylogenetic aspect to the variation. That is to say, the North- vs. West
Gennanic div ide does not seem to directly translate to differing acceptabil
ity ratings of ISA lcelandic and German do, however, share a trait: They 
both have more extensive morphology than the other Gennanic languages. 
Whether this is directly relevant for the acceptability of ISA is unclear at 
this point and requires a large-scale study that is beyond the scope of the 
present study. It is, however, intriguing that other languages with extensive 
morphology are not very productive (or not at a11) with respect to ISA 
Russian, Serbian and Lithuanian, for example, are aIl languages with ex
tensive morphology and they a11 strongly disprefer ISA Only referents that 
occupy a rather specifie portion on the autonomy scale are allowed as 
actors. These are typically referents such as chemicals that, once adrninis
tered or deployed, function entirely autonomously. 

Bulgarian morphology is less extensive than that of the other Slavic 
languages, yet, ISA is equa11y impossible: 

(18) *Rezachka-ta otseche 
Chainsaw-DEF eut down 

durvo-to. (Bulgarian) 
tree- DEF 

'The chainsaw eut down the tree.' 

The hierarchy in (17) can be updated by adding Slavic as a single en
try, given in (19). Bear in mind that this hierarchy is very coarse. That is to 
say, it can (and must) be refined by looking at many more example con
texts. Il is quite likely that the Slavic languages show sorne differences 
between them. Yet, from the limited data set that is explored here, it is 
warranted to treat Slavic languages as a monolithic class. 
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(19) English > Dutch/Norwegian > lcelandic/GennaniSlavic 

Within the Romance family, French seems to be fairly restrictive con
cerning ISA, con1rary to Portuguese. Compare (20a-b) with (20c-d). 

(20) a. L 'homme a abbatu l 'arbre 
DEF =man Aux.3SG cut down.PTcP DEF =tree 
avec la scie à chaine. 
with DEF chainsaw 
'The man cut down the 1ree with the chainsaw. '  (French) 

b. *La scie à chaine a abattu l 'arbre. 
DEF chainsaw Aux.3SG cut down.PTcP DEF =tree 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 

c. 0 homem abateu a 
DEF man cut down.psT.3sG DEF 

com uma motosserra. 
with INDEF chainsaw 

ârvore 
tree 

'The man cut down the 1ree with the chainsaw.' (Portuguese) 
d. A motosserra abateu a ârvore. 

DEF chainsaw cut down.psT.3sG DEF tree 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 

Even though the order of French and Portuguese relative to each other 
is clear, it is necessary to examine further material to detennine their abso
lute positions on the larger hierarchy. Consider the examples in (21): 

(21) a. 0 John cona 0 pào com uma faca. 
DEF John cut.PST.3SG DEF bread with INDEF knife 
, John cut the bread with a knife . '  (portuguese) 

b. A faca cortou 0 pào. 
DEF knife cut.PST.3SG DEF bread 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

c. Jean a coupé le pain avec 
Jean AUX.3SG cut.PTCP DEF bread with 
'Jean cut the bread with the knife.' (French) 

d. *Le couteau a coupé le 
DEF knife AUX.3SG cut.PTCP DEF 

'The knife cutthe bread.' 

un couteau. 
INDEF knife 

pain. 
bread 

Portuguese exhibits an acceptability of ISA that is similar to that of 
English as evidenced by the differences in grammaticality between (2la-
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21b) and (2Ic-2Id). Based on the examples above and others like it, an 
updated version of the ISA-hierarchy is given in (22). 

(22) EnglishIPortuguese>Dutch/NorwegianIFrench> 
lcelandic/German/Slavic 

Establishing the positions of English and Portuguese as similar, does 
not justify the position of French in the middle section of the hierarchy. 
The examples in (20) and (21) only provide evidence for the position of 
Portuguese and for French as occupying a position lower than that By 
comparing French to Gennan and Dutch, it is revealed that French shows 
similar behavior to Dutch (see (15) to compare). Il does not allow for 
(20b), but it does allow for (23). 

(23) a. Jean a 
Jean AUX.3SG 

tué Bill 
kill.PTcP Bill 

' Jean killed Bill with an arrow. '  

avec une flèche. (French) 
with INDEF arrow 

b. La flèche a tué Bill. 
DEF arrow AUX.3SG kill.PTcP Bill 
'The arrow killed Bill.' 

From an actionality point of view, it seems counterintuitive that a more 
high-ranking referent such as chainsaw cannot undergo ISA but a lower
ranked one, such as arrow can. Il has been frequently observed (e.g. 
DeLancey 1984, Cruse 1973) that under the appropriate context, referents 
can be interpreted as being imbued with sorne form of kinetic energy. 
Languages frequently take recourse to this type of 'eventive construal'. 
For example: (24a) is ungrammatical because the subject referent's action
ality value is not high enough for the slot in the LS it attempts to fill. 

(24) a. *Die Axt zerbrach die Scheibe. (German) 
DEF axe broke DEF window pane 
'The axe broke the window. '  (Alexiadou & Schafer 2006: 44) 

b. Die herunter/aUende Axt zerbrach die Scheibe. 
DEF falling-down axe broke DEF window pane 
'The falling axe broke the window pane. '  (Alexiadou & Schafer 
2006 44) 

Under an eventive construal in (24b), the sentence becomes grammati
cal. In actionality tenns, the referent is raised on the scale due to the intro
duction of the adjective herunter/aUend (jaUing down). In Van Rooste 
(2018), 1 proposed to treat eventive construal as a type of Jealure induc-
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tion. F eature induction is also at play in (23): An arrow ranks as specifie al
ly toi/ored Il is crafted to fulfil a certain purpose but it does not carry out 
any instructions. Rather, it is directly manipulated. Semi-autonomous 
entities need to be controlled as well, but they typically carry out sorne 
function controlled by a wielder. For example, a ehainsaw carries out part 
of the action (the cutting motion) itself but it does so due to instructions 
coming from a wielder ([+controllable] in Van Hooste (2018)). Autono
mous entities, by contras� rank as [+controllable] and [+independent]. 
That is, they are governed by a wielder but they can or will act ungoverned 
at certain times. A1TOW on the other hand, belongs to neither class ofrefer
ent. In a sentence like Sara eut the eheese with the a1TOW, the referent is 
non-autonomous: It must be controlled completely and continuously 
throughout the cutting event. No part of the arrow carries out instructions 
and it certainly does not make independent decisions or the like. However, 
in the context of being in flight due to having been fired from a bow, the 
referent is raised in tenns of actionality. It is raised to a similar level to 
that of ehainsaw. The arrow moves and kills a target as a result of an ini
tial manipulation. The arrow is not [+independent], however, as it is not 
capable of independent action. Il is only because of this feature induction 
that (23) is acceptable. 

Retuming to Romance, how do other languages rank on the hierarchy? 
Romanian, like French, does not allow (25a-25b) or (25c-25d). 

(25) a. Barbal-ul o laial copoc-ul cu 0 drujM. 
man-DEF Aux.3sG cut down.PTcP tree-DEF with INDEF chainsaw 
'The man cut down the tree with the chainsaw. '  (Romanian) 

b. *DruJba a taiat eopae-ul. 
chainsaw.DEF Aux.3SG cut down.PTcP tree-DEF 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 

c. Ion a 
Ion AUX.3SG 

taiat pâinea 
cut.PTep bread.DEF 

'Ion cut the bread with a knife.' 

cu un cujif. 
with INDEF knife 

d. *Cujit-ul a taiat pâinea. 
knife-DEF AUX.3SG cut down.PTCP bread.DEF 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

Spanish does not allow for (25c-25d) either (given in (26a-26b)). Inter
estingly, Spanish does not entirely reject the ehainsaw-example, contrary 
to Romanian and French. However, the infonnant stated that as soon as a 
wielder is peripherally present, it becomes acceptable. This is given in 
(26c-26d). Ilalian, on the other hand, patterns like French ((26e-26h)). 
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(26) a. John cortô el pan con un 
John cut.PST.3SG DEF bread with INDEF 
'John cut the bread with a knife . '  (Spanish) 

b *EI cuchillo cortô el pan. 
DEF knife cut.PST.3SG DEF bread. 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

cuchillo. 
knife 

c. El hombre cortô el ârbol con una motocierra. 
DEF man cut.PST.3SG DEF tree with INDEF chainsaw 
'The man eut down the tree with a chainsaw.' 

d. #La motocierra cortô el ârbol. 
DEF chainsaw cut.PST.3SG DEF tree 
'The chainsaw eut down the tree.' 

e. *Il co/tello ha tagliato il 
DEF knife AUX.3SG cut.PTCP DEF 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

f *La motosega ha abbattuto 
DEF chainsaw Aux.3SG eut down.PTCP 
'The chainsaw eut down the tree.' 

pane. (Ilalian) 
bread. 

l 'albero. 
DEF =tree 

g. L'arciere uccise il soldato con una freccia. 
DEF�archer kilLpST.3SG DEF soldier with INDEF arrow 
'The archer killed the soldier with an arrow. '  

h. La freccia uccise il soldato. 
DEF arrow kill.psT.3sG DEF soldier 
'The arrow killed the arrow.' 

Judging from the examples in (26), the ISA-hierarchy can be updated 
once again. To reflect the behavior from Spanish, l have inserted it be
tween Portuguese and French: 

(27) EnglishIPortuguese > Spanish > DutchiNorwegianIFrenchiitalian > 
Icelandic!GermaniSlavic/Romanian 

Looking outside of Europe, it is most intriguing that Afrikaans patterns 
differently from Dutch. Despite being much more closely related to Dutch 
than to English (from a phylogenetic point of view), it behaves in much 
the same way as English with respect to ISA This is not entirely unex
pected, however, bearing in mind the extensive contact situation with 
English that Afrikaans is in. The Afrikaans data is given in (28). 

(28) a. Johan het die brood met 'n mes ge-sny. 
John AUXPST DEF bread with INDEF knife PTCP -cut 
, John cut the bread with a knife.' (Afrikaans) 
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b. Die mes he! die 
DEF knife AUX.PST DEF 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

c. Die man het die 
DEF man AUX.PST DEF 
af<ge>saag 
cut down< PTCP > 

brood ge-sny. 
bread PTCP -cut 

boom met 
tree with 

'n kettingsaag 
INDEF chainsaw 

'The man cut down the tree with the chainsaw.' 
d. Die ke!tingsaag he! die boom af<ge>saag 

DEF chainsaw AUX.PST DEF tree cut down<PTcP > 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 

185 

Irish is a language that has been, like Afrikaans, in close contact with 
English for an extended period of time. Looking at Irish provides further 
support ISA as an areal phenomenon, centered on the Atlantic Ocean. Just 
like Afrikaans, English and Portuguese, Irish and Basque allow for both 
examples that make up the core ofthis exploratory study: 

(29) a. Ghearr John an !arân le 
Cut.PST Sean DET bread with 
, John cut the bread with the knife.' 

b. Ghearr an scian an 
Cut.PST DET knife DET 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

tarân. 
bread 

scian. (Irish) 
knife 

c. Leag an fear an crann le sâbh slabhrach. 
FaU.psT DET man DET tree with chainsaw 
'The man cut down the tree with the chainsaw.' 

d. Leag an sâbh slabhrach an crann. 
FaU.psT DET chainsaw DET tree 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 

e. Jon-ek ogi-a labana-z ebaki zuen. 
John-ERG bread-DET(ABS.SG) knife(INDEF)-INS cut.PTCP AUX 
, John cut the bread with the knife.' (Basque) 

f. Labana-k ogi-a ebaki zuen. 
knife(DET.SG)-ERG bread- DET(ABS.SG) cut.PTCP AUX 
'The knife cut the bread.' 

g. Gizon-a-k motozerra-z zuhaitz-a. 
man- DET(SG)-ERG chainsaw(INDEF)-INS tree-DET(ABS.SG) 
moz-tu du. 
cut-PTCP AUX 
'The man cut down the tree with a chainsaw. '  
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h. Motozerra-k zuhaitz-a 
Chainsaw.DET(SG)-ERG tree- DET(ABS.SG) 
'The chainsaw cut down the tree.' 1 

moz-tu. 
cut-PTCP 

A final version ofISA-acceptability hierarchy is given in (30). 

(30) EnglishIPortugueselIrish/ AfrikaanslBasque>Spanish> 
Dutch/NorwegianIFrenchiitalian>lcelandic/Gennan/SlaviclRoma
man 

In this paper, l have used two sets of example sentences. There are es
sentially three possible acceptability patterns: (1) both are accepted by a 
given language, (2) none are accepted or (3) only one is accepted. Il was 
shown that if only one example was judged grammatical, it is always the 
one containing the instrurnent-referent that ranks highest on the actionality 
scale. The hierarchy in (30) contains four echelons, rather than three, how
ever. This is the case because Spanish seems to be more sensitive to con
textual factors. One of the examples is perfectly acceptable, but the wield
er must be peripherally present ln the ISA-construction, the wielder is, by 
the very nature of the construction, always implied. However, this implied 
manipulating entity can be implied to different degrees, with a previous 
textual mention as a stronger implication. l have surnmarized the results in 
Table 4 and 1 have indicated the contextual requirements of Spanish with 
an asterisk. The two primary example sets featured a knife and a chainsaw. 
1 have named these sets accordingly in Table 4. 

1 If the participle hota (pulled down) is used, ISA becomes far less acceptable. This 
is essentially a manifestation of the issue of predicate variation. 
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Table 4: Cross-linguistic acceptability ofISA 

Language Knife-set Chainsaw-set Other 
Afrikaans Yes Yes / 
Basque Yes Yes / 
Dutch No No Yes 
English Yes Yes Yes 
French No No Yes 
Gennan No No No 
lcelandic No No / 
Irish Yes Yes / 
Ilalian No No Yes 
Norwegian Yes Yes / 
Portuguese Yes Yes / 
Rornanian No No / 
Slavic No No / 
Spanish No Yes* / 

7. Conclusion: The typological prevalence ofISA 

ln this paper 1 have explored a limited amount of example sentences featur
ing ISA in a number of languages. Two main findings emerge: Firs!, more 
cornplex rnechanisrns as instrurnent-referents are better candidates than less 
complex ones, which confirms Schlesinger's (1989) claim. Second, the 
acceptability of ISA increases westward, with the most liberal languages 
being situated around the Atlantic Ocean. There thus seems to be an areal 
dimension to ISA with English as a catalyst For instance, whereas Dutch is 
more restricted, Afrikaans patterns almost identica11y to English. Slavic 
languages, by contras!, a11 strongly disprefer ISA Languages like French 
and Dutch seern to occupy a rniddle position as far as ISA is concemed. 

Despite offering interesting cross-linguistic insights, this study is only 
very preliminary. Only a handful of example contexts were investigated 
and only for a handful of languages. Therefore, the findings in this study 
have to be corroborated and refined by (1) looking at many more lan
guages and (2) investigating many more contexts. 
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Abstract 

This paper analyzes Spanish three-place verbs with two thernes in their 
Logical Structure (LS) within RoIe and Reference Granunar [RRG] . In 
contrast to what happens in English, the non-undergoer therne is not al
ways rnarked by the preposition con 'with', but it can also be introduced by 
par 'for'. We show that the assignment ofthese prepositions is sernantical
ly guided, as both of thern appear in a specifie LS context. We also show 
that the preposition de 'of marks the non-default projections of non
undergoer thernes and in this sense covers a part of the fimctional dornain 
of the preposition with in English. New assignment rules are proposed for 
these prepositions. 

Keywords 

Preposition assignment, two-therne constructions, three-place verbs, Span
ish prepositions, syntax-sernantics interface. 

1. Introduction 

Three-place predieates have long been diseussed in RRG (Van Valin and 
LaPolla 1997; Van Valin 2007, Kailuweit 2008; Haspelmath 2008). How
ever, the kind of phenomena whieh are always analyzed in the lite rature 
are relative to either ditransitive, transfer or locative verbs, such as the 
ones shawn in (la), (le) and (le), respeetively: 

(1) a. Pat gave the book ta Kim. 
b. Pat gave Kim the book 
e. Maurice presented the book ta Elenor 
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d. Maurice presented Elenor with the book. 
e. Henry loaded the hay on the truck. 
f. Henry loaded the truck with the hay. 

Of particular interest regarding these predicates have been the alterna
tive constructions shown in (lb), (Id) and (If), which imply the non
default coding of the non-subject or non-PSA (Privileged Syntactic Argu
ment) arguments. As the current RRG analysis (Van Valin, 2007) posits, 
the theme argument in (la) the book, (le) the book and ( le) the hay, is the 
undergoer, but in (1b) it is a non-macrorole direct core argument, while in 
(Id) and ( I f) it is an oblique core argument introduced by the preposition 
with. 

Both of these kinds of constructions, the canonical and the alternative 
ones, are adequately handled by the RRG linking system. On the one hane!, 
starting from the logical structure (LS) in (2), this system specifies, in the 
default case, that the leftmost argument (x) is selected as the actor and as 
the PSA; the rightrnost argument (z) is selected as the undergoer, and the 
(y) argument, in the case of ditransitive and transfer verbs, is assigned 
dative case, through the preposition ta, and in the case of locative verbs, 
such as laad in (1 e), is assigned a goal preposition, as on or in. 

(2) [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR predicate' (y, z)] 

On the other hane!, in the non-default cases, the x argument still is the 
PSA, but now the y argument is selected as the undergoer and the z argu
ment is assigned the preposition with, which as proposed by Van Valin 
and LaPolla (1997), marks all the arguments competing for a macrorole 
status but not chosen as one, except in the case of ditransitive verbs, whose 
theme is left unmarked, as in (lb). 

So, these non-default constructions imply an environrnent where two 
distinct arguments are 'competing' for undergoer status. In these cases, 
which are the ones always discussed in the literature, the competition takes 
place between a theme and a goal/recipient argument; that is, the competi
tion is between two asymmetrical participants, as in cognitive tenns the 
theme tends to function as a figure with respect to a locative ground, 
which usually is instantiated by the goal or the recipient arguments. That is 
why the selection of the theme as undergoer is viewed as the default 
choice and its coding as non-macrorole argument is viewed as marked. 

There are, nevertheless, other cases of three-argument, or multiple
argument, constructions where the competition for undergoer status takes 
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place between symmetrical participants, as is the case of the two-theme 
constructions exemplified in (3) for Spanish: 

(3) a. El presidente reuniô a los empresarios con los trabajadores. 
'The president gathered the businessman with the workers. '  

a ' .  El presidente reuniô a los empresarios y a los trabajadores. 
'The president gathered the businessman and the workers. '  

b .  Lucrecia comparô a Leonardo con Miguel Angel. 
'Lucrecia compared Leonardo with Miguel AngeL' 

b' .  Lucrecia comparô a Leonardo y a Miguel Angel. 
'Lucrecia compared Leonardo and Miguel AngeL '  

c. John intercambiô los lentes por el sombrero con George. 
'John exchanged the sunglasses for the hat with George.' 

c' John y George intercambiaron los lentes y el sombrero. 
'John and George exchanged the sunglasses and the hat ' 

The non-prime examples show the three-argument projection of this 
type of verbs. In these cases, the effector is the actor and PSA; one of the 
themes is the undergoer, while the third argument, another theme, is coded 
as an oblique complement; the non-undergoer themes in (3a) and (3b) are 
introduced by the preposition con 'with', and the one in (3c) by the prepo
sition par ' for'. The prime examples show that the non-PSA arguments 
can be coded as a single complement, through a complex reference phrase 
[RF] with conjoined head nouns. This proves that both the se arguments 
have the same semantic status, i.e., they both are themes. So, the three
argument constructions projected by these verbs obligatorily imply the 
selection of one of the themes as the undergoer and the coding of the other 
one as an oblique argument, but both of the themes can equally be selected 
as the undergoer. 

There are two very interesting things about this kind of construction in 
Spanish: first, they exemplify cases ofthree argument predicates where the 
non-default preposition assignment rule for the non-PSA arguments seems 
to be obligatory, both in semantic and syntactic terms; that is, these con
structions inherently imply an environment of competition between two 
theme arguments, so the competing rule, or instrumental case assignment 
rule, in RRG terms, is the default rule. No dative or locative prepositions 
are assigned in any case. 

And second, the non-undergoer theme can be introduced by the prepo
sition con, which in this respect seems to cover similar ground to that 
covered by with in English, but at the same time can be introduced by 
other prepositions, such as par ' for' in (3c), showing that the application 
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ofthis assignment rule is a little more complicated, and suggesting that the 
rule is not exclusively motivated by syntax. Van Valin (2007) has already 
pointed out that with removal and dispossession verbs the non-default 
coding of the theme argument results in an oblique argument introduced 
by the preposition of The same holds true for similar verbs in Spanish, 
when the alternation is possible, as it is the preposition de 'of and not con 
the one that appears in those contexts. But the more intriguing thing is that 
the three prepositions con, de and par can alternate in contexts where the 
competition rule applies, both in the case where the competition is be
tween Iwo themes (4a) and (4c), and belween a theme and a locative ar
gument (4b), but at the same time this altemation is restricted, as shown in 
the examples of (4): 

(4) a. Clemente sustituyô el vino por/con/'de la cerveza. 
'Clemente substituted the wine for the beer.' 

b. Maria cargo el camion de/con/Apor manzanas. 
'Maria loaded the truck with apples.' 

c. Evaristo intercambiô sus lentes por/Acon/Ade un lib ra con Amelia. 
'Evaristo exchanged his sunglasses for a book with Amelia.' 

This suggests that the application of the non-default preposition as
signrnent rule has sorne semantic basis, in the sense that it interacts with 
the semantic type of the predicates, allowing the appearance of one or two 
of these prepositions with certain predicates and one or two with others, in 
different corn binations. 

In summary, this paper has the goal of exploring further the two points 
sketched above with data from Spanish, that is: 1) to deter.mine what prep
osition is assigned in the case of the several types of three-place predi
cates; and 2) to try to explain the semantic or syntactic motivation for the 
appearance of these prepositions. 

In order to achieve this, in section 2 we introduce the CUITent RRG ap
proach to the preposition assignrnent of oblique core arguments; then, in 
section 3 we proceed to identify and analyze what the types of predicates 
are that have Iwo themes in their LS. In section 3 . 1  we deal with the case 
of verbs of 'putting together' ; in 3.2. we analyze the verbs of 'putting into 
a relation'; in 3.3 we look at the verbs of ' exchange one entity for anoth
er' ; verbs of 'substitution' are dealt with in 3.4; and in 3.5 we bring the 
verbs of 'commercial event' into the discussion. Finally, in section 4 we 
offer sorne conclusions. 
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2. The CUITent RRG approach to preposition assignment 

in three-place constructions 

In RRG traditional grammatical relations like subject and direct object 
have no theoretical status; rather, RRG posits a single, construction
specifie, grammatical relation: the privileged syntactic argument (PSA), 
which in most English and Spanish constructions, but not a11, is equivalent 
to the traditional subject Non-PSA arguments are referred to, in tenns of 
their morpho-syntactic properties, as direct or oblique arguments. The 
selection hierarchy and the principles for detennine the PSA selection are 
given in (5) and (6), respectively: 

(5) Privileged syntactic argument hierarchy 
Arg of DO > l st arg of do' > l st arg of pred' (x, y) > 
2nd arg of pred' (x, y) > arg of pred' (x) 

(6) Accessibility to privileged syntactic argument principles: 
a. Accusative constructions: Highest ranking direct core argument in 

tenns of (5) [default]. 
b. Ergative constructions: Lowest ranking direct core argument in 

tenns of (5) [default]. 

The hierarchy in (5) and the principles in (6) capture the fact that in 
languages like English and Spanish in an active voice clause with a transi
tive verb the actor is the PSA (6a), whereas in ergative languages like 
Dyirbal, in the same type of clauses, the undergoer is the PSA (6b). 

Another important part of the linking system involves case and adposi
tion assignment rules, which govem the rnorphosyntactic realization of 
arguments. The basic rules for direct core arguments in accusative lan
guages, such as the ones discussed here, are given in (7): 

(7) Case marking mIes for accusative languages: 
a. Highest ranking core rnacrorole takes nominative case. 
b. Other core rnacrorole takes accusative case. 

Non-rnacrorole arguments are nonnally oblique, and in languages that 
lack morphological case they are marked by adpositions. These adposi
tions are not idiosyncratically listed in the lexical entries of verbs, but 
rather, they are assigned by systernatic rules; sorne of thern have a sem an
tic basis, i.e., they operate in specific verbal LS contexts. This approach to 
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adposition assignment was first presented in Foley and Van Valin (1984) 
and further developed in Jolly (1993) and Van Valin and LaPolla (1997). 

Examples of adposition assignrnent rules that operate on a semantic 
basis are those of the prepositions ta and/rom in English: 

(8) a. Assign ta to non-MR y argument in logical structure segment: 
BECOMEIINGR pred' (y, z) 

b. Assign/rom to non-MR y argument in logical structure segment: 
BECOMEIINGRNOT pred' (y, z) 

The preposition ta appears in contexts like the following: 

(9) a. Sally gave/sentlhanded the box to Pat 
b. Sally showed the box to Pat 
c. Sally taught basketweaving to Pat 

All these examples have in common the general LS in (2), presented 
here as (10): 

(10) [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR predicate ' (y, z)] 

What is different in their LS, is the predicate embedded under the IN
GRESSlVE operator: 

(11)  a . . . . .  INGRESSlVE have' (pat, box) 
b . . . . .  INGRESSlVE see' (Pat, box) 
c . . . . .  INGRESSlVE know' (pat, basketweaving) 

� give, hand. send 
= shaw 
� teach 

The linking system specifies, in the default case, that the leftmost ar
gument x is selected as the actor and the PSA; the rightmost argument z is 
selected as the undergoer, and the y argument, a non-macrorole argument, 
is assigned the preposition ta, following rule (8a). Note that the state pred
icate embedded under a BEC01.1E operator can be a possession, a percep
tion or a cognition predicate, as weIl as a locative predicate, so the argu
ment marked by ta can be a possessor, a perceiver, a cognizer or a loca
tion; in this sense, ta marks different types of semantic arguments, but it 
always appears in the same kind of LS environrnent, precisely the one 
foreseen in the rule (8a): BECOMEIINGR pred' (y, z). 

A similar analysis can be posited for fram, which appears in examples 
like the following: 
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(12) a. Sandy took/stolelbought the keys from Kim. 
b. Pat clrained the water from the pool. 
c. Kim escaped from the burning house. 

These examples have these content segments in their LS: 

(13) a . . . . .  INGRESSIVE NOT have' (Kim, keys) � take, stea4 buy 
b . . . . .  INGRESSIVE NOT be-in' (pool, water) � drain 
c . . . . .  INGRESSIVE NOT be-in' (burning house, Kim) � escape 

In each of these LSs, lrom marks the first argument of the two-place 
state predicate, which is a non-macrorole core argument. The difference 
between the se LSs and those in (I l )  is the presence of NOT. This differ
ence in content between to andfrom was first proposed by Gruber (1965). 
Again, like to,from does not mark a single thematic relation, but rather it 
is assigned in the particular LS context BECOMEf[NGR NOT pred' (y, 
z), so the rule (8b) rightly predicts its appearance. 

The best example of a preposition assignment rule that does not have a 
semantic basis is that of the preposition with in English, which is given in 
(14) 

(14) Assign with to non-MR b argument if, given two arguments, a and b, 
in a logical structure, with (1) bath as possible candidates for a 
particular macrorole and (2) a is equal or higher (to the left of b) on 
the AUH, b is not selected as that macrorole. 

The rule in (14) applies in the following single prime examples: 

(15) a. Sally presented the flowers [z] to Kim [y]. 
a. Sally presented Kim [y] with the flowers [z]. 
a ' .  [do' (Sally, 0)] CAUSE [INGR have' (Kim, flowers)] 
b. Max loaded the olives [z] into his minivan [y]. 
b ' .  Max loaded his minivan [y] with the olives [z]. 
b" .  [do' (Max, 0)] CAUSE [INGR be-in' (minivan, olives)] 

These examples, (l5a) and (l5b'), imply a marked assignment, given 
that the theme argument z has not been selected as undergoer; instead, it is 
marked by with. On the other hand, the non-prime examples obey rule 
(8a), which predicts the appearance of to. So, with is assigned just in con
texts where two arguments can be selected for undergoer status, but where 
the marked option in tenns of (8a) is the one that prevails. 
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There are two other main contexts where with is assigned: for marking 
an instrument (l6a) and far introducing a comitative (l6b). (See also 
Nakamura, this volume.) 

(16) a. Tom eut fhe bread wifh the knife. 
a ' .  The knife eut the bread. 
a". [do' (Tom, [use' (Tom, knife)])] CAUSE [[do' (knife, bread)] 

CAUSE [BECOME cut' (bread)]] 
b. Sandy went to the stare with Kim. 
b' .  Sandy and Kim went to the stare. 
b" .  [do' (Sandy, [go' (SandyIKim)])] & 

[INGR be-at' (stare, SandyIKim)] 

Bofh these arguments can also have fhe actar macrorole. In (l6a), fol
lowing the AUH, it is the leftmost argument, the effectar, Tom, fhe one 
which is selected as actor, and as such it is projected as subject; then, the 
other argument, the instrument, the knife, is marked by the preposition 
with; but it is also the case that when the effectar is not projected, the 
instrument can be selected as actor and then projected in the subject func
tion, as in (l6a'). (See Van Rooste, this volume.) A similar situation hap
pens wifh the comitative, ar co-effectar argument The LS in (l6b") has 
two co-effector referents, Sandy and Kim, and each one can be selected as 
actar and as subject; in (l6b) Sandy is projected as subject and, applying 
fhe rule (14), Kim is marked by the preposition with; but in (l6b') bofh 
referents are projected as subjec!, fhrough a single complex RF. Rence, 
English with effectively appears in contexts where Iwo arguments compete 
for macrorole status, be it the actor or the undergoer, and one is not select
ecl, precisely the context predicted by the rule (14). 

3. Two-theme verbs in Spanish 

As mentioned before, besides the three-place constructions exemplified in 
(1) and in (15), in Spanish, fhere are several other types of fhree-argument 
predicates which do not follow the preposition-assigmnent rules provided 
in (8) and (14). These predicates, besides an effectar-cause argument, have 
in their LS two additional arguments that are not in an asymmetrical rela
tion, like themes are in relation to locatives and recipients, because those 
two arguments have the same semantic identity, i.e., they both are themes. 
In what follows, we identify and analyze fhese types of predicates. 
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3.1. Verbs of 'putting together' 

First, there are those causative predicates of change of location which 
inherently imply 'putting Iwo entities together in the same locative space', 
as juntar 'join' or 'put together', unir 'unite' or 'join together', reunir 
'gather together', acoplar 'fit together' or 'couple', mezclar 'mix (up)', 
combinar 'combine' or 'match'. Sorne examples are provided in (17): 

(17) a. Ramiro reuniô a Simôn con Elenor en el salôn principal 
'Ramiro got Simon together with Elenor in the main halL' 

b. El gobiemo uniô a los trabajadores con los patrones en la misma 
agrnpaciôn. 
'The govemment united the workers with the bosses in the same 
association. ' 

c. Roberta mezclô los pepinos con las zanahorias en la ensalada. 
'Roberta mixed up the cucumbers with the carrots in the salad.' 

As can be seen, this kind of verbs can be constructed with four argu
ments: a cause-effector, two themes and a goal locative. Its semantics is 
inherently locative. Il implies that the two themes end up sharing the same 
space, or at least, that they end up being together Tentative LSs for these 
predicates are shown in (18): 

(18) a. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y Il z, 0)] & [INGR be-with' (y, z) 
Il be-in' (w, (y Il z))]] 

b. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y Il Z, 0)] & [INGR be-with' (z, y)]] 
c. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR be-with' (y, z) Il be-in' (w, (y Il z))] 

(1 8a) is the LS for cases where the goal is coded or semantically im
plied. In a similar fashion to what Farrell (2009) proposes for the English 
with, we here also propose that the Spanish preposition con have a basic 
predicative meaning, comitative, that of 'two entities being together', as in 
Juan estâ con Maria ' John is with Mary', which can be fonnalized as a 
be-with' (z, y) predicate 1 When this predicate is linked to a locative be
in' by the presence of a conjurrction Il ('and simultaneously'), like in the 
LSs above, the meaning of 'being together in the same place' is captured. 
(1 8b) accourrts for the uses where no goal is implied. The second [do' (y Il 

1 Here we follow Van Valin (personal communication), who in turn follows Jolm 
Payne (personal conununication 2004), in stating that the basic predicative mean
ing of with is comitative; so, we differ from Farrell (2009), who proposes that with 
is a kind of locative predicate. See also N akamura (this volume). 
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z, 0)] predicate in (l 8a) and (l 8b) is postulated inasmuch as these verbs 
tend to appear, in actual use, in anticausative constructions, where both 
themes, when animate, have a self-moyer interpretation as in Maria se 
reuniô con Sofia 'Mary got together with Sofia'. When both themes are 
inanimate, the resultant construction is a stative one, where only the [be
with' (z, y)] predicate is projected, as in El color negro se mezcla bien con 
el color blanco 'Black color mixes up we11 with the white color' . ( l 8c) 
accounts for causative (or anticausative) cases with two inanimate themes 
and a goal. 

ln the examples in (17), the effector-cause argument is the actor and 
PSA; the goal is coded through the preposition en, as are a11 goals in Span
ish in the context of an INGRESSlVE operatof As for the themes, one is 
selected as the undergoer and the other one appears coded as an oblique 
argument introduced by the preposition con 'with', which is the expected 
one in terms of the RRG linking algorithm, which specifies that a potential 
undergoer not selected as such has to be marked by that preposition. Nev
ertheless, as mentioned before, in Spanish, not a11 the ' competing' argu
ments for the undergoer role not selected as such are marked by con. They 
also can be marked by por and de. So, 1 rather propose that the appearance 
of con in the projection of these verbs has to do with the presence of the 
predicate be-with' (z, y) in their LS; with this semantic segment as part of 
the LSs, con is assigned automatica11y. 

3.2. Verbs of 'putting into a relation' 

Second, there are predicates that are very closely related to the ones in the 
previous section. These are verbs like relacionar 'relate' or 'put into a 
relation' , conectar 'connect', contactar 'put in contact', asociar 'associ
ate' or 'hnk', vincular 'bind together' or 'hnk' and comparar 'compare', 
among others. Sorne examples are shown in (19): 

(19) a. Cipriano conectô a Florentino con Fabiân (en elproyecto). 
'Cipriano connected Florentino with Fabian (in the Project). ' 

b. Rodolfo contactô a Bernardo con Laura (para un negocio). 
'Rodolfo contacted Bernardo with Laura (in order to do business 
[with her]).' 

c. Betty comparô la pelicula con el libm 
'Betty compared the film to the book' 

These verbs denote a similar process of putting together two entities, 
but this time, not into a physical space, but into an abstract space, that is, 
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the 'generic space of a relation'. This signifies, as can be seen frorn the 
examples in (19), that the locative argument is less implied and can be 
completely excluded, both in semantic and syntactic tenns. In (20), we 
posit similar LSs as the ones postulated above: 

(20) a. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y Il z, 0)] & [INGR be-with' (y, z) 
Il be-in' (w, (y Il z))]] 

b. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[do' (y Il Z, 0)] & [INGR be-with' (z, y)]] 
c. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [INGR be-with' (y, z)] 

Just the sarne, in the syntactic projection of these verbs, one of the 
thernes is selected as the undergoer and the other one is projected as an 
oblique argument introduced by the preposition con 'with'. What these 
verbs have in common with the verbs of 'putting together', besides the 
locative value, is a LS with an embedded be-with' (y, z) predicate, where 
the two arguments are thernes. This is what, in structural terrns, is behind 
the appearance of con 'with' as the preposition that introduces the therne 
coded as an oblique argument. 

3.3. Verbs of 'ex change one entity for another' 

Then we have verbs like intercambiar 'exchange', permutar 'pennute' or 
' swap', canjear 'exchange' or 'trade' and trocar 'exchange' or 'trade', 
which are inherently reciprocal. They imply a complex structure where 
two acts of giving take place at the same time. In this sense, they have four 
arguments: two givers, which sirnultaneously are recipients, and two 
thernes, each of thern ending in the possession of each one of the recipi
ents. Examples are shown in (21): 

(21) a. Evaristo intercambiô sus lentes por/"con un libro con Amelia. 
'Evaristo exchanged his sunglasses for a book with Amelia.' 

b. Dolores canjeô dôlares por/"con euros con Anastasia. 
'Dolores traded dollars for euros with Anastasia.' 

Tentative LSs for these verbs are shown in (22): 

(22) a. [[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR have' (z, y)] & 
[INGRNOT have' (x, y)]]] Il 
[[do' (z, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR have' (x, w)] & 
[INGRNOT have' (z, w)]]] 
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b. [[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR have' (z, y)] & 
[INGRNOT have' (x, y)]]] IN-EXCHANGE-FOR 
[[do' (z, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR have' (x, w)] & 
[INGRNOT have' (z, w)]]] 

(22a) joins together two standard LSs for the verb give. Another pro
posaI is the LS in (22b), which additionally has the operator IN
EXCHANGE-FOR that makes explicit that one sub-event of giving takes 
place, because the other one is also taking place. 

As can be seen from the examples in (21), in the projection of these 
verbs one of the givers is selected as actor and as PSA; the other one is 
coded as an oblique argument introduced by the preposition con 'with', as 
it is also expected for co-effectors (Jolly 1993), following the rule in (14); 
one of the themes shows up as the undergoer and the other one appears as 
an oblique argument introduced, interestingly, not by con, but by the prep
osition por 'for', showing that the linking does not take place as expected 
when two arguments are also competing for the undergoer function. Sev
eral factors can be taken into account to explain this fact: first and most 
important, the two themes are not arguments of the same stative predicate, 
as the LS is composed of two equal structures of giving. Second, the 
themes don't end up located in the same locative space, but in the hands of 
different recipients, so the meaning of 'togethemess' is absent Third, the 
meaning that is the structural base of these verbs is justly that of 'one for 
one' or that of 'in exchange for/of (' one event for the other event'), which 
is one of the basic predicative meanings of the preposition par. This prep
osition is the one that has to be assigned, because it matches the structural 
meaning ofthese predicates. 

3.4. Verbs of 'substitution' 

Next, we have what we are calling the verbs of ' substitution' .  These are 
verbs such as sustituir ' substitute', suplantar 'supplant', reemplazar 're
place', suplir 'replace', relevar ' substitute' and alternar 'altemate', among 
others. In (23) we have examples of clauses with these predicates: 

(23) a. El ingeniero sustituyô la albercapor/con unajardinera (en el 
proyecto). 
'The Engineer substituted the swimming pool for a plant stand (in 
the design).' 

b. El entrenador reemplazô a Maradona por/con Messi (en el campo 
dejuego). 
'The coach replaced Maradona with Messi (on the football field).' 
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These verbs are similar to those of 'interchange' in the sense that they 
also have a complex LS, but in this case, the LS is composed of Iwo dif
ferent sub-events, one of 'removing' or of 'taking something from' and 
one of 'putting'. See their tentative LS in (24): 

(24) a. [do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[INGRNOT be-in' (w, y)] & 
[INGR be-in' (w, z)]] 

b. [[do' (x, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR NOT be-in' (w, y)] 
IN-EX CHANGE-FOR [INGR be-in' (w, z)]] 

As can be seen in the examples in (23), four arguments can be coded in 
the projection of this kind of verb. In a similar fashion to what happens 
with the other predicates under study, the first argument of do' is the actor 
and PSA, one theme is selected as the undergoer and the other one is cod
ed as an oblique complement introduced, in the unmarked case, by the 
preposition par 'for' . Finally, the goal locative also appears as a preposi
tional complement (introduced by en). Again, we have a structural envi
ronment where two themes are competing for the undergoer role and, 
again, another preposition besides con is assigned as the unmarked choice. 
What are the reasons for this behaviour? Several factors are called into 
play: first, we have a complex structure where each of the themes belongs 
to a different event structure: one of them is the argument of the 'removal' 
event, and the other one is the argument of the 'putting' event In fact, 
these two themes are not reciprocal, as are the ones of the ' exchange' 
verbs, their referents cannot be conjoined in a complex RF: El entrenador 
sustituyô a Maradona y a Messi 'The coach substituted Maradona and 
Mesi' is not a proposition equivalent to the one in the example (23b). 
More important, the two themes never share the same locative space, so, 
again, the meaning of 'togethemess' is not present Additionally, the LS 
implies that the two sub-events depend reciprocally on each other ('one for 
the other'), so that is why we posit the IN-EX CHANGE-FOR operator as 
part of it, which matches the semantic meaning of the preposition par. 

Nevertheless, as can also be seen in the examples of (23), the preposi
tion con 'with' can also appear marking the theme not selected as under
goer, but although this is a completely grammatical option, it is much less 
frequent in usage data. So, it is really the marked case. Now, there are two 
possible explanations for this appearance of con: a) Il can be the case that 
this preposition has been (diachronically) extending its uses and is now 
competing with par, which could be possible because in these contexts 
both mark a theme not selected as undergoer; or b) it could be the case that 
the presence of con is an instance of another predicative use, an instrurnen-
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tal one, related to a meaning that could be something as 'using something 
for'; if this would be the case, an example like (23b) would be paraphrased 
as El entrenador utilizô a Messi para sustituir a Maradona 'The coach 
used Messi to substitute Maradona' . As this is out of the scope of this 
paper, we are leaving these two hypothesis open for further investigation. 

3.5. Verbs of 'commercial event' 

The last class of predicates with multiple arguments we are addressing in 
this work is that of 'commercial event' verbs. Arnong these are comprar 
'buy', vender 'sell', pagar 'pay' and cobrar 'charge'. These verbs also 
have a complex LS where, at least, Iwo events of giving take place recip
rocally and simultaneously: one where the buyer gives money to the seller 
in exchange of sorne goods; and one in which the seller gives the goods to 
the buyer in exchange of sorne money. So, they have four arguments and 
in structural tenns both the goods and the money are themes. Sorne exam
pIes are shown in (25): 

(25) a. Juan comprô un libro par 30 pesos. 
'John bought a book for 30 pesos.' 

b. Juan comprô 30 pesos de lib ras. 
'John bought a book for 30 pesos.' 

c. Juan vendiô un libro por 30 pesos. 
'John sold a book for 30 pesos.' 

d. Juan vendiô 30 pesos de lib ras. 
'John bought a book for 30 pesos.' 

e. Juan pagô 30 pesos par los lib ras. 
, John paid 30 pesos for the books. '  

f. Juan pagô un libro en 30 pesos. 
, John paid a book in 30 pesos.' 

g. Juan cobrô 30 pesos par un libro. 
, John charged 30 pesos for a book' 

h. Juan cobrô un libro en 30 pesos. 
'John charged 30 pesos for a book' 

As posited in lbilfiez (2018), the se verbs have a shared complex LS 
that accourrts for the fact that all the four arguments can be, in different 
constructions, selected as actor or as undergoer, or coded as an oblique 
argument A portion of this shared LS that is equivalent to the meaning of 
pagar 'to pay' is shown in (26): 
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(26) [do' (z, 0)] CAUSE [[INGR have' (x, [money' (y)])] Il 
[INGR have' (z, [goods' (w))]] Il [INGR NOT have' (z, [money' 
(y)])] Il [INGR NOT have' (x, [goods'(w)])]] 
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As can be seen from the examples in (25), a11 these verbs have, besides 
other interesting constructions, two kinds of basic projections: one in 
which the goods are selected as undergoer, as in (25a) for camprar 'ta 
buy', and one in which the money is selected as such, as in (25b) for the 
same verb. In the first ofthese projections, which is the unmarked one, the 
non-undergoer theme is coded as an oblique argument introduced by the 
preposition par, as in examples (25a) (25c) (25e) and (25g); In the second 
type of construction, the non-undergoer theme is introduced by other 
prepositions, de 'of in the case of comprar 'buy' and vender 'sell', and en 
' in/on/at', in the case of pagar 'pay' and cabrar 'charge'. This behaviour 
is explained by the fact that although both the goods and the money are 
themes, they are not reciprocal, they cannot be conjoined in single RF, and 
they are not completely equivalent inasmuch as vender and comprar have 
an inherent prominence on the gocxls argument, while pagar and cobrar 
focus on the money argument; so, in structural tenns each pair of verbs has 
a preference for the syntactic projection of one of these themes as the 
undergoer. The result is that effectively the relation of these two types of 
constructions is similar to that of the transfer and change-of-Iocation 
verbs, which have one unmarked projection with the theme as undergoer 
and the goal/recipient as an oblique argument, and one marked construc
tion with the locative as undergoer and the theme as an oblique argument, 
but in the case of the commercial event verbs these two projections are 
characterized by the presence of two themes: as said above, vender and 
comprar have an inherent semantic and syntactic prominence on the goods 
argument, while pagar and cobrar focus on the money argument, and this 
produces an asymmetry between the two theme arguments. 

Again, for the same reason as with the 'exchange' and 'substitute' 
verbs, the preposition assigned in the unmarked construction is por ' for' 
and not con 'with' : the predicates have a complex LS, the themes are not 
reciprocal and they never share the same space, as they end up in different 
hands, so, again, the meaning of 'togetherness' is not present And a11 the 
same, the LS implies that the two sub-events depend reciproca11y on each 
other, in the sense that one takes place ' in exchange of' the other, value or 
feature which matches the semantic meaning of the preposition por. 

So, we now have seen that there are three classes of predicates, those 
we identify as ' exchange one entity for another' ,  'substitution' and 'com
mercial event' verbs, which in their syntactic projection have one theme 
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argument marked by por 'for', instead of con 'with' . In a11 the se cases por 
behaves like a non-predicative preposition: it is automatically assigned in a 
specifie structural context. 

4. The competition between de and con in the non-default 
coding of oblique core argument 

In tenns of what we have presented so far, we can say that the assignrnent 
of prepositions with two-theme predicates, be it con or par, is systematic 
and structural, and that is ruled by structural and semantic factors, namely, 
the occurrence of LS segments that match the meaning content of those 
prepositions. The assigmuent rules can be formulated as in (27): 

(27) a. Assign con to non-MRy argument in logical structure segment: 
BECOMEIINGR be-with' (z, y) 

b. Assign par to non-1.1R y argument in logical structure segment: 
BECOMEIINGRNOT pred' (z, y), part of a complex LS which 
includes the IN-EX CHANGE-FOR operator. 

These are rules that apply in the default linking. As for the prepositions 
which mark the oblique argument in the marked constructions of the 
'commercial event' verbs, such as those in (25b), (25d), (251) and (25h) 
above, in which the less prominent theme, in lexical terms, is selected as 
undergoer, it can be de 'of or en ' atlinlon'z. As proposed in Ibàfiez 
(2019), de is certainly expected, inasmuch as it is, and not con 'with', the 
preposition that is more commonly found marking the non-default linking 
with predicates which does not have two themes and that have an asyrn
metrical relation between their arguments, as the case of communication, 
removal, locative and spray verbs, as shown in the examples of (28): 

(28) a. La oficina de prensa informô la noticia al pûblico. 
'The press office informed the notice to the public.' 

a ' .  La oficina informô al pûblico de/?con/'por la noticia. 
'The press office informed the public the notice.' 

b. Elia le perdonô su mala educaciôn a Marcelo. 
'Elia forgave his bad manners to Marcelo.' 

2 For reasons of space, in this work we will not he dealing with the occurrence of 
preJXlsition en in this kind of context. 
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b' . Elia perdonô a Marcelo de/por/"con su mala educaciôn. 
'Elia forgave Marcelo his bad manners. '  

c. Ramôn denunciô el robo de Martha. 
'Ramon denounced Martha' s robbery.' 

c' .  Ramôn denunciô a Martha delpor/"con robo. 
'Ramon denounced Martha for the robbery.' 

d. Ludmila vaciô Ioda el liquida de la bolel/a. 
'Ludmila emptied a11 the liquid from the bollle. '  

d' . Ludmila vaciô la bolel/a de/'con/'por Ioda su liquida. 
'Ludmila emptied the bollle of a11 its liquid.' 

e. Leonardo cargô las manzanas en el camion. 
'Leonardo loaded the apples into the truck.' 

e'. Leonardo cargô el camion de/con/"por manzanas. 
'Leonardo loaded the truck with the apples.' 

f. Fernando rociô cerveza en todo el cuarto. 
'Fernando sprayed beer a11 over the room. '  

C .  Fernando rociô e l  cuarto de/con/"por cerveza. 
'Fernando sprayed the room with beer.' 
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As can be seen from the prime examples in (28), de 'of' is the preposi
tion that, in effec� can appear in a11 contexts of non-default projection of a 
theme, when the competition for the undergoer function is between asym
metrical arguments. Con 'with' and por 'for' have a more reduced area of 
operation3. Besides, de is also the preposition that appears marking the 
non-macrorole argument of the majority of two-place M-intransitive verbs 
in Spanish, those as carecer ' lack', disfrutar 'enjoy', padecer ' suffer', 
cuidar 'look after' or 'take care of, necesitar 'need', sospechar ' suspect' , 
acordarse 'remember' or 'recall', constar 'consist of, disponer 'have' or 
'make use of', etc., that in accordance to lbitfiez (2019) have a lexical 
specification for selecting their first argument as undergoer, and as PSA, 
which is a marked choice in terms of the linking system, as they are stative 
predicates. 

One way of approaching these facts is to consider de as the basic prep
osition for marking non-prototypical argument projections. Following 
lbitfiez (2019), we can posit a rule like (29) for ils assignment to verbal 
arguments: 

3 The instances ofpor in the examples (28b') and (28c') are probably predicative 
uses related to the cause meaning of 'because of, but establishing this properly is 
beyond the scope of this work. 
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(29) Assign de to non-rnacrarale arguments in non-default linkings 

Still, the preposition con appears in contexts where de cannot: a) mark
ing the co-effector not chosen as actor in comitative constructions, as in 
Lola lue al cine con/Ade Domingo 'Lola went to the movies with Domin
go'; b) rnarking the effector not chosen as actor, i.e., the instrument, of 
'cut' and 'brake' verbs, as in Juan cortô el pan con/Ade el cuchillo 'John 
cut the bread with the knife' . That is, con has a particular niche of prajec
tion in contexts that suppose a competition of two arguments for the actor 
macrorole. For these cases, a similar rule to that of the English with rule 
still can be praposed: 

(30) Assign con to non-MR b argument if, given two arguments, a and b, 
in a logical structure, with (1) both as possible candidates for the 
actor rnacrarale and (2) a is equal or higher (to the left of b) on the 
AUH, b is not selected as that rnacrarale. 

This rule would be cornplernentary to a slightly rnodified version of 
(29) 

(31) Assign de to non-rnacrarale arguments in non-default undergoer 
selections. 

So, there seerns to be, at least, two different con prepositions in Span
ish, in a sirnilar fashion to what is praposed by Nakarnura (this volume) 
for the English with: a) one cornitative, which have a basic predicative 
rneaning ('be-with') and which can also be assigned in structural contexts 
that have a be-with' segment as part of it; and b) an instrumental one, 
which is assigned in the context of LSs where two arguments are in com
petition for the actor macrorole. 

The appearance of con in the same contexts as de, as in the examples 
of (28e') and (28[') -locative and spray verbs, respectively- can be ex
plained in two ways: a) both prepositions, con and de, are non-predicative 
prepositions equally apt for rnarking the non-default coding of the therne 
of sorne three-place predicates, and in this sense they are in a synchronic 
and diachronic competition for gaining more structural scope; or b) de is 
the basic and unrnarked choice for non-default undergoer selections and 
the presence of con supposes an additional predicative meaning, probably 
related to the instrumental one, as we suggested in section 3.4., and as has 
also been praposed by Farrell (2009). We leave this issue for further inves
tigation. 
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5. Conclusions 

Besides the typical transfer and locative verbs, there are additional classes 
of three-place predicates. In particular, in this paper we have been focus
ing on the analysis of those Spanish verbs that have two themes in their 
LS, as the verbs of 'putting together', the verbs of 'putting into a relation', 
the ' exchange' and 'substitute' verbs, and the ones that denote a commer
cial event. AlI these predicates involve an inherent context of competition 
between the Iwo themes for the undergoer role. Contrary to what could be 
expected from the CUITent RRG algorithm in languages that have an inven
tory of prepositions similar to that of English, the non-undergoer theme is 
not always coded introduced by the instrumental preposition con 'with', 
but can also be introduced by the preposition por 'for' . As shown through
out this paper, the appearance of each one of these two prepositions is 
guided by the semantic content in the LS of the different verbs. In this 
sense, the preposition con in Spanish seems not to completely lack seman
tic conten� as it has been proposed in RRG for the English with (Van 
Valin and LaPolla 1997). A basic sense of 'togethemess' can be posited 
for it and can be captured by means of a predicate be-with' (x, y). This 
sense effectively matches a part of the LS of the verbs of 'putting together' 
and those of 'putting into a relation', which is what is rightly behind the 
use of con to mark the oblique argument of those verbs. As for the prepo
sition par 'for', it has, among sorne other predicative meanings, one that 
can be paraphrased as IN-EXCHANGE-FOR, which can also be posited as 
a kind of a semantic operator, part of the structural meaning of the 'ex
change', 'substitute' and 'commercial event' verbs. AlI of these predicates 
have a complex LS composed of two transfer events, in the case of the 
'exchange' and 'commercial event verbs', and two change of location 
events (one of putting and one of removal), in the case of ' substitution' 
verbs; and they have two themes that are not reciprocal and that never 
share the same 'space', as they end up in different hands or locations, so 
they do not imply the meaning of 'togethemess' which is at the core of the 
verbs of 'putting together' and 'putting into a relation' meaning. 

Besides con 'with' and por ' for', in Spanish, the preposition de 'of 
can also appear marking an oblique argument in three-place constructions 
where there is a 'competition' between two asymmetrical arguments 
(theme/location; theme/recipient and others) for the undergoer raIe and a 
non-default linking takes place. In fact, de appears in more structural con
texts to mark non-default coding of non-undergoer themes than the ex
pected instrurnental-comitative case preposition con. In this context, we 
have proposed two complementary rules for covering the same functional 
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domain as the rule for the assigmnent of the preposition with English: one 
rule for the assignment of preposition de for rnarking themes not chosen as 
undergoers, and one rule for marking co-effectors not chosen as actors. 
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AN RRG ANAL YSIS OF NON-IcONIC WORD 

ORDER IN THE BAMUNKA REFERENCE PHRASE 

ClARA ANDERSON 
TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN, THE UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN 

Abstract 

The notions of 'adjective' and parts-of-speech more generally, have been a 
matter of sorne debate in the field of typology. Authors such as Dryer 
(1992) have used heavily sernantic-first definitions when it cornes to cross
linguistic cornparisons of categories such as adjective. Rijkhoff (2002; 
2004) has challenged this, however, in bis theory that internal NP ordering 
patterns iconically reflect the underlying sernantic structure of the NP. In 
such cases, loosely defined categories of tenns such as adjective and nu
rneral render this theory llllworkabie. An analysis of the RP in Bamunka, a 
Ring language of Grassfields Bantu, through the lens of Role and Refer
ence Grammar (RRG), lends support to Rijkhofrs daim that purely se
rnantic definitions for such categories rnay not be helpful in typological 
analyses. 

Keywords 

Bamunka, Grassfields Bantu, iconicily, parts-of-speech, adjective. 

1. Rijkhoff's iconicity principle 

Rijkhoff (2004) has proposed that Noun Phrase (NP) internaI ordering pat
terns iconically reflect the underlying (semantic) structure of the NP. He 
has hypothesized that the few non-iconic basic NP-internaI ordering pat
terns that have been attested do not involve simple, whole (integral) NPs. 
This deals with descriptive rather than referential modifiers. His break
down of the layered structure of the noun phrase consists of a model of the 
NP descriptive rnodifiers can be distributed over three nested layers. 
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[T]he quality layer contains the head noun and accommodates modifier 
categories that orny relate to the property that is designated by the noun 
(qualitying modifiers): nominal aspect markers and (typically) adjectives; 
the quantity layer contains the quality layer and accommodates modifier 
categories (quantifying modifiers) having to do with nurnber distinctions 
(singular, plural) and cardinality (one, two, etc.); the location layer contains 
both the quality and the quantity layer and accommodates modifier catego
ries specifying properties concerning the location of the referent (localizing 
modifiers), such as demonstratives and relative clauses (Rijkhoff 2004: 
170). 

Rijkhoff (2008: 85-87) provides an updated five-layered model of the NP 
which takes into account a O-layer under the category of Kind accounting 
far classifying operatars and satellites (ûlo and TO) wherein nominal aspect 
is accounted for under the ffio categories and qualifying operators have thus 
been omitted. A Discourse-Referential layer is also present. Figure 1 out
lines the descriptive modifier layers ofthis updated mode!. 

-�!- ---- --- - ----- --
(D2 

NP Operatars 

Noun 
TIDNG 

Kind 

Quality 
Quantity 

Location 
NP Satellites 

Figure 1 :  Descriptive modifiers in the layered structure of the NP 
(Adapted from Rijkhoff2008: 65, 81) 

Rijkhoffs (2002; 2004) hypothesis claims that demonstrative (dem), nu
meral (num) and adjective (A) are ardered accarding to the scope of se
mantic relations as seen in the layered organization of the underlying 
structure seen above, only eight of the 24 logically possible are predicted 
to occur. 

(1) dem num A N  dem A N  num num A N  dem A N  num dem 
dem num N A  dem N A  num num N A  dem N A  num dem 
(Rijkhoff 2004 175). 

The remaining combinations are viewed as non-iconic. Rijkhoff (2002: 
273) points out that Hawkins (1983: 1 1 9-120) put forth a modified version 
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of Greenberg's (1966: 87) Universal 20 when he came across two Niger
Congo languages wifh a non-iconic basic pattern in the NP: Aghem [N A 
dem numl and Noni (which has [N dem num Al as well as [N dem A 
num]). 

Universal 20'. When any or all of the items (demonstrative, nurneral, and 
descriptive adjective) precede the nollIl, they (i.e., those that do precede) 
are always fOlllld in that order. For those that follow, no predictions are 
made, though the most frequent order is the minor-image of the order for 
preceding modifiers. In no case does the adjective precede the head when 
the demonstrative or nurneral follow (Hawkins 1983: 1 19-120). 

Explanations for such discrepancies in the se and other languages include 
the miscategorisation of parts of speech, for instance, verbal and nominal 
elements being classified as adjectives based on semantic-first criteria 
(Rijkhoff, 2004: 178-179). Thus, such cases actually involve constituents 
such as phrasaI constructions or appositions, resulting in a complex NP 
(Rijkhoff 2002 327). While Rijkhoffs (2002) approach is largely theory 
independent, he suggests sorne common ground between his approach of 
layered representations and fhat of Van Valin and La Polla's (1997) Role 
and Reference Grammar (RRG) framewark (Rijkhoff 2002: 4). This paper 
will address Bamunka's place in the above iconicity theory through the 
lens ofRRG. The RRG framewark is a particularly useful approach here in 
in that it does not assume an a priori set of universal lexical categories, 
such as Noun, Verb, Adjective and PreiPostposition. Il furfher acknowl
edges that, in many languages, adjectives are in fact subclasses of verbs or 
nouns (Van Valin 2008: 161-165). The ability to represent the contents of 
a referring expression within the context of the notion of a category neutral 
nucleus deemed Reference Phrase (RF) rafher fhan with the constraint of 
assigning only a nominal nucleus as the head of an NP is also beneficial 
(ibid 167-168). 

2. The Bamunka language 

The Bamunka language is one of 279 indigenous languages spoken in 
Cameroon. The Efhnologue classifies Bamunka as follows: Niger-Congo, 
Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southem, Wide 
Grassfields, Narrow Grassfields, Ring, Soufh (Efhnologue 2018) The ward 
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order of Bamlli1ka is typieally SVO and, relevant to the present study, it 
displays a clearly defined noun class system 1 
2.1 Bamunka noun classes 

A shared eharaeteristie of languages belonging to the GB family is the 
classification of nouns according to a complex noun class system. There is 
evidence of semantically motivated membership of noun classes in 
Bamlli1ka, though this is not clear-eut (Ingle 2013 :  22-25). Membership of 
a partieular noun class is usually denoted by a eorresponding affix and the 
presence of a concord consonant and tone. The noun may oCCUT in an A
forrn or B-form depending on its foeus. A-forrns will take the eorrespond
ing class marker as a suffix denoting that it is in-foeus while B-forrns will 
take the class marker as a prefix indicating that it is out of focus. Bamunka 
has a total of eight noun classes. Classes 7, 9 and 19  are singular while 2, 
6a, 8, 10  and 13  are plural classes. (Ingle 2013 :  14-19). Table 1 provides 
a brief sam pIe of the noun class system with the relevant affixes. 2 

1 Abbreviations: A 'adjective', AM 'associative marker/morpheme', ANAPH 'an
aphoric demonstrative', ANM 'animate', ATIR 'attribute', AUX 'auxiliary', CX 
'class where X is relevant class nurnber', CONJ 'conjunction', DEIC 'deictic', 
DEM 'demonstrative', GB 'Grassfields Bantu', INANM 'inanimate', 'INDEF' in
definite, M 'modifier', MP 'modifier phrase', N 'noun', NI ' l st noun in associa
tive noun phrase', N2 '2nd noun in associative noun phrase', NASP 'nominal as
pect', NUC 'nucleus', nurn 'nurneral', NUM 'nurnber', P 'preposition', PP 'prepo
sitional phrase', PRED 'predicate', QUANT 'quantifier', R 'reference', REAL 're
alis', RF 'reference phrase', TNS 'tense', V 'verb'. 
2 Note that surface pitch marking in the Bamunka examples reflect Ingle's (2013) 
work and have since undergone revision based on personal correspondence with 
Jane Ingle in April, 2021. 
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Class Num ber 

2 
6a 
7 
8 
9 
10  
13  
19  

2.2 Gender 

Ciara Anderson 

Table 1 :  Noun class system in Bamunka 
(adapted from Ingle 2013 :  19, 82). 

Affix Example Gloss 

bà- bà-kaâ Monkevs 
-mâ nUJ-+mâ Birds 
-b tyu-b Tree 
-ba tyu-ba Trees 
- ndttit Cup 
-ha nduû-+hâ Cups 
-tâ vvii-ta Mosquitos 
-ha nUJ-+hâ Bird 
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Both double and single class gender nouns are present in Bamunka. Gen
der pairings refer to the pairing of a singular noun class with a plural noun 
class. In other words, nouns from a given singular class fonn a pair with 
nouns from a specifie plural classees) resulting in a gender (Ingle 2013 :  
21). 

3. Modifiers in Bamunka 

Ingle (2013 :  25-28) has identified two systems of agreement in Bamunka. 
The first relates to noun class agreement with modifiers. The second refers 
to a reduced level of agreement with animacy and nurnber in the case of 
emphatic forms, modifiers acting as head nouns and quantifiers. The basic 
order of modifiers in Bamunka is as follows in Figure 2: 

DEF DET - NOUN - ATTR -{POSS DEM } - QUANT - REL. 
INDEFDET CLAUSE 

Figure 2: Basic order ofmodifiers in Barnunka (Adapted from Ingle 2013: 30) 

It's important to note that Ingle (2013 :  30) has found that sorne altributes 
corne before the noun, and in such cases are viewed as the head noun of an 
associative construction and that the indefinite determiner does not occur 
together with the possessive or demonstrative in a noun phrase. 
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This ordering of constituents does not fall in line with the predictions 
of Rijkhoff's (2002; 2004) hypothesis which suggests that Noun Phrase 
(NP) internaI ordering patterns iconically reflect the underlying (semantic) 
structure of the NP. We do not see evidence of any of the 8 predicted icon
ic patterns in this regard, but similar to Hawkin' s (1983) finding in 
Aghem, also a Grassfields Bantu language, we see an [N A dem num] or
der of modifiers. See the following illustration in Bamunka: 

(2)Bamunka 
mû't:J fêfe- h-u:3 h-JJry ibu':' 
farm[ClO] new ClO-their ClO-these Iwo 
'these their two new farms' (Ingle 2013: 30) 

This begs the question as to whether Rijkhoff' s (2002) cautioning against 
sernantically based definitions of such elernents, for instance, those offered 
by Dryer (1992), is warranted. Rijkhoff (2015: 648) notes that, because 
fonnal categories are largely too language specifie, typologists have often 
followed Greenberg (1966), who applied semantic criteria to identify the 
varying types of constituents in his cross-linguistic study of ordering pat
terns. As a result, his semantic category Adjective largely includes all the 
fOnTIS and constructions that are understood as adjectives in English, re
gardless of whether the language has a distinctive adjectival class. Sorne, 
for instance, instead use abstract nouns expressing a concept like "big
nessN" as found in particular Chadic and Bantu languages, or stative verbs 
along the lines of "be.bigv", as in a number of SouthEast Asian languages, 
to express adjectival notions (Rijkhoff 2015 :  648). The result being that 
sernantically based categories rnay paint too broad a brush as evidenced in 
deviations from predictable typological patterns. Il may prove that what 
has been regarded as an adjective in Bamunka may be better defined in al
ternative terrns such as those relating to verbs or associative noun phrases. 

4. The associative noun phrase in Bamunka 

Before deciding on how best to represent adjectival-like modifiers m 

Barnunka, a brief overview of the associative NP construction and its se
mantics based on Ingle (2013) will be outlined. The associative NP in the 
Ring languages has a general pattern of a head noun (NI) and the depend
ent noun (N2) along with an associative marker (AM) . In Bamunka, the 
class suffix of the NI is deleted and the AM is expressed as an explicit 
morpheme unless the NI cornes from a class without suffixes. The AM 
generally takes the same fonn as the suffix deleted from the NI .  The 
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marker commonly occurs between the two nouns in related languages, 
whereas in Bamlli1ka it occurs after Additionally, in Bamlli1ka, if a given 
class has an A-formlB-form distinction (B-form being the out-of-focus 
form), the N2 will occur in B-form, that is, taking a prefix rather than a 
suffix (Ingle, 2013: 79). A similar basic pattern of NI,  N2 and associative 
marking is seen in Grassfields languages such as Bafut and Obang (Asohsi 
2015 :  15 1-152; Tamanji 2009: 89-90). These associative constructions 
can denote meanings such as part-whole relationships, purpose or posses
SIOn. 

(3) Bafut 
fi-kùù f-i n-dânwi 
C19-bench C19-AM C9-church 
'a church bench' (Tamanji 2009: 93) 

NI: bry-ka box-C7 N2: sÈ-bii comb-C8 
(4) Bamlli1ka 

bry ba-sÈ kii 
box[C7] C8-comb C7.AM 
'box of combs' (Ingle 2013: 82) 

NI: bry-ka box-C7 N2: y:5-'ha snake-C1O 
(5) Bamlli1ka 

bry y:5-'ha ka 
box[ C7] C 1O-snake C7.AM 
'box of snakes' (Ingle 2013 :  85) 

(4) and (5) illustrate examples of associative NPs in which the N2 cornes 
from a class with and without a B-fonTI, respectively. 

Pavey (2010 :  1 82-183), too, points out that noun phrases may contain 
more than one noun and that such constructions may express association, 
relation, or a part-whole relationship. Rather than placing the second noun 
in the periphery of the nucleus as a modifier in an RRG-like representa
tion, the dependent noun is treated as an argument of the head noun, just as 
predicates may take an argument in the clause structure. In hne with 
Pavey's definition of such constructions, both Hyman (1979: 35) and 
Schaub (1985: 298) point to NP constructions with an associative marker 
as expressing possession or other genitive functions in the Ring languages 
of Aghem and Babungo, respectively. Ingle (2013 :  92) further elaborates 
on functions of the associative NP in Bamunka including "part-whole" 
('wall of house'), "product-material" ('bamboo fence'), and "object-
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purpose" ('cooking pots'). Hyman (1979: 34) points out that certain adjec
tival notions may also be expressed by the associative phrase in Aghem. 
Many of what are deemed "adjectives", in such cases, and in Bamunka in 
particular, take the se associative structures and therefore may best be real
ised as such in the RRG representation while others may best be placed in 
the periphery of the nucleus. 

5. Adjectives in Bamunka 

In Bamunka, adjectives can have a nominal or verbal basis. They are either 
nouns describing other nouns in a type of associative noun phrase, or they 
are fonned from reduplicated verb stems or verbs with a verbal extension 
(Ingle, 2013, 62-71). These measures may be diagnostic of the marked
ness of nouns and verbs in other functions. In fact, Rijkhoff (2002: 16, 
122-139) adopts a modified fonn of Hengeveld's (1992 a, b) approach to 
word classes in distinguishing the presence of a large closed adjectival 
class versus a nominal or verbal class with further measures taken on it to 
function in the role of modifier. 

An adjectival predicate is a predicate which, without further measures be
ing taken, can be used as a modifier of a nominal head (Hengeveld 1992b: 
58). 

Matasovié (2001 :  2), too, in an analysis of adjective phrases via the RRG 
framework acknowledges that in a number of languages "adjectives do not 
exist as a separate word-class; words with adjectival meaning are ex
pressed either as verbs, or as nouns." It may therefore be the case that 
modifiers of the reference phrase in Bamunka are marked noun and verb 
fonns being used in an extended function rather than a distinct closed 
word class in and of themselves. For more detailed discussion on 
Rijkhoffs modified approach see (Rijkhoff 2002; Browne 2020: 100-
102). 

5.1 Modifiers based on nouns 

As outlined by Ingle (2013 :  62-70), these include attributes which occur 
as other nouns which appear before or after the noun being characterised. 
Noun-like elements that follow the noun in modification function are 
found in three colours and in compound nouns (verb-noun combinations). 
In fact, these three colours in Bamurika come directly from class 7 and 
when they modify a head noun they occur in their B-form (prefixed or out 
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of focus form) demonstrating strong characteristics of functioning as the 
second noun in an associative construction rather than as an attributive ad
jective. Verb-noun compounds also behave as the second noun in an asso
ciative construction. 

r 
COjŒR 1CR - PERlPFERY 

N MF 

�gwô 

1 
COREM 1 
rycM 

N 
1 

kâ-mbuù ma 

Figure 3: NOllll functioning as modifier 

(6) Bamlli1ka 
mbuù-1eJ 
red-C7 
'red' (Ingle 2013 69) 

(7) Bamlli1ka 
rygwô kâ -mbuù ma 
oil[C6a] C7-red C6a.AM 
'red oil' (Ingle 2013 69) 

Attributive nouns that describe the colour of a preceding noun occur in 
their prefixed B-form. This is followed by an assodalive marker that 
agrees with the class of the head noun (Ingle 2013: 69). Thus, this con
struction appears to be in the fonn of an associative noun phrase showing 
the relevant agreement with a function of modification, rather than a dis
tinct member of an adjectival word class acting as a mcxlifier of the refer
ence phrase. Drawing on the RRG framework, Pavey (2010 :  1 82-183) 
points out that noun phrases may have more than one noun and that such 
constructions may express notions such as association and part-whole rela-
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tionships between two nouns. Rather than putting the second noun in the 
periphery of the nucleus as a modifier we treat the dependent noun as an 
argument of the head noun, just as predicates may take an argument in the 
clause structure. Pavey notes that other devices such as case marking may 
also point to an associative or genitive construction. An English example 
would be through the use of an adpositional phrase as seen in Figure 4. 
The notion ofRP rather than in NP is used in contrast to Pavey's account. 

RF 
1 

CORER 
1 

NUCR 1 � 
the roof 

pp 
./'... 

P RF 1 1 
of the house 

Figure 4: Associative NP in RRG framework adapted from Pavey (20 1 0: 183) 

Based on this, a mcxlified version of Pavey's realisation of an associa
tive NP in Bamlli1ka will be used henceforth rather than the nuclear pe
ripheral categorisation of the dependent noun. 

RF 
1 

CORER 

NU� 
1 R 

N 
1 

RF 

kym, 'ka-m buù ta 

Figure 5: Class 7 NOllll-like mcxlifier in Bamunka 

(8) Bamlli1ka 
kyuit • k{,-mbuù t'i 
pot[C13] C7-red CHAM 
'red pots' (Ingle 2013 :  70) 
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RF 
1 

CORER 

NU�RF f 1 
SH" l;;� -'kO-nd,,� kil 

Figure 6: Verb-noun compound modifier in Barnunka 

(9) Bamunka 
Stttt l:Jry-• k:J-ndlJry kiJ 
hoe[C7] work-C7-farm C7.AM 
'hoe for farming' (Ingle 2013 :  70) 

Difficulty cornes in regarding noun-like modifiers that precede the 
noun. There are two instances of this, vaa 'child' with a diminutive func
tion and rykwe- 'mother' with an augmentative function (Ingle 2013 :  71). 
Ingle suggests that while, semantically, they act as modifiers, grammati
cally, they are the head of an associative construction. The noun being de
scribed occurs as the N2, though because they are of classes 9 and 2 we 
don't see agreement marking. This would pose a problem for the selection 
of the modifier as a peripheral element in the RRG analysis, as the NI 
would take the position of nucleus and modifier sirnultaneously. However, 
an associative realisation accounts for both without imposing inaccurate 
semantics. 

RF 1 
CO� 

NUCR RF 

1 
N 
1 

vaa bî 
Figure 7: Noun-like modifier preceding noun in Barnunka 
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(10) Bamunka 
vaa bî 
child[C9] goat[C9] 
'small goal' (Ingle 2013: 71) 

Again, we do not see an explicit AM in this case as we are dealing with 
a class 9 noun which has 0 marking. There are two potential interpreta
tions of such modifiers, as nouns in an associative NP or as modifiers un
dergoing semantic bleaching and potentially being grammaticalised into a 
classifier fonn; perhaps nurneral classifier or noun class marker. For more 
detailed discussion on semantic bleaching in a case like this see Browne 
(2020 167-168) 

5.2 Modifiers based on verbs 

A second set of modifiers in Bamunka are those derived from verbs. The 
data examples that follow are sourced from Ingle (2013 :  63-65). The first 
type is those which are a reduplicated fonn of the original verb stem as 
follows. 

Verb chyttit 'be sharp' 
(I l )  Bamunka 

Adjective chy';'�hy';' 'sharp' 

nyif • chyttit�hyttit 
cutlass[ C9] sharp-sharp 
'sharp cutlass' (Ingle 2013 :  63) 

Rf' 
C9RER 

rycR +- FERIF
1
HERY 

N MF 

nyù 

1 
COREM 

1 
rycM 

V 

• chym,Jchym, 

Figure 8: Reduplicated verb stern as modifier 
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Other adjectives also appear to be reduplicated forms, but their origin is 
uncertain. It is possible they may have been derived from verbs since lost 
from the language, but further research is needed (Ingle 2013 :  63). While 
at first glance a peripheral allocation of the reduplicated verbal modifier 
seems appropriate, it must be noted that class 9 nouns do not take an A11. 
The distinctive patterning of such constructions from noun classes that 
take an explicit AM appears to be in line with that of the associative NP in 
which the suffix is deleted and follows the dependent element. 

Verb dl! , 'lengthen' Adjective cb:dli ' long' 
(12) Bamunka 

fia- • cb�' cb- ta 
road[C13l long�long CHAM 
'long roads' (Ingle 2013 :  63) 

A further argument could be made for the nominalisation of the modi
fying element here as associative NPs tend to denote meanings roughly 
translated as 'X of Y', thus, a more accurate interpretation may be along 
the lines of 'cutlass of sharpness' or 'road of length' rather than a periph
eral element carrying out the function of modification. This would yield a 
more unifonn interpretation of an associative representation. Thus, we see 
evidence for further measures being taken on a verb root in order to oper
ate in the function of modifier, rather than the existence of a distinctly spe
cialised adjectival class. 

Rf' 
CORER 

NU� 
1 

R 
N 1 

nyil 

Figure 9: Reduplicated verb as N2 in associative construction 

The second type of modifier in Bamunka is derived from verbs are sta
tive verbs with the verbal extensions (-ha, -na). These are used to describe 
the characteristics of the noun in three ways; in verb fonn (in the position 
of predicate), in attributive form (positioned as an attribute in a noun 
phrase and demonstrating agreement with the modified noun) and used 
with a copula verb as a head noun or verb form (Ingle 2013 :  64--65). This 
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brings to rnind Rijkhoffs critique of the use the tenn Adjective when refer
ring to the use of abstract nouns such as "bignessN" or stative verbs like 
"be.bigv" express adjectival notions (Rijkoff 2015: 648). Il is also rerninis
cent of Van Valin's (2008) assertion that certain adjectives rnay in fact be 
a subclass of verbs. Exarnples of the forrns of sù 'nâ 'be sweet' follow (In
gle, 2013 65). 

(13) Barnunka 
ndu-' m-!nJ n:J bû ·sitJnâ 
wine[C6a] C6a-1 SG.POSS REAL FUT be.sweet 
'rny wine will be sweet' (Ingle 2013 :  65)' 

RF 
1 

CORER 
1 

NUCR 
1 
N 
1 

SENTENCE 
1 

CLAUSE 
1 

CORE 1 
NUC 

1 
PRED 1 

V 

ndfi' rn-5l) n5 bu ·sû'nâ 

, , 
, , , 

, , , , , 
, , 

, , , , 
, , , 1 

V 

troc 
1 

CORE 

/
/TNS 

1 
__ CLAUSE 

1 
STATUS __ .� CLAUSE 

1 
SENTENCE 

Figure 10: Predicative use of"j.-sù 'nâ4 

3 Based on personal correspondence with Jane Ingle in Aug 2020, the verb phrase 
particle n6 is glossed as realis in contrast to Ingle (2013). 
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(14) Bamunka 
::5 +n::5 k:5 ndû' su na mil til mi 
3SG REAL give wine[C6a] be.sweet C6a.AM to I SG 
'He gave me sweet wine' (Ingle 2013 :  65) 

�RO 

SENTENCE 
1 

CLAUSE 
1 

CORE 

NUC RF 

1 1 
FRED CORER 1 r--::-

V lCR RF 

N 

1 
k5 ndfl' sû'nâ mâ tâ m5 

1 
V 
1 

NUC 
1 

CORE 

1 
STATUS+CLAUSE 

1 
SENTENCE 

Figure I l :  sù 'na as the N2 in an associative construction 
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In the above form the verbal modifier may perhaps be interpreted as being 
nominalised in that we again see an associative agreement marker OCCUf-

4 Note that the marking of illocutionary force in Bamunka requires further research 
on the 1ayered structure of the clause. 
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ring after the elernent deerned attribute painting ta the pattern of an associ
ative NP. For instance, Ingle (2013 :  95) states that verbs or adjectives in 
such a construction rnay serve as "the associative noun". 

SENTENCE 
1 

CLAUSE 

1 
CO

I
RE __________ 

RF 
1 

CORER 1 
NUCR 

1 
N 

1 

ndii' rn-S� nS bE yi sû'n6 y6 

Figure 12: Copular use of sù 'na 

(15) Barnunka 
ndu -, m-:J1} n:J hi yi su na yâ 
wine[C6a] C6a-I SG.POSS REAL be SG sweet SG 
'My wine is sweet' (Ingle 2013: 65) 

While a nurnber of languages use non-verbal predicates to express such 
notions, there is evidence of the use of verbal predicates for existential func
tians (pavey 2010: 59). Again, we do see evidence of a verb fOot which is 
rnodified in the fonn of an associative NP construction to perfonn the func
tion of attribute rather than the presence of a distinct, closed adjectival class. 

5.3 Real adjectives in Bamunka 

Ingle (2013 :  67) points out that there is an attribute kwÉtaÏ] 'big' which is 
not an instance of reduplication and does not have a known verb fonn. 
While it is rnay be a noun, its derivation is unclear, thus we rnay be dealing 
with a real adjective. Il is also highlighted that other adjectives are evident
ly reduplicated forrns, but their actual source is uncertain. They rnay have 
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been derived from verbs that have been lost from the language, or they 
may have been derived from other fonns (Ingle 2013 :  63). While not clear
ly members of a distinct adjectival class they at least raise questions as to 
their nature. 

(15) Bamunka 
miit5 fê�fè 
fann[C9] new�new 
'new fann' (Ingle 2013 :  64) 

The analysis thus far suggests that when it cornes to modifiers of the 
reference phrase in Bamunka, there is strong evidence for fOnTIS which are 
morpho-syntactically altered fonns of nouns and verbs through processes 
such as reduplication and syntactic positioning. The existence of a distinct 
adjectival class as per Rijkhoffs (2002) modified version of Hengeveld's 
(1992 a, b) approach to parts of speech does not appear to be present Evi
dence for a small, closed class of true adjectives is unclear, with the origin 
of a selection of derived fOnTIS unknown. 

5.4 The associative RP in Bamunka and Rijkhoff's layered 
model 

Il has been noted that in an earlier version of Rijkhoffs analysis, non
iconic ordering in the layered structure of the NP may be due to a misallo
cation of certain elements as simplex adjectives and nurnerals. Interesting
ly, the associative NP construction displayed a number of parallels with 
Rijkhoffs (2008: 80) updated version of the layered structure of the NP 
which incorporates a TO layer relating to "classifying satellites" which 
points to the kind or subclass of the entity denoted by the head noun. In 
English this would include the following the examples outlined in (16). 

(16) English 
a. a corporate laywer 
b. a house of sin (Rijkhoff 2008: 80) 

Rijkhoffs (2008: 83) further notes that the semantic range of such 
classifying satellites as noted by Halliday (2014 :  377) include material, 
purpose and function. Thus, both syntactic and semantic similarities are 
demonstrated between these and the associative construction in Bamunka 
which include semantic functions such as "product-material" and "object
purpose" (Ingle, 2013: 92). Further to that, where Rijkhoff (2008: 83) points 
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to the difficulty in drawing a line between "a noun + classifying satellite 
combination and compounds or quasi-compounds", Ingle (2013:  92) does 
the same in acknowledging that in Bamunka "more research may be re
quired to detennine whether a construction is a compound noun or a noun 
phrase/ associative noun phrase." So, while the ordering of noun and "adjec
tive" is iconic at the surface level, it appears that we are not dealing with a 
definitive member of a distinct adjectival class, but rather nouns and nomi
nalized verbs functioning as classifying modifiers within the syntactic struc
ture of an associative NP. Rijkhoff (2008: 83) notes that such classifying 
satellites can take various fonns and constructions including adjectives, 
nouns and genitive NPs. 

6. The demonstrative 

In addition to an anaphoric demonstrative, the two main distinctions in 
Bamunka are proximal and distal demonstratives which both occur after 
the noun. With the exception of class 9 nouns which do not have an affix, 
the head noun suffix is deleted and a concord prefix is placed on the 
demonstrative (Ingle 2013: 31). 

RF 
1 

CORER 1 
NUCR � 

1 
16 
1 l'f 

NUCR 1 
CORER 1 

, , , , , , , , , , , 
RF _ DEIC 

Figure 13: Proximal demonstrative in Bamunka 
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RF 
1 

CORER 
1 

NUCR 
1 

N 
1 

�giè gh5-ki> 

� \. " 1 .. \ " NlJCR .. \ 
1 \\ 

CORER \\ l " , ' 

RF - DE�\\ 
l '\ RF � DEIC 

Figure 14: Anaphoric dernonstrative in Barnunka 

Proximal 
(17) Barn unka 

fi +k-JJ" 
thing[C7] C7-PROX 
'this thing' (Ingle 2013 31) 

(18) Barnunka 
rygie gh5-kà 
language[C7] ANAPH-C7 
'that language' i.e. 'thase words (referred ta a1ready)' 
(Ingle 2013 32) 

231 

The anaphoric dernanstrative identifies sarnething that has already 
been mentioned and it takes a noun class concord suffix if one is present. It 
appears ta be similar in functian ta the definite deterrniner mbu (Ingle 
2013 37-38, 44). 

As regards the demonstrative, we do not observe evidence of the pres
ence of a complex constituent or misnamed category, and so, this study 
will move on to an examination of the nurneral in Bamunka. 
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7. The numeral in Bamunka 

Nurnerals frorn one to ten in Barnunka follow the noun and show no 
agreement with the class of the head noun. Three, however (numbers 
'two', 'three', and 'five'), do take a prefix depending on the anima
cylinanimacy of the head noun, the prefixes bà- or i-, respectively (Ingle 
2013 50-51). 

(19) Bamunka 
njaâ-+-ha i-buu 
house-ClO INANM-two 
'Iwo houses' (Ingle 2013: 50) 

(20) Bamunka 
biJ-• ké bà-buii 
C2-female ANM-two 
'Iwo women' (Ingle 2013 :  51) 

The question of whether the Bamunka numeral can be regarded as a sim
ple constituent of the NP, or in Rijkhoffs (2002: 171 ,  335) terms a com
plex or "ernbedded" constituent, arises in nurnerals above ten. The word 
njuJ 'digit', a probable gender 9110 noun, is used in the formation of num
bers above ten. A nurnber between one and nine follows njuJ and agree
ment marking is absent This is followed by the conjunctionn,j 'and' along 
with the word wûry 'ten' (Ingle 2013: 52). This points to the existence of a 
cornplex NP when such elernents rnodify another noun. 

(21) Bamunka 
njuJ buu nà wûry 
digit Iwo and ten 
'lwelve' (Ingle 2013 :  52) 

While Ingle points out that the elernents nà wûry are not always used in ac
tuaI speech as seen in (22), the structure itself appears complex in nature. 

(22) Bamunka 
nju3 buu 
digit Iwo 
'lwelve' (Ingle 2013 :  53) 
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As outlined by Ingle (2013 :53-55), decades are formed using the word 
wûry 'ten' plus a numeral from one to nine as in (23). Numbers above each 
decade are fonned in the sarne cornplex rnanner rnentioned above with the 
conjunction nà 'and' along with the decade wûry + nurneral. However, in 
these cases, the presence of wûry and the nurneral is obligatory. Nurnbers 
beyond one hundred are fonned with ghyttit 'one hundred' or ghyttit-' ta + 
numeral for multiples of hundreds. These are followed by the conjunction 
nà ' and' and a numera!. A 'thousand' is expressed by rykJry (plural ryk0ry
ha), a gender 9110 noun, and numeral classifier mbyuu is required to de
note 'one thousand' .  For further details on nurn bers above one thousand 
see Ingle (2013 :  55-51). 

RF 
� RF CONJ RF 
1 1 1 

NUCR 1 
N 
1 

ni> CORER 1 
NUCR 1 

N 1 
mbyuu �k5� ti>-ghym, ti>-taâ 

, , , , , , 
1 
N 
1 

"" 1 \ 
/;;i' � \ 

NASP --+NUCR /��S� NUCR \ ... " 1 " 
1 

CORER NUM --.� CiRER 
, , , , , 

RF 
RF 

CORER .- QUANT 
1 

RF 

Figure 15: Cornplexnurneral in Bamunka 
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Van Valin and La Polla (1997: 492) have pointed out that nexus-juncture 
relations found in the clause rnay also be identified in a sirnilar fashion in 
the LSNP. They posit that the simplest example of NP-level linkage is 
found in conjoined NPs such as the woman and the man. Those sharing a 
deterrniner but independent of other operators are deerned NP cosubordi
nation and those that take the full range of independent operators are 
deemed NP coordination. While a numeral may not take all NP operators, 
evidence frorn older speakers suggest that in the recent past cornplex nu
rnerals took independent agreement rnarking. In place of an inanirnate 
agreement prefix in (25), the numeral in (24) has a prefix agreeing with the 
noun class of the preceding noun ghymt-'ta 'hundreds' in its B-form with 
nurnerals 'one', 'two', 'three' and 'five' . With other nurnerals, aIl speak
ers use the A-fonn of ghymt-'ta 'hundreds', without agreement on the 
numeral (Ingle 2013: 56). Browne (2020: 217-220) has argued for the po
tential of noun class affixes to be categorised as nuclear aspect operators. 
Thus, we provisionally see cornplex nurnerals in Barnunka, at least in the 
recent historical sense arnong older speakers, as an exarnple of a cornplex 
NP showing NP coordination with independent operators. The analysis in 
Figure 16 uses the updated terminology ofRP. 

Among younger speakers this has become simplified with the majority 
using the A-fonn of ghymt-'ta 'hundred' and an inanimate prefix on the 
numeral (Ingle 2013 :  56). 

(24) Bamunka 
mbyuu rybry ni! ti!-ghyttu ti!-taâ 
unit[C9] thousand[C9] and C13-hundred C13-five 
'one thousand five hundred' (Ingle 2013 :  56) 

(25) Bamunka 
mbyuu rybry ni! ghymt-' ta i-taâ 
unit[C9] thousand[C9] and hundred-C13 INANM-five 
'one thousand five hundred' (Ingle 2013 :  56) 

8. Possible explanations for non-iconic ordering 

in the Bamunka RP 

At first glance the languages above are a non-iconic anornaly as regards 
Rijkhoffs (2002; 2004) predictions, similar to those identified by Hawkins 
(1983), leading him to modify Greenberg's twentieth universa!. Il may be 
that the Bamunka language has raised sorne challenges to this theory of 
iconicity, but an analysis of the data suggests sorne other explanations. 
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8.1 The questionable status of the adjective 

While position of "adjective" is iconic, based on our observations and 
Rijkhoffs issues with the misattribution of certain elements such as appo
sitional NPs as adjectives, it's worth highlighting that this may arise as an 
issue in future typological research. Rijkhoff (2004: 178-179) noted the 
necessity of rightly categorising elements within the scope of the simplex 
NP and that apparently non-iconic predictions regarding the word order in 
the integral NP can be due to a misattribution of word classes. Modifiers in 
Bamunka are often noun or verb-like in nature with a nurnber of "adjec
tives" taking the agreement marking of an associative NP. An RRG analy
sis of the RF in Bamunka revealed that, rather than treating such modifiers 
as peripheral modifying phrases, they are beller captured as an argument 
within the RF in an adapted version of Pavey's (2010) approach to asso
ciative NPs and are often best understood semantically in tenns of "X of 
y". Additionally, a comparison of the syntactic structure and semantic 
commonalities such as "object-purpose" and "product-material" revealed 
that they may best be regarded as nouns or nominalised verbs belonging to 
the TO layer of classifying satellite, rather than as a member of the T) layer 
of qualifying satellite as per Rijkhoff (2008). Thus, in relation to 
Rijkhoffs (2002) modified version of Hengeveld's (1992a, b) approach to 
word classes, which takes both semantic and syntactic factors into account, 
there is further evidence for Bamunka as a language that is lacking a large 
set of distinctive adjectives. 

8.2 The numeral as a complex constituent 

A brief sketch of the realisation of NP modifiers in Bamunka through the 
lens of RRG in fact lends support to Rijkhoff s (2002; 2004) the ory of 
non-iconic anomalies. Initially, the presence of the demonstrative interven
ing between "adjective" and nurneral appeared to contradict the scopal 
principle which is expected to be reflected in iconically the realization of 
the linguistic expression. Iwo ordering features are predicted by this Prin
ciple of Scope. Firstly, that constituents in the scope of a certain modifier 
(part of the same semantic layer) are expressed in a continuous sequence. 
And secondly, that operators and satellites occur immediately before or af
ter the material they have in their scope (Rijkhoff 2002: 3 13). 

While Rijkhoffs (2002; 2004) model of the layered structure has been 
updated, we would still expect that the demonstrative (üJ3) would not inter
vene between the numeral (üJ2) and head noun. We have suggested that the 
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majority of elements deemed as adjectives in Bamunka may best be de
scribed as classifying satellites (Ta), but the matter of the numeral can also 
be addressed. With reference to a similar situation in Babungo, Rijkhoff 
(2002: 324, 325) suggests that this is not a counter-example in that numer
aIs are expressed in the fonn of an embedded modifier, that is a quantify
ing satellite (û) rather than an operator (ûl2) and that their syntactic prop
erties can be explained due to the fact that nurnerals are subject to conflict
ing ordering preferences. He highlights tha� according to the Principle of 
Scope and the Principle of Head Proximily, the preferred pattern is [N 
num" dem]. However, the Principle of Domain Integrily, a competing 
principle, states that "constituents of the matrix domain . . .  prefer not to be 
interrupted by embedded domains, such as lexical expressions of cardinali
ty" (Rijkhoff, 2002: 325). Thus, with regard to cases which explicitly use 
nouns in nurneral constructions such as njuJ 'digit' and ghyuû-·�"Iâ 'hun
dreds', there is evidence of a complex construction. This explains why 
constituents of the [N dem] matrix domain in (26) are not interrupted by 
embedded domains, such as lexical expressions of cardinality. Thus, we 
see the corn peting interactions of three ordering principles at work. Future 
research could further examine the possibility of redundancy of use of 
nominal elements in nurnerals 1-9, for instance, as appears to be the case 
in Babungo (Rijkhoff 2002 171). 

Figure 16: Quantity and location operators and satellites in Bamunka (Adapted 
from Rijkhoff, 2008: 65; 2002: 220-222) 

(26) Bamunka 
mû' t:J fêfe- h-ttà h-JJ" njuJ buit 
fann[ClO] new ClO-3PL.POSS ClO-PROX digit Iwo 
'these their Iwelve new farms' (Ingle 2013:53) 

9. Summary 

This analysis has raised a number of questions relating to Rijkhoffs 
(2002; 2004) prediction that the ordering of modifying elements of the NP 
in a given language will iconically reflect the underlying layered semantic 
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structure. At first glance, it appears that Bamunka is a non-iconic anomaly 
here similar to those identified by Hawkins (1983), but an analysis of the 
data suggests alternative explanations. 

As noted by Rijkhoff (2015), semantic first definitions of elements 
such as that of "adjective" can become too loosely defined. This was evi
dent in an RRG breakdown of so-called adjectives in Bamunka in which 
we see verb and noun-like constituents functioning in the role of modifica
tion. The close aligmnent of such elements and the nouns they modify with 
the structure of the associative noun phrase in Bamunka further highlight
ed the problem of allocating such elements to a distinctive adjectival class. 
Additionally, Rijkhoffs (2008) updated model of the layered structure of 
the NP indicates that we may in fact be dealing with classifying satellites 
in such cases. 

An analysis of the nurneral as a complex constituent in Bamunka and a 
quantity satellite rather than operator suggested that the occurrence of the 
demonstrative between numeral and noun could potentially be explained 
by means of competing principles. That is to say that in categorising the 
numeral as a quantifying satellite it is subject to the Principle of Domain 
Integrity, thus, explaining its apparently non-iconic positioning. 

The above findings suggest that although Bamunka, at first, appears to 
be non-iconic with regard to Rijkhoffs (2004) theory, the explanation may 
be found in the miscategorisation of constituents rather than his typologi
cal predictions. While authors such as Dryer (1992) have used heavily se
mantically based definitions for notions such as "adjective" for cross
linguistic purposes, the difficulties with utilising such a broad term have 
become apparent in the above analysis. Constituents which may be better 
labelled in verbal or noun-like terms at first suggest a non-iconic typologi
cal pattern, when in fact, it may be that they have been categorised in se
mantic tenns outside of the scope of such typological predictions. As re
search into Bamunka is still at an early stage, further studies into adjec
tival-like elements and, in particular, those reduplicated forms whose 
origin is as yet unknown could strengthen the current findings. Additional
ly, an extended study of the construction of nurnerals via nominal elements 
and what range of operators they may take could shed further light on the 
RRG analysis made and the ordering principles at work within the 
Bamunka RP. 
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Abstract 

The theory of clause linkage in Role and Reference Granunar [RRG] is one 
of the rnost important and distinctive aspects of the theory. One of its sig
nificant features is the positing of a third syntactic linkage type, cosubordi
nation, in addition to the two traditional linkage types, coordination and 
subordination, which has been widely adopted in the typological literature 
and used in many descriptive granunars. Nevertheless, its validity as a dis
tinct linkage type lias been questioned in Foley (2010) and Bickel (2010). 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate their arguments and show that 
cosulxmlination is a valid concept, albeit more cornplex than originally 
supposed. 

Keywords 

Clause linkage, nexus, ernbedding, juncture, infonnation structure 

1. Introduction 

The the ory of clause linkage in Role and Reference Grammar [RRG] is 
one of the most important and distinctive aspects of the theory. One of ils 
most significant features is the positing of a third syntactic linkage type. 
cosubordination. in addition to the Iwo traditional linkage types, coordina
tion and subordination. While this notion has been widely adopted in the 
typological literature and used in many descriptive grammars, it has been 
criticized in Foley (2010) and Bickel (2010), who questioned ils validity as 
a distinct linkage type. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate their ar
guments and argue that cosubordination is a valid concept, albeit more 
complex that originally supposed. 
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The discussion will proceed as follows. In section 2 there will be a 
brief review of the theory of clause linkage in RRG, followed in section 3 
by a summary of Foley and Bickel's criticisms of the notion of cosubordi
nation. In section 4 their arguments will be subjected to critical evalua
tion, and it will be argued that they are not a problem for the contemporary 
theory of clause linkage in RRG. Section 5 gives a summary and conclu
SIOns. 

2. The RRG theory of clause linkage: a review' 

The RRG theory of complex sentences has three main components: the 
layered structure of the clause [LSC], which supplies the units which are 
cornbined in cornplex sentences; the three syntactic linkage relations (co
ordination, subordination, cosubordination), which characterize the syntac
tic relationship between the units; and the interclausal sernantic relations 
hierarchy, which deals with the semantic relationship between the units. 
Only the first two are relevant to this discussion. The units of clause struc
ture (the nucleus, the core and the clause) define the levels ofjuncture: nu
clear junctures involve the linking of nuclei, as in (la,b), core junctures the 
linking of cores, as in (2a,b), and clausal junctures the linking of whole 
clauses, as in (3) 2 

(I) a. Tii [N qiiio] [Npà] le yi ge fànwan. 
3sg hit break PRFV one CL ricebowl 
'He broke (by hitting) a ricebowl.' 

b. Fu fase [Nfi] [N isoe l 
3sg letter sit write 
'He sat writing a letter.' 

Mandarin Chinese 
(Hansell 1993) 

Barai (OIson 1981) 
[Papua-New Guinea] 

1 For detailed discussion of the RRG theory ofjllllcture-nexus types, see Van Valin 
& LaPolla (1997), chapter 8, and Van Valin (2005), chapter 6. 
2 Abbreviations: AFD 'actual [OClIS dornain', ASP 'aspect', ASS 'assertion', C 
'core', Cl 'clause', CL 'classifier', CLM 'clause-linkage marker', CMPL 'complet
ive', CONT 'continuative', CUR.REL 'CUITent relevance, dl 'dual', DS 'different 
subjec!', DIR 'directional', DUR 'durative', EVID 'evidential', FUT 'future', IF 
'illocutionary force', IND 'indicative', IPFV 'imperfective', LOC 'locative', LSC 
'layered structure of the clause', NEG 'negation', NPST 'non-past', ns 'non
singular', N, NUC 'nucleus', POSS 'possessor', PRED 'predicate', PRES 'pre
sent', PRFV 'perfective', PRO 'pronOllll' ,  Q 'question', RP 'reference phrase', 
SEQ 'sequential', SIM 'simultaneous', SS 'same subject', STA 'status', TNS 
'tense', TPAST 'today's past', TRANS 'transitive', YPAST 'yesterday's past'o 
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(2) a. [e Max tried][ e to fix his bicycle l 
b. [eMax regrets [e asking Bill about it]l 

(3) [CI Mary bought fresh fish at the market] and [CI John will cook itl 

The second relevant cornponent is the syntactic relationship between 
the units, or nexus relation. The example in (3) exemplifies (clausal) co
ordination, and the one in (2b) illustrates a type of (core) subordination, in 
which one core (asking Bill about if) functions as a core argument of an
other core (Max regrets). Cosubordination, as the name implies, has fea
tures of both coordination and subordination. It is like coordination and 
unlike subordination, in that it is a flat structure (no em bedding), but it is 
like subordination and unlike coordination in that the linked unit is de
pendent on the rnatrix (or 'licensing') unit in sorne way. In cosubordina
tion the dependence concems operators at the level of juncture. The con
trast arnong the three nexus types at the clause level can be seen clearly in 
the following examples from Amele (Roberts 1988). 

(4) a. Fred cum ho-i-an qa Bill uqadec h-ugi-an. 
yesterday come-3sg-YPAST but tomorrow come-3sg-FUT 

'Fred came yesterday, but Bill will come tomorrow. '  
b .  lja ja hud-ig-a eu nu, uqa sab mane-i-a. 

l sg fire open-l sg-TPAST that for 3sg food roast-3sg- TPAST 
'Because 1 lit the fire, she cooked the food.' 

c. Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo-ig-a. 
pig run.out-DS-3sg man 3pl hit-3pl- TPAST 
'The pig ran out and the men killed il.' 

ln (4a) classic coordination at the clause level is exemplified: each clause 
is [ully inflected and could stand on its own as an independent utterance. 
ln (4b) each clause is fully inflected, but the first clause is marked by a 
subordinating conjunction, which makes it structurally dependent on the 
main clause; it cannot stand on its own as an independent utterance. This 
is a clear example of (adverbial) subordination. In (4c) the first clause 
lacks tense rnarking and therefore is dependent on the second clause for 
the expression of tense. Accordingly, the first clause cannot stand on its 
own as an independent utterance. Moreover, it is neither an adverbial 
modifier of the second clause, nor is it an argument (complement) of the 
verb in the second clause, which rules out an analysis of it as subordina
tion. However, it is clearly different from the coordination example in 
(4a) as well, and so it does not fit into either of the traditional categories; it 
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is, then, an instance of cosubordination at the clause level. It is important 
to note that while the first clause in (4c) is dependent on the second for the 
expression of tense, it is not embedded in it, unlike the adverbial subordi
nate clause in (4b) or the gerund in (2b). Thus, a crucial ide a underlying 
the RRG the ory of clause lirikage is that dependent does not entail embed
ded; there can be formaI dependencies between units in a flat structure. 

The three nexus types can occur in nuclear, core and clausal junctures, 
generating nine possible juncture-nexus relations. Cosubordination at the 
nuclear level is illustrated in (1a), in which two nuclei, qiiio 'hi!' and pà 
'break' , fonn a single complex nucleus under the scope of the le perfective 
aspect operator, aspect being a nuclear operator. Cosubordination at the 
core level is exemplified in (2a), which can be seen clearly when a deontic 
modal operator, a core operator, is added, as in (Sa). 

(5) a. Max must try to fix rus bicycle. 
b. Max must persuade Bill to fix his bicycle. 

What Max is obliged to do in (Sa) is not to try anything but rather to try to 
fix his bicycle, which rneans that the scope of must is over both cores. In 
contras!, in (Sb) Max is obliged to persuade Bill of something, but Bill is 
not obliged to fix his bicycle, which means that must has scope over only 
the first core but not the second; hence (Sb) is not an example of core 
cosubordination but rather of core coordination. 3 Thus the structures in 
(Sa, b) do not involve embedding, hence they are not examples of subordi
nation, contra the conventional wisdorn regarding these constructions (see 
Van Valin 2005: 189-90 for evidence against an embedding analysis). 

3. Critiques of cosubordiuation 

Foley (2010) and Bickel (2010) attempt to call into question the validity of 
the notion of cosubordination. They restrict their arguments to clausal 
cosubordination only, and Foley assumes the original version of the LSC 
presented in Foley & Van Valin (1984), which differs in certain crucial 
respects from the version developed in Van Valin (1993b) and subsequent 
work. The notion of the LSC at that time was rather different from the 

3 It's important to emphasize here that 'coordination' is an abstract linkage relation 
and not a grammatical construction; it should be distinguished from 'conjllllction', 
which is a formaI construction type. Coordination may be instantiated by conjllllc
tion, as in (3), but it is not restricted to cases of formaI conjllllction. 
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concept that is assumed today; it is presented in Figure 1 .  

(IF(EVID(TNS(STA[Loc . . .  (MODC!::!.E (NP) (DIR(ASP[PredicateJ))])])))) 
PERIPHERY CORE NUCLEUS 

Figure 1 :  The LSC in Foley & Van Valin (1984:224) 

As can be clearly seen, there is no 'clause' or ' sentence' level, and the 
periphery surrounds the core and nucleus. The shift to the current 
conception of the LSC began with Van Valin (1987) and was first 
published in Van Valin (1990, 1993b). There was no fonnal 
representation of the LSC, and in particular the projection grarnrnar 
fonnalism had not yet been developed; it was proposed in Johnson (1987) 
and ushered in the representation of constituents, operators and 
information structure in distinct projections, also first published in Van 
Valin (1993b). Furthennore, in the 1984 book there was no representation 
of complex sentences beyond labeled bracketings, which did not include 
any representation of operators. 

Their criticisrns center on two key issues: first, there seern to be cases 
in which the scope of clausal operators is variable, as in (6) from Tauya 
(papua New Guinea), and second, there are cases in which not all clausal 
operators are shared across the clauses, as in (7a) from Wambule (Sino
Tibetan) and (7b) from Korafe (papua New Guinea). 

(6) Tepau-fe-pa yatefitau-a-nae? Tauya (MacDonald 1990) 
break-TRANS-SS go throw-2-Q 

a. 'Did you break it and go away?', or 
b. 'Y ou broke it and did you go away?', or 
c. 'Did you break it before going away?' 

(7) a. Wambule (Opgenort 2004)[Sino-Tibetan; cited in Bickel (201067)] 
Na hep ja:-ma-k tyary isku/ di-ry-m. 
previously grain eal. I sg-PAST-SEQ from.now school move-Isg-ASS 
'1 ate cooked grain before, and now 1 will go to schoo!.' 

b. Korafe (FaIT 1999) [Papua New Guinea; cited in Bickel (2010:66)] 
Mut-eno er-ira-re. 
give. 1 sg-SEQ.REALIS. I sgDS IPFV-go.DURPRES.3sgIND-CURREL 
'1 gave it, and he is currently going.' 

The problem that both Foley and Bickel see in (6) is the apparently varia
ble scope of the illocutionary force operator: it seerns to have scope over 
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both clauses, yielding the reading in (6a), or only over the second clause, 
yielding the interpretation in (6b), or only over the first clause, yielding 
(6c). They interpret this as evidence against the notion of cosubordination, 
because it involves obligatory sharing of operators at the level of juncture, 
and here the operator sharing is variable and optiona!. The structure would 
be cosubordination on the (6a) reading but not on the (6b) or (6c) interpre
tations. Foley argues further that the examples in (7) are problematic, be
cause not aIl clausal operators are shared across the two clauses: in (7a) 
there is one illocutionary force operator on the second clause, but the tense 
operator in the first clause has scope only over it, and the second clause 
gets a non-past interpretation; in (7b) there is again a single i11ocutionary 
force operator, but the first clause is interpreted as past tense, due to the 
sequential-realis affix, while the second clause is rnarked for present tense. 

As noted above, Foley assumes the model of clause structure and the 
notion of cosubordination presented in Foley & Van Valin (1984), ignor
ing a11 subsequent work. In the 1984 version of the theory, no formalism 
of any kind had been developed, and in the informaI representations used 
at that time, operator sharing was aIl or nothing. His proposed solution 
exploits an idiosyncratic feature of Lexical-Functional Grammar [LFG], 
namely the distinction between IF and S, where 'IF' contains grammatical 
categories like tense and illocutionary force and 'S'  is a 'srnall clause' 
containing the predicate and its arguments. He claims that the contrast be
tween coordination in e.g. (4a) and cosubordination in e.g. (4c) is a func
tion of what is linked, not a difference in linkage relations. Renee there is 
coordination in (4a) between IFs but in (4c) between Ss. According to this 
analysis, what RRG caUs ' cosubordination' is just coordination of Ss un
der one or more IP nodes, each reflecting a different grammatical category, 
and therefore cosubordination is not a distinct linkage type. 

This alternative analysis of the phenomena which motivate the postula
tion of cosubordination does not call the notion of cosubordination into 
question. To begin with, its is limited to clause-lev el linkages; it does not 
apply to cosubordination at the core level, as in (2a), or at the nuclear lev
el, as in (1a,b) 4 One would have to postulate something like a VP-level IF 
and a V-level IF in order to deal with these examples, and that is not an 
option in LFG. The result is a situation in which cosubordination is a link
age relation at sub-clausal levels but the analogous phenomena at the 
clause-Ievel are handled in tenns of a special type of coordination involv-

4 See Bolmemeyer & Van Valin (2017) for discussion of the importance of cosub
ordination in core junctures in relation to the Macro-Event Property. 
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ing Ss instead of IPs. It is difficult to see why this is an improvernent over 
an analysis in which operator-sharing constructions are given a unified 
treatment at the clause lev el as well as sub-clausal levels. 

Bickel (20 1 0) starts out by saying that categories like 'coordination', 
'subordination' and 'cosubordination' are too broad and not fine-grained 
enough te capture the diversity found in clause-linkage constructions. He 
decornposes the different constructions into a set of I l  features, each with 
a range of values. For example, ' T[ense]-mark[ing]' in dependent clauses 
has the values: OK (allowed), Banned (not allowed), Harmonic (allowed 
but subject te constraints based on the tense or status choice in the main 
clause). He then perfonns a statistical analysis to see if the features cluster 
into well-defined categories like coordination, subordination and cosubor
dination. He argues that this is not the case: there is tentative evidence for 
a specific prototype of subordination, but none for coordination and 
cosubordination, which seern te fonn a continuum . Given that coordina
tion and cosubordination share the crucial feature of being a fiat, i.e. non
ern bedded, structure, it appears that Bickel' s results reflect the salience of 
embedding as a feature of complex sentences. This is an interesting result, 
as there has been sorne debate within RRG as te which of the two defining 
features of nexus, [± dependent] and [± embedded], is more basic. Van 
Valin (1 993b) proposed that [± embedded] is the more basic feature, set
ting subordination off from coordination and cosubordination, which are 
then distinguished by [± dependent). In Van Valin & LaPolla (1 997), on 
the other hand, [± dependent] was taken as the basic distinction, with co
ordination being [- dependent] and the other two bring [+ dependent]; 
subordination and cosubordination were then differentiated by [± embed
ded). Bicke!' s results support the 1993 analysis, not the 1997 one. This is 
summarized in Figure 2. 

� [+ .......... 1 [-........... 1 
� CoœdiDaIjoo 

[+anbcddcd] [-anbcxl.ck:d] 
SubonIimdiOD. CoBubœdiaaOOu. 

v ... Valin& LaPoIla(l997:45.f) 

� 
[-anbcddcd.] [+cmbcddcd.] 

� [-........... 1 [+""""""1 

Figure 2: Nexus types 

Bickel's results can, thus, be seen as evidence of the significance of em
bedding in the structure of cornplex sentences and not as evidence against 
the validity of the notion of cosubordination. 
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4. Re-examining cosubordination 

Cosubordination was first proposed as a linkage type in OIson (1981), and 
it was further developed in Foley & Van Valin (1984). As noted above, it 
was assumed at that time that a11 of the operators at a given level of the 
clause must be shared in cosubordination, and that is the case in aIl of the 
examples presented in Foley & Van Valin (1984). Foley (2010:29) explic
itly states that a11 operators must be shared. 

In the decade after the publication of Foley & Van Valin (1984), how
ever, work on cornplex sentences in a variety of languages, e.g. Mandarin 
Chinese (Tao 1986, Hanse11 1993), Nootka (Jacobsen 1993), Japanese 
(Hasegawa 1992, 1996), and Turkish (Watters 1993), made clear that not 
a11 operators must be shared at the level of juncture. Rather, at least one 
must be shared, and the more that are shared, the tighter the link between 
the units. "[I]n a cosubordinate linkage at a given level of juncture, the 
linked units are dependent upon the rnatrix unit for expression of one or 
more of the operators for that level."(Van Valin 1993b:1 12; see also Van 
Valin & LaPo11a 1997:455, Van Valin 2005 :201) In clausal junctures, il
locutionary force, the outerrnost operator, must be shared; other clausal 
operators such as status and tense rnay or rnay not be shared. This can be 
seen clearly in the contrast between the Korafe example in (7b) and the 
Amele example in (8). The Amele example has the structure in Figure 3a; 
the Korafe sentence has the structure in Figure 3b. 

(8) Ho busale-ce-b dana age qo-ig-a fa? Amele (Roberts 1988) 
pig run.out-DS-3sg man 3pl hit-3pl-TPAST Q [Papua New Guinea] 
'Did the pig run out and did the men ki11 it?' 
(*'The pig ran out and did the men ki11 it?) 
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SENTENCE 
1 

� 
CLA.pSE<-CLM CLA.USE 

CORE CORE 
.----, .----, lp NyC lP NyC 

PRIED PRIED 
V V 
1 1 

Ho busale-çe-b dana age qo-ig-a fo'? 
1 1 

NUC NUC 
1 1 

CORE CORE 
1 1 

CLAUSE CLAUSE 
-----------

CLAUSE<----TNS 
1 

CLAUSE<- ----lF 
1 

SENTENCE 

Figure 3a: Structure of (8) 

SENTENCE 1 

� 
CLAUSE CLI\USE 

CO'.E CORE 
NÛc'FRo NU�O 

PD PD 
r �oo /Tre 

NUC \ASP->NUC 
1 1 

CORE CORE 
1 1 

CLAUSE<-STA Cl.A,USE<-TNS 

� 
CLAUSE<-------IF 

1 
SENTENCE 

Figure 3b: Structure of (7b) 

In Amele, both tense and illocutionary force must be shared in clausal 
cosubordination, and this is explicitly represented by having the operators 
modify the superordinate clause nodes. The motivation for having 'dupli
cate' clause nodes is that it is necessary to represent the scope of each op
erator separately, since they may or may not be shared. Korafe isjust such 
an example: there are three clausal operators (status, tense and illocution
ary force), and only illocutionary force is shared, with each clause having 
independent tense and status mmking. Such a situation could not be cap
tured in terrns of the 1984 version of the LSC in Figure 1 ,  but it can be 
readily expressed in terrns of the RRG multiple projection representation. 
In sub-clausal jooctures, at least one operator at the level of joocture must 
be shared; which operator that will be depends on the inventory of core 
and nuclear operators in the language. 
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When there is operator sharing in cosubordinatiOl1, it must be obligato
ry, and in light of this requirement bath Foley and Bickel point ta the 
Tauya example in (6) as being extremely problematic for the concept of 
cosubordination. At first glance, it does indeed appear ta be a coooterex
ample ta this requirement, but if we invoke another aspect of the theOly 
nat available in 1984, a solution readily presents itself. Foley himself 
(2010:47) points ta the solution: there is only one IF operator (Figure 4) 
but the foeus vs. presupposition division of the sentence varies (Figures 
5a-c), which is represented in the foeus struchire projection in terrns of the 
actual foeus domain. 

SENTENCE 

� 

"*Tl T3t Y'3�:'�\' 

CL�USE 

CLAUSE<-----IF 
1 

SENTENCE 

Figure 4: Tauya--Structure of (6) 

SENTENCE 1 

� 
C��USE/<-<:LM C��!E 

OF r-" Ntfc Nye p,o 
P'I'D P'I'D 

V V 
1 1 

TCpllu-fc-pa yale litau-a-nae? ... � .. -. .-.............. SPEECH Acr 

Figure Sa: AFD foc (6a) 
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SENTENCE 

� 
CLAUSE<-CLM CLAUSE 

CO�E CO� 
, r-.. NUC NUC PRO 

PR:ED PR:ED 
V V 
, , 

Tcpau-fe-pa yate fitau-a-nae? 

Figure Sb: AFD for (6b) 

SENTENCE 

� 
CLAUSE<-CLM CLAUSE 

CO�E CO� 
, ,-

NUe Nue PRO 

PR1ED PRtED 
, , 

V V 
, , 

Tepau-fe-pa yale fitau-a-nae? 

..... 
. .... .. 

� 

.' 
.
..... . ..... 

...... 
SPEECH Acr 

Figure 5c: AFD for (6c) 

In Figure 4 the constiruent and operator projections are given, showing 
that the illocutionary force operator nae 'interrogative' has scope over 
both clauses. This establishes that the potential foeus domain is the entire 
sentence; it is represented by the dotted black line in the focus strucrure 
projection in Figures 5a-c. What varies is the acrual focus domain [AFD], 
where the focus of the question lies. The reading in (6a), represented in 
Figure Sa, has bath clauses within the AFD, as represented by the grey tri
angle. The one in (6b), on the other hand, reflects the AFD being limited 
to the second clause, the first one being presupposed; this is shown in Fig
ure Sb. The most revealing interpretation is the one in (6c), in which the 
AFD includes the first clause but nat the second, as given in Figure Sc. 
This reading is crucial evidence in favor of a cosubordination analysis, be
cause ifthis were a typical coordinate construction, it would be impossible 
for an illocutionary force mmker in the second clause to skip over the 
clause it oceurs in and have just the first clause in its scope.5 Rather, the 
AFD includes only the frrst clause, the second one being presupposed, and 
the sc ope of the question operator is the entire sentence. A complete anal
ysis of the Tauya construction involves ail three projections of the LSC. 
Thus, the Tauya example in (6) tums out to be strong evidence in favor of 

5 As Foley (2010:47) notes, it would he impossible to refKesent such a situatioo 
using the conjoined Ss lllHler IP analysis. 
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a cosubordinate analysis and against a coordinate analysis. 
Another exarnple of variation in operator scope cited by Bickel 

(2010:61) is given in (9) from Belhare. 

(9) Kimm-e n-ta-ch-u Id mun n-dhup-chi. Belhare 
house-LOC 3ns-reach-dl-3sg SEQ 3dl 3ns-chat.NPST-dl [Tibeto-
a. 'They will reach home and chat,' or Burman, Nepal] 
b. 'When they reach home, they'll chat,' or 
c. 'They reached home and now they will chat.' 

Bickel notes "the scope [of the main clause tense marker-RVV] is primari
ly limited to the main clause, but can optionally be extended into the de
pendent clause" (2010:61). This seems to be a case of optional rather than 
obligatory operator sharing, but it is less of a problem than it appears. As 
rnentioned earlier, in clausal cosubordination illocutionary force, the 
outennost operator at the clause level, must be shared across the units, and 
that is the case in (9), which is a statement. Tense may, as in (8), or may 
no!, as in (7b), be shared, but the construction is still clausal cosubordina
tion, due to the shared illocutionary force. The variation in the interpreta
tion of the tense in (9) parallels the variation in the interpretation of the 
AFD in (6), and it is tempting to offer a similar analysis. Il is, however, 
difficult to see why the interpretation of tense should be tied to variation in 
the AFD, since tense and [oeus are rather different notions and belong to 
distinct projections of the clause. What would be problematic would be 
variation like this in sub-clausal operators, e.g. variability in the interpreta
tion of the scope of aspect marking in a nuclear juncture like (la). 1 am 
aware of no such exarnples; this kind of variability seerns to be found in 
clausal junctures only and only with operators other than illocutionary 
force. Accordingly, the revision proposed in Van Valin (2005:205), that in 
sorne languages cosubordination is characterized in tenns of possible ra
ther than obligatory operator sharing, is unnecessary. 

5. Conclusion 

Foley (2010) and Bickel (2010) raise important questions about the validi
ty of the notion of cosubordination as a nexus relation in cornplex sentenc
es. It has been argued that the se questions can be answered satisfactorily 
within the contemporary version of RRG, based on the LSC and the pro
jection grarnrnar representation of it, on the post-1984 conception of 
cosubordination, and including the infonnation structure cornponent. 
Cosubordination has been an integral part of the description of clause link-
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age in numerous languages; in addition to those rnentioned earlier, they 
include Yaqui (Guerrero-Valenzuela 2006), Q' eqchi' Mayan (Kochelman 
2003), Chechen (Good 2003), Kwaza (van der Voort 2004), and Kikuyu 
(Kihara 2017). Il remains a valid and valuable concept in the analysis of 
cornplex sentences.6 
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Abstract 

Tagalog, an Austronesian language spoken in the Philippines, exhibits a 
nurnber of inversion constructions which show divergence from the default 
predicate-initial word order. Marked word order is assurned to signal a 
rnarked packaging of information and licensed by a certain discourse con
text. In this paper, we are interested in the syntax-inforrnation structure in
terface of the different inversion constructions and will address specifie 
questions raised by constructions which rnay have more than one infor
mation-structural fimction and possibly also more than one syntactic base 
analysis. 
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1. Introduction 1 

The interplay between discourse-pragmatics and morphsyntax is a topic of 
central importance in Role and Reference Grammar [RRG] , and in this 
paper we investigate aspects of this interaction in Tagalog, an Austrone
sian language spoken in the Philippines. It has several inversion construc
tions which show divergence from the default predicate-initial word order. 
Marked word order is assumed to signal a marked packaging of infor
mation and is licensed by a certain discourse context. The analysis will 
focus on the syntax-information structure interface of the different inver
sion constructions and will address specific questions raised by construc
tions which may have more than one information-structural function and 
possibly also more than one syntactic analysis. 

The discussion will proceed as follows. Section 2 presents the basic 
facts about Tagalog morphosyntax that are relevant to this discussion. The 
next section intrcxluces the inventory of inversion constructions found in 
the language. In section 4 the location of the inverted element in the 
clause is investigated. The following section argues that there are four 
different structural positions that the inverted (displaced) element can ap
pear in. Section 6 examines a puzzling set of data and proposes a solution 
for it, and the final section summarizes our findings. 

2. Sorne basic racts about Tagalog 

The default word order in Tagalog is predicate/nucleus-initial with varia
ble ordering of the core arguments following il. A striking characteristic of 
Tagalog is its symmetrical, multiple-voice system. As shown in (l) a verb 
like sulal 'to write' can take a number of voice affixes which signal the 
thematic role of the argument which receives the nominative case marker 
ang In (la) it is the actor argument, in (lb) the theme argument and in 
(lc) the recipient argument While there is a certain preference for the 
nominative marked argument to appear in sentence-final position, other 

1 This research was supported by the German Research Foundation as part of CRC 
991 'The structure of representations in language, cognition and science'. This 
paper was presented at the Thirteenth International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, and at the 20 15  International Con
ference on Role and Reference Granunar, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. 
We would like to thank Reyal Panotes Palmero for sharing her native speaker in
tuitions with us. 
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word orders have also been observed (cf Sauppe 2016). So far there are no 
studies on what drives non-default post-verbal argument phrase order, but 
the relative length of a given phrase may be one of the factors that play a 
role.2 

(1) a. S<um>ulat ng liham sa lalake ang babae. 
<A VRLS>write GEN letter DAI man NOM woman 
'The woman wrote a letter to a/the man.' 

b. S<in>ulat ng babae sa lalake ang liham. 
<UVPFV>write GEN woman DAI man NOM letter 
'A/the woman wrote the letter to a/the man.' 

c. S<in>ulat-an ng babae ng liham ang lalake. 
< UVPFV >write-L V GEN woman GEN letter NOM man 
'A/the woman wrote the man a letter. '  

Tagalog has a nurnber of second position clitics that have been investi
gated since their discussion in Bloomfield (1917) in works such as 
Schachter & Otanes (1972), Schachter (1973), Kroeger (1993, 1998), 
Bi11ings & Konopasky (2004), Bi11ings (2005). Nominative pronouns like 
siya in example (2) usua11y appear in the second position of the sentence 
and for the most part behave like clitics, even if they are not monosy11abic 
and could possibly be stressed. Ihe same holds for non-pronominal parti
cles like ba, which are true clitics. 

(2) T<um>a�tawa ba siya kay Maria ngayon. 
<AVRLS>IPFV�laugh Q 3sgNOM DAI.PN now 
'Is he laughing at Maria now?' 

As Figure 1 (next page) shows, clitics in RRG do not necessarily a11 have 
the same status with respect to the constituent structure. Pronominal clitics 
like siya (3sg) are part of the constituent structure projection, while an 
i11ocutionary force clitic like ba (question particle) is part of the operator 

2 Abbreviations: ADV 'adverb', ASP 'aspect', AV 'actor voice', CLM 'clause
linkage marker', CPRO 'clitic pronOllll' ,  DAT 'dative', GEN 'genitive', IF 'illocu
tionary force', INV 'inversion marker', IPFV 'imperfective', IRR 'irrealis', LDP 
'left-detached position', LNK 'linker', LV 'locative voice', NPI 'negative polarity 
item', NOM 'nominative', NUC 'nucleus', OBL 'oblique', PFV 'perfective', PL/pl 
'plural', PN 'personal proper name', PrCS 'precore slot', PRED 'predicate', Q 
'interrogative', RLS 'realis', RP 'reference phrase', sg 'singular', S & 0 
'Schachter & Otanes 1972', TNS 'tense', UV 'undergoervoice'. 
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projection, The RRG representation lS in hne with a suggestion that has 
been put focward by Kaufmann (2010 12), who noticed !hat fConominal 
clibes differ from non-pronominal elities, in that fConominal elities may 
not penetrate complex frooted phrases (3a), while non-fCooominal clitics 
may (3b), 

(3) a [Sa=dalawa=ba:ng mala!d=ngpalabas'j-rsila Ii-litaw? 
OBL-two-QM-LNK big-t,NK sho...-3P,NOM AV-appe:r 

'Will they appear in two big shows?' 
b, [Saan=pa=ba=ng panadéro ]=klyo b<um>l-blll ng=tinapay7 
where-still-QM-LNK bake.-2P,NOM <AV,RLS>IPFV-buy GEN-bread 

'From whieh other baker do you ooy bread?' 

SI:}.l"E"�CE 
, 

CLACSE 
, 

COItE < __ PERrptŒRY 

,y0\ 
PKi RII' T AfV 

T<""",._to.w. bo. .iy. uy Mari. ng.y"" 

ISI(.�� 
CORE 

HA_.->CL\LSE 
, 

C�USE<-lf 
SE/'.l"ENCE 

Figure 1, The l.y..-od otru:;turo of(2) 

Kaufmann (2010: 12) refers to Halpern' s (1995) theCfy of eli tic pla::ement, 
in which oblicpe elities undergo prosOOic inversion wilh the following 
fCosodic word, These data are important as clitic position is mentioned as 
an impoctant test for syntactic structure in RRG, However, if we distin
gui sh between elities th:t attaeh to the prosodie word and eliti cs that attaeh 
10 syntactic units, then tests with the latter, oot not necessarily with the 
fCfmer will be a good indicator for constituent structure and the positions 
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of elements in a 1ree. In the context of the clitic test it is equally important 
to note that sorne clitics may also appear freely, as noted in Table 1 .  

Table 1 :  Tagalog non-pronominal clitics and free counterparts 

CLITIC FREE 

aspect �na ' already' 0 

�pa ' still' 0 

�din 'also' 0 

=man ' even' 0 

focus =naman 'switch topic' (naman) 

=/à 'ernphasis' 0 

�la/ 'only' �lâma/ 0, lâma/ 

�talaga ' emphasis' talaga 

politeness �pà, �hà 'politeness' 0 

=pala 'surprise' 0 

ryâtà 'perhaps' 0 
rnood 

�sâna 'hopefully' sâna 

�nâwa 'hopefully' nâwa 

�ba 'question marker' (�baga) 0 . .  (baga) 

�daw reported speech 0 

3. The inventory of inversion constructions in Tagalog 

Schachter and Olanes (1972) mention a number of non-verb-initial con
structions, so-called inversion constructions, that we will quickly introduce 
here. The first has been labeled 'nominative inversion', which may be a bit 
of a rnisnorner. In this construction the argument that would be in the ang
marked nominative in the default sentence pattern, as in (4a) and (9c), may 
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appear in the predicate position, while the deverbal argument phrase is 
marked by the reference phrase [RF] marker ang and appears in the default 
position for arguments. Note that Tagalog does not have auxiliaries. The 
structure in (4b) is basically an equative structure with specificational se
mantics (cf Latrouite 2019). 

(4) Nominative inversion 
a. T<um>a�tawa siya. 

<A Y.RLS>IPFV�laugh 3sgNOM 
'He was laughing. ' 

b. Siya ang t<um>a�tawa. 
3sgNOM NOM <A Y.RLS>IPFV�laugh 
'He was the one who was laughing, Il was he who was laughing' .  

Another inversion construction is called 'adjunct inversion','oblique in
version', or 'emphatic inversion' (Schachter & Otanes 1972:496-98) and is 
exemplified in (5). Adverbials, adjuncts and oblique arguments may be 
rnoved to the sentence-initial position and attract both types of clitics in 
this case. The translation suggests a cleft-like sernantics with narrow con
trastive focus on the oblique phrase. 

(5) Adjunctloblique inversion 
a. T<um>awa siya sa kaniya kahapon. 

<A Y.RLS>laugh 3sgNOM DAT 3sg0BL yesterday 
' She laughed at him yesterday.' 

b. Kahapon siya t<um>awa sa kaniya. 
yesterday 3sgNOM <A Y.RLS>laugh DAT 3sg0BL 
'Il was yesterday she laughed at him .' 

b ' .  Sa kaniya siya t<um>awa kahapon. 
DAT 3sg0BL 3sgNOM <A Y.RLS>laugh yesterday 
'Il was at him she laughed yesterday.' 

More mysterious is the ay-inversion of arguments (6c) and oblique 
elements (6b). Schachter & Otanes (1972) note that the ay-inverted ele
ment may be topical or focal. Latrouite & Riester (201 8) observe that ay
inverted core arguments are often contrastive topics in the sense of Büring 
(2007), that is, topical with respect to a local subquestion under discussion, 
but focal with respect to the more global question under discussion. 
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(6) Ay-inversion (cf S & 0485-93) 
a. Pu�punta kami bukas. 

IPFV--go IplNOM tomorrow 
'We'll go tomorrow. '  

b .  Bukas ay pu�punta kami. 
tomorrow INV IPFV--go IplNOM 
'Tomorrow, we'llgo.' 

c. Kami ay pu�punta bukas. 
IplNOM INV IPFV--go tomorrow 
' (As for) Us, we'll go tomorrow. '  

263 

Another inversion construction has been labeled the 'contrastive inver
sion' construction and seems to be functionally similar to adjunct inver
sion. Fonnally, however, the construction resembles ay-inversion without 
the ay-partiele: the adverbial phrase appears sentence initially followed by 
a pause instead of ay and does not attract pronominal clitics. The example 
(7b) shows Iwo parallel sentences, in which the adverbial and the verb 
phrases are contrasted, i.e. a typical contrastive topic-contrastive focus 
construction. 

(7) Contrastive inversion (cf S & 0493-96) 
a. Mag-pa�pahinga kami bukas. 

A VIRR-IPFV--rest 1 plNOM tomorrow 
Dapat kami-ng mag-trabaho ngayon. 
must 1 plNOM-LNK A V.IRR-work today 
'We will rest tomorrow. We've got to work today.' 

b. Bukas, mag-pa�pahinga kami. 
tomorrow AV.IRR-IPFV--rest IplNOM 
Ngayon, dapat kami-ng mag-trabaho. 
today must IplNOM-LNKAV.IRR-work 
'Tomorrow, we will rest. Today, we've got to work.' 

For the sake of completeness, we also mention 'adverbial inversion', 
which we do not have a lot to say about in this paper. Manner adverbials 
may appear sentence-initially before the predicate they specify, like in 
(8b), or sentence-finally, like in (8a). The position of the adverb is said to 
influence the scope. The relation to infonnation structure is therefore not a 
direct one and warrants further exploration. 
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(8) Adverbial inversion ('non-emphatic inversion' [S & 0:498-500]) 
a. L<um>a�lapit ang bagyo sa Manila nang mabilis. 

<A Y.RLS> IPFV--approach NOM storm DAI ADV rapidly 
'The storm is rapidly approaching Manila.' 

b. Mabi/is na l<um>a�lapit ang bagyo sa Mani/a. 
rapidly LNK <AV.RLS>IPFV--approach NOM storm DAI 
'Rapidly, the storm is approaching Manila.' 

4. Position of the inverted element: inside or outside 
of the clause? 

The different inversion constructions introduced above behave differently 
with respect to the placement of pronominal clitics; sorne inverted ele
ments attract them, others do not. Since the pronominal clitics must ap
pear in second position in the clause, the inverted elements that attract 
them must be in initial position in the clause. Accordingly, the inverted 
XPs that do not attract them cannot be in initial position in the clause. 1s 
there any other evidence supporting this analysis? 

4.1 Negation 

A good test for ascertaining whether an inverted element is part of the 
clause is negation. Negation is typically characterized in tenns of a con
trast between 'internaI' vs. 'external' negation. RRG treats negation as an 
operator which can modify any layer of the clause. Thus ' internai' nega
tion is differentiated into nuclear negation (scope only over the nucleus) 
vs. core negation (scope over the core or a subpart of the core), and 'exter
nal' negation is clausal (scope over the entire clause). Negation is ex
pressed primarily by hindi 'not', which normally occurs right before the 
material being negated. The following sentences show that the inverted 
element can be negated in adjunct inversion (9b), nominative inversion 
(9c) and adverbial inversion (9d). However, it is not considered grammat
ical for the ay-inversion (ge) and the structurally rather similar contrastive 
inversion (91). 

(9) Negation of the inverted element: (S & 0:499-500) 
a. Hindi p<um>unta si Juan doon. Default pattern 

NEG <A Y.RLS>go NOM.PN there 
, Juan didn't go there. '  
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b. Hindi doon p<um>unta si Juan. 
NEG there <A V.RLS>go NOM.PN 

'Il wasn't there that Juan wen!.' 
b'. Doon hindi p<um>unta si Juan. 

there NEG <A Y.RLS>go NOM.PN 

'Il was there that Juan dicln't go.' 

Adjunct inversion 

c. Hindi si Juan ang p<um>unta doon. Nominative inversion 
NEG NOM.PN NOM <A Y.RLS>go there 
'It wasn't Juan who went there, 

, 
'The one who went there wasn't 

Juan.' 
d. Hindi palagi-ng nag-su�sumbrero si Juan. Adv. inversion 

NEG always-LNK A Y.RLS-IPFV�wear.hat NOM.PN 
'Juan doesn't always wear a ha!.' [Unambiguous F 

e. *Hindi bukas ay pu�punta kami. Ay-inversion 
NEG tomorrow INV IPFV--go IplNOM 

'Not tomorrow, we'll go.' 
f. *Hindi bukas, mag-pa�pahinga kami. Contrastive inversion 

NEG tomorrow A Y.IRR- IPFV--rest 1 plNOM 

Ngayon, dapal kami-ng mag-pa�pahinga. 
today must IpINOM-LNK AV.IRR-IPFV--rest 

'Not tomorrow, we will rest. Today, we we must rest.' 

4.2 Parameters of variation 

Surnming up the different morphosyntactic properties of the inversion con
structions in question, we can state that: 

Ci) Ay-inversion may, and contrastive inversion must, have a pause 
after the inverted element, whereas the others cannot have a pause. 

(ii) In adjunctloblique (emphatic) and adverbial inversion, clitics are 
attracted to the displaced element but not in ay- or contrastive 
mversion. 

3 In sentence-final position the scope of the adverbial is arnbiguous. 
Ci) Hindi nag-su�sumbrero si Juang palagi. 

NEG A Y.RLS-IPFV�wear.hat NOM.PN Juan.LNK always 
'Juan doesn't always/always doesn't wear a hat.' [Ambiguous] 

(Schachter & Otanes 1 972:500) 
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(iii) The displaced element can be negated in nominative, adjunct 
( em phatic), and adverbial inversion, but not in ay- or contrastive 
mversion. 

The obvious question raised by the data is then how to best capture and 
explain the observed differences. Addressing this question entails address
ing the question whether aIl elements occurring in initial position are in the 
same structural position. If they are not, how many different initial posi
tions do we have to distinguish and what are their characteristics? This 
question was already addressed by Nagaya (2007) for a couple of 
constructions. The main thrust of his paper is to argue (1) the clause-initial 
position is always part of the actual focus domain, and (2) the distinction 
between sentence and clause, which is crucial to the RRG analysis of syn
tactic structure but which is not recognized in sorne other approaches, is 
strongly supported by the Tagalog data. While we largely agree with 
Nagoya's structural analysis, an important focus in this paper is on ay
inversion, which he only mentions in a footnote. Section 5 introduces a 
puzzle with respect to negation in the ay-inversion construction (cf. 
Latrouite & Riester 2018, Nuhn 2019). 

With respect to the interface between information structure and syntax, 
RRG is not a theory in which information structural features like focus and 
topic project syntactic structure; rather the basic idea is that infonnation 
structure is a level of its own and can be mapped onto the constituent 
structure. If constructions like the ay-construction can have more than one 
infonnation-structural interpretation, we need to think about how to cap
ture and represent this. Do we wish to think about a certain construction as 
underspecified for its infonnation-structural interpretation, with context 
emiching the interpretation so that the resulting reading can be derived? Or 
do we assume that there are two (or more) syntactic templates for a given 
inversion type and that context helps select which template is chosen? In 
the following we are going to address these questions. 

5. Four different structural positions 

Our claim is that the constructions in (4)-(9) involve four different struc
tural positions. 
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5.1 Clause-initial element in nucleus position 

In the construction in (4b), the initial position is the normal nucleus, fol
lowing Nagaya (2007:349). The nominative expression is the predicate in 
the nucleus, and the core argument resembles a relative clause (see also 
Kroeger 1993) in that it contains a verbal predicate, the voice of which 
must be the same as that of the default patterns with the 'inverted' element 
in its canonical position. In other words, only the nominative argument of 
a verb can appear in a nominative inversion construction. In (1 ') below the 
examples from (1) are presented as nominative inversion constructions. 

(1 ') a. Ang babae ang s<um>ulal ng liham sa lalake. 
NOM woman NOM <A Y.RLS>write GEN letter DAT man 
'The one who wrote a letter to a/the man was the woman.' 

b. Ang liham ang s<in>ulal ng babae sa lalake. 
NOM letter NOM <UY.PFV>write GEN woman DAT man 
'What the/a woman wrote to a/the man was the letter.' 

c .  Ang lalake ang s<in>ulal-an ng babae ng liham. 
NOM man NOM <UY.PFV>write-LV GEN woman GEN letter 
'The one a/the woman wrote a letter to was the man.' 

While there is no relative pronoun and while, synchronically speaking, ang 
does not have the formaI or semantic properties of a (demonstrative) pro
noun to justify analyzing it as 'this one (who is running)', Reid (2002) and 
others have argued that historically ang can be traced back to a demonstra
tive pronoun plus linker. The plausibility of this reconstruction is aug
mented by the fact that in spoken Tagalog the demonstrative pronoun iyon 
+ linker (�yung) is often used to mark the nominative argument instead of 
ang (cf Nagaya 2011), and in this usage it is showing signs of slowly los
ing its high degree of referentiality. 

Since the predicate reference phrase (RF) is in the core-internaI nucleus 
position, it can be negated, like any other nucleus, hence the grammaticali
ty of (9c) is expected. The information-structural effect according to Na
gaya (2007) is narrow focus on the nominative argument often combined 
with an exhaustive and contrastive reading. Functionally, the construction 
therefore resem bles the English cleft and one of its information-structural 
interpretations (cf Declerck 1988). Formally the construction lacks an 
expletive (like il-clefts) or wh-pronoun (like wh-clefts), an auxiliary and 
the relative pronoun. The RRG representation of the specificational 
predication in Figure 2 shows that we are still dealing with a bi-clausal 
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structure (cf. Latrouite 2019), where the predicatively used RP siya 'he' in 
the predicate slot prov ides the value for the variable expressed by the ar
gument phrase, which consists of a verb in actor voice that gets an Actor
denoting reading when following the case particle ang. 

SENTENCE 

1 
CLAUSE 

1 

NU� 
1 � 

PRED CSP CLAUSE 

CdRE 

1 

Siya ang 

�D 

t<um>a-tawa 

Figure 2:  Structure of nominative inversion in (4b) 

As mentioned earlier, there are no functional projections in RRG. Func
tional elem ents tend to be part of the operator projection or to be assigned 
via rules like the case particle (CSP) ang. The partie le ang is a reference 
phrase marker and as such a referentiality operator within the RP. Il has, 
furtherm ore, case marker functionality, i.e. if there is more than one argu
ment in a predicate-initial default sentence, then only one of the arguments 
may be marked by ang and that is the argument signaled on the voiced 
verb. The particle is also the default RP marker in equational sentences 
without voiced verbs. We are not going into great detail of the RP struc
ture in Tagalog in this paper. The crucial thing is that the voice affix, 
which is a clausal status marker (active-affinnative) clearly shows that the 
RP contains a clause. Clauses can be negated, so it is possible for the 
negation marker hindi to appear right before the before the predicate 
tumatawa ' laughing' (Siya ang hindi tumatawa. 'He is the one not 
laughing. ') Ang as a definiteness operator inside the RP in its operator 
projection is not reflected in Figure 2. 
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5.2. Clause-initial element in the PrCS: adjunct inversion 

The adjunctloblique (emphatic) inversion in (5) complements the construc
tion we have just discussed, because it !argets adjuncts (Sb), adjunct ques
tion words (12), and oblique core arguments (Sc), exclusively. The clause
initial phrase is in the pre-core slot (prCS) in the se constructions. The 
characteristics of the PrCS are: 

1 .  Il precedes the core. 
2. The contrastive focus reading on the displaced phrase makes it the 

focus of the assertion, and this requires that it be within the scope 
of the IF operator, hence within the clause. 

3. Pronominal clitics which must occur in second position in the 
clause follow the displaced phrase, as in (Sb, b'), not the nucleus as 
in (Sa); hence it must be clause-initial. 

4. No pause can follow the displaced phrase. 

Given that the PrCS phrase is the focus of the assertion, it can be negated, 
hence the grammaticality of (9b). In terms of information structure the 
reading we get tends to be narrow focus (Nagaya 2007:353). There is no 
corpus study as of yet on this construction so that we cannot add more in 
tenns of its infonnation-structural function. The structure is represented in 
Figure 3. The representation shows that the construction is monocausal 
with two clausal operators operating over it, the illocutionary force 
operator (IF), expressed by the sentence structure and the lack of a 
question particle, and the status operator (STA), which is reflected in the 
verb; it is not negated and thus affinnative-active (actor) voice. 
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"b"."�;'''�'l'''' . ... ,. . •  

SUC corli 
STA->UAUSE 

1 
Cl.t\USE<----I!' 

1 
SE>'\TEl\Cë 

Figure 3: The structure of (Sb) 

5.3 Clause-initial element in a core-level periphery: 
adverbial inversion 

The displaced adverbial in non-emphatic inversion in (8) is in clause
internai position, because it attracts the second position pronominal clitics, 
as shown in (10), and it carmot be followed by a pause. 

(lO)a. P<in>asok nila Œ1g si/id nŒ1g bigla (S & 0:498) 
<UV.PFV>enter 3plGEN NOM room LNK suddenly 

'They suddenly entered the roOlTI', 'They entered the roOITI suddenly.' 
b. Bigla nila-ng p<in>asok ang silid. 

suddenly 3plGEN-LNK <UV.PFV>enter NOM room 
'Suddenly, they entered the roOlTI.' 

These facts suggest the hypothesis that the adverbial is in the Pres. 
Schachter & Otanes (1972:498) suggest that "non-emphatic inversion has 
no effect upon the meaning of the sentence." This is certainly not true, as 
already indicated by the English translation. Non-emphatic inversion only 
has an evaluative reading, while the default sentence allows for a pure 
marmer reading of the adverb as weil as an evaluative reading. As there is 
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no inforrnation-strucrure related difference, we assume that the adverbial is 
in a core-level periphery which precedes rather than follows the core.4 
This assumption is confnmed by (11b), in which adjunct (emphatic) dis
placement co-occurs with adverbial (non-emphatic) displacement; the 
Pres is filled by the displaced adjunct, nat the displaced adverbial. 

(l l)a. Nag-trabaho ang lahat nang mabilis l«mina-ng umaga.(S & 0:499) 
AV.RLS-work NOM ail LNK quickly this-LNK moming 
'Everyone worked quickly this moming.' 

b. Kanina-ng wnaga mabilis na nag-trabaho Œ1g lahat. 
this-LNK moming quickly LNK A y.RLS-work NOM ail 
'It was this moming that everyone worked quickly. '  

Because the adverbial i s  in the clause, it can be negated, as shown in (9d'). 

AOV 

1 

Nue 
1 

l'RED 
1 

Kanina.ng umaga mabilis na nag.uabaoo ang lahal. 0 

1 1 Nue 
eO�E 

ST A->CLAUSE 
1 

CLAUSE<---W 
1 

SE!\'TE.J\'CE 

Figure 4: The structure of (11 b) 

4 Analyzing certain fKeposed adjllllcts as being in the core·level periphery rather 
than the PrCS or the LDP was first prqlosedin Bentley (2008). 
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5.4 Sentence-initial element in the left-detached position: 

ay-inversion 

As already mentioned, in ay-inversion and contrastive inversion in (6) and 
(7), the sentence-initial phrase may be a nominative RF, an oblique core 
argument or an adjunct. In this construction, we have evidence that it is 
placed within the LDP, as also suggested by Nagaya (2007:36l fl). One bit 
of evidence is that an ay-marked phrase always precedes elements in the 
Pres, whenever they cooccur as in (12). 

(12) Si May ay kailan ba ba�balik dito? 
NOM.PN INV when Q IPFV�return here 
'As for May, when will [she] come here?' 

Another bit of evidence is that \VH-expressions in a question can never be 
marked by ay, nor is the ay-construction a good candidate for marking the 
information focus in the answer to a narrow argument question (Kaufman 
2005, Dery 2007) like 'Who will come back?' (cf 13b). Nuhn (2019) 
suggests that a different construction is preferred in such cases. Our 
consultant indeed prefers a construction termed 'reversed ang-inversion' 
(Nuhn 2019), exemplified in (13e), over a default verb-initial structure 
(13d) and a nominative inversion construction (13c). 

(13) a. Sino ang ba�balik bukas? 
who. NOM NOM IPFV�come.back tomorrow 
'Who is the one coming back tomorrow?' 

b.#Si May ay babalik. 
NOM.PN INV 

c. ?? Si May ang babalik. 
d. ?Babalik si May. 
e. Ang babalik ay si May. 

NOM INV 
'May is the one who came back' 

The semantic difference between the four answers concems the 
presuppositions. (1 1 b) has been said to be out because the referent is 
marked as topical here via the marker ay . Latrouite & Riester (201 8) note 
that the ay-inversion is not only used to mark givenness topics, but also in 
partial answers to a given question under discussion, i.e. in order to signal 
a contrastive topic in the sense of Büring (2007). The English 'as for' 
translation of the ay-construction in (12) is a lypical contrastive topic 
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construction: As for Mary, she will come back tomorrow, 1 do not know 
about John, Peter, Harry, Susan coming back., etc. By choosing the 
answer in (13b) the speaker, thus, expresses either that Mary is given, 
which would be clearly wrong, or s/he expresses that s/he assumes or is 
aware that the questioner is interested in other people on top of Mary. If 
such an answer is rnarked as awkward by native speakers, it is because 
they need to accornrnodate quite a bit to rnake this answer felicitous. The 
answer in (13c) is not ou� but also very marked. In Latrouite & Riester 
(201 8) it is noted that the nominative-inversion construction is often 
chosen in contexts in which the choice of the referent in question is not 
expected, either based on the irnrnediate cornrnon ground or based on 
prototypical scenarios associated with the general cornrnon ground. So 
once again, the answer seerns to be rather rnarked and requiring sorne 
additional assumptions on the part of the answerer The structure of the 
answer in (13d) does not reflect any special information packaging in 
terms of focus-background structure. The verb-initial structure is a typical 
choice for a thetic sentence (all-new) or a predicate focus construction (Cf 
Latrouite & Riester 2018). We assume that this is the reason why (13e) is 
the preferred choice here. In this construction the givenness of the 
predicate phrase is signaled and the focal argument is marked as such. The 
label 'reversed ang-inversion' not only signaIs the reversed syntactic order 
of the constituents but also the reversed infonnation-structural packaging. 

A third piece of evidence for the LDP position of the ay-marked phrase 
lies in the fact that it may be accompanied by or replaced by a pause (S & 
0: 489, Nagaya 2007: 365-6), as in (14). According to S & 0, the use of 
ay reflects a more formaI style. The initial XP in contrastive displacement 
must be followed by a pause (S & 0: 493). The notion contrastive 
displacernent already points to the contrastive topic usage we rnentioned 
above as well as to the extemal status of the phrase. 

(14) Si May, kailan ba (siya) ba�balik dito? 
NOM.PN when Q (3sgNOM) IPFV�return here 
'As for May, when will (she) come here?' 

As (14) shows, the potentially ay-marked phrase does not atlract second
position clitics, neither pronominal nor non-pronominal clitics. Rather the 
clitics ba and siya atlach to the PrCS containing kailan 'when', as would 
be expected. The inverted argument may be taken up by a resumptive pro
noun, as in (14). D. Kaufmann (pc.) pointed out that this holds only, if the 
argument is followed by a pause, not by ay. In our corpus, we did not have 
exarnples with resumptive pronouns for either construction. Therefore, it 
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is still an open question when and under which conditions a resumptive 
pronoun may appear. Crucially, there is never a resumptive pronoun for 
the inverted argument in the nominative inversion construction. 

Another important point is that there can be more than one ay-marked 
phrase in a sentence (S&O, Kaufman 2005); they may occur in any order, 
as in (15). Contrastive and ay-marked displacement can CO-OCCUT in a sin
gle sentence, but the order is not free: the ay-marked phrase must follow 
the contrastive phrase, as in (16). 

(15) a. Pu�punta kami bukas. 
IPFV�go 1 plNOM tomorrow 
'We'll go tomorrow. '  

b .  Kami 'y bukas ay pupunta. 
'As for us, tomoITow, we'llgo.' 

b'. Bukas ay kami 'y pupunta. 
'Tomorrow, as for us, we'll go.' 

(16) a. Bukas, kami 'y mag-pa�pahinga. 
tomorrow 1 plNOM.INV A V-IPFV�rest 
'Tomorrow as for us, we'll rest.' 

b. Kami, bukas ay mag-pa�pahinga. 
1 plNOM tomorrow INV A V-IPFV�rest 
'We, tomoITow, we'll rest.' 

Finally, possessor raising to the LDP is possible, as shown in (17). 

(17) Si Jose ay na-matay ang asawa. 
NOM.PN INV uv -die NOM wife 
'As for Jose, [his] wife died.' 

An LDP phrase is clause-extemal and therefore outside of the scope of the 
IF -operator, and accordingly it cannot be negated, hence the ungrammati
cality of (ge,l). 

As already mentioned apart from the contrastive topic usage that we 
mostly get for core arguments, there is also a frame-setting topic usage of 
the marker ay, e.g. ( l6b) 5 

5 See Nuhn (2020) for a detailed investigation of the information-structural proper
ties of ay-inversion. 
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S8\ïENCE .----cJL'SE ��RE 
LOI' I>rCS � 1 1 �UC RI' 

ï T'  P
R
F I  

Si May:ly bilan ba ba-balik. dito? 
/ 1  

,\SI'->NUC 
1 

(:ORE 
IF-->CLA�SE 

1 
SI::.I\IENCE 

Figure S :  The structure of(14) 

5.5 Interim summary 

Table 2 SlllllS up what we have said so far about the constructions. 
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Table 2: Interim summary of inversion constructions and their fooctions 

Construction Location ofXP FlUlction 

Nominative inversion Nucleus Argument narrow foeus 

Adjllllct inversion PrCS Aqjunctloblique narrow foeus 

Ay-inversion LDP (Frame-setting) Topic 

Contrastive inversion LDP Contrastive topic 

Adverbial inversion PeriphetycoRE (Frame-setting) evaluative usage 

We have identified four structural positions which can be the first element 
in either a clause or a sentence: the default nucleus position, as in (2) and 
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(4b), Figures 1 and 2, respectively; the pre-core slot, as in (Sb), (l Ib), and 
(14), Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively; the left-detached position, as in (Sb) 
and (14), Figures 3 and 5, respectively; and the core-level periphery, as in 
(l Ib), Figure 4. These are structural positions which can, in principle, 
serve a variety of information-structural functions. It was mentioned earli
er that Nagaya (2007) argued that the elause-initial position in a Tagalog 
clause is always part of the actual focus domain. We may have identified 
two exceptions to this generalization, namely adverbial inversion and re
versed ang-inversion. In cases of adverbial inversion, e.g. (8b), (9d) (lOb), 
the adverbial can be first in the clause, as in these examples, and ifs not 
clear that it is within the actual focus domain of the utterance, especially 
given its (frame setting) evaluative interpretation. Further investigation is 
necessary here. The situation is clearer with reversed ang-inversion, as in 
(13e): the focus in (l3e) is si May, the answer to the question in (13a), and 
actual focus domain does not inelude ang babalik 'the one who returned', 
which is part of the immediate common ground because of the question. 
This construction requires further investigation, both to confinn its infor
mation-structural properties and to uncover its syntactic structure. Analyz
ing ang-babalik as being in the LDP with the following elause consisting 
entirely of si May, does not strike one as a plausible analysis. This sug
gests that ay is a multifunctional inversion marker. 

6. A puzzle 

An interesting puzzle remains, and it is not unrelated to the issue that the 
previous section concluded with. 

6.1 The issue: ay-iuversion and negation 

The inverted phrase in ay-inversion appears to be in the LDP, which is 
outside the scope of the IF operator, and this accourrts for why it cannot be 
negated with hindi 'not' , as in (ge). However, there are cases in which 
negative polarity items (NPI) occur in the ay-marked phrase, and the li
censing negative occurs in the following elause, as in (18) and (19) (S & 
0:492). (l 8a) shows a predicate initial sentence containing a partiele ni 
that induces the reading 'even'. 

(18) a. Hindi nag-dala si Rosa ni lapis/anuman. 
NEG A Y.RLS-bring NOM.PN even pencil/anything 
'Rosa did not bring even a pencil/anything at aIl.' 
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b. Ni lapis/anuman ay hindi nag-dala si Rosa. 
even pencil/anything INV NEG A VRLS-bring NOM.PN 
'Rosa did not bring even a pencil/anything at aIl.' 
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Note that the ay-inverted example contains the same focus sensitive 
particle mearring even. Focus sensitive particles like even and alsa stress 
that the focal element is not exclusive and exhaustive with respect to the 
assertion. For this reason, ay-inversion rather than ang-inversion is 
observed with these particles. !nterestingly, with these particles, a focal 
undergoer may appear in-situ, i.e. sentence-finally or ay-inverted. A focal 
actor, however, may not be realized in-situ; it must occur in a displaced 
position. This observation goes wel! with the idea that the default status for 
undergoers is focal, and for actors it is topical. 

(19) a. *Hindi ma-bu�buhat ni ang Tatay ito. 
NEG able.UV-IPFV�lift even NOM father this.NOM 
'Not even Father can lift this.' 

b. Ni ang Tatay ay hindi ma-bu�buhat ito. 
even NOM father INV NEG able.UV-IPFV�lift this.NOM 
'Not even Father can lift this.' 

NPls must occur within the scope of negation, and it has long been known 
that the scope of negation fal!s on the focus of an utterance (hence the use 
of negation as a test for focus in the infonnation-structure literature.6 The 
puzzle is: how can a NP! occur in the LDP, which is outside of the assert
able and therefore the deniable part of a sentence? This should not be pos
sible. !ndeed, how can a NP! occur in a position which cannot be directly 
negated? Al! of the morphosyntactic evidence points unambiguously to the 
inverted ay-marked phrase being in the LDP, yet in these forms it has 
properties which are associated with the asserted part of the sentence, a 
part which does not include the LDP. 

6.2 A possible solution 

As a first step toward possible solutions to these puzzles, it is necessary to 
question two assurnptions inherent in the discussion in the previous sec
tion. The first is that the only option for handling displaced constituents is 
the LDP. The second is that al! cases of ay-inversion are basical!y the 

6 See Erteschik-Shir (2007) for an overview. 
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same construction, i.e. ay always marks a topical phrase in the LDP. (18) 
and (19) are clearly cases in which an element within the scope of the IF 
operator, i.e. inside the potential focus dornain, is rnarked by ay. 

In aIl of the standard cases involving ay, the inversion is optional, sub
ject to infonnation-structural constraints. The inversion in (19b), however, 
is not optiona!: when the actor is marked by the NPI ni, it is obligatorily 
displaced. As noted above, this is true of focal actors in generaL This 
suggests strongly that the ni-ay construction should be treated as distinct 
from the optional ay-LDP construction. If this is correct, then it is no long
er necessary to assume that the ay-RP in (1 8b) and (19b) is in the LDP. If 
ifs not in the LDP, then what position is it in? In this structure the nega
tive hindi has wide scope, and this is represented by it being a modifier of 
the superordinate clause node in the operator projection. IF also has scope 
over the entire clause, as (20) shows. 

(20) Ni ang Tatay ay hindi ba ma-bu�buhat ito? 
even NOM father INV NEG Q able.UV-IPFv�lift this.NOM 
'Couldn't even Father lift this?' 

Thus, a11 of the evidence points to the ay-marked RP as being in the PrCS. 
This structure accounts for the problernatic properties of the ni-ay con
struction, including the sornewhat contrastive interpretation of the ni-RF. 

There is a complication, however. Consider (21) from Nuhn (2020). 

(21) Bakit kahit si Pedro ay hindi ma-bu�buhat ito? 
why even NOM.PN INV NEG able.UV-IPFv�lift this.NOM 
'Why couldn't even Pedro lift this?' 
'Why is it that even Pedro couldn't lift this?' 

We have argued that in the ni-ay construction, the ay-marked RP is in the 
PrCS, and we have analyzed adjunct-inversion as also involving the PrCS. 
Given that the PrCS cannot be doubly fi11ed, bakit 'why' and si Pedro 
cannot both be in the PrCS. Moreover, there would seem to be no other 
structural position available for bakit 'why', since as a question word it 
cannot occur in the LDP, which is outside of the scope of the IF operator 
over the clause. There is, however, another possibility, which was intro
duced earlier in a slightly different form. We argued that in adverbial in
version the displaced adverbial occurs in the core-lev el periphery (see Fig
ure 4) which precedes the core. The adverbials discussed there, as we11 as 
the adjunct question words rneaning 'where' ,  'when' and 'how', are an 
core-level elements. Bakit, on the other hand, questions the reason(s) for 
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sorne state of affairs, and as argued in Van Valin (2005 : 194-5) reason 
expressions, e.g., clauses introduced by because or because of RP PPs in 
English, occur in the clause-level periphery. Il is therefore possible to 
apply the idea behind adverbial inversion on the core-level to bakit on the 
clause-level and analyze bakit in (21) as being clause-initial in the clause
level periphery. Il precedes the PrCS, as (21) shows, and follows the LDP 
constituent at si Pedro ' and [as for] Pedro', as in (22) (Reyal Panotes 
Palmera, p.c.). 

(22) At si Pedro, bakitnaman hindi niya kaya-ng buhat-in ito? 
and NOM.PN why OPP NEG 3sgGEN afford-LNK lift-uv this.NOM 
'And Pedro, why can't he (in contrast to others) lift this?' 

This predicts that the core-level adjunct question words mentioned above 
cannot occur in this position, and Nuhn (2020) confirms that this is the 
case. There are thus five positions we have identified as being involved in 
the constructions examined in this paper: LDP - Clause-Periphery - PrCS 
- Core-Periphery - Nucleus. 

Coming back to our question with respect to the relationship between 
infonnation structure and constituent structure, our answer with respect to 
the ay-construction is clearly that we assume two different constructional 
schemas, one for frame-setting topics and one for the contrastive topic 
function. However, such an appraach may not be suitable for the different 
IS-readings that are found for the nominative inversion (Latrouite 2019). 
This leads to the insight that while sorne IS-notions in Tagalog may be 
considered as structure-building, others are possibly best viewed as purely 
pragmatic (cf Krifka and Musan 2012). In other words, there can be syn
tactic structures that are specialized for specific functions, e.g. the English 
PP-initial presentational construction, while others, e.g. the English RP
(AUX)-V-RP-(RPiPP) default pattern, are compatible with a range of in
fonnation-structural interpretations. 
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7. Final summary 

Table 3 :  Final surnmary of inversion constructions and their functions 

Construction Location of XP Function 

Nominative inversion Nucleus Argument narrow focus 

Adjllllct inversion PrCS Adjllllctloblique narrow focus 

Ay-inversion LDP (Frarne-setting) Topie 

Ni-ay construction PrCS Contrastive focus 

Contrastive inversion LDP Contrastive topic 

Adverbial inversion PeripherYCORE (Frame-setting) evaluative usage 

babt 'why' question PeripherycLAusE Reason question 

Reversed ang-inver. Nucleus[?] Completive narrow focus 

We have identified five structural positions that are relevant to infor
mation-structural functions. Sorne of the positions identified (nucleus, 
core-Ievel and clause-Ievel peripheries) are structural notions not associat
ed with specifie infonnation-structural functions, whereas others (PrCS, 
LDP) seem to have such a function or range of functions. The syntactic 
structure of the reversed ang-inversion construction (Nuhn 2019) is not 
clear, and in Table 3 the location of the inverted XP is stated as the nucle
us, which is based on a simplistic analysis, in the absence of a more de
tailed investigation. 

Il might well be objected, in view of the multitude of distinctions that 
the Cartographie approach (Rizzi 1997) postulates, is five enough? The 
answer seems to be 'yes'. Bentley (2008) presents an RRG account of the 
Ilalian left-periphery in tenns of the RRG distinctions, and Shimojo (2011)  
does the same for Japanese. 
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WHY EVE SHOULDN'T EAT THE SNAKE: 

AN INFORMED ANSWER FROM Focus 

STRUCTURE AND REFERENCE TRAC KING 

IN BIBLICAL HEBREW 
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DANSK BIBEL INSTITUT, COPENHAGEN 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a solution for the analysis of the information structure 
in the ancient language Biblical Hebrew. Using Role and Reference 
Grammar (RRG), it deals with rnapping of lexico-grammatical structures 
onto tracking of referents in texts. A program developed for reference 
tracking by Eep Talstra for the database of the Eep Talstra Center for Bible 
and Computer ran into an interesting problern. In the conversation between 
Eve and the snake in Gen 2:25-3:5, it rniscalculated the coreference as eat
ing the snake rather than the fruit. The solution is enhanced reference 
tracking with an RRG [OClIS structure analysis and apply conunon ground 
management theory forrnulated by Malte Zinunerrnann and others. Fur
therrnore, the hierarchical structure of the text must play a role in an ac
cOlmt of the activation of referents. 

Keywords 

RRG, focus structure, reference tracking, Biblical Hebrew, ETCBC 

1. Introduction 

When we in oral encounters are confronted with urgent warnings like 
Don 't Eat ft/, the message easily cornes across through tone, pointing or 
other cues in the interlocution. It helps when the waming is accompanied 
by a symbol for danger of poisoning, sound alerts or other means of pro
hibiting dangers of consurnption. This is different for written communica-
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tion, when we don't have the intended impact unless we can decode it 
from specifie context information that disarnbiguates the function of the 
utterance. 

The point of departure for this paper is the challenge of decoding the 
communicative function of written infonnation, illustrated by the first 
story narrated in the Hebrew Bible, where Eve got herself into a serious 
communicative challenge. The paper will use her communicative problern 
as an illustration of the crucial role of focal points and reference in com
munication. 1 As readers of the story we are not only in Eve's shoes and 
have to struggle with divine conversation trough the rnouth of a persuasive 
snake (Winther-Nielsen 2003), but as linguists working with Biblical He
brew we also have to interpret the shifting word orders in written texts 
without access to pitch or pointing. How can a reader know for sure what 
the precise ordering of the reference phrases are, and how divergent struc
tural patterns mark specifie functions for pragmatic impact? Will linguists 
even have ways to translate the focal and referential structures into modem 
languages, unless they master the basic mechanisms involved in packaging 
of infonnation? And if not, are they willing to guess from intuition or 
insist on tradition? 

Lambrecht's (1994) monograph on information structure has set the 
scene for aIl serious linguistic work on the interrelationship between 
pragmatic reasoning and linguistic expressions in languages. Role and 
Reference Grammar (RRG) was the first the ory to include his approach 
into its handling of pragmatic functions. Even before the publication of 
Lambrecht's seminal work, it was included by Van Valin (1993), and it 
took its prominent position in the first standard version of RRG (Van Va
lin and LaPolla 1997) and the update of the the ory (Van Valin 2005). Con
temporary RRG is still working on what 1 from now on will call focus 
structure (FS), exploring how linguistic structure and function help lan
guage users introduce and maintain referents in written communication. 
This paper will suggest that for Biblical Hebrew we now have resources 
that can help us put FS on a firmer footing by, when we combine FS with a 
viable reference tracking (RT) mechanism. 

1 This paper has been thoroughly revised following the first presentation at the 
RRG Conference on August 2, 2015, at the Heimich Heine University in Düssel
dorf. It emerged out of my stay as Researcher in Residence at the ETCBC at the 
Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam. 1 would like to thank Professor Wido van Peursen 
for this invitation, and Professor Eep Talstra for induding me in his research. 
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RRG claims to be based on communicative adequacy, and this should 
work also for written communication without interlocuters available to 
manipulate the felicity of the communicative exchange. Biblical Hebrew is 
in this regard an ideal testing ground, because not only is it lypologically 
very different from the English evidence usually produced for FS, but the 
Hebrew data are also accessible for natural language processing through a 
fully annotated corpus. Because the common ground between interlocutors 
may be elusive in historical contexts, the ultimate test of FS and RT is how 
language users can calculate the pragmatic states of referents and decode 
the mental representation of an entity as active, accessible or inactive as 
required by (Lambrecht (1994: 49). And, as we shall see, for Eve it turned 
out that she needs much more than simple parsing rules and in effect she 
has to rely on a robust the ory of bath IS and RT in order to get it right. 

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, l refer to new research 
on corpus-driven RT and explain why the snake is not the right referent in 
Gen 3:3d and what RRG syntax can offer instead. In section 3, 1 introduce 
IS, and 1 include a similar case from Gen 3 : 1 1 -12. Section 4 looks at the 
larger context in Gen 2:25-3:3, and compares RRG's discourse representa
tion with the new corpus-driven RT. In section 5, 1 add my own proposaI 
for a pseudo-code to deal with focus articulation in BH. 

2. Corpus-driven RT facing the snake in Gen 3:3 

The present proposaI to emich RT through an RRG-based use of FS 
emerges out of decades of computational linguistic work on Biblical He
brew in a unique, linguistically annotated corpus. For more than 40 years, 
the Eep Talstra Center for Bible and Computer (ETCBC) at the VU Uni
versity in Amsterdam has developed applications for syntactic analysis and 
produced linguistic data for grammar and discourse studies. This database 
was introduced to the RRG corn munit y and to linguists without training in 
Biblical Hebrew through the Role-Lexical Module (Winther-Nielsen 2008; 
2009; Winther-Nielsen et al 2009), exemplifying parsing, logical structure, 
templates and focal structures through the database. 

Current work on PT by the founder and former director of the ETCBC, 
Eep Talstra (2016), and elsewhere, shows an impressive potential in an 
intelligent tutoring system for semi-automated tracking of referents in 
Hebrew Bible. Talstra is programming lexical and syntactic rules to track 
the referents through the texts, as illustrated in example (1) which he 
worked on in March and April of 2015 to produce data on chapter 3 in the 
Book of Genesis. The first of three programs picks up every instance of a 
participant referent, e.g. mimm-ennû is the 30th referent occurring in Gene
sis 3 (pRef: 30). Il perfonns the first referential registration based on 
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agreement and cross-clausal syntactic and lexical identification. A second 
prograrn then searchers for an identical referent rnentioned earlier within 
the text in order to gather sets of sirnilar participants, i.e., the 30th referent 
is now classified as part of the 17'h set, consisting of the 3MSg suffixes 
(pSet: 17). The goal of a third and final program is then to calculate how 
referents referred are introduced in reference phrases and tracked through 
clitic or independent pronouns, e.g., the refence is now pinned down to a 
final set of actors glossed as "HE" (PAct: 12). 

(1) Participant tracking from line 1 1  in Gen 3 :3 :  3 
[Iii? <Ng>] [tii-?xl-û {29} <Fr>] [mimm-ennû {30} <Co>] 
not IMPF-eat-you (2MPI) from-SUFF-3Msg 

PRef: 29 [T>KLW <Pr>] PSet: l6� 2pm� PAct: l l� 2pm"YOUPlmas" 
PRef: 30 [MMNW :slX] PSet: l 7� 3sm� PAct: l2� 3sm"HE" 

Talstra's three reference tracking prograrns are technically very sophis
ticated and constantly under development in order to be able to deal with 
challenges encountered when working with new texts. His prograrn devel
opment is not our concem here, but rather how useful such data output are 
for linguistic research and particularly for the challenge of FS. Unfortu
nately, there is a snake in this otherwise perfect cornputational paradise! 
Automated participant tracking cannot deliver a completely infallible out
put, but beyond this unrealistic phantom the really interesting question is 
how far algorithms can take us, and at what point human understanding 
has to step i� and why. What Talstra has achieved is through graduaI trial 
and error experirnents to get closer to the point where a rnechanical track
ing of participants hits the ceiling, working text by text and improving the 
programming to explore the limits of purely structural data. Mistakes in 
the output are often trivial, but sometimes they give crucial feedback on 
the real limits and challenges of a rule-govemed RT and they illustrate 
what we need to solve through other approaches. These mistakes help 
linguists to explore conditions for hurnan cognition and what role encyclo
pedic knowledge should play in reading and interpretation. 

Our example (1) from Genesis 3 :3 is a rather amusing example of what 
can go wrong in very cornplex natural language processing. Talstra's re
search program in March 2015 tracked the 2nd person plural (PRef: 29) and 
identified them with the addressees Adam and Eve. Il succeeded, because 

3 The representation of the text is slightly adapted frorn 
http://bibleol.3bmoodl e. dk/texli show _ textiE T C BC4-transli li Genesis/3/3. 
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there are no other plural addressees in the preceding text. However, the 
program had problems calculating the referent for the 3rd masculine singu
lar clitic mimm-ennû 'from-himlit (3MSg suffix)' (pRef: 30). The actor 
"HE" (PAct: 12) would seem to be coreferential with the only preceding 
male participant, the snake. Given the drift of the tex!, a message Don 't eat 

Iram the snake / /  / would obviously miss the point, and no doubt fatally so. 
One solution is of course to add the semantic infonnation that the mas

culine gender also can refer to inanirnate referents, so the snake may not be 
the sole referent available. However, our goal is rather to solve the RI 
challenge through the FS solution which RRG offers through ils the ory of 
the layered structure of the clause and the Iwo positions in front (and after) 
the core of the clause (Van Valin 2005: 5_6) 4 A Pre-Core Slot (PrCS) is in 
front of the core of the clause, yet it is still a part of the clause. A Left
Detached Position is external to the clause and functions on the sentence 
lev el; however, from now on we will call it the Pre-Detached Position 
(PrDP), because in a language written from right to left this makes far 
more sense (Jensen 2016). Applied to our snake-eating problem, example 
(1) is the core of a clause preceded by 'But-from-the.fruitof the-tree' (Gen 
3 :3a) in example (2). This is a PrDP construction even if it is an oblique 
core argument of the lexical verb 'eat from/of sorne fruit', because in the 
core of the clause the prepositional phrase (PP) mimm-ennû 'from-him/it 
(3MSg suffix)' is a resumptive pronoun that refers back to the fruit rather 
than the snake. The PP is the coreferential copy (Pavey 2010: 282). 

(2) The preceding Pre-Detached Position (prDP) in Gen 3:3 :  
û=mip=p"rî hêi=Ç'ës Jaser bJ=tôx-
'but�FROM�FRUIT[-of] THE-TREE which ino=midst[-of] 

hag�giin 
the�garden' 

On this assumption it should be easy enough to disambiguate the refer
ence of the pronoun because it is explicitly expressed by means of PrDP 
construction. 

4 For Biblical Hebrew, see Winther-Nielsen (1995: 42-43; 2009: 27-30). 
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3. Introducing FS for Gen 3:3 and 3:12 

Even if a simple structural explanation can solve the problem of the eating 
of the snake in Gen 3 :3, this does not explain the functions of the referen
tial structure in rnany other cases. Distance to previous clauses is far less 
important than position in the hierarchical structure of the text, and this 
crucial aspect of pragmatic focusing must be handled through a robust 
theory ofFS, hence we focus on that now. 

Lambrecht's (1994: 221 -235) canonical version ofFS is still the stand
ard taxonomy for focus types in RRG (Van Valin 2005: 69-73). To illus
trate the point ofFS, we can use the simple piece of evidence presented by 
Lambrecht (2000: 614) in example (3). Essentially, FS is defined as the 
[onnal rneans to express pragrnatic assertion, i.e., to convey new infor
mation to an addressee. Larnbrecht illustrates three [oeus categories by 
three different answers in English to the question Why didn 't Mary come 
ta work today? 

(3) a. She Topic had an ACCIDENT Focus 

b. Her HUSBAND Focus is ta blame Topic 

c. Her HUSBAND IS SICK Foo", 

Predicate Focus (PF) 
N arrow F ocus (NF) 
Sentence Focus (SF) 

In the first exarnple, Mary is treated as predictable infonnation because 
she is conscious in the mind of the language user and then also identifiable 
as a referent, and this topie-comment structure is an almost default type of 
expression with focus on the predicate. In the second example, the oppo
site holds. Focus is now on the "subject" rather than the predicate, and it is 
fronted as a constituent in focus. Note that in contrast to Lambrecht, RRG 
does NOT use Lambrecht's term Argument Focus, because the entity sin
gled out for focus need not be an obligatory argument of the verb, but can 
also be an adjunct (Van Valin 2005: 71 n. 3). Here the predicate is treated 
as predictable and presupposed, while the identity of a referent is deter
mined. In the third example, a11 information is unpredictable and "all 
new". This three-way taxonomy of presenting a11 new information, talking 
about this new topic, and then identifying something new for this topic in 
sorne context can be illustrated by the following mini-story: There 's A 
BEE ON YOUR HAND (SF). ft's looking HUNGRY (PF). ft's your 
DONUT that it wants ta eat (NF) (pavey 2010: 275). 

With the se three choices for focus structure in mind we can now look 
for an informaI answer to Eve's problem with processing 'eat from if 
within its complex linguistic context. There is a tendency in languages like 
the Mayan VOS language Tzotzil that the Pres is used for focus articula-
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tion and the PrDP has topic function (Van Valin 2005: 7). This is also the 
case in Japanese accarding to Shimojo (201 1), and it is even stated as a 
fact by Pavey that "(d)etached positions contain topical material" (2010 :  
285). Accarding to such textbook evidence, the PrDP but from the fruit of 
the tree [which is in the garden] (said GodJ (3:3a-c, example (1) and (2)) 
would be the construction used for topical material. For the clause to have 
narrow focus, it would have to front the resurnptive mimmennû preposi
tional and clitic pronoun: from IT you shouldn 't eat, thus using the PrCS 
slot On this account, Eve would have been well served had she paid atten
tion to the marking oftopical infonnation. 

To prove this point, we could look at another example. Another PrDP 
is used later on in the Adam and Eve story when God confronts Adam and 
holds him accountable. God uses the diagnostic question ward which helps 
us identify a narrow focus filling the PrCS slot: mi higgid l'xii kî rêrom 
?iittii' 'WHOF,,", told tO-yOUTopi, that naked [ARE] YOUTopi,' (Gen 3 : 1 1).  In 
answer to this question, Adam in example (4) blames the woman as the 
culprit. In his answer he introduces hêi=JiSsêih 'the woman' as a topical 
referent in the PrDP position. In this case the writer does place the resurnp
tive pronoun in the PrCS slot in order to refer to the women in narrow 
focus through the fronted resumptive independent pronoun hi? 'she'. The 
rest of the clause is then treated as presupposed and topical. 5 
(4) Completive Narrow Focus in Gen 3 : 12  

hêi=JiSsêih Jaser nêitat-têih rimmêid-Î 
DEF�woman who place-PERF/2MSg with-l Sg 
[ [PrDPhopi, (Relative clause )] 

hi? niit"n-ii' �ll-i 
SHE give-3FSg to-ISg 
( [PrCS]F,,", [CORE 

min=hêi-rëS 
from�DEF-tree 

hopi" ) Clause] 

This kind of narrow focus on the NP filling the answer slot of WH
question is very common and hence also integrated as completive focus by 
Van Valin (2005: 72-73). However, beyond this type and the contrastive 
focus type, the textbook only casually refers to the FS literature far "fur
ther divisions". This suggests that RRG calls far further wark on FS in 

5 For the analysis of the niitan in Gen 3: 12 and in ail of Genesis, see Winther
Nielsen 2017 (365) et passim. The text is adapted from 
http://bib1eo1.3bmoodl e. dk/texli show _ textiE T C BC4-transli li Genesis/3/ 12 
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order to benefit [rom CUITent research in the area which as a vibrant and 
productive field on its own continues to explore the interplay between 
mental activation and referential identifiability. A significant work by 
Erteschik-Shir (2007:67-69, 71) acknowledges how the pairing of the 
multidimensional projectionist architecture of RRG with Lambrecht's 
infonnation structure theory has triggered a stirnulating developrnent of 
both approaches as well as "interesting cross-linguistic research" (71). She 
herself develops the idea of focus structure as a filing system (42-47). A 
year later, Krifka (2008) published an influential paper on focus structure 
as a strategy for cornrnon ground-rnanagernent. This explains how the 
mutually shared know ledge of the interlocutors in a discourse is negotiated 
by hierarchies of open questions in need to be settled. More recently 
Matié, Van Gijn, and Van Valin (2014) have argued that linguistic refer
ence calls for an additional separate the ory of RT. They combine focus 
structure and reference tracking as two aspects of the cornrnon ground 
between interlocutors. They use [oeus to assert how possible worlds are 
updated in response to controversial, and therefore assertion-worthy, as
pects of their cornrnon ground. Reference tracking is then a matter of "both 
interlocutors ascribing sarne referent value to an expression" (2014 :  2). 

The rnost prornising new FS solution is proposed by Zimmennan and 
Ornéa (2011) .  Developing the idea of common ground updating, they 
propose that opting for an analysis in which a focus structure imposes an 
ordering on the set of possible worlds, and among those we find the privi
leged possible worlds (PPW). Those worlds are not defined by content in 
the sense that they need to be part of the context set at the time of utter
ance, but they rather "constitute an interpretive background against which 
the proposition expressed is evaluated." These PPWs provide "a more 
restricted search space that makes it easier for the hearer of an utterance . 
to evaluate, and eventually accept or reject, the actual proposition ex
pressed" (1654). Hartmann and Zimmermann (2009: 1340-1342; cf also 
Zimmennan and Orné a 201 1 :  1663) builds on prior work by Rooth on how 
grammar assigns focus to a constituent based on a set of alternatives, oper
ating with 4 main focus types that aU concern how an element is intro
duced into the common ground through focus (Zimmennan and Ornéa 
201 1 :  1663). The selection from a simple set of possible focus expressions 
can be illustrated for the set of colours {blue, red, green, pink, . . .  } as the 
PPWs, and to each selection l add the short-hand tenns NewFoc, CorFoc, 
SelFoc, and ConFoc for ease of reference: 
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(5) Focus selection from privileged possible worlds (PPWs) 

293 

1. new-information: no alternatives explicitly introduced in the 
preceding discourse 
Which color did Peter paint his bicycle? He painted it [NewF,,] 

11. correctively: competitors have been explicitly mentioned in 
the preceding discourse 
Peter painted his bicycle red No, he painted it [CorF,,] 

111. selectively: choice from a restricted subset explicitly men
tioned in the preceding context 
DidPeter paint his bicycle red or blue? He painted it [SelF"] 

IV. contrastively: juxtaposed to one or more elements in the pre-
ceding discourse, "where Y, Z, are of the same syntactic 
category and denote into the same semantic word field as X" 
Paul painted his bicycle, [ConF"]

' 
and Peter painted it, [ConF,,] 

In many ways, this new proposaI gleans the fruits from the Functional 
Grammar tradition of Simon Dik, and it offers a transparent calculation of 
focus-types that can help implementation in an RRG focus structure analy
sis. This work is also typologically relevant as demonstrated by the anal
yses of information structure for African languages by Güldemann, Zerbi
an, and Zimmermann (2015). Even more to the poin� the PPWs to a large 
extent explain how to use the notion of potential focus domain in RRG 
focus structure theory. Finally, the PPWs can give more structure to the 
se arch for an independent RT solution called for by Matié, Van Gijn, and 
Van Valin (2014). Last, but not least, it might help us use the unique data 
on Biblical Hebrew RT coming out of the work of Talstra and the team of 
the ETCBC, and this will be our next step to take. 

4. Refonnulating RT for an RRG analysis of Gen 2:25-3:3 

In order to use the unique data for Biblical Hebrew available through the 
corpus-based RT research of Talstra, we will again turn to the snake prob
lem that Eve faced in Gen 3 :3 and now include the larger prior context for 
the ullerance, which is Gen 2:25-3:3. The goal is first and foremost to put 
the canonical RRG approach to the test and then explore to what extent the 
new reference tracking research can help us develop a more robust solu
tion for Biblical Hebrew. 

Because Van Valin (1993) at a very early stage adapted FS for the 
RRG theory, it was possible for Winther-Nielsen (1995) to use the ETCBC 
database and test the mechanisms of RRG on the Book of Joshua from the 
Hebrew Bible. In this work, the discourse topicality terminology of Dik 
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was used as a useful supplement for an RRG analysis (Winther-Nielsen 
1995: 66-67). Unfortunately, this research did not get much attention with
in the guild of Biblical Hebrew linguistics. The dissertation of Den Braber 
(2010) clearly demonstrates that scholars of the Hebrew Bible by and large 
look for historical and diachronie explanations of the text on the one hand, 
and for contemporary relevance on the other hand, so the market for FS 
really wasn't there. Later on Hebrew Bible linguistics moved towards 
cognitive linguistic solutions and this was applied for corpus-based re
search (Talstra and van der Merwe 2002; 2004). However, information 
structure research has continued to rnake an important impact on the re
search in a number of dissertations, such as Heimerdinger (1999), Shi
masaki (2002), Floor (2004), Lunn (2006), Moshavi (2010), Kummerow 
(201 1), Pang (201 1), and Westbury (2014). 

The status questionis in Biblical Hebrew linguistics is by now captured 
in the reference work of van der Merwe et al (2017) which will no doubt 
becorne an influential resource to guide students and teachers of Biblical 
Hebrew infonnation structure. It is therefore useful to use this work as a 
point of reference on previous FS work on Biblical Hebrew. To begin with 
the PrDP, the account of its topic function is relatively clear in the account 
of van der Merwe et al (2017 :  5 15-516). Il is used for topic- announcing, 
so that a referent is made available to play a role in the following dis
course. The functions are Cre )activation of weakly accessible referents into 
primary or secondary topies, but also for cornparison and contrast, and to 
activate as topie for irnrnediate [oeus. 

The overview of the function of Pres in this reference grarnrnar is 
more challenging because it includes many examples that relies on inter
pretation of specifie contexts (497-509). This of course will go far beyond 
the goal set for this paper. However, it may be possible to provisionally to 
tie their interpretative distinctions into the Zimmennan-Otega approach. 

As for the Pres, we would by default assume that this position is used 
for marked focus, but secondarily we also need to consider "topic 
(re)activation" as a possible alternative. In other words, a topical function 
for this slot must be argued on other grounds that could be specified in 
clear rules for criteria to select from. 

Most of the cases in table (1) are contrastive or new foci. The constitu
ent focus interpretation is the narrow focus of RRG. 
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Table 1 Topic (re-)activation (based on van der Merwe et al 

r:) Selecl a Comparison 
1 i��rn set 1 r b Contrast 

@17 §47.2. l Q))_ 

Abram lived in Cana 'an: but 1 Lot . 
Elkhana: went . . .  but Hanna 
didn 't Q Sam 2 21-22) 

d Simultaneity For seven days . . .  but on the 

(b) 
Topic
shift 

( c) 
Sum
mary 

a New entities 

b New persons 

End of story 

�ght (Eix22� 
And the long dress . . .  (2 Sam 
l3 l� 
And ta Sara he said: . .  (Gen 
l3n) 
Moses . . .  and the Israelites 
stroke them (Jos 12:6) 

PPW 
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The cases in table (2) are either contrastive or new foci. Depending on 
the context they would be either have selective or corrective functions. 

(a) 
Identi
ty 

(b) 
Modify 

Table 2 Constituent focus (based on van der Merwe et al 
(2017 §47.2. l (2) 

a identify 
(person, 
entity, 
rnanner 
LIMIT to 
c person 
e purpose 
f quality 

g quantity 

FUNC
TION to 
i speci1Y 
j supplant 

PPW 
Who should . . .  Juda should (Jun SelF" 
1 1-2) 1 
GOD . . .  revealed himself . .  (Ex CorF" 
53) ? 
Purpose clause @en 5 :7) ---==I . 
In the cleaness ofmy heart . (Gen 

1 A
20

L
:
L
5)

THE PEOPLE :J . . . . ail soldiers 
died (Jos 5 4)  
SONS OF JACOB . . .  plundered . .  
their SHEEP, CATTLE . (Gen 
34 27-28) 
The plantedX .. Y they reaped (Jer 
12 13) 
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k expand All men . they circumcised (Gen 
17 ]]) 

Focus Also THE WIW ANIMALS 1 gave 
Partiele (Jer 27 6) 
1 expand 
n replace No, but rather ONX, (Gen 19:2) 

� 
o cata:Qhoric BY THIS c c1Gen 19� SelFoc 

Deictic p ana:Rhoric THESE EIGHT . (Gen 2221-23) SelFoc r Referent 
(d) a (probably) 1 swear (Gen 21 :23-24) ? 
Oaths 

The examples given by van der Merwe et al (2017) on sentence focus 
appear to indicate that sentence [oeus pertains to presentative clauses or 

background information, implying that sentence focus will introduce seg
ments in the beginning of larger texts or sm aller embedded texls. Most of 
the cases in table (3) are new foci. 

Table 3 Sentence focus (cfvan der Merwe et al (2017 :  §47.2 . 1  (3)) 

Introduce: Direct A man came ta us: " .. (2 Kings NewFoc 
C!!) Report speech W) 
(b) Episode Narrative Benhadad mobilzed his army.. (1 NewFoc 

Kings 20 1) 
(c) Back- a New Sara)., bore him no children, NewFoc 
ground/ episode She had an Egyptian servant (Gen 
Flashback 16 8)_ 

c Expla- She had b roufiht them on the roof SelFoc ? 
nation . . .  (Josh 2 6) 

(d) T em poral Event While he was still talking, Rachel ConFoc 
came . . .  JQen 29 9) 

Beyond this, the reference grarnrnar also assumes that fronting in Bib
lical Hebrew may have specialized functions. Among those are what Er
teschik-Shir (2017: 16-17) calls stage topics, stipulating that every sen
tence focus must have at least one topic. These cases in table (4) would 
probably work as new [oei. In this group there are also poetic uses of 
fronting. 
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Table 4 Other fronting (based on van der Merwe et al 
(2017  §472 1 �)-@L 

Grounding in 
time/place 
Simultaneity 

Q60 Khiasm i poetry 

AT THAT TIME TIME ABIJA 
. . . . GOT SICK (2 Kings 1 6) 
WHEN THEY CAME to Zuf, 
Saul said . (1 Sam 9:5) 

297 

? 

Before 1 implement an FS analysis based on the of PPWs along the 
lines suggested by Zimmermann and others, 1 will first describe how ca
nonical RRG handles RT and then elaborate on the corpus-driven RT de
veloped by Talstra for the ETCBC For more than a decade, the canonical 
version of RRG has treated context through the discourse representation 
theory (DRT) of Kemp and Reyle (1993). Following DRT, Van Valin 
(2005: 174) introduces a new set of logical terms s, t u, v to formalize 
discourse structure (Figure 5.32). For derivation of focus structure, he uses 
the more traditional logical structure terms x, y, z and an informaI specifi
cation of semantic representation (Figure 5.32). Furthermore, Van Valin 
exemplifies the derivation of completive and contrastive narrow focus 
(Figure 5.34). This results in the inclusion of two boxes for presupposition 
and assertion in the already extremely complex three-dimensional projec
tions of linking (2005 173 Figure 5.35). 

l illustrate RRG's discourse representation in a crudely simplified way 
in figure 1 .  From a reading of the early chapters of the Book of Genesis in 
a translation, the reader can gain a first impression of what is at stake. 
First, we need to include situational knowledge on the instruction given by 
God to Adam in Gen 2 : 16-17. The story presupposes a permission to eat 
from all trees except for a prohibition to eat from the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil in the midst of the garden. This requires a contextual distinc
tion between (y 1) and (Y2) and selection between the two. Second, there is 
a conversational turn by Eve to correct the snake. This is the background 
for a marked contrastive PrDP to select between aIl trees and the one cen
tral tree which is singled out as topical. 

Shimojo (2011)  to my knowledge was one of the first to use DRT for 
his clarification of the missing verb in the nurneral quantifier construction 
in Japanese, but it is noteworthy that Shimojo's (201 1 :  288-291) later 
work does not use DRT for linking. This testifies to the fact that it may 
very well be too curubersome to specify all linguistic data to this depth, 
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and 1 assume this explains why DRT has not figured prominently in RRG 
research over the last decade. 

Snake Presupposition 
(Gen 3 : 1 -3): 

x, y 
Adam and Adam, Eve (x) 
Eve can eat Fruit of all tree (YI) 

from all X(Y2) 
fruit of the x eat y 

trees 

God Presupposition 
(Gen 3 : 1 1 -

12) x, y, z 
X(x) 

Who gave Fruit oftree (y) 
Adam the Adam (z) 
idea to eat 
from the 

x give y to z 

fruit of the 
trees? 

Assertion 

x, y 
Adam, Eve 

(x) 
Fruit of 
tree (YI) 
Fruit of 
tree in 

midst of 
garden (Y2) 

x eat y 

Assertion 

x, y, z 
X(x) 

From fruit 
oftree (y) 
Adam (z) 
x give y to 

z 

c:::::> Eve 
(Gen 33) 

. . . but from the 
fruit of the tree . 
do not eat [rom it 

Contrastive 
Topic 

� Adam 
(Gen 3 l2) 

The wornen . . . .  she 
gave me from the 
fruit of the tree 

Completive NF 

Figure 1 .  Presupposition and Assertion in DRT format 

Now let me introduce the challenge of RT for the snake problem from 
the perspective of the serni-autornated corpus-driven analysis of RI in the 
output from the program developed by Talstra. 1 have inserted the output 
of the analysis of participant actors (cf PAct� 1 1  and PAct� 12  in example 
(1)) for all of Gen 2:25-2:3 in the transliteration of column 2 of table 5 as 
raised numbers. 1 can now explain the snake problem as follows: The pro
gram does not identify the reference of mimmennû[12j ' if with mippJri rës
haggiin 18J, ' from-fruitof tree.of-the-garden (3:2b) because in that case 
Eve could not eat any fruit at all, and she would starve to death. The pro
gram also avoids to identify the antecedent with the snake's casual refer
ence to mikkol Çë� haggiinl6J '( eat) from ail trees of the garden' (3 : l e). 
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Table 5. Participant Reference and RRG analysis of Gen 2:25-3:3 

Geu 
2 

25a 

Text with Participant ACtoIS 
wayyihyû s7iêhem Ç'arûmmÎm 
and.they.were the.two ACS-T naked, 
ha'?adiim w�'?istô 
the MAN and his WOMAN ACS-T 

TT 
N 

25b w�lo? yitbosasû: ND 
and-not they.were.ashamed 

Geu 
3 

w�hanniil;as[1] hiiyah Ç'iirûm N 

l a  
but-the-SNAKEBNA it.was cllllillng 
mikki51 l;ayyat haisiideM.1ZJ 
more.than.all animals-of the fieldAcs-T 

lb ,?aser ç'asaM.2] YHWH Jelohîm[2] N 
which he.made Yahweh GOdACS-T 

l e  wayyo?mer[l] '?el-ha'?issaM3] N 
and-it.said to-the-woman ACC-T QF 

Id '?af kÎ- '?iimar[4] ,?elohîm[4] ACC-T QF NQ 
True that he.said God 

l e  la? to?xlû[5] mikkOl 
no! you.ea! FROM-ALL.OF 
Ç'é$ haggan[6J 
TREE.OF THE-GARDEN ENA 

2a watto?mer[3] ha'?issaM.3]] 
And-she.said the-woman 
'?el-hannal;as [1] 
to-the-snake ACC-T QF 

2b mippTÎ Ç'é$-
frorn-FRUIT.of TREE.of 
haggan [8] no ?xe/ [3]: 
the-GARDEN BNA we.eat 

3a ûmippTÎ haÇ'é$[9] 
but-from-fruit.of the-treeBNA 

3b ,?aser b�tôx- haggan [7] 
which in-midst.of- the-garden 

3c '?amar[4] Jelohîm[4] 
he.said God ACC-T QF 

3d la? tO?XIÛ[ll] mimmennû[12] 
not you.eat from-itAcv 

3e w�lo? tigg'i'Û[ll] bÔ[12] 
and-not you.touch on-itAcv 

3f pen- rmutûn[11]: 
in.order.not- you-die 

NQ 

N 

NQ 

NQ 

NQ 

N 

NQ 

NQ 

NQ 

Cl Type F ocus 
WayX PF>SF 

NEW Foc 

WxYO 

WXQ! 

xQ!X 

WayO 

xQ!X 

PF 

NF 
CONFoc 

PF 

PF 

PF 

xYqO SF 
NEWFoc 

WayX PF 

xYqO NF 
SELFoc 

CPen PrPD 
CONTOP 

NrnCl PF 

ZQ!X PF 

xYqO PF 

WxYO PF 

xYqO PF 
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This corpus-driven RT gradually evolves from sophisticated research. A 
semi-automated tracking of referents disambiguates RT in the majority of 
clauses, and it is therefore a strong solution for a corpus linguistic disarn
biguation of referents. The RI output could no doubt assist a researcher 
who is trying to do an analysis in the DRT -fonnat in figure 1 and it could 
deterrnine presupposition and assertion for "Adam, Eve ex)". However, 
our interest is rather to be able to deterrnine the FS type and how we can 
select from alternative PPWs, and this calls for a final step on the analysis 
presented in the remaining part of the table 5. 6 

5. Improving activation analysis for corpus-driven IS 

The final step in our dernonstration of a new solution is to illustrate the 
most likely assignment of focus in the natural language context we have 
worked with from Gen 2:25-3:3. 

ln RRG, grammaticalization of FS is included in its projection of the 
clause as a cognitive model of context (2005: 1 82 Figure 5.40). This mod
el is calculated through "the activation level of the referents" (2005: 79). 
Van Valin reduces the activation categories to five: (1) active in direct 
mention, (2) accessible as recognizable from world knowledge or envi
ronment, (3) Inactive, but mentioned earlier, (4) brand new anchored to 
accessible or earlier rnentioned, (5) brand new unanchored, never previ
ously mentioned nor accessible. Lambrecht's (1994: 109) original version 
had more detai! and we will therefore use the model proposed by Van 
Valin and La Polla (1997: 201) and by Pavey (2008: 308), here illustrated 
in figure 2. 

6 The text in the display has been copied from 
http://bibleol.3bmoodle.dk/textishow _texVETCBC4-transliVGenesis/2/25 & 
http://bibleol.3bmoodle.dk/texVshow_ textiETCBC4-transliVGenesis/3/1/3 
The special textual and grammatical sigla used in the third and fourth colunm are: 
TT=Text type; Codes: N=narrative text. ND=narrative discoursive (a non-narrative 
direct address to the reader), NQ=quotation in narrative. 
Cl type=clause type. WayX=wayyitol verb conjugation before subject, 
WayO=wayyitol verb without Subject; ZQtX=clause-initial qalal conjugation 
followed by subject, xQtX=a non-subject elernent before a qala! followed by 
subject, WXQt=a coordination before a fronted subject followed by qalal 
xYqO= a non-subject elernent before a yiqlol conjugation without a subject 
NrnCl=verbless clause (or nominal clause) 
CPen=casus pendens (the PrPD). 
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textually 
(ACS-T) 

situationally 
(ACS-S) 

brand new anchored (BNA) 

brand new unanchored 
(BNV) 

Figure 2. Identifiability and activation of refemng expressions 

Activation analysis is crucial, because Lambrecht claimed that active 
and accessible referents are topical (Lambrecht 1994: 102). Others will 
align referential expressions on a continuum from topical active to focal 
brand new. However, activation level cannot stand alone, because prag
matic functions also involve "at which discourse level they occur (textual 
hierarchy), and how prominent they are in subsequent dise ourse (rele
vance)" (Winther-Nielsen 1995: 63). The RT analyses based on the 
ETCBC corpus also suggest that we need to work with activation spans 
within hierarchically organized segments of discourse. It is of course not 
the case that preceding common ground is simply the preceding clause, but 
rather how clauses are positioned within the network of a particular pre
ceding segment. 

Furthennore, the research lite rature indicates that nominal full referen
tial phrases can be licensed by cases of disagreement, negotiation of the 
identity of a referent or for expression of overt contempt (1995: 68). This 
caUs for a much richer analysis in the sense that known and identifiable 
entities can very weIl be expressed as focus when there is a negotiation of 
alternatives among sets in the common ground, as set out for the four types 
in the Hartmann-Zimmermann taxonomy. The analysis of the Joshua cor
pus by Winther-Nielsen (1995) proved that demarcation of discourse seg
ments was another primary factor involved in the encoding of full referen
tial phrases. 
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The strength of the database is then to allow the researcher to do an 
analysis within a segment defined by the hierarchical structure of the pre
ceding contexts. Within this context it is possible to explore whether a 
referential phrase is expressed because it is accessible textually from prior 
mention in the narrative. The alternative is that it can be rnentioned in 
order to introduce a quote as part of the rnechanisrn to keep track of who 
says what in monologues and in conversational exchanges in the narra
tives. The latter explains rnost of the cases with explicit speaker and hearer 
expressions in PF. 

This approach is used for the analysis of FS displayed in table 1 .  The 
analysis is made rnanually, based on observation and interpretation of 
focus structure, and then mapped in column 5. When appropriate 1 specify 
which focus type is used. 

The ETCBC database provides sorne very useful help for the linguist to 
decide on the function of word order variation: Does a clause start with a 
conjunction (W)? Is there a subject (X) or a non-subject (x) before the 
verb? Is there a subject (X) or no subject (0) of ter the verb? Which form of 
the verb conjugation is used? BH has furee finite verbal forms, infinites 
and verbless clauses. The use of these four-letter morpho-syntactic labels 
are explained in example (6). 

(6) Morpho-syntactic labels in the ETCBC database 
• Wayyiqtol: a clause-initial narrative chaining fonn; WayX with 

PSA ("subject) vs. WayO without 
• Yiqtol: Non-perfective (and non-past in most cases): Label has one 

or more of the Y qtl letters 
• Qatal: Multivalent, Perfective in Narrative - Imperfective in Quota

tion: Label from Qtl letters 
• Other sigla refer to imperative clauses (ImpO), verbless clauses 

(NmCI for "nominal clause"), etc. 

Information on text type (TT) in column 4 enables the linguist to track 
referential phrases (RF) within clearly delimited segments and to work 
with a linguistic dernarcation of subsegrnents. 

1 will therefore reformulate the activation analysis exemplified for the 
segment in Gen 2:25-3:3 into a pseudo-code in table 6. This stepwise pro
cedure for analysis is a first prelirninary version of an algorithrn that needs 
to be refined through analysis of much broader stretches of text from the 
Hebrew Bible, and its role at this stage is simply to illustrate the mecha
nisrns involved in an analysis. 
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Table 6. Pseudo-code for Activation Analysis of Gen 2:25-3:3 

For every new clause fragm ent: 
If NO RF, but head-marked person-gender-number morphology corefer

ence: assign active (A VC) and assume PF (2:25b, 3:3d.e.f) 
If RF is identifiable 

If RF REACTIVATED in a position after the verb: 
If the verb is a communicative predicate, then assume that ref

erence to any textually accessible speaker or hearer is ex
pressed as part of communicative dynamics in the story in 
order to introduce or highlight interlocutors (3:1d, 2a, 3c): 
assign PF 

If the RF is in a subordinated clause, then the RF serves disam
biguation of reference (3: 1 b, 3b): assign PF 

Else, if this RF can be new focus in the beginning of a quote, 
assign PF 

Else. if the RF is topical, assume it is active (ACY) 
If RF is unidentifiable 

If X is a brand new entity, but anchored in the story, and the RF is 
placed in the PrCS: assign NF and explore whether contrastive, se
lective or corrective focus. 

Else, RF is new infonnation: assign SF 

We can now spell out this analysis in plain linguistic language in order 
to explain the context for our snake problem. The fronted PrDP in Gen 
3:3a discussed in example (2) is part of a contrastive pair initiated by the 
preceding PrDP from-fruit.of tree.ofthe-garden we-eat (3:2b). This pair 
part is an initial affinnation by the woman ofGod's pennission to eat from 
the trees in general. It is intrcxluced as a brand new anchored entity in 
focus within the domain of the conversation. The speaker Eve must as
sume this information to be totaUy new to the snake. Both fronted entities 
have had no PAct status before now, but Eve is now asserting these refer
ents for the first time in the conversation. 

At the beginning we find another contrastive focus expressed with lit
erary wordplay for the couple which are >"rûmmÎm 'naked' and without 
any shame caused by guilt (2:25) and the snake which is >arûm 'sly'. The 
referent §Jnê-hem 'two-theirs' is quite unusual, and the possessive suffix 
anchors this referent to the previous episode. The clause type label WayX 
indicates that the RF is placed in ils default position after the verb and 
therefore is unmarked. The first mention of the nakedness introduces the 
two as topical and then refers to them in PF focus using a post-core slot 
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(FoCS). This is then followed by a reference to the snake placed in the 
PrCS far contrastive focus (3:1). The snake is a brand new entity, but 
anchored in the reference to a11 animaIs in general. 

Space will not permit us to go into further detail far Biblical Hebrew at 
this point The snake problem and its immediate context just illustrate the 
kind of wark that needs to be done in arder to apply focus structure analy
sis far Biblical Hebrew. Il should serve as a basis far projects with a much 
broader scope than this limited case. Talstra continues to develop his RT 
analyses far many other chapters from the Hebrew Bible and such output 
from serni-autornated analysis could be used for developing more refined 
pseudo-code for activation analysis. The case at hand not only provides a 
basis for more solid research into IS, but it also illustrates a new direction 
far and a much firmer ground far doing corpus-driven FS studies. 

6. Conclusion 

Despite the problem with the snake and many other linguistic challeng
es encountered in a pragmatic analysis of RT and IS of Gen 2:25-3:3 and 
3 : 1 2, it seems that paradise is certainly not lost, and that corpus-driven RT 
and IS can bring us much closer to an informed understanding of the func
tion of variation in referential phrases. 

We have seen how RT can be handled in the layered clause structure of 
Gen 3:3 (section 1), and how focus structure can be explained far Gen 
3 : 1 1 -12 (section 2). We then presented the RT programs developed by 
Talstra as an important new solution to replace the representation of dis
course in the current version of RRG (section 3) and in the final part 1 
presented the outline of a new pseudo-code far analysis of IS in BH, and 
tested it on Gen 2:25-3:3 (section 4). 

The analysis presented has a limited scope. The next step is to bring 
much mare evidence into play. Eventually we can hope that it will be 
possible for prograrnrners to develop a user-friendly interface for serni
automated corpus-driven analysis of FS based on the new RT data coming 
out of research on the ETCBC corpus of the Hebrew Bible. Il would track 
aIl referents and provide outputs of linguistic expression within their do
mains. Similar eorpora are currently being built for other ancient texts on 
the Bible in other languages, but linguistically annotated corpara could 
also be built far modern languages. 
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LANGUAGE INDEX 

Afrikaans 177, 184-187 
Aghem, 215, 21 8-220 
Amele 243, 248, 249, 254 
Babungo, 219, 236 
Bafut, 219  
Bamunka, 213 ,  21 5-237 
Barai 242, 254 
Basque 177, 185-187 
Belhare 252 
Bengali, 35 
Bulgarian 177, 180 
Celtic, 177 
Chechen 253 
Chinese, Mandarin 72, 242, 248, 

254 
Duteh 170, 173, 175, 177-182, 184, 

186, 187 
Dyirbal, 193 
English, 65, 68, 69, 71,  136, 137, 

143, 1 44, 159, 162, 163, 191 ,  
193, 1 94, 196, 206, 207, 218, 
222, 229, 267, 270, 272, 279, 

French, 36, 177, 181- 184, 186, 187, 
Georgian, 14 
German 177-182, 184, 186, 187, 
Germanie 177-180 
Hebrew, Biblieal 285-289, 293-296, 

304-307 
Hindi, 35 
Icelandic 1 77, 179-182, 184, 186, 

187 
Irish, 36, 1 77, 185-1 87, 
Italian 177, 183, 184, 186, 187, 
Japanese, 15, 72, 89-107, 248, 253, 

291, 297, 306 
Kikuyu 253, 254 
Korafe 245, 248, 249, 253 

Kwaza 253, 254 
Lithuanian 180 
Mopan, 72 
Mparnnve Arremte Il 
Ngaanyatjana, 126 
Noni, 215  
Nootka 248, 253 
Norwegian 177, 179-182, 184, 186, 

187 
Obang, 219  
Persian, 32-57 
Pitjantjatjara, 1 13, 1 16-1 18, 123, 

124, 126, 127, 129, 130-133 
Portnguese 177, 181, 182, 184-187 
Q'eqehi' 253 
Romance, 1 77, 181 ,  183 
Romanian 1 77, 183, 184, 186, 187 
Russian 136, 137, 142, 145-147, 

154, 158, 159, 162-1 64, 169, 
170, 173, 175-180 

Serbian, 180 
Slavie 177, 180-182, 184, 186, 187 
Spanish, 36, 177, 183, 184, 186, 

187, 19 1-193, 196, 198, 205-
207 

Swahili, 72 
Tagalog, 257-262, 266-268, 276, 

279, 281-283 
Taiwan Sign Language, 63-80, 84 
Tauya 245, 250, 251, 254 
Turhsh, 72, 248, 254 
Tzotzil, 290 
Urdu, 35 
Wambule 245, 254 
Yankunytjatjara, 1 13, 130, 132, 133 
Yaqui 253 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

actionality 174, 175, 178, 182, 183, 
186 

activation 285, 292, 294, 295, 300-
304 

actor 98-102, 139, 140, 143, 1 44, 
146, 150, 158, 160, 171 , 172, 
176, 180, 1 90-193, 196, 1 98, 
200-203, 205-208, 

actor-lllldergoer hierarchy 79, 100, 
102, 143, 196 

actual [oeus domain 242, 246, 250-
252, 266, 276 

adjective 213-215, 218, 220-230, 
235-237 
dirnensional 20-22 

adjunct 95, 136, 140, 1 42, 1 45, 154 
adposition 142, 143, 1 45, 163, 193 

non-predicative 142 
predicative 142 
see also postpositions, 

prepositions 
adposition assigmnent mes 193, 

194, 204, 206 
English 143, 162, 194-196 
Spanish 204-206 

adverb 145, 157 
agreement 217, 221, 223, 225, 227, 

232, 234, 235 
Aktionsart 3-27, 54, 177 

accornplishment 4-27 
achievernent 4, 7-8, 23 
active accornplishment 9-17, 22-

24, 27 
activity 4-5, 7-10, 12, 17-18, 23-

25 
causative accornplishment 9-10, 

14-17 

agency 5, 7-9, 14 
animacy 173, 177, 217, 232, 234 
appositives 215, 235 
argument, core 39, 43, 44, 54 ,92, 

96, 99, 102, 106-109, 135, 142-
148, 157, 162, 163, 222, 
direct 1 1 4, 1 1 7, 127, 146-148, 

193 
oblique 1 1 4, 1 17, 122-125, 129, 

130, 1 35-1 37, 191 , 192, 
199, 200, 203,204 

argument-adjunct 142, 143, 154 
aspect, nominal 214, 234 

classfiers 224, 233 

attribute-value rnatrix 21 ,  26 
autonomy 173-175, 180, 183 
case (see also prepositions) 

accusative 42, 99, 100, 102, 
136, 140, 145, 146, 156, 193 

comitative 196 
dative 92, 95, 96, 99, 100, 103, 

104, 106-109, 1 1 4, 1 17, 
122-125, 129, 130, 135-137, 
144-1 47, 163 

ergative 1 16, 1 18, 1 19, 132 
instrumental 135-148, 150, 154, 

158, 159, 163, 164, 169, 
171, 191 , 207 

nominative 99, 100, 146, 147 
193 

case marhng 92, 96, 99, 109 
case assignment rules 146, 147 

causal explanation 16-17 
causation 10, 25 

causal chain 172 
causal ernbedding 173 
causee 171 
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causative 
accornplishment, see 

accornplishment, causative 
morphology 10, 14-15 
paraphrase 10, 14, 16-17 
structure 24 
verb, see verb, causative 

change 
incremental l l-14, 1 9-20, 23-24 
ofstate 6, 8, 10, 14, 20, 22-23, 

25 
clause linkage 241, 242, 244, 253, 

254 
cleft 262, 267, 283 
clitic 259-265, 269, 270, 273, 281, 

282 
comparative construction 63-87 
cornpleteness constraint 150, 151 ,  

155 
compositionality 49, 50, 55 

co-composition 148, 149 
conjunction 243, 244 
contrastive 263, 265, 274, 275, 280 

focus 262, 263, 269, 280 
topic 262, 263, 272-274, 279 

controllability 174, 183 
core 242-246, 249, 258, 262, 264, 

267, 269-274, 276, 278-280 
degree achievernent 7, 1 1-12, 19-20 
demonstrative, 214-218, 230, 231, 

235-237 
dependence 243, 247, 248, 252 
Discourse Representation Theory, 

297, 298, 300 
displacement 257, 271, 273, 274 
embedding 232, 236 244, 247 
frame-based representation 21-22, 

26-27 
foeus 216, 219, 221, 258, 261 -263, 

266-269, 272, 273, 275- 283 
narrow 262, 290, 291, 294, 297-

299,303 
predicate 273, 290, 299, 302, 

303 
sentence 290, 299, 303 

focus structure, 285, 286-294, 297, 
300, 302, 304, 306 

gender 217, 232, 233 
genitive construction 219, 222, 230 
Generative Lexicon 148 
Generative Sernantics 3, 5 
genrnd 244 
iconicity, 213-215, 218, 229, 230, 

234-237 
idiorns 49-51, 
illoeutionary force 227, 242, 245-

249, 251, 252, 259, 269, 274, 
276, 278 

incorporation 
argmuent 141 
rnorphological 32 
pseudo 32, 38-40, 52, 53, 56 

information structure 257, 258, 263, 
266, 269, 279, 281-283, 285, 
286, 292-294, 305,306 

Instrurnent-Subject Altemation 169-
187 

interval sernantics 5-6 
inversion 257-270, 272, 274-280, 

282 
juncture 36, 241-244, 246, 248, 249, 

252,254 
clausal 242, 244, 248, 249, 252 
core 141 ,  142, 157, 242-246, 

249 
nuclear 242 
see also juncture-nexus 

cornbinations 
juncture-nexus cornbinations 234 
layered structure 

adpositional phrase 222 
clause 226-228, 242, 244, 245, 

249, 251, 252, 289 
noun phrase 234 
reference phrase 221-225, 230-

233 
left-detached position 259, 271-280, 

289 
Lexical-Functional Grammar 246 
light verb construction 32, 34, 36, 

40, 41, 45, 50-53 
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linhng 79-83, 
semantics to syntax 79, 
syntax to semantics 

logical structure 3-4, 8-10, 14-16, 
23-27, 96, 137, 1 43, 145, 170-
1 77, 182, 190, 196, 1 99-203, 
201 -203, 206,207 

macroroles 98, 99, 1 1 6, 122-124, 
131 , 132, 172, 176, 196 
non-macrorole arguments 135, 

144-148, 150, 158, 162, 
163, 190-195 

see also actor, lllldergoer 
metonyrnic clipping 172 
modifier phrase 221, 235 
motion 155 

caused motion 16-17 
directed, motion to goal 9, 12, 

14-17, 23-24, 27 
natural event condition 176, 177 
negation 264, 266, 268, 274, 277 
negative polarity item, 259, 276-278 
Neo-Davidsonian representation 25 
nexus 36, 241-244, 247, 252, 253 

coordination 241 -247 
cosubordination 241-253 
subordination 241 -244, 247 

noun classes, 216-221, 225, 232 
(see also gender) 

noun phrase, 213-222, 225, 229-237 
(see also reference phrase) 
arguments, 219, 222 
associative, 21 7-230, 235, 237 
NP coordination, 234 
NP cosubordination, 234 
NP operators, 234, 237 

nucleus 242, 244, 245, 258, 259, 
264, 267, 269, 275, 280 

numeral 213-215, 218, 229-237 
operators 92, 97-101 ,  103, 109, 243-

252 
periphery 129, 270, 271, 276, 278, 

280, 282,283 
possession 1 1 3, 1 1 8, 217, 219  
postpositions, 95, 102, 103, 105, 

109, 

potential focus domain 251 
pre-core slot 259, 269-280, 289-29 1, 

294, 303, 304 
pre-detached position 289, 291, 294, 

297, 303 
predicate 92-97, 99-101, 104, 109, 

219, 222, 228 
prepositions 103, 

cornitative 143, 1 44, 159-163, 
instrumental 159-163, 170-172, 

Principle of Domain Integrity, 236, 
237 

Principle of Head Proxirnity, 236 
Principle of Scope, 235, 236 
privileged syntactic argument 172, 

176, 1 90-1 94, 198, 200,205 
selection principles 193 

process 1 1-13, 19-20, 23, 27 
qualia 148, 150-152, 155 
reference phrase, 213, 215, 220-222, 

229, 234-237 (see also noun 
phrase) 
arguments, 235 
associative, 223, 225, 229 

reference tracking, 285-289, 292, 
293, 297-301, 304, 305 

referential locus 63, 73,74, 77, 78, 
80, 81, 84 

relative clause 214 
result state I l, 19 
satellites, 214, 229, 230, 235-237 
scale 20, 22, 24 
semantic decomposition 3-27 
sign langnages 64, 67, 85, 86 
signing space, 63-67, 70, 73-84 
stage 19-24 
telicity 4, 1 1  
tense 242, 243, 246-249, 252 
thematic relation 171 

agent 171, 175 (see also agency) 
effector 171, 172, 175, 176 
force 171 
implement 173 
instrument 136, 138, 140, 144, 

159, 162, 1 69-178, 186, 187 
location 144 
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topie 
giveIllless topie 272 
see also contrastive topie 

undergoer 98-102, 139-144, 146, 
150, 158, 172, 190-193, 200-
208 

verbs 
causative 15 
heavy 34, 35, 54 
irnplicative 7 

Subject Index 

light 32, 34, 35, 39,56 
of consurnption 10, 17, 24 
of directed perception 18 
of motion, see motion 

voiee 257-259, 267-269, 281 
antipassive 123, 139, 141, 158 
passive 42, 43, 94, 139, 156, 

158, 160 
word classes 213, 215, 220, 229, 

235 
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